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Preparations for the Attack

of 1945 found the American and Allied troops of Fifth Army in the
rugged mountains and narrow valleys of the northern Apennine range, which
divides Italy into two separate sections, peninsular and continental. The men
were in relatively the same positions they had occupied for slightly more than 5
months, following the conclusion of the Gothic Line campaign of September and
October 1944. For the second time in the Italian campaign our forces main
tained a stabilized line for a period of several months, in both cases preparing for
great spring offensives. The 1944 late spring campaign resulted in the capture
of Rome and the advance north of the Arno River, beyond the summit of the Apen
nines, and almost into the valley of the Po River; the early spring of 1945 was to
witness the knockout blow, the final punch which crushed and captured the Ger
man armed forces in northern Italy and liberated the remainder of the nation.
The cessation of offensive operations at the beginning of the winter had been
influenced to a great degree by the continued stiff resistance put up by the veteran
troops of German Army Group Southwest as they withdrew slowly from one moun
tain top to another. Our forces were badly depleted in numbers, our supply line
was long and overtaxed, and the severe winter weather normally to be expected in
the Apennines forced us to halt to replenish our strength before delivering the next
big assault. The period of winter stalemate had been well spent. Replacements
and reinforcements came to the Army during these months; badly worn vehicles
were exchanged for new ones; ammunition reserves were piled up; and new and
improved types of equipment and weapons were issued. By 1 April, Fifth Army had
completed its program of rehabilitation of men and equipment and was ready for the
spring battles.

A

FIFTH ARMY DISPOSITIONS
See Map No. I

i. Positions in the Mountains. Lieutenant General Lucian K. Truscott, Jr., the
Army commander, had nine divisions and the equivalent of a tenth under his control
at the beginning of the spring. Six American infantry divisions, one Brazilian in
fantry division, one American armored division, one South African armored divi
sion, and Italian and American infantry troops equal to another division were as
signed to the Army and either in position or resting in rear areas on i April. IV
Corps, under command of Maj. Gen. Willis D. Crittenberger, held the left flank of
Fifth Army; II Corps, under command of Maj. Gen. Geoffrey Keyes, occupied the
right sector. Three divisions were committed in frontline positions in each corps,
while the remaining three were in reserve.
IV Corps, occupying more than twothirds of the length of the Army line, was
extended from the Ligurian Sea on the west to the Reno River on the east, a total
distance of nearly 70 miles. The o,2d Infantry Division, reinforced by the attach
ment of the 473d Infantry, a separate regiment formed during the winter months from
antiaircraft units converted into infantry, and by the 442d Regimental Combat Team,
recently returned from France, garrisoned positions from the sea inland to the
Cutigliano Valley, which lies about 12 miles northwest of the Arno Valley town of
Pistoia. The division held nearly 30 miles of the Corps front, across the narrow
coastal plain, then through the rough mountainous country to the narrow valley
of the Serchio River, and on east over wild and lightly held terrain to the Cutigliano
area.
To the right of the division boundary, in even more forbidding and trackless
country, the 365th Infantry, detached from the g2d Division, held an independent
command sector running east from Cutigliano to the south end of the Serrasiccia—
Campiano ridge, a terrain feature 15 miles due north of Pistoia which had been
wrested from the Germans in February. From this point the front swung sharply
to the northeast along a general ridge line which formed a mountain backbone
extending almost to the Po Valley. The 1st Brazilian Infantry Division of the
Brazilian Expeditionary Force (BEF) held the Serrasiccia ridge line and other posi
tions northeast to the vicinity of the little mountain town of Pietra Colora, where
it adjoined the 10th Mountain Division. The latter division had succeeded in mak
ing important advances through the mountains west of the vital Highway 64 in
February and March, and at the beginning of April it held almost all of the remainder
of the IV Corps sector northeast from Pietra Colora to the Reno River boundary
of II Corps. A narrow sector on the extreme right of the Corps was held by the
81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron (1st Armored Division).

East of the Reno II Corps was concentrated in a sector approximately 25 miles
wide. In this area the assault elements advancing astride Highway 65 had reached
to within 12 miles of Bologna before the end of the fall campaign, and practically
no change had been made in positions along this portion of the front during the entire
winter period. The 1st Armored Division, to which was attached the separate 91st
Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, occupied the left part of the II Corps sector from
the Reno east through the valley of Setta Creek to within 3 miles of Highway 65.
In the center of the Corps line was the 34th Infantry Division, astride the highway
from the 1st Armored Division boundary to a point slightly less than 2 miles east
of the road; here the 91st Infantry Division took over responsibility for the remainder
of the ground to the Fifth ArmyEighth Army boundary on Mount Grande. The
91st Division sector, including the Idice River valley and Mount Belmonte, was held
by one regimental combat team of the division and by the attached Legnano Group,
an Italian combat unit made up of approximately 9,000 men, trained and equipped
by the British.
The British 13 Corps, which had been part of Fifth Army during the fall fight
ing and until midJanuary when it was returned to operational control of Eighth
Army, adjoined the 91st Division on the east. The 6 South African Armoured Divi
sion, reinforced to a total strength of more than 18,000 men, and the 85th Infantry
Division were in Fifth Army reserve, while the 88th Infantry Division was in II
Corps reserve. No major reserve existed in IV Corps. Eighth Army, after fighting
its way around the eastern edge of the Apennines, had advanced up the lower Po
Valley as far as the Senio River, about 20 miles southeast of Bologna, and extended
along the Adriatic coast line north of Ravenna to the southern shore of Lake Com
acchio. Withdrawal of troops for service in Greece and Holland during the winter
reduced the strength of Eighth Army to seven infantry divisions, one armored
division, and three Italian combat groups.
Although Fifth Army had lost control of 13 Corps during the winter months,
the strength of its other components had been considerably increased. The largest
reinforcement was the 10th Mountain Division, a unit specially trained and equipped
for Alpine fighting, which arrived from the United States late in December and
early in January. The Italian combat group was attached to the Army in mid
March, and the veteran 442d Regimental Combat Team returned to Italy late in
March after a 6 months' period of absence in France. American artillery strength,
weak in heavy caliber weapons during most of the winter, was increased until by
midApril, in addition to the organic artillery in the divisions, six battalions of 155mm
howitzers, four battalions of 155mm guns, two battalions of 8inch howitzers, and
one battalion of selfpropelled 105mm howitzers were available. British heavy
artillery attached to the Army included two regiments (battalions) of 5.5inch

howitzers, one regiment of 4.5inch guns, a mixed regiment of 155mm guns and
5.5inch howitzers, and two batteries of a mixed regiment which were equipped with
two 8inch guns and four 240mm howitzers. In addition, offensive strength and
fire power had been built up to include six separate tank battalions and five tank
destroyer battalions.
The general personnel picture throughout the Army was excellent. Every
division was overstrength, for more than 7,000 officers and men had been assigned
as overage to combat organizations as an advancement on future replacements to
enable them to obtain valuable experience and training. The replacement depots
were stocked with approximately 21,000 white officers and enlisted men. Less
than 2,000 colored replacements were available for the o,2d Division and other
Negro units, but 1,200 men were on hand to keep up the strength of the Japanese
American 442d Infantry. More than 5,000 Brazilian replacements were in Italy,
although they had not completed all their required training. This favorable bal
ance of reserves had been built up through a combination of several methods: by
a reconversion program in which troops of other branches were retrained as in
fantry, by an improved flow of replacements from the United States, by the operation
of an officers candidate school to augment the supply of officers, and because of a
comparatively low casualty rate during the winter.
The morale of the Army was very high due to a number of factors. The 5
months' period of relative inactivity had been utilized to bring troops to a high state
of training, and frequent rotation of units in the defensive positions had allowed
adequate opportunities for rest and recreation. The operation of rest centers in
the cities of Florence and Rome and at the spa of Montecatini, 20 miles west of
Florence, together with intensive efforts to provide comforts even for the most for
ward troops, contributed not a little to the favorable morale situation. Another
factor was the continued success of the Allied arms on both the eastern and western
fronts, and the feeling in Italy that one final push in this country would contribute
to the rapid and complete collapse of the enemy.
2. Preliminary Attacks. The battle of the Gothic Line, launched on 10 Septem
ber 1944, saw the hardest fighting of the entire 1 fA years of operations in Italy as
Fifth Army punched its way through the elaborate defenses in the mountains guard
ing Highway 65, the direct route from Florence to Bologna. The latter city, the
prime objective at the northern foot of the Apennines and on the southern fringe of
the level Po Valley, lay tantalizingly near when our forces passed from attack to
defense at the end of October with the forward lines along the highway within
12 miles of the goal and more than 60 miles north of Florence. A 40mile section
of Highway 64, which parallels Highway 65 to the west and extends from Pistoia
to Bologna, also was cleared during the fall campaign. In the left portion of the

Army zone, however, the mission had been merely to exert pressure on the enemy
and follow up any withdrawals he might make. Consequently the lines had not
been advanced nearly as far to the north as in the area of the main effort up High
way 65, and in the western sector the front was only 25 to 30 miles north of the
Arno River.
Following the end of the heavy fighting south of Bologna, the mountain battle
ground was dormant until Christmas time, when the Germans launched an abortive
attack down the Serchio Valley which brought them temporary gains but ended with
little change in the frontline dispositions. A few seesaw local engagements on other
parts of the front resulted in similar outcomes. Fifth Army, however, was faced with
the necessity of containing the enemy forces in Italy, preventing the shifting of Ger
man units to reinforce other fronts, and at the same time preparing plans for its own
future operations. Soon after the beginning of 1945, 15th Army Group, embracing
both Fifth and Eighth Armies, had made known its decision that no major offensive
would be begun until after 1 April, unless enemy withdrawals necessitated an earlier
pursuit. German activity presented no definite signs of any intention on the part
of the enemy to abandon the rich country of northern Italy, where industries turned
out war equipment in large quantities and rich farm lands provided plenty of sus
tenance for German troops.
In keeping with the Army mission several limited objective attacks were planned
for the late winter period, some of them designed to keep the enemy off balance
and others to improve our positions. The first of these attacks was opened on
3 February by the 92 d Division, which launched successive drives in the mountain
ous Serchio Valley and up the coastal plain. Initially success was obtained along
the Serchio River, but enemy counterattacks within a few days pushed us back
essentially to the starting positions. Similar results were recorded on the well
fortified coast where stiffer resistance was met and higher casualties suffered; neither
attack forced the enemy to commit any other than local reserves.
The later attack of the 10th Mountain Division, assisted by the Brazilians, west
of Highway 64 on the right flank of IV Corps reflected preliminary planning for the
spring offensive, inasmuch as it had been determined that the main Army effort
would eventually be made astride Highway 64 west of the strong defenses which the
Germans had constructed blocking the Highway 65 approach to Bologna. The
newly arrived mountain units were assigned the task of clearing the high ground
which dominated the upper sections of Highway 64 and other peaks which provided
flank protection for still additional mountains lying between Highway 64 and High
way 65 and affording excellent observation over the latter road. This attack was
begun on,19 Fe¥ruary^ith the capture of the Serrasiccia—Campiano ridge and the
subsequent I occupation of Mount Belvedere and Mount Torraccia. These two

mountains were key feaiuxes_covering Highway 64 north of the town of Porretta, and
from these springboards the 1 oth Mountain Division continued on to the northeast,
clearing ground 5 to 7 miles northwest of the roadand appmxiciajglx.5 miles north
west from the previous front lines.
The success achieved by the 10th Mountain Division pushed the right flank of
IV Corps forward almost abreast of the left flank of II Corps, considerably widening
the. salient Fifth Army had previously cut into the mountain wall barring the ad
vance into the Po Valley. The Germans were also forced to bring in additional
troops, including the 29th Panzer Grenadier (Armored Infantry) Division from their
tactical reserve. By 7 March our troops had gained all the ground included in
the list of limited objectives, and apparently could continue farther ahead under
the momentum they had already created. General Truscott decided, however, that
since at least another month must pass before the main attack was to begin, further
advances would overextend the exposed flank and would only serve to center ad
ditional enemy attention on this sector, possibly causing the Germans to make a
great increase in the amount of prepared defenses west of Highway 64. Positions
were consolidated along a series of peaks and ridges which would provide excellent
lines of departure later in the spring.

B.

TERRAIN OF THE ACTION
See Map No. 7

On clear days in the early spring troops of Fifth Army could look out over the
broad, level valley of the Po. The buildings of Bologna were visible occasionally, and
when the valley haze dissipated sufficiently the towering peaks of the Alps could be
seen nearly 100 miles to the north. Although numerous individual mountains and
ridges rose between the front lines and the valley itself, all along the II Corps front
and in the eastern part of the IV Corps sector the highest portion of the Apennines
had been crossed and the ground ahead sloped gradually toward the plain. Only a
few miles of hilly country remained to be traversed before the Army could break out
onto the flatlands, find excellent terrain for the employment of armor, and, in gen
eral, reach an area which would allow flexibility of maneuver such as never before
had been encountered in Italy. Whereas distances throughout much of the drive
up the peninsula had been measured in yards, distances in the northern part of the
country were often calculated in scores of miles.
The major portion of the region ahead ultimately was included in the watershed
of the Po River, which sweeps entirely across the nation for a total distance of 420

miles from its sources in the western Alps to its mouth on the Adriatic Sea. Draining
a basin of 26,800 square miles, the river has a valley which extends approximately
200 miles from east to west and measures 60 to 75 miles from north to south. West
of Milan the Po Valley merges with the Lombardy Plain, which contains the greatest
manufacturing centers of Italy and includes the area from the foothills of the Alps
on the north to the Ligurian Sea and the port of Genoa on the south, 90 miles away.
The plain extends roughly 50 miles west of Milan before it gives way to the Alps.
North and east of the Po the Adriatic coastal plain increases in size, forming an arc
around the northern end of the sea which reaches to a general depth of 35 miles
inland, on the west roughly bounded by the inland city of Padua and on the east by
the important port of Trieste.
South of the Po the flat countryside is highly cultivated and is broken up into
small rectangular fields, which are usually separated by narrow drainage ditches.
North of the river the same flatness prevails, the ground is crisscrossed by irrigation
ditches, and in the lowlands surrounding Mantua and Ostiglia the area is featured
by marshy rice paddies. North and west of Mantua a few low, rolling hills are en
countered; most of the land is arable or is used for pasturage, and rises to the north
in long steps into the foothills of the Alps. The Lombardy Plain is generally level,
highly industrialized, and thickly populated. West of Turin the country rises into
the gentle lower Alpine valleys of the Piedmont region. From the military point of
view fields of fire are generally excellent in the central part of the valley and plain,
but the highly developed agricultural areas, which include numerous vines and trees,
limit ground visibility and offer many opportunities for concealment.
Northern Italy is served by an extensive network of ground communications, in
cluding a large number of paved highways which connect the many cities and smaller
centers of population. Most of the secondclass roads are gravelled and well kept,
and afford many alternate routes to almost any given point. The railroad organiza
tion also is well developed, containing doubletracked main lines, the majority of
which are electrified. Although the Po itself and several of the smaller rivers form
major obstacles for military movement, crosscountry travel, except in certain marshy
or ditchfilled areas, is practicable during the spring and summer months.
Four roughly parallel main arteries run from east to west across the valleyv
while an equal number run north and south through the flatlands. To reach the
valley at Bologna from our mountain lines Highway 65 and Highway 64 were the
two most likely routes, especially the latter, which follows the valley of the Reno
River. Along this road our lines lay a little more than 15 miles from the city, and
overlooked the Germanheld road junction town of Vergato. The first eastwest
national highway in front of our positions was Highway 9, which stretches the entire
length of the valley along the northern base of the Apennines. This road turns

northwest at Rimini on the Adriatic coast, passing with scarcely a curve through the
cities of Bologna, Modena, Reggio, and Parma to Piacenza, where it crosses the Po
and continues on to Milan. Highway 10 traverses the length of the valley on the
north side of the river, beginning at the road center of Padua and running west
through Mantua to Cremona. Here it crosses to the south bank of the river and
continues southwest to Piacenza, Alessandria, and Turin. The third great valley
route is that of Highway 11, running along the southern foothills of the Alps and
connecting most of the largest cities including, from east to west, Venice, Padua,
Vicenza, Verona, Brescia, Milan, Novara, and Turin. The extreme southwestern
portion of northern Italy is served by Highway i, which, after passing through our
lines north of Viareggio, strikes up the Ligurian coast to La Spezia and Genoa and
then turns westward along the Italian Riviera to the French frontier.
The long association of Fifth Army with Highway 65 would be ended with the
capture of Bologna, which is the northern terminus of this route across the Apennines
from Florence. Highway 64, however, passes on through Bologna and on to the
northeast as far as the city of Ferrara, a short distance south of the Po River. The
main northsouth road in the Army zone was Highway 12, which originates at Pisa in
the Arno Valley, crosses the mountains, and strikes Highway 9 at Modena. From
Modena this highway continues almost due north across the Po at Ostiglia to the
cities of Verona, Trent, and Bolzano, into the Brenner Pass, and eventually on to
Austria. To its west Highway 63 cuts northwest across the Apennines from Aulla
to Reggio and on to the Po where it joins Highway 62, which passes through Mantua
to Verona. Highway 16 generally parallels the Adriatic coast, turns inland to skirt
the southwestern shores of Lake Comacchio, is joined by Highway 64 at Ferrara, and
then runs north to Padua, where it enters Highway 10. Half a dozen northsouth
roads connect the cities located on the Lombardy Plain. In addition to these main
highways several Autostradas, or superhighways without grade crossings, link
the major cities and most populated areas of northern Italy. One of these roads
extends from Brescia through Milan to Turin, closely bypassing each of these centers.
Near Milan another Autostrada branches to the north and northwest, one segment
running to the resort town of Como on Lake Como, and another to the town of
Varese, 10 miles farther west. Both of these termini are within a few miles of the
Swiss border.
Throughout its long course the Po meanders in a series of great bends toward
the Adriatic, together with its various tributaries forming an extensive system of
obstacles and barriers. Its sandy bed dotted with numerous bars and islands, the
river increases in width upstream in the central section, expanding from 1,000 feet
near Ferrara to 4,000 feet at a point north of Parma, while the actual water width
(wet gap) varies between 400 and 1,500 feet. East of Ferrara and west of Piacenza the
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The Reno River and Highway 64, looking north toward the Po

One of the wide, level roads in the Po plain—after the German

At Ostiglia the Po River is wide and sluggish between its sand banks

The mountains of the Alps loom high above the wide expanse of Lake Garda

river is narrower, but nowhere can it be spanned by military field type fixed bridges.
The muddy waters are controlled along almost the entire length of the river by a
system of levees, which are constructed along both banks, at times as far as i mile
from the channel itself; between the main levee and the river secondary embankments
have been erected in many places. These banks rise from 15 to 25 feet above the
level of the surrounding country, and in some instances the silt deposited by the Po
has raised the water above the level of the adjacent land. The river normally can
be expected to be at its highest stage during the months of April, May, and June,
when the melting snow in the mountains produces spring freshets. The Po's biggest
single tributary is the Ticino River, which flows out of Lake Maggiore along the
ItaloSwiss border, runs south about 15 miles to the west of Milan, and empties into
the main river 20 miles west of Piacenza. The Adda River forms the outlet for Lake
Como, flows south 1 o miles to the east of Milan, and reaches the Po a short distance
west of Cremona. Few cities actually lie on the Po, Turin, Piacenza, and Cremona
being the only sizable communities situated immediately on the river bank.
An obstacle which we had to cross in the mountains was the Reno River, run
ning along Highway 64. After reaching the valley west of Bologna this stream flows
north for 18 miles, then turns abruptly east and empties into the Adriatic a short
distance south of Lake Comacchio. Two smaller streams formed barriers which
Fifth Army must cross in its zone before reaching the Po. The Panaro, originating
in the northern slopes of the Apennines, runs north about 1 o miles west of Highway
64, crosses Highway 9 5 miles east of Modena, and then turns northeast to empty
into the Po 1 o miles above Ferrara. While still in the mountains it has a rather wide,
gravelly bed, but north of Highway 9 it is canalized in a deep, narrow channel with
a wet gap of between 60 and 100 feet, guarded by levees 15 to 35 feet in height. The
Secchia River parallels the Panaro, crosses Highway 9 1 o miles west of Modena, and
after flowing close to Highway 12 for nearly 10 miles swerves to the westward and
reaches the Po 4 miles east of the town of San Benedetto Po. The Secchia resembles
the Panaro in character, although in the valley its wet gap often reaches 200 feet
and its guarding flood banks are located at a greater distance from the stream bed
than are those of the Panaro.
North of the Po the Army faced two additional major water obstacles before
it could reach the southern entrance to the Brenner Pass, the city of Verona. The
first of these two barriers was the Mincio River, flowing out of Lake Garda past
Mantua and into the Po between San Benedetto Po and Ostiglia. The Mincio
forms two large, marshy lakes on either side of Mantua and then from the lower of
the two lakes runs to the Po through a deep, navigable channel with a wet gap of
110 to 125 feet. The second barrier was the Adige River, the largest stream in
northeastern Italy, which rises near the junction of the Swiss, Austrian, and Italian

borders, and flows southeast through Verona to the Adriatic Sea 15 miles north of
the mouth of the Po. The Adige, carrying a large volume of water from a drainage
basin of 8,650 square miles, is controlled by flood banks southeast of Verona, which
confine it to a wet gap varying between 300 and 500 feet with an exceptionally swift
current.

C

ENEMY DISPOSITIONS IN ITALY
See Map No. I

1. German Forces. The German lines in Europe were fast crumbling under the
combined blows of the Americans, British, and Russians in the spring of 1945, but
the enemy made no move to give up his hold on northern Italy. Although between
Christmas and the first of April Field Marshal Albert Kesselring and General Hein
rich von Vietinghoff, who succeeded him as commander of Army Group Southwest,
had sent 3 divisions from this front for use elsewhere, the enemy still retained 23 Ger
man divisions in the country, among them some of the best units remaining in his
armed forces. In addition there were two partially formed German divisions, the
155th Field Training Division stationed near Trentafcnd the 24th SS Mountain
Division, which was being activated in the extreme northeastern section. The man
power lost with the three divisions during the winter period was offset to a consid
erable extent by reinforcements in the form of individual replacements, the arrival
of several separate battalions, and by the increase in the strength of the Fascist Italian
formations to the equivalent of six divisions.
On the main Italian front facing the Allied Armies were 2 German armies made
up of 4 corps and 19 of the 29 available enemy divisions. Fifth Army was still faced
by its longtime foe, the German Fourteenth Army, commanded by Lt. Gen. Joachim
von Lemelsen, which held the sector from the Idice Valley west to the Ligurian Sea
with two corps. LI Mountain Corps on the west consisted of four German and one
Italian divisions. The 148th Grenadier (Infantry) Division, reinforced by the Kes
selring Machine Gun Battalion and part of the Italia Bersaglieri Division, occupied
the front from the sea inland to the Serchio Valley; the 232d Grenadier Division,
which had attached to it elements of the San Marco Marine Division (Italian) and
the 4th Independent Mountain Battalion, extended from the Serchio Valley east to
Mount Torraccia; the 114th Light Division and the 334th Grenadier Division held
two short sections of the front west of Highway 64. XIV Panzer Corps, the other
corps in Fourteenth Army, consisted of four divisions committed in narrow sectors
astride Highway 64 and east to Mount Grande, the 94th Grenadier Division, the
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8th Mountain Division, the 65th Grenadier Division, and the 305th Grenadier Divi
sion. The sector of the last named division overlapped the Army boundary, and its
left elements faced the British 13 Corps. The 8th Mountain Division was reinforced
by the 3d Independent Mountain Battalion and the 7th GAF Battalion, made up
of German Air Force personnel serving as infantry.
Opposing Eighth Army was the German Tenth Army under Lt. Gen. Traugott
Herr, with I Parachute Corps, made up of the 1st Parachute Division, the 4th Para
chute Division, and the 276th Grenadier Division, and LXXVI Panzer Corps, con
sisting of the 362d Grenadier Division, the 98th Grenadier Division, the 26th Panzer
(Armored) Division, the i62d Grenadier Division, and the 42d Light Division. The
only two panzer grenadier divisions remaining in Italy, the 29th and 90th, were
held in Army Group reserve in the vicinity of Bologna ready to reinforce the enemy
on either the Fifth or Eighth Army fronts. The 29th Panzer Grenadier Division,
after being rushed in to block our drive west of Highway 64 early in March, had again
been returned to reserve during the last week of that month. Despite the renewed
availability of this division the enemy was faced with an alarming weakness of
capable reserves. Neither army had reserves of its own, and the two divisions, mobile
though they were, were scarcely adequate for a front 130 miles long facing a well
equipped and extremely mobile opponent.
The other enemy units in Italy were scattered in widely separated areas. The
710th Grenadier Division and the 237th Grenadier Division were in the eastern sec
tion, the former northeast of Venice and the latter south of Trieste. A third enemy
force, the Ligurian Army, composed of both German and Italian units, under nom
inal command of Italian Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, was responsible for the defense
of western Italy and the blocking of the Alpine passes leading from France. Within
this Army the Lombardy Corps, including elements of the 1st Italian SS Infantry
Division and the 135th Fortress Brigade, was distributed between Genoa and Milan.
The German LXXV Corps, commanding the 34th Grenadier Division, the 5th
Mountain Division, and three Italian units — the Littoria Infantry Division, the bulk
of the San Marco Marine Division, and the Monte Rosa Alpine Division — covered
the western and northwestern Italian frontiers.
Rumors were current at various times during the winter months that the Ger
mans intended to evacuate all of Italy, that they would evacuate only the western
half, or that they would retire north and northeast to the line of the Po and Ticino
Rivers. No evidence was uncovered to substantiate these reports, and as the spring
drew near increased vigilance by the enemy along the entire front line indicated that
he was not likely to move at all unless forced to do so. Northern Italy provided the
forces occupying it with nearly all the necessities of life and warfare. When con
tinued bombing by Allied aircraft smashed much of the industrial areas, many man
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ufacturing plants were moved underground into huge caves where they continued
to produce relatively large quantities of munitions, and Italian farmers raised suffi
cient food to meet German needs. Another possible factor governing the German
decision to remain in Italy was the mere difficulty of getting out. The first enemy
unit to leave Italy, the 256th Grenadier Division, departed in December and early
January without much apparent trouble, but the continued program of rail and road
interdiction by our air force and the destruction of large quantities of enemy rolling
stock created a situation whereby between 3 and 4 weeks were required to move the
16th SS Panzer Grenadier Division "Reichsfuehrer SS" over the Brenner Pass into
Germany in February and an equally long period was needed to pull the 715th Gren
adier Division out of the country in March.
2. The Rear Areas. Activities of the Italian partisans contributed to a gradual
deterioration of the German strength in rear areas. On 1 April Allied intelligence
officers estimated that a minimum of 50,000 wellorganized patriots were either
already engaged in sabotaging and harassing the enemy or ready to spring into action
on a given signal. Aided by Allied liaison officers who were parachuted into the
country or smuggled through the German lines, the partisans had formed them
selves into battalions, brigades, and even divisions. They were armed with weapons
stolen or captured from the Germans or dropped to them by Allied aircraft, which
delivered more than 500 tons of supplies to these behindtheline fighters during
March. The constant threat of partisan attack forced the Germans to employ thou
sands of their own troops and most of the Fascist forces in a campaign against the
guerrillas, while heavy guards had to be constantly maintained over most of the rear
area installations. The partisans also were active in escorting escaped Allied pris
oners of war and agents back and forth across the lines. Patriots whose homes were
in the mountains often accompanied Fifth Army patrols and participated in actual
combat operations with our forces.
Despite the troublesome partisans in its rear, the main worry of the German
High Command was the rapidly worsening condition of its transportation system,
the lack of vehicles and motor fuel, and the interdiction of railroad supply lines by
Allied air power. Bombing of factories and railroads leading into Germany made it
almost impossible to obtain new motor vehicles from the homeland, while the reduc
tion of the Italian automobile output, coupled with incessant bombing and strafing
attacks by our tactical aircraft, reduced enemy military transport to a progressively
lower level. To augment his scanty supply the enemy commandeered hundreds of
civilian passenger cars, trucks, and busses, and substituted horse and oxendrawn
carts for much motorized equipment.
Even more serious was the fact that enemy gasoline supplies were rapidly being
reduced to a mere trickle, limiting the use which could be made of the available
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vehicles. In many cases animals were used to tow vehicles, which started their
motors only while passing over steep grades; even in the socalled "fast" convoys
only every third truck operated its engine and towed two others. The enemy made
use of gasoline substitutes such as methane, which was available in considerable quan
tity in certain areas of the Po valley. Methane did not provide sufficient power for
use in combat vehicles but was adequate for administrative transport, thus affording
some saving of both gasoline and diesel oil. Other substitute fuels used were alcohol
and benzol, which could be mixed with gasoline in proportion of one unit of substitu
tion to three units of regular fuel. The few small oil fields in northern Italy were
exploited to the maximum, wells producing as little as 1,000 gallons per day being
worked. The lengths to which the enemy was willing to go to obtain fuel were
indicated in a captured order issued by the 98th Grenadier Division which offered a
reward of 1,000 cigarettes to any man returning from patrol with a 5gallon can of
captured gasoline.
The program of interdiction of lines of communication carried on by the Med
iterranean Allied Tactical Air Force (MATAF) whenever flying was possible during
the winter and spring imposed great difficulties on the enemy; good weather in Feb
ruary and March allowed an extensive effort on this mission up to the moment of the
ground offensive. Fighterbombers of XXII Tactical Air Command (XXII TAC),
supporting Fifth Army, and the Desert Air Force (DAF), operating with Eighth
Army, roved over and behind the enemy lines, attacking rail yards, roads, bridges,
and dumps. Numbers of these craft ranged as far north as the Brenner Pass railroad
line where they enlarged blocks originally created by medium bombers. DAF con
centrated on the Tarvisio—Udine route, the most important pass leading out of
northeastern Italy. Both units smashed rail and road lines in the Po Valley as well,
claiming destruction or damage to approximately 2,200 enemy motor vehicles in
February and March.
Traffic across the Po River was further disrupted and harassed. By the fall of
1944 all bridges over the Po had been destroyed by bombers, and the winter program
was aimed at interdiction of the ponton bridges, ferry terminals, and overhead cable
crossings between Piacenza and the Adriatic to which the enemy had been forced
to resort. In addition to daylight attackers, night intruders regularly visited these
crossing sites. On 5 nights during March XXII TAG intruders dropped bombs on
17 different crossings; the average number of targets for the entire month was;5'per
day. During March 2,201 sorties were flown against dumps, supplies, and instal
lations, including attacks on more than 100 separate ammunition depots.
The good early spring weather enabled Allied medium bombers to fly against
lines of communication targets almost every day during February and March.
Their main effort was directed against the vital Brenner Pass, with railroads on the

northeastern Italian frontier and feeder lines to the Brenner route also coming in for
their share of attack. During February the Brenner line was cut in at least one place
every day throughout its entire length from Verona in Italy to Innsbruck in Austria.
In March it was cut daily in at least one place between Verona and Trent and in
one place between Trent and Bolzano, and for 18 days of the month a block in at
least one place from Bolzano north to Innsbruck made this stretch unserviceable.
The Germans resorted to numerous stratagems to offset this bombing. In some in
stances they constructed removable bridges which could be hidden during the day
time and installed at night; another trick consisted of painting the railroad bed to
give the impression that craters blocked the line. Concentration of spare equipment
and the maintenance of large crews of workmen to enable rapid repairs to be made
proved the best defense, while transshipment of passengers and supplies around the
blocked sections of the Brenner line allowed limited use to be made of this route.
Allied aircraft also continued to cut into the small amount of shipping available to
the Germans, virtually eliminating all daylight coastwise traffic and reducing the
enemy to the night use of small vessels and barges plying between the few ports still
usable by him.
Despite all the difficulties this air offensive caused, the Germans were able to
meet most of their requirements other than vehicles and gasoline due to the long
period in which relatively light demands were made for supplies. A sufficient
amount of food, clothing, and ammunition was available, and the morale of the en
emy soldiers remained surprisingly high, especially in the two parachute divisions
and in the two panzer grenadier divisions. Desertions by native Germans were rel
atively few; while a greater desire to quit was apparent among the nonGermans in
the enemy forces, this tendency was checked by the policy of teaming real Germans
and the "Volksdeutsche" together so that the actions of the latter could be closely
watched. Approximately 35 percent of prisoners taken from German divisions
during the winter were deserters. In the ranks of the Fascist divisions this rate was
85 percent, and total desertions ran into the thousands, although only a small per
centage of the men came to our lines. A number joined the partisans; the majority
simply went into hiding or assumed civilian disguises.
3.

Enemy Defense Lines.

(See Map No. 2.)

The inactive months provided the

Germans with an excellent opportunityto_carry out their usual methodical organ
ization ^L the ground
By
1 April the defenses guarding Bologna had been heavily
built up south, southeast, and east of the city and to a lesser extent on the southwest;
additional belts of prepared fortifications rested on the river barriers of the Po and
the Adige. The main line of resistance protecting the city, known as the Genghis
Khan Line, began on the Fifth Army front west of Vergato, crossed the Reno River,
ran over the guardian peaks of Mount Sole and Mount Adone in the area between

Highway 64 and Highway 65, and continued east of the latter road along the moun
tain tops north of Mount Belmonte and Mount Grande until it reached the line of
the Senio River, along which the British forces had been stalemated since early in
January. Facing Eighth Army in this sector east of Bologna, the enemy line swung
northward, following the course of the Senio across the lower Po Valley, and finally
struck the southern shore of Lake Comacchio. Four miles farther west ran the
Santerno River, paralleling the Senio and just as heavily fortified. Several smaller
streams remained to be crossed between the Santerno and Bologna and could serve
as delaying positions in front of Eighth Army.
The mountain line was made up primarily of mutually supporting strongpoints,
featuring automatic weapons and antitank guns. Machine guns were liberally
distributed to cover all possible approaches to the summits of the mountains; anti
personnel minefields were laid along all the paths, ravines, and creek beds. Dugouts
had been constructed to shelter the garrisons of the various strongpoints, which were
connected by communication trenches and further protected by bands of barbed
wire.
All roads and crosscountry avenues of advance were strewn with mixed
antitank and antipersonnel minefields. Many of the existing stone farmhouses were
fortified and incorporated into the line, while many of the small villages also were
organized for defense and surrounded by firing positions. The suburbs of Bologna
itself contained many concrete pillboxes and antitank gun emplacements.
The enemy massed hundreds of mortars to back up his infantry defenses and
was estimated to have a total of 789 artillery weapons in the area opposite Fifth
Army: 367 light pieces (under 149mm); 138 antitank guns; 75 medium field pieces
(149mm to 170mm); 2 heavy pieces (over 170mm); 160 selfpropelled guns; and
47 tanks. Heavy antiaircraft guns which could also be used in ground roles were
sited in some instances where they could fire on either the Fifth or Eighth Army
fronts. After the German surrender enemy sources revealed the following items
of equipment were actually in the hands of the German armed forces in Italy: 353,550
small arms; 9,830 machine guns; 5,040 pieces of artillery (60mm to 155mm);
29 pieces of heavy artillery (155mm and larger); 235 medium tanks; 25 Mark V
tanks; 36 Mark VI tanks; 21 antiaircraft guns mounted on tanks; 385 German and
167 Italian selfpropelled guns; and 3,241 antiaircraft guns of all types other than
those mounted on tanks. The Germans possessed 22,741 vehicles of all types and
had 66,128 tons of ammunition, plus 9,500 tons additional Italian ammunition foi
which there were no available weapons.
Many months had been expended on construction of defenses farther out in the
Po Valley. It was believed that once the enemy had been driven from his mountain
line he would not make serious attempts to stop us until we reached the Po, although
he would seek to inflict as much delay as possible. To provide positions for such

delaying action and to act as outposts for the Po line, most of the cities and towns along
Highway 9 were prepared for defense. Road blocks made of steel railroad rails,
bricks, and rubble were constructed at key highway intersections and along the main
streets of the towns; windows of buildings were bricked up and provided with loop
holes; cellars became machinegun or antitank gun positions; concrete pillboxes
commanded long straight sections of the valley highways. Canals and ditches which
already formed minor antitank barriers were widened and deepened, and additional
ditches were dug.
The Po defense line ran along the main river from Ferrara west to its junction
with the Ticino, from which point the enemy apparently planned to defend along
the Ticino rather than farther west along the main stream. This line meant giving
up Turin but retained Milan in the defended area. It was estimated that 20 divisions
could man this defense system, which extended about 50 miles along the Ticino and
3 times that distance along the Po. The latter river ran through such marshy coun
try in the final 25mile section to its mouth that it was scarcely necessary even to
cover this natural obstacle. Along the Po line work progressed rapidly, and by
midJanuary photo cover showed the defenses were well under way, containing many
prepared positions for mortars, antitank guns, and field artillery north of the Po
while the high, thick levees along the river banks were utilized to the maximum.
Trenches and pits for riflemen and machine gunners, protected by barbed wire and
well camouflaged, were dug into these flood barriers. Antitank ditches were con
structed near Ferrara, Cremona, and Parma. The depth of the line extended far
north of the river, even Mantua being provided with perimeter defenses where sev
eral canals around the city were widened until they became major tank obstacles.
The third and final line, based on the Adige River and the foothills of the Alps,
had been under construction since July 1944. Designed to cover the lower southern
approach to the Brenner Pass and to hold us back from northeastern Italy, it was
anchored on the right flank by Lake Garda, extended east through Verona, and fol
lowed the foothills as far as Vicenza. Low hills which stood up from the valley
floor around Padua were included in the system, and strong defenses were also pre
pared in the area around Venice. The Adige line was formed on the same prin
ciples as the other enemy defense belts, consisting primarily of firing points located
on high ground covering all approaches toward the north. It was reminiscent of
World War I in its intricate system of trenches, profusion of dugouts, and machinegun
emplacements. These defenses varied in depth from 1,000 to 5,000 yards in the
mountains; natural obstacles in the lower ground eastward toward the Adriatic Sea
were turned into antitank ditches. In general the strength of the Adige line was
sufficiently great that in the hands of a determined enemy, such as the Germans
had proved to be in the past, it might well have become the most difficult position
to crack in the history of the Italian campaign.
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Plans for the Offensive

IVXONTHS of planning by all echelons of command in Italy were climaxed by
the final spring offensive directives issued in March and April. To break the formi
dable array of defenses which the winter lull had given the Germans an opportunity
to build, another carefully planned, coordinated effort would be required by the
Allied armies, the activities of which had become more closely correlated as the lines
were pushed northward up the Italian peninsula and into the Gothic Line. The
ultimate mission remained the same as it had been throughout the entire campaign,
the complete destruction of the enemy forces in Italy. The immediate mission was
threefold, holding the present positions in the event of an enemy offensive, contain
ing the maximum number of enemy divisions in the country, and finally bringing
the enemy to battle in order to destroy him.
It was estimated that by the first of February the Germans had completed
preparations for a withdrawal from the line of the Apennines to the line of the Adige
River if necessary, but no factual evidence had been received that this plan would
be put into effect at any given time. It was expected, therefore, that the enemy
would make such a withdrawal only if forced to do so by Allied pressure, or if or
dered to transfer such a large number of troops out of Italy for service in other the
aters that he could no longer hold the present 130mile front. A shortening of his
commitment to a line running from the western edge of Lake Comacchio south to
Mount Grande would allow three or possibly four divisions to be released from the
Eighth Army front; removal of more than that number of units would force him to
pull back at least to the line of the Ticino and Po rivers, or possibly as far as the Adige
line. Since the only actual indication of a withdrawal was to be found in a thinning
out of administrative formations in western Italy, Allied offensive planning was
predicated on the assumption that the Germans would fall back only when we had
forced them from their strong positions along the Senio River east of Bologna and in

the Apennines south of this main supply base. Plans were also drawn up for peaceful
occupation of northern Italy and southern Austria in event of a formal enemy sur
render.
A. OVERALL

STRATEGY

OF 15TH ARMY

GROUP

See Map No. 2
The strategy governing the operation of the two armies in the spring of 1945
was basically the same as it had been in the fall of 1944, when a drive to bisect
northern Italy was to have followed a successful crossing of the Apennines and the
debouchment of Fifth Army into the Po Valley. The same general objective was
contained in Operations Instruction No. 3 issued by 15th Army Group on 12 Feb
ruary. (See Annex No. iA.) The forthcoming offensive was to be divided into
three phases: I) capture and establishment of a bridgehead around Bologna, II)
development of the Po River positions, and III) crossing the Po with the object of
seizing Verona, sealing the main outlet from Italy — the Brenner Pass — and develop
ing the Adige River positions. Although the operation was divided into three
distinct phases, there was strong hope it could be carried out without pause between
any of them. The decision to drive straight to the north on the Bologna—Verona
axis was expected to cause enemy resistance in western Italy to fall of its own weight,
since German and Fascist elements in that section of the country would be forced to
retreat northeastward in the direction of the Brenner line before we reached Verona
or be cut off against the French Alps, the Swiss frontier, and the forbidding moun
tains in the narrow section of Italy which bordered on Austria west of the Brenner
Pass. In the event of such a withdrawal IV Corps was to take over control of western
Italy with forces composed of American, British, Italian, and Brazilian troops. On
completion of Phase III it was hoped that bridgeheads could be seized immediately
over the Adige River and Padua and Venice captured, although this result could
be achieved only if the enemy did not elect to defend the Adige line in strength. In
the latter case it was anticipated we would be forced to halt, regroup, and prepare
for a formal river crossing. Both Fifth and Eighth Armies were directed to begin
preliminary planning to accomplish the mission as laid down by 15th Army Group.
As a result of the submission of such plans, and conferences between the Army
commanders and General Mark W. Clark, 15th Army Group commander, within
a month decisions had been crystallized to such an extent that on 24 March detailed
orders for the offensive were issued by 15th Army Group in Operations Instruction
No. 4. (See Annex No. iB.) DDay was set for 10 April (later changed to 9 April),
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and Fifth Army was to make the main effort following preliminary attacks by Eighth
Army to clear the plain east of Bologna. It was believed that the bulk of the enemy
forces could be trapped and destroyed south of the Po by the execution of wide en
velopment movements, west of Bologna by Fifth Army and east of the city by the
British, the two spearheads to meet along the south bank of the river. General
Clark expressed confidence that successful execution of the plans would inflict such a
crushing blow on the enemy that it would be the last coordinated offensive the army
group would be required to undertake.
The three phases of the attack were explained in more detail. Phase I called
for the breaching of the Santerno River defenses by Eighth Army and the debouch
ment of Fifth Army from the mountains into the Po Valley, to include the capture
or isolation of Bologna. Phase II envisioned a breakthrough by either or both
armies to encircle German forces south of the Po; the final phase (III) would include
both the crossing of the river and the capture of Verona. After Eighth Army had
moved from its present front line on the east bank of the Senio River and crossed the
Santerno, it was to make two main thrusts northeast of Bologna, one toward the town
of Budrio, 8 miles northeast of Bologna on the road to Ferrara, and another toward
Bastia, on Highway 16 leading to the same city. The Bastia attack would be di
rected through the Argenta Gap, a narrow strip of land lying between the Reno River
and Lake Comacchio and affording an avenue of advance toward Ferrara and the
Po along dry land, relatively free of the numerous water courses which cut up the
ground farther south. Provided success was achieved in operations through the gap,
the main effort of Eighth Army would be centered in this zone. Phase II operations
for the British included the blocking of German escape routes over the Reno and over
the Po at Ferrara and at Bondeno, i o miles farther west. The main worry of Eighth
Army was whether the Germans would stand and fight on the Senio or fall back im
mediately to the Santerno, thus disrupting Eighth Army's initial attack plans.
In midwinter Fifth Army had been prepared to attack northward if Eighth
Army had reached the Santerno River. The same contingency was involved in the
spring attack, although the exact timing was left to the command of 15th Army
Group, which ordered that Fifth Army be ready to jump off on 24 hours' notice
any time after D plus 2. At the request of General Truscott the definite date of
12 April was later set for the Fifth Army D Day. The principal Phase I mission for
Fifth Army was to break the enemy's mountain line and reach the valley; the sec
ondary operation was the capture or isolation of Bologna. It was felt that the Ger
mans might leave a diehard garrison in the city to deny us the use of the highway
communications leading out of it, in which event the main drive was to bypass the
city and continue on, leaving small forces to mop up the resistance. A preliminary
attack 5 days before D Day of the main offensive was ordered along the Ligurian

coast, designed to capture Massa and exploit toward the port and former Italian
naval base of La Spezia. This operation was to be primarily of a diversionary
measure, to keep the enemy off balance and to exert pressure on his western flank.
It was considered possible, but not probable, that this effort would draw off part of
the German tactical reserve; with this mobile reserve limited to only two divisions
it was felt they would not be committed until the enemy high command was certain
which of the attacks was our main effort.
In Phase II Fifth Army was to exploit success in the valley by driving north
ward in the corridor between the Reno and Panaro rivers, then strike east along
the south banks of the Po to join Eighth Army in the Bondeno or Ferrara area, and
complete the encirclement of the enemy. After our forces had captured the road
junction of San Giovanni, 10 miles northwest of Bologna, a secondary effort was to
be exerted to seize crossings over the Panaro River to the west and then move to the
north again in the corridor between the Panaro and Secchia rivers, striking toward
the Po at Ostiglia.
All forces were instructed to make every effort to capture existing bridging
and ferrying equipment which would enable a crossing of the main river to be under
taken before our own bridging equipment was brought up, thus speeding the opening
of the third phase of the operation; all available forces were to be moved into any
such bridgehead which might be established. Air support was to include participa
tion by a large percentage of the Mediterranean Theater's heavy bomber groups,
while tactical air support would initially be given to Eighth Army, the priority shifting
to Fifth Army when the latter opened its attack. Naval support was planned on each
coast, primarily in the form of deceptive measures designed to delude the enemy into
believing amphibious landings were about to be undertaken off Porto Garibaldi,
on the narrow spit separating Lake Comacchio from the Adriatic Sea on the east,
and near Ghiavari, halfway between La Spezia and Genoa on the Ligurian Sea on
the west.

B. FIFTH ARMY PLANS
i. The Alternatives. The Fifth Army plan to break through the German lines
south of Bologna and carry out its Phase I mission in the Allied spring offensive was
the product of discussion and revision of half a dozen plans which had been con
sidered at one time or another throughout the winter. The direction of the pro
jected main effort was shifted farther to the west as the date for the attack was farther
advanced, since the later the date the assault began the less difficult it would be to
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operate in the high ground on the left of II Corps and the right of IV Corps. When
it was considered possible that an attack might have to be launched in early Feb
ruary in order to prevent withdrawal of additional German troops, weather condi
tions in the mountains virtually limited the possibilities to a thrust north from Mount
Grande down the Sillaro Valley on the right of II Corps where the ground was lower
and snow less likely to interfere with operations. Preliminary plans were drawn in
January for an attack here, where the lines were closest to Highway 9, to cut this
route and assist Eighth Army by turning the flank of the German river line defenses
across the lower Po Valley. The big disadvantages of this proposal were that no
more than two divisions could be employed simultaneously due to the restricted road
net, Bologna still would be left to be dealt with after the valley was reached, and a
main supply route over the Apennines still would not be opened.
When 15th Army Group decided not to launch an offensive until 1 April or
later, planning emphasis was placed on Highway 65 and Highway 64, either one of
which could serve as a main supply route for the Army once our troops had reached
the valley. Furthermore, both roads led directly to Bologna. Consideration was
given to other possible avenues of approach to the flatlands, but all were rapidly
ruled out as impractical. Highway 12, farther to the west and the only other major
transApennine road the south end of which was controlled by Fifth Army, was
extremely crooked, contained many steep grades, and was mostly in enemy terri
tory. Other minor roads over the mountains failed to provide facilities for a sufficient
volume of traffic even to be considered. All planning, therefore, was directed at the
two paved highways on which we had already advanced, the main decision required
being whether to attack down one or both, concentrate west of Highway 65, or
entirely west of Highway 64.
Highway 65 offered the most direct approach. Along this road the lines were
already within 12 miles of Bologna, while on Highway 64 in early February our most
advanced elements were more than 20 miles from the city. The terrain was most
favorable for an advance down Highway 65, although Mount Sole and Mount
Adone, two rugged peaks set in ridge lines bordering the Setta Valley between the
road and the Reno River to the west, would have to be cleared. The road net was
the best in the Army sector and was capable of supporting at least five divisions.
The greatest disadvantage was the bristling array of defenses which the Germans had
prepared on all the high ground along the highway and covering it almost the entire
distance to Bologna.
The Highway '64 route provided another good approach to the objective through
an area which was not as heavily fortified. It held out the possibility of a close en
velopment of Bologna from the northwest and also afforded means of supplying five
divisions. This road, following the course of the Reno River and being partially
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defiladed from the west much of the distance, was the more protected of the two.
The long ridge, however, which formed this defilade extended for approximately
15 miles parallel to the road from Mount Belvedere on the south to Mount Pigna and
Mount Pero on the north, slightly beyond the German strongpoint of Vergato. This
entire ridge line would have to be swept clear of the enemy before the road could be
used for much of its length. As on Highway 65 the Mount Sole area would also have
to be captured to enable an advance to be made down this road.
A third possibility was also thoroughly discussed. This possibility was to turn
to the northwest after Vergato had been taken, moving over into the valley of the
Panaro River and forging down this corridor to capture Modena, cut Highway 9,
and envelop Bologna from the west. Such an operation, also feasible for five divi
sions from the standpoint of supply, would probably meet the least initial resistance,
but contained several drawbacks. It would necessitate a crossing over the Panaro,
it would strike the Po Valley almost 20 miles west of Bologna, and it was hazardous
in that it would create a salient extending far to the northwest of the main body of
the Army, inviting an enemy counterattack which might nip off the forward ele
ments. Before an attack in this area could be undertaken at all the Belvedere—
Pigna ridge also would have to be uncovered, and the successful outcome of a
move in this direction would fail to open Highway 64 until Bologna had been
taken.
A study of these possibilities convinced General Truscott that two of them
could be discarded almost immediately. The direct attack down Highway 65 was
eliminated because it would probably prove too costly in men and material. The
wide hook through the Panaro Valley presented the great hazard of a thrust with
both flanks exposed, and would also bring our troops into the valley at such a dis
tance from Bologna that the capture of the city might be long delayed and the Fifth
Army mission as outlined by 15th Army Group only partially fulfilled. Conse
quently all future planning was restricted to the area west of Highway 65 and im
mediately west of Highway 64, the left limits bounded roughly by the road net
which paralleled the latter road about 5 miles to the west and which struck Highway
9 no more than 5 or 6 miles west of Bologna. Clearing of the Belvedere—Pigna
ridge system by the 10th Mountain Division was carried out in late February and
early March after it had been decided to launch this limited objective attack as a
preliminary operation entirely separate from the main offensive. Whether or not
to clear the entire length of the ridge was left an open question; when the attacking
forces reached Castel d'Aiano during the first week of March, thus completing the
capture of about threefourths of the ridge, a halt was called to avoid focusing too
much enemy attention on this section of the Army line and forcing us to commit
additional troops.
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2. The Plan Adopted. By midMarch the final spring plan — Operation Crafts
man— had been almost completely shaped; there remained only a few details to
be decided. Fifth Army was to attack with both corps abreast, the main effort
initially astride Highway 64 until the valley of Setta Creek had been cleared and the
road junction of Praduro, 15 miles north of Vergato, had been captured, at which
time the bulk of the troops would be concentrated west of the highway. A minor
effort would be made down Highway 65, but positions along this route were expected
to fall relatively easily after the dominating high ground west of the road had been
taken. Operations after the main enemy line had been broken were to be decided
according to the situation existing at that time and were not included in the in
structions.
On the west coast the g2d Division was to carry out the diversionary attack
ordered by 15th Army Group, beginning on D minus 4. This effort might draw in
the local reserves in the area; at the very least our attack would engage the bulk
of the 148th Grenadier Division holding the opposing front line. The 442d Regi
mental Combat Team would be ready for action by 1 April, and the diversion was
to be launched very shortly thereafter, early enough to permit, if possible, some of
the supporting troops to return to the main front in time for the attack there.
On the main front there remained to be made a major decision on timing,
whether the two corps would attack simultaneously or IV Corps should attack first.
The massing of enemy artillery fire against IV Corps, should that unit jump off
earlier than II Corps, could be balanced against the fact that all of the artillery of
II Corps would be available for counterbattery fire in support of IV Corps and that
all air support could be concentrated on the left. A staggered attack would allow
the enemy to move local reserves into action against IV Corps, but these reserves
would probably become so involved that they could not move back later to oppose
II Corps. It was not believed that the early attack on the left would greatly violate
security, since the enemy already would be expecting an attack along the entire
front at any moment, and tactical surprise as to the exact time and place still could
be obtained by II Corps forces. The early seizure of the north anchor of the ridge
at Mount Pigna would permit engineers to start work on two important bridges over
the Reno and a small creek at Vergato, provide troop assembly areas south of Ver
gato, release 6 South African Armoured Division forces from protecting the left
flank of II Corps, allowing them to assist in the capture of Mount Sole, and in gen
eral bring the IV Corps line up even with that of II Corps. The terrain beyond
the northern end of the ridge at Mount Pigna was more closely related to the Sole
area, and a simultaneous advance by the two corps north of this line would permit
mutual support. Consequently it was decided to begin the II Corps attack at Army
command on 24 hours' notice any time after the IV Corps main effort had started.

Within the II Corps zone two main attacks were to be launched, one on Mount
Sole and another on Pianoro and the hill masses to the west of Highway 65, including
Mount Adone. Staggering these attacks would permit concentration of air and
artillery support on each in turn, and would cause little difference in the enemy
reaction. Units engaging in the attack on Mount Sole also preferred a night attack
in view of the terrain and enemy capabilities. Decision in the matter was left up
to General Keyes, subject to approval by the Army commander; the attack on Mount
Sole accordingly jumped off at 2230, 15 April, and the drive on Pianoro at 0300 the
following morning.
Some question also arose over the troop list for the attack. The 365th Infantry,
the 371st Infantry, the BEF, and the Legnano Group were considered defensive
units, not to be employed in the main effort. By attaching separate offensive or
ganizations to the 92d Division to replace two of its organic regiments, the division
could be used in the diversionary attack. The other units would be useful in man
ning the long section of the IV Corps line which would be inactive as far as the main
offensive was concerned. The 85th Division, having received extensive rivercrossing
training and being the most rested, would be used as an exploitation force. Taking
these facts into consideration the principal units allotted to IV Corps were the 10th
Mountain Division; the 1st Brazilian Division; the 1st Armored Division; the
371st and 365th Infantry; the 91st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron; the 751st
Tank Battalion; Company A, 760th Tank Battalion; and the 701st and part of
894th Tank Destroyer Battalions. II Corps had under command the 34th Division;
the 88th Division; the 91st Division; the Italian Legnano Group; the 6
South African Armoured Division; the 752d and 757th Tank Battalions; and
the 804th and 805th Tank Destroyer Battalions. The 92d Division, operating
under Army control, had only the 370th Infantry of its own divisional troops remain
ing, but was reinforced by the 442d Infantry; the 473d Infantry; the 758th Light
Tank Battalion; the 760th Tank Battalion (less two companies); the 679th Tank
Destroyer Battalion, and the 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion (less Company C and
the Reconnaissance Company). The 85th Division constituted Army reserve.
Fifth Army Operations Instruction No. 7, issued on 1 April (See Annex No. iE), laid
down the method finally devised to break through the hard core of enemy resistance.
The corps would attack abreast; after the initial phase an armored reserve was to be
set up to enable General Truscott to direct this crushing weight down whichever
avenue of approach seemed to offer the greatest exploitation value when the main
defenses had been cracked. Once in the valley hardhitting, infantryarmored task
forces would be employed to cut up the enemy rear installations. Speed and the
maintenance of constant contact with the Germans were to be stressed. Three
phases, Green, Brown, and Black, were set up as control lines. The II Corps effort

would begin after IV Corps reached the Green Line and so brought forward ele
ments of the two corps abreast. In the opening Green Phase IV Corps was directed
to attack with the ioth Mountain Division on the left in the rugged country west of
Highway 64 and the 1st Armored Division on the right driving north along the
highway. (See Map No. 4.) The mountain units were to seize Mount Pigna and
Mount Mantino, the latter peak 2 miles east and slightly north of Mount Pigna,
while the armored elements captured Vergato and took Mount Pero, a dominant
height about 1 mile north of the town and slightiy west of Highway 64. The Bra
zilian and the o,2d Division units would protect the left flank and follow up any
enemy withdrawals on Highway 12 and in the upper Panaro Valley. Both corps
were involved in the Brown Phase. IV Corps was to continue pushing northeast
parallel to Highway 64. II Corps was to attack with all its divisions in the line, the
South Africans against Mount Sole, the 88th Division against Monterumici directly
east of Sole, the 91st Division against Mount Adone, Mount dei Frati, and the vil
lage of Pianoro on Highway 65, and the 34th Division east of the highway against
Dei Mori Hill. (See Map No. 5.) The Legnano Group was to patrol aggressively
on the extreme right of II Corps, maintaining contact with 13 Corps.
For IV Corps the Black Phase involved further advances ranging from 3 to 5
miles, including the seizure of Mount Moscoso and Mount Bonsara, while II Corps
was charged with the capture of Praduro and Mount della Capanna. The 85th
Division, after remaining in reserve during the first two phases, was to be passed
through the 1st Armored Division before or immediately after the Brown Line was
reached, when it would come under control of II Corps. The intercorps boundary,
initially along the Reno River, would shift approximately 4 miles west of Highway
64, leaving IV Corps attacking with only the ioth Mountain Division in a narrow
zone. The 85th Division was also to be held available for commitment east of the
Reno, if the situation so required, to assist the divisions of II Corps in that zone to
reach the Black Line.
Formation of the exploitation force was provided for during this phase. The 1st
Armored Division was to assemble in the area west of Vergato when relieved by the
8^th Division, and the 6 South African Armoured Division was to be pinched out
by II Corps at the Black Line and assembled at Lagaro, southeast of Vergato. Both
armored units were to come under Army control, prepared to use any available
routes west of Highway 64 to push forward into the valley in either corps zone with
the mission of seizing the line of the Panaro River, the Americans west of the town
of Camposanto, pointed roughly at Modena, and the South Africans east of Campo
santo to complete the encirclement of Bologna and drive toward contact with Eighth
Army at Bondeno. Each armored division would thus have a zone measuring
roughly 10 miles along the river bank.

Plans for "operation in the valley were based on three separate assumptions of
enemy reaction: light resistance in which we would break through to the flatlands in
a week or less; moderate resistance, which might require 10 days or 2 weeks of fighting
in the mountains; and heavy resistance in which our rate of advance would be as
little as ]/i mile per day. Should either of the first two be encountered, it was con
sidered the advance could be continued, but in the event of stiff and bitter action we
probably would be unable to continue the attack beyond the line of the Panaro
River. Maximum permanent losses which it was believed the enemy could inflict
were estimated at 100 men per division each day.
The diversion by the o,2d Division along the west coast was directed through
rough country about 4 miles inland from the sea, where unsuccessful attacks had
been made in early February. The division, strengthened by the crack 442d In
fantry and the rapidly improving exantiaircraftmen of the 473d Infantry, was
assigned the task of advancing along a general ridge line which extends from Mount
Folgore, through another Mount Belvedere, and on north to Mount Brugiana, a
total distance of 6 miles. By moving through the mountains we would outflank the
strong Gothic Line defenses still existing on the narrow coastal plain, and the troops
would be protected from the heavy coast defense guns at Punta Bianca south of
La Spezia, fire from which had been largely responsible for smashing our earlier at
tacks in this vicinity. Clearing of the ridge would allow thrusts to be made down
into the coastal plain and eventually into the town of Massa. The immediate mis
sion for the division was the capture of Massa and the clearance of the flat coastal
strip as far north as the town.
3. Deception and'»Support. An elaborate program of deception to insure surprise
for the Fifth Army share of the spring offensive was worked out, designed to create
the illusion that II Corps, composed of the 85th and 88th Divisions and supporting
units, was moving %o join Eighth Army, and that the entire Fifth Army front had
been taken over by IV Corps. Most of the "movement" was simulated, but to add
reality some actual shifts did take place. All divisional markings and insignia were
removed from vehicles and personnel involved. The secrecy was further high
lighted by establishment of dummy radio nets for some units, and imposition of radio
silence on others.
Since surprise was one of the most sought factors for the actual opening of the
offensive, no strong preH Hour artillery barrage was planned. In its place a 20day
program of increased artillery fire was put into effect along the entire front, pro
gressively building up until in the final week preceding D Day a special preparatory
program more than doubling the earlier rate of increase was fired. (See Annex No. iD.)
These programs, simulating preparatory barrage fire, were carried on in con
junction with infantry raids, aimed at determining enemy positions and attitude, and
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to obtain prisoners. Only targets which were active or known to be active were
engaged. These included hostile artillery firing on our troops, gun positions located
by photo interpretation that were known to be active by sound, flash, or observation,
active mortars, enemy installations and defenses, and profitable targets of oppor
tunity. Unobserved counterbattery missions were fired only when our own troops
were being shelled, and there was no appreciable increase in harassing fire, except
when included in programs for deceptive purposes to deceive the enemy as to D Day
and H Hour. This long softeningup program was deemed essential in view of the
strong defenses which had been built up and the fact that no heavy aerial bombard
ment would be available until just prior to the opening of the main attack. Certain
units which were moved into new positions just prior to the opening of the offensive
were not included in the buildup of fires. The 527th and 536th Field Artillery
Battalions (8inch howitzers) were allowed to fire only one piece per day, while
one battery of the 530th Field Artillery Battalion (155mm gun) attached to II Corps,
and the 765th and 766th Field Artillery Battalions (155mm howitzers) were limited
to registration missions only. No firing was done by the 240mm howitzers of the
newlyarrived 11 Battery, British 54 Superheavy Regiment.
Special allocations of ammunition from stocks which had been saved by the
reduced artillery firing earlier in the year were made available for the steppedup
shooting. A total increase of fire of 328,909 rounds over the basic rate was author
ized for the 20day period, divided as follows:

II

IV

Corps
Corps
Number of Guns

Weapon

75mm howitzer
75mm gun
76mm gun
3inch gun
90mm gun
105mm howitzer
155mm howitzer
155mm gun
8inch howitzer
25pounder
4.5inch gun
4.5inch howitzer

-

Five Days
rounds/gun

Eight Days Seven Days
rounds/gun rounds/gun

18

51

2O

42

25

3°

56
96

2

10

5O

120

22

3°

96

12

72
..

IOO

224

228

114

2O

245

84

24

25

56
64

24

12

2O

112

2

I

2O

48
48

104

24
16

25
25
25

56
64
64

245

3

...

16

32

245
420

273
244
671
161
Il6
140
I40
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Ammunition available for American artillery weapons of Fifth Army at the be
ginning of the spring offensive included the following:
Weapon

75mm howitzer
75mm gun
76mm gun
3inch gun
90mm gun
105mm howitzer
105mm howitzer
155mm howitzer
155mm howitzer
155mm gun
8inch howitzer
81mm mortar
4.2inch mortar

Number of Weapons

71
290
!

93

144
32

M2
M3
Mi
Mi91718

387
102

132

48

Rounds Available

227,334
3l6>939
349^75
246,741
352,073
M55>969
l6
3>794

249.427
113,361

577

32,989
6,670
284,930

76

214,905
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Support by the air force was of critical importance in the success of the spring
drive. The enemy was well entrenched and almost on a parity with us as regarded
infantry and artillery; only in armor and in air power did we have a clearcut ad
vantage. In April 1945 that advantage could be concentrated on the battlefield
itself, for the Allied air force had long ago gained mastery of the Italian skies and
longrange interdiction of the roads and railroads leading into Italy had been achieved
during the early spring. , Plans accordingly were drawn up for the utmost employ
ment of air power in close coordination with action on the ground. Before the attack
our planes continued their normal activities, interdicting the Po River crossings,
destroying enemy motor transport, and harassing enemy supply behind the lines.
On the respective D Days for Eighth and Fifth Armies large formations of heavy
bombers were to strike the forward enemy areas — the first time these craft had been
so used since the days of Anzio and Cassino. While the heavy bombers disrupted
the supply lines and struck terror into the enemy, thefighterbombersand medium
bombers would carry out a heavy, sudden blitz against command posts, dumps, gun
installations, and all the other vital enemy points which had been catalogued during
the previous months of inactivity. The system of groundair control which had been
developed during the winter was expanded and prepared to deal with targets of op
portunity that might rise after our attack got under way and the prepared programs
were over. Coordination between the ground and air elements extended from the
front lines all the way up to the Army headquarters, where operating headquarters
of XXII TAC were installed next to those of the Army commander.

C. PREPARATIONS OF THE ARMS AND SERFICES
I. Supply Plans. Plans for the support of the approximately 270,000 troops
of all nationalities comprising Fifth Army considered primarily the methods to be
employed once the forces had reached the Po Valley, since the normal procedure
which had been followed all winter would cover operations generally up to the fall of
Bologna. Until that city was taken and made available for use as a supply base, the
Army would have to sustain itself out of the base dumps which had been built up in
the Florence area. Supplies of ammunition on hand for the beginning of the attack
were estimated as being sufficient to support a 45day sustained offensive. Food,
ammunition, and gasoline to carry five divisions for 3 days were stocked by II Corps
in forward areas, and plans were laid for establishment of similar dumps to supply
two divisions in the attack in the IV Corps zone. Supply depots around Pisa were
well prepared to support the operations of the g2d Division on the west coast.
Truck transportation would provide the only means of supply, since recon
struction work on the Prato—Bologna railroad was not expected to have progressed
far enough to allow establishment of a railhead at Grizzano, 20 miles south of Bologna,
by the time the offensive began. Even should the port of Genoa be captured very
rapidly, immediate use of sea transportation was out of the question. It was expected
that between 15 and 30 days would be required to sweep mines from the shipping
lanes between Leghorn and Genoa, while engineers estimated that 6 weeks would be
required to prepare the port for use once it had been taken. There were not sufficient
landing craft available to allow any largescale use of a beach supply point. Air
resupply also was practically impossible. Sufficient transport planes were on hand,
but dropping equipment was stocked in only limited quantities. The principal
drawback, however, was the fact that if this type of resupply was to be undertaken
combat aircraft would have to be cleared from most of the forward airfieldsto allow
their use as bases for the transports, thus forcing thefighterbombersto operate from
fields so far in the rear that they would be almost unable to fly over the combat area.
Truck transportation battalions were available in sufficient quantity to lift the ex
pected tonnages. Army transportation was made up of 26 companies each equipped
with 42 2>^ton trucks, and 5 companies equipped with 42 10ton semitrailers,
making a total of 1,092 2^tonners and 210 10tonners available to carry approxi
mately 5,000 tons of supplies each day on an estimated transport run of 125 miles.
In addition there were 15 pack mule companies ready to move supplies into moun
tainous areas where vehicles could not operate.
Stockage of ammunition in the II Corps area was as complete as it could be
made with the limited amount of space available for dumps along Highway 65.
A 5day supply of ammunition was built up in the forward supply points there, and
2
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a lastminute slight increase was made in medium artillery ammunition. The only
new dumps to be opened were to be established near Porretta for Class III and V
supplies destined for IV Corps units operating on Highway 64; under the cover plan
these dumps could not be established until D Day, but all preparations were made
beforehand. Smaller dumps were to be opened behind the 6 South African Ar
moured Division on Highway 6620. It was planned to move Class I, III, and V
dumps into the vicinity of Vergato as soon as this became tactically possible, while
the dumps already existing on Highway 65 were expected to support the main body
of II Corps all the way into Bologna. Ammunition was to be placed in the dumps
on the basis of actual expenditure rather than by an attempt to move the big reserves
which had been accumulated around Florence. Medical installations were to be
moved up Highway 64, and plans were drawn for establishment of hospitals and
depots in Bologna, after which the tactical situation would dictate the location of
future medical sites.
Gasoline, which would prove a highly important necessity in the event of a pur
suit operation, was available by pipeline as far north as Radicosa Pass on Highway 65,
but on Highway 64 the line extended only to Pistoia. Trucks could readily supply
II Corps units from the Radicosa pipehead. Tankage to hold a total of 68,000
gallons was to be set up at the Porretta supply point, filled by tank trucks running
up from Pistoia; forward distribution from this point would again be by truck. It
was not planned to rely on the construction of the Highway 65 pipeline farther north
during Phase I of the offensive, and reconnaissance of the terrain indicated it was
impractical to attempt to run this line west to reach Highway 64 near Vergato.
Construction was therefore to be speeded along Highway 65 as rapidly as possible
into the Bologna area, where distribution by cans and drums would be started. It
was hoped that this line could be in operation by the beginning of Phase II.
The supply section formulated its plans on the premise that a 15day stock of all
types of supply must be built up in Bologna before operations could be adequately
supported farther to the north, and on the assumption that considerable time would
elapse between the capture of Bologna in Phase I and the development of the Po
River positions and the crossing of the stream in Phase II. The Bologna dumps were
to be used for direct issue to consuming units as well as for a base of operations. Once
the city was reached Highway 9 was to be developed as the main supply route for
IV Corps moving to the northwest, and Highway 12 for II Corps elements advancing
north from Modena and Bologna toward Verona. Dump sites north and northeast
of Bologna were tentatively chosen, and it was estimated that 16,000 tons of Class V
supplies, 800 tons of Class I items, 6,000 tons of Class II and IV quartermaster ar
ticles, 2,000 tons of Class II and IV engineer equipment, and 5,500 tons of bridging
materials would have to be moved into this area. When the advance had reached
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points well beyond Bologna, dumps and truckheads were to be developed at Piacenza
and at the town of Mirandola, on Highway 12 10 miles south of the Po. Truckheads
would be moved north of the river as soon as it became practicable.
While preparations for the offensive had been in the process of development,
alternate plans were perfected to be put into effect by Fifth Army in event of a formal
enemy surrender. Reserve rations to feed 400,000 prisoners for 30 days were held;
it was expected, however, that the prisoners would be fed from their own stocks
wherever possible and would administer their own supply needs so far as such sup
plies existed. Detailed administrative plans for occupation of northern Italy, im
position of military government, and handling of civilian supplies and refugees
were published following many weeks of discussion. Somewhat similar plans were
prepared for occupation of northwestern Italy by IV Corps if the Germans should
evacuate that portion of the country without giving battle.
2. Engineer Plans. Engineer support of the 1945 spring campaign was to be
normal throughout the early stages of the attack. Operations Instruction No. 7
directed that II Corps engineers would be responsible for construction of Class 40
bridges over the Reno River at Vergato and Praduro, while Army engineers would
further develop the main supply routes and necessary laterals as directed by the Army
engineer. Once in the valley, the principal engineer duties were expected to be
development of river crossings, particularly over the Po, and detailed plans were
drawn up by the Army engineering section covering this problem, based on the
assumption that the line of the river would be defended and an assault crossing would
have to be made. The first preparation began in March with the establishment of
a river crossing training school at which troops were given instruction in assault
crossings and various techniques of bridging were perfected.
Long study of photographs and maps of the Po resulted in the decision that the
best possible crossing sites in the projected Army zone of attack were along a 20mile
stretch of the stream extending from Ostiglia on Highway 12 west to Borgoforte,
where the highway connecting Mantua and Reggio reached the banks. Within
this section of the river 12 likely sites for assault crossings were determined, 12 ferry
sites capable of floating 26 ferries were charted, and 9 possible sites for construction
of floating bridges were selected. While these sites did not always coincide, in the
majority of cases one site was favorable for all three types of operations. Equipment
was available in Fifth Army to make a twodivision assault crossing, each division
employing two combat teams abreast. The western half of the 20mile zone, be
tween San Benedetto Po and Borgoforte, was favored over the eastern section as best
for the initial crossing due to the proximity of the marshy rice fields in the area around
Ostiglia. A subsequent crossing at the latter site was necessary, however, in order
to open up the Highway 12 route to Verona.

As special river crossing equipment the Army had on hand 103 storm boats
with 98 50horsepower motors; 741 assault boats, but only 214 22horsepower motors
for such boats; 16 infantry support rafts; 203 plywood treadways as decking for the
rafts; 16 Quonset barges; 13 utility or tugboats; and 312 Dukw amphibious trucks.
Each combat team — crossing with 2 battalions in the assault and 1 in reserve —
would require 24 storm boats with motors, 92 assault boats with 1 motor for every 2
boats, 4 infantry support rafts, 32 treadways, 3 Quonset barges, and 60 Dukws.
Elaborate plans were completed for these assault crossings, using the small boats
to ferry the infantry at high speed, following up with the Quonset barges and Dukws
to send supporting artillery across, and eventually constructing, behind the protection
of a bridgehead, a floating treadway or a floating Bailey bridge over which tanks
and other heavy equipment could cross. Engineers were prepared to construct a
total of four floating treadways, one floating Bailey, one reinforced heavy ponton
bridge, and one semipermanent pile bridge, the last listed to be twoway Class 50
and oneway Class 90. A minimum of 1,500 feet of bridging was planned for use
at each of the crossing sites, since the Po was at least % mile wide along almost the
entire portion of the river under consideration.
In addition to this river crossing equipment, other special means were provided
for forcing a crossing. In great secrecy 200 LVT's (landing vehicle, tracked) or Alli
gators were assembled in the Arno Valley while 60 medium tanks, specially remodeled
into amphibians, were also held in the Army rear area. For security reasons none
of these special vehicles and practically none of the large stock of ordinary bridging
equipment was brought into the forward areas where extensive camouflaging would
have been necessary to prevent their presence from becoming known to the enemy
and thus disclosing our intentions. Some of the equipment was as far away as Pisa,
where the river crossing school had been held, but all was to be brought forward on
call and assembled on wheels in an engineer bridge depot scheduled to be established
in Bologna as soon as the area was cleared of enemy. When the need for it became
apparent, the equipment was to be released to using units upon request to the Army
engineer. The 39th Engineer Combat Group of II Corps had received the special
training in handling and operation of the river assault equipment and was scheduled
to have charge of the actual crossing, based on the probability that II Corps would
make the main effort across the Po; if the effort were made by IV Corps, all or part of
the engineer group would be released to support that corps.
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D.

REGROUPING OF TROOPS

While the various headquarters and supporting services were making their last
preparations and ironing out details for Operation Craftsman, final regrouping of
combat units for the attack began soon after the first of April. On 3 April/when the
cover plan went into effect! the g2d Division was detached from IV Corps aind came
under control of Army. Two days later major shifts were completed in II Corps
when the 34th Division and the 91st Division exchanged sectors, the 34th Division
moving into the right flank Idice Valley positions and the 91st Division taking up
its attack zone astride Highway 65. The Legnano Group was detached from the
latter division and came directly under Corps control; the 88th Division assumed
command of a sector west of the 91st Division, but in keeping with the cover plan all
troops actually on the line were from the 91st and 34th Divisions. The 6 South
African Armoured Division, moving up from Army reserve, took over the left flank
of II Corps, relieving the 1st Armored Division. The latter was put under command
of IV Corps and assembled in the Prato area between Florence and Pistoia. On 9
April the 371st Infantry was attached to IV Corps, and on the following day the
regiment assumed responsibility for part of the left sector of the Brazilians on Mount
Belvedere, permitting the BEF to shift elements farther northeast to reduce the
sector of the 10th Mountain Division. The same day the 1st Armored Division took
command of the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron and its sector on the right
flank of IV Corps; by nightfall of 11 April the remainder of the division closed in
forward assembly areas.
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CHAPTER

I I I * ******* * * * , , , „
Diversion and Break Through

A.

THE Q2D DIVISION ON THE COAST
S19 APRIL

1 HOUGH the main thrust of Eighth Army did not begin until 9 April, and
that of Fifth Army not until 14 April, minor attacks had been launched in the zones
of both armies well beforehand to confuse the enemy and to pin down his troops.
Along the Adriatic coast the 2 Commando Brigade launched an amphibious opera
tion on 2 April against enemy positions on the Comacchio Spit, a barren, sandy
stretch of wasteland extending north to Porto Garibaldi between Lake Comacchio
on the left and the Adriatic Sea on the right. Two battalions crossed the southeast
corner of the lagoon by LVT's to land on the western shore of the spit while a third
force pushed up the tongue of land between the Reno River and the sea. By 4 April
the objectives had been reached against light resistance; over 800 prisoners were taken
from the i62d Grenadier Division.
Immediately thereafter action began on the extreme left of the Allied line.
Under 15th Army Group orders a limited objective attack was to be launched along
the Ligurian coast, with the purpose of taking Massa, 5 miles from our front lines
behind the strong defenses of the Gothic Line. The attack was then to continue
toward La Spezia, important seaport and western anchor of the Gothic Line, 16
airline miles farther up the coast. General Truscott accordingly directed Maj. Gen.
Edward M. Almond, commanding the o,2d Division, to carry out this diversionary
attack, beginning on 5 April. The division was to release the 365th Infantry under
Col. John D. Armstrong and the 371st Infantry under Col. James Notestein to guard
the long left flank of IV Corps, but received in return the 442d Regimental Combat
Team under Lt. Col. Virgil R. Miller, fresh from France, and the 473d Infantry
under Col. William Yarborough, which had by this time reached a high degree of
training.
1. Positions and Plans. {See Map No. 3.) On the eve of the offensive the o.2d
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Division held a front of 22 airline miles, extending from a point on the coast south
west of Massa to Seravezza, then north to Mount Cauala and Azzano, and on across
the Serchio Valley to the IV Corps boundary 6 miles east of the Serchio. The 2d
Battalion, 370th Infantry, was on the coastal plain 1 mile north of Forte dei Marmi,
the 1 st Battalion astride Highway 1 just north of Querceta, and the 3d and 2d Bat
talions, 371st Infantry, from Seravezza due north to Azzano along Serra Creek.
The mountains were lightly held by the a.2d Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, de
ployed as infantry, while the 473d Infantry garrisoned the Serchio Valley with the
1st Battalion, 371st Infantry, attached to hold the extreme right flank of the division.
The terrain before us consisted of a 3mile coastal plain on the west, a range of
almost impassable mountains 10 to 15 miles wide in the center, and the Serchio
Valley, some 5 miles wide, on the east. Since the coastal plain was the only flat,
open approach to the north, the enemy had made it his most heavily defended line,
fortifying the region with antitank obstacles, extensive minefields, pillboxes, and gun
positions having excellent fields of fire. One of the main German defenses along the
shallow Cinquale Canal had proved impregnable during an earlier attack in this
area in February. Two miles beyond the canal the Frigido River extended across
the plain; behind that lay Carrione Creek and the Parmignola Canal before the
Magra River was reached, halfway between Massa and La Spezia. If forced from
his initial positions, the enemy was prepared to make a stand on each of these suc
cessive fortified water lines, generally called the Green Line defenses of his Gothic
Line system. From La Spezia to Genoa the mountains extend virtually down to the
water's edge, giving the enemy good opportunity to delay our advance with numerous
demolitions.
Adjoining the enemy's strong coastal defenses lay one of the most formidable
mountain ranges in Italy. Resembling an Alpine chain rather than the Apennines,
this mass of sharp peaks, tremendous gorges, and sheer, rocky cliffs was fittingly
named the Apuan Alps. While the central chain was unsuitable for any extensive
military operations, the lower ranges extending toward Highway 1 and the sea
offered a possibility of an advance, despite their rugged nature. Between the lower
Apuans and the Serchio Valley lay the main Apuan chain, 13 miles wide at this
point and extending 35 miles to the northwest with peaks as high as 6,000 feet. The
mountains provided a natural barrier guarding possible enemy escape routes up
Highways 62 and 63, which extend from La Spezia north and northeast to the Po
Valley; retreat was further protected by a strong defensive line running from Sarzana
through Fosdinovo to Highway 63. The Serchio Valley, completely cut off from
the coast by the Apuans, was not to play a vital part in the forthcoming offensive.
Successes along the coast would outflank enemy forces in the 35mile long valley, a
relatively narrow but flourishing area of olive groves, vineyards, and cultivated fields.

As D Day approached, the enemy was holding his defenses with the German
148th Grenadier Division and the Fascist Italia Division. From the coast inland as
far as the vicinity of Azzano the enemy front was held by the 148th Fusilier Battalion;
the 2d Battalion, 285th Grenadier Regiment; and the 281st Grenadier Regiment.
The Apuan Alps were lightly held by Italian units; across the Serchio Valley were
the 1st Battalion, 1st Bersaglieri Regiment; the 2d Battalion, 2d Bersaglieri Regiment;
and the Reconnaissance Battalion of the Italia Division. Between the Serchio and
the Apennines the 2d Battalion, 286th Grenadier Regiment, was deployed. Sup
porting his infantry the enemy had an estimated 69 artillery pieces in the coastal
sector, including 12 coast defense guns and 7 selfpropelled guns, with 29 more pieces
in the Serchio Valley. Immediate infantry reserves were believed to be the 1st
Battalion, 285th Grenadier Regiment, and the 1st Kesselring Machine Gun Bat
talion; the 1st Battalion, 286th Grenadier Regiment, and a Bersaglieri battalion
were In reserve in the Serchio Valley and could be employed in the coastal plain in
12 hours. A company of 15 selfpropelled guns formed the enemy's artillery reserve.
Further reinforcement could be obtained only from the 90th Panzer Grenadier
Division, the central reserve of the enemy.
In view of the terrain across the front of the 92d Division, any offensive on
Massa must proceed either along the coastal plain or over the hill masses adjoining
it. The enemy's strong defenses on the plain and the failure of the February attack
in that area did not make a second attempt there feasible. The only alternative
was to attack through the ridges north of Seravezza and Azzano with the possibility
of surprising the enemy holding Mount Strettoia, the Mount Gauala—Mount Cerreta
ridge some 5 miles southeast of Massa, and the higher features to the northeast con
sisting of Mounts Fragolita, Belvedere, Carchio, and Brugiana. Seizure of these
elevations would probably force the enemy's withdrawal from the coastal plain and
Massa and open the way for a push on La Spezia.
This alternative was adopted. In the final plan the 442d Infantry was to
drive up the mountains overlooking the coastal plain, bypass Massa, and seize Mount
Brugiana. The 370th Infantry under Col. Raymond G. Sherman in the lower hills
on the left would push through Montignoso to Massa in a column of battalions,
branch off with one battalion to the sea north of the Cinquale Canal, and then drive
on to the Frigido. No attempt would be made to cross the Cinquale Canal by the
sea. The veteran 442d Infantry was thus given the task of seizing the dominating
terrain on the right and cutting off the heavily defended plain. Such an operation
would be an allout mountain offensive. The rocky ridges ranged from 1,500 to 3,000
feet in height and were guarded by precipitous slopes and ravines. Mount Cauala,
the line, of departure for the attack, had changed hands several times during the fall
and winter, with troops of the 92d Division finally using scaling ladders to reach the
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summit. Mutually supporting strongpoints, consisting of extensive bunkers, pill
boxes, and gun emplacements, covered likely avenues of approach through most of
this lower mountain area.
In division reserve the 2d Battalion, 473d Infantry, was to be in readiness to
support the attack of the 370th Infantry or to exploit successes of the 442d Infantry.
The 371st Infantry was to support the attack by fire until it was shifted to the IV Corps
zone. To back up his difficult attack General Almond had heavy reinforcements.
The armor consisted of the 760th Tank Battalion (less two companies), the 758th
Light Tank Battalion, the 679th Tank Destroyer Battalion, and the 894th Tank
Destroyer Battalion (less Company C and the Reconnaissance Company). Or
ganic division artillery was supplemented by the 329th Field Artillery Battal
ion (85th Division), the 530th Field Artillery Battalion with 155mm guns
(less one battery), the British 76 Heavy AntiAircraft Regiment, a battery of the
British 26 Light AntiAircraft Regiment, and a company of the 84th Chemical
Mortar Battalion. Other units included the 317th Engineer Combat Battalion,
the 232d Engineer Combat Company, the 12 th Mule Pack Company, and two
wire teams from IV Corps. Strong air support was requested, including specific
attacks on 27 targets, chief of which were six 152mm and four 128mm fixed coastal
guns together with 90mm dualpurpose guns on Punta Bianca, the promontory
below La Spezia. The coastal guns, firing from elaborate reinforced concrete posi
tions, had repeatedly brought devastating fire on our troops along the coast, espe
cially during the February attack. Since fighterbombers had failed to put them
out of operation, heavy or medium aircraft were requested to begin bombing on
2 April. Destroyers of the British Navy were to assist the ground forces with heavy
preparations on enemy strongpoints.
2. The Capture of Massa and Carrara. The offensive began at 0500, 5 April,
after a series of air attacks on enemy positions and on the Punta Bianca guns.1 A
10minute artillery barrage accompanied the jumpoff as the 370th and 442d In
fantry moved out abreast. The 370th Infantry advanced up Highway 1 from the
vicinity of Querceta with Company A, 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion, and Com
panies B and C, 760th Tank Battalion, supporting the push with fire on enemy
pillboxes and dugouts. One infantry company advanced more than 2 miles to reach
Castello Aghinolfi, surmounting an elevation which commanded the highway 2 miles
south of Massa. The enemy launched a counterattack which the company repulsed,
but so few men were left in the company that a withdrawal was ordered. Intense
enemy fire had also forced back the supporting armor. The 3d Battalion received
1

Official Army time from 0200, 2 April, was B Time, 2 hours ahead of Greenwich Standard
Time (Z). Previous to that date it had been A Time, 1 hour ahead of Z Time.

White phosphorus paves the way for our attack in the Strettoia

Men of 442a1 Infantry run for cover from a German shell about to land

Six men died here, close to Seravezza, when a German mortar shell came in

The first German prisoners in the coastal drive come down from the hills

severe mortar fire when it was committed at 0600; attempts to take Strettoia were
without success, and minefields knocked out two medium tanks in that area.
In the meantime the 4^26. Infantry had passed through the 371st Infantry north
and west of Azzano, with the 100th Battalion attacking frontally and the 3d Battalion
making an enveloping move around 2,800foot Mount Fragolita from the east. The
1 ooth Battalion encountered a series of log bunkers and machinegun emplacements
on Mount Gerreta where close fighting limited the use of our artillery. It was
necessary to destroy the bunkers one by one with bazookas and grenades and follow
with swift infantry dashes. Two miles to the northeast the 3d Battalion had sur
prised the enemy and seized the ridge between Mount Fragolita and lofty Mount
Carchio. One company then moved rapidly south to take Mount Fragolita and
continue on toward Mount Cerreta to cut the supply route to the Germans oppos
ing the 1 ooth Battalion; another company pushed northeast to occupy Mount Carchio.
The task of supplying and evacuating these frontline units was complicated by
the terrain. Rations, water, and ammunition had to be carried by packboard, a
trip requiring 8 hours to reach the forward elements. Partisans and all available
personnel were pressed into service by the 3d Battalion. In gaining afirmhold within
the enemy's defenses the regiment had destroyed by the end of the day 12 log bunkers
and 17 machine guns. Bombing and strafing attacks on the enemy rear by XXII
TAC, plus 500 rounds from the guns of two British destroyers firing on Marina di
Massa, pillboxes, and enemy positions around Castello Aghinolfi, provided support
for the attack.
On the second day of the drive the attack of the 2d Battalion, 370th Infantry,
scheduled for 0600, did not materialize inasmuch as the enemy had intercepted our
radio messages giving the time of the attack and laid down a heavy mortar barrage
on the battalion's avenue of approach at 0600. The attack was rescheduled for
0800, but bur radio monitors intercepted an enemy message stating that he was to
be attacked at 0800 and that if given reinforcements he could hold his position. A
projected attack in the afternoon was called off after it was discovered that excessive
straggling had reduced the battalion's effective strength to 88 men.
The 442d Infantry on the right continued to clear the mountains on the 6th,
the 3d Battalion attacking Mount Cerreta from the north and the 100th Battalion
attacking from the south to effect a meeting on that objective. Fighterbombers,
directed through communications by the 100th Battalion commander on the ground,
again gave valuable support with rockets, bombing, and strafing. A German
counterattack at dusk near Mount Cerreta was easily repulsed as our radio monitors
had intercepted a German message giving plans for the attack. The 442d Infantry
committed its 2d Battalion on the afternoon of the 6th with the purpose of taking
Mount Belvedere. After hard fighting, which continued through rain and fog on
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the 7th, the fresh battalion was able to penetrate defenses of the Kesselring Machine
Gun Battalion and clear the summit of that 2,800foot peak overlooking Massa.
With the offensive lagging along Highway 1, General Almond committed his
division reserve, the 2d Battalion, 473d Infantry, to spearhead the 370th Infantry's
attack on the 7th. The battalion gained 2,000 yards, bypassing Strettoia and seizing
strongpoints in the Strettoia hill mass east of Highway 1. A task force of tanks and
tank destroyers, employed on Highway 1, was checked by minefields and bazooka
fire with the loss of three vehicles. The enemy's coastal guns at Punta Bianca con
tinued their damaging fire despite attacks for 4 successive days by medium bombers
during which one casemate was blasted open. On 8 April the regimental zones of
the 370th and 473d Infantry was exchanged, the latter (less the 3d Battalion) mov
ing from the Serchio Valley to the coast. Along the Cinquale Canal the 2d Bat
talion, 370th Infantry, relieved the 2d Battalion, 371st Infantry, for movement to
IV Corps. The 1st Battalion, 473d Infantry, supported by medium tanks of the
760th Tank Battalion, attacked up Highway 1 and by noon of the 9th had pushed
through a tank trap, extensive minefields, and heavy artillery and mortar fire to the
outskirts of Massa. Tanks of the 758th and 760th Tank Battalions, after fighting
all day against machinegun nests and snipers, reached the center of the city before
strong resistance forced a withdrawal.
Through the mountains on the right the 442d Infantry forged ahead toward the
Frigido River under heavy artillery and mortar fire, after making contact with the
473d Infantry at Strettoia. Our bombers had reduced Montignoso, 2 miles south
east of Massa, to rubble, and the town fell without a struggle. Resistance at Pariana,
overlooking the Frigido, was more stubborn, but that village together with Altagnana
to the east fell to the 2d Battalion on the 9th.
Thus outflanked from the east, Massa was evacuated by the enemy and was oc
cupied on the morning of 10 April by the 473d Infantry. Attempts by the regi
ment, however, to force a crossing of the Frigido were fiercely contested until the
2d Battalion commander brought up a platoon of tank destroyers, placed them on
heights above the river, and had them fire all afternoon on the numerous enemy
guns in houses on the north bank. The battalion was then able to complete its
crossing after dark and repulsed the enemy's immediate counterattack. The 1st
Battalion was not able to effect a crossing in the flatlands until noon of the nth,
when the 2d Battalion could provide covering fire from the higher ground on the
right. That night a tankinfantry attack on the 1st Battalion's bridgehead was also
beaten off. Efforts by our medium tanks to cross on the 10th and 1 ith met intense
fire, but finally they got over near Massa on the following day. The Punta Bianca
coastal guns shelled the crossing and Massa continually, despite 4 fighterbomber
missions and a medium bomber mission of 24 planes directed against them on 1112

April. From noon on the i ith to noon on the 12th the enemy dropped 1,000 rounds
of artillery in the Massa area.
Late on the i ith the coastal plain was assigned to the 758th Tank Battalion (less
Company A, Assault Gun Platoon, and Mortar Platoon) reinforced with Company
E, 370th Infantry, and the Antitank Company, 473d Infantry. This force moved
ahead nearly 3 miles after the withdrawing enemy on the 12 th and reached Carrione
Creek, where strong resistance prevented a crossing. The 473d Infantry advanced
rapidly east of Highway 1, crossed the Carrione on the southwest edge of Carrara,
and prepared to move on from the main road connecting Carrara with Highway 1.
Farther east the 442d Infantry was pursuing the enemy through forbidding terrain.
Following the fall of Pariana and Altagnana, the infantry waded the Frigido on the
10th behind partisan guides and pushed on to take Mount Brugiana, a 2,800foot
peak 2 miles north of Massa. From this feature, which dominates Carrara, the
1 ooth Battalion continued the march over nearly impassable terrain on the nth,
using mules to reach the mountain hamlet of Colonnata 3 miles due east of Carrara.
The famous marble city had been evacuated by the enemy and was occupied by
troops of the 442d Infantry at 0900, 11 April.
Supply problems had again become critical, for the MassaCarrara road had
been rendered impassable by mines, craters, and artillery fire. Four bulldozers of
the 232d Combat Engineers, attempting to repair the road on the nth, were de
stroyed by mines and artillery fire. Ravines, cliffs, and peaks prevented movement
by carrying parties, making it necessary to drop supplies from planes. Blankets were
laid on white rock formations to form airground panels, and planes then attempted
on the 12th to drop supplies. Most of the rations, however, fell over a cliff, and only
one box reached the hungry infantry. Later in the day the engineers succeeded in
repairing the Massa—Carrara road, and jeeps were able to take rations to Colonnata
from Carrara by bumping over the ties of a mountain railroad.
The enemy's resistance at Carrione Creek, followed by his aggressive raids and
increased sensitivity north and northwest of Carrara in the 442d Infantry zone,
indicated that he had reached the first of his Green Line defenses. To offset his
heavy losses, which included 573 prisoners, the enemy had been forced to call upon
most of his available reserves. One company each of the 1048th Engineer Battalion
and the 907th Fortress Battalion had been committed; both were virtually destroyed.
On his extreme left flank he had been reduced to defending the mountain passes
with a Bersaglieri battalion. The 1st Battalion, 281st Grenadier Regiment, had
been reactivated with 100 air force replacements and recommitted. The enemy
was obviously showing grave concern over the weakening right flank of Fourteenth
Army, and it might be expected that he would fight desperately in his Green Line
system.

The 92c! Division collided with these defenses all along the line on 13 April.
An attempt by the 758th Tank Battalion and attached units to force a crossing of
Carrione Creek was repulsed by heavy smallarms and antitank fire covering strong
antitank obstacles. The 473d Infantry attacked on a front extending from Carrara
nearly to Highway 1, and though held up on the right flank by concrete pillboxes
succeeded in pushing a company to within 2 miles of the Parmignola Canal. On
the right the 443d Infantry, operating on a front 6 airline miles wide, continued to
pursue the enemy up the Gragnana Valley road, which cuts through the mountain
fastnesses from Carrara to Fosdinovo. The Germans suddenly indicated the end
of their withdrawal at 1400, 13 April, when they laid heavy barrages on the 2d Bat
talion as it attacked toward Mount Pizzaculo, a 2,500foot peak standing at the head
of a series of peaks and ridges barring the way to the Fosdinovo road. Selfpropelled
guns also opened up from Mount Pizzaculo, forcing the battalion to dig in for the
night. Our artillery was not yet within range of the mountain, having been outdis
tanced by the fast 9hour march of the infantry, and was unable to retaliate for the
1,300 enemy shells which fell in the regimental area during the day.
At 0530, 14 April, as Fifth Army launched its main offensive far to the east,
the command post of the 2d Battalion, 442d Infantry, below Mount Pizzaculo was
attacked in force by the 1 st Battalion, 361 st Panzer Grenadier Regiment (90th Panzer
Grenadier Division). The counterattack was beaten off, as were similar counter
attacks along the coast, but during the next few days our advance was considerably
slowed by the stiffened enemy resistance. Along Highway 1 the 473d Infantry
crossed the Parmignola Canal on the 17th and closed in on Sarzana, at the junction
of Highways 1 and 62; on the right the 442d Infantry tried again and again to pierce
the enemy's defenses running north and south from the mountain strongpoint of
Fosdinovo, but gains were small.
As the enemy slowly withdrew to his prepared positions anchored at Sarzana he
covered the withdrawal with increasingly effective artillery fire, particularly from
the coastal guns at Punta Bianca. Both Massa and Carrara were repeated targets
for heavy enemy concentrations; the entire avenue of approach up the coastal plain
and to the east was continually shelled by the tireless cannon. After almost daily
attacks on the guns by fighterbombers and medium bombers had failed to put them
out of action, attempts were made to silence them with artillery as soon as our guns
came into range about 14 April. All 36 of the 76mm guns of the 679th Tank
Destroyer Battalion were assigned to neutralize the coastal pieces. Every time an
enemy gun fired it received 60 to 180 rounds from the tank destroyers, the first round
landing within 45 seconds after the forward observers called for it. The enemy's
smoke generator, by which he concealed his positions on the promontory, was elim
inated on the 15th, and a selfpropelled gun which attempted a duel with the tank

destroyers was knocked out by 144 shells. During the period 1419 April u3o66
rounds were fired by the tank destroyers on the guns. An 8inch howitzer was
brought up to help deal with the Punta Bianca pieces and on the 16th was reported
to have silenced one of the guns. By the 19th the guns on the east side of the point
had stopped firing, reportedly blown up by the Germans, but fire continued from
those on the west side. Through fire directed from close range several of these
pieces were destroyed in the following 24 hours; by this time the enemy in front
of the 92d Division was preparing to pull back rapidly, threatened by the break
through of IV Corps to the west of Bologna.
Though the attack of the 92d Division had been slowed considerably during the
period 1419 April, it had more than served its purpose. Its primary objectives had
been secured; the enemy to its front had been badly battered; and all available re
serves in the area had been drawn into the line. Even more, the German High
Command was so concerned over the thrust that it had committed on the 14th a
battalion of the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division in this area far off to the flank
and thus diminished its scanty strategic reserves at a time when the center of the
German line was about to meet terrific blows. The success of the 92d Division,
as reported up to 14 April, augured well for the main attack of Fifth Army.

B. IF CORPS SMASHES THROUGH THE ENEMY DEFENSES
1417 APRIL

1. Positions and Plans.

(See Map No. 4.)

On 10 April IV Corps had three

divisions and two infantry regiments holding its long line from the vicinity of the
Serchio to the Reno River. The left half of this front was thinly garrisoned by two
regiments detached from the 92d Division, the 365th Infantry in the Cutigliano area
and the 371st Infantry southwest of Mount Belvedere; the right half was more
strongly held by the 1st Brazilian Infantry Division, the 10th Mountain Division,
and the 1st Armored Division from left to right. The 371st Infantry had moved
into its area on 9 April and had relieved elements of the 1st Brazilian Division. On
the 10th the 1st Armored Division began to take over its zone south of Vergato from
the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron and the right elements of the 10th
Mountain Division, in preparation for the attack.
Beyond the front lines of IV Corps stretched more of the apparently unending
mountains of the Apennine ridge. From Cutigliano to the edge of the Po Valley it is
30 airline miles; on our right flank, which had been pushed up nearly to Vergato by
the FebruaryMarch attacks of the 10th Mountain Division, the distance is a little
more than 15 miles. Only two main roads penetrate these mountains and hills in
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the Corps zone: Highway 12 on the left, which twists up from Cutigliano across the
Abetone Pass, then down through Pavullo to Modena; and Highway 64 on the right
along the Reno, running to Bologna. From Highway 64 a minor road branches off
at Vergato and runs to the northwest to Modena via Zocca; an offshoot of this road
leads north into the upper Samoggia Valley through Tole. In this area, to the left
of Highway 64, the hills fall away rapidly from the ridge on the west side of the high
way into hillocks sinking into the Po plain; small settlements and unimproved roads
become numerous as one approaches the flatland.
The enemy forces on the IV Corps front were generally concentrated in the
area of greatest danger, from Montese to Vergato. The 232d Grenadier Division
guarded the area to the west of Montese; to the east were the 114th Light Division,
then the 334th Grenadier Division, and finally the 94th Grenadier Division astride
the Reno. A line running generally due north from Vergato marked the boundary
between LI Mountain Corps and XIV Panzer Corps and also between the 334th and
94th Grenadier Divisions. Outside of local reserves, reinforcements could be gained
from the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division south of Bologna. It was estimated that
a total of 240 guns of all types opposed IV Corps.
Although the enemy had not provided himself in front of IV Corps with de
fenses as complex as those on the coast or in front of II Corps, the usual types of em
placements, machinegun nests, and bunkers were to be found. Our February
March attacks had wiped out the German main line of defense on the ridge just west
of Highway 64, but after falling back to the neighborhood of Vergato the enemy had
set to work to build up another line as rapidly as possible; Vergato itself was strongly
fortified. A captured enemy appreciation of our situation indicates that he expected
an attack in this area by IV Corps, probably before II Corps jumped off; neverthe
less, the enemy misread the significance of the Belvedere operation and expected that
the direct thrust toward Bologna on Highway 65 would be our main effort.
The broad plan of the Fifth Army attack called for IV Corps to hold its long
left flank lightly and to concentrate its forces in a push up the hills on the west side
of Highway 64. IV Corps was to begin its attack on 12 April; II Corps was not to
attack until the first, or Green Line of objectives had been gained west of the Reno.
This Green Line consisted of 3 wooded hills over 2,000 feet high, Mounts Pigna,
M'antino, and Pero, forming a wide arc open to the south and commanding the entry
into the Samoggia Valley. A northern extension of the Belvedere ridges, these hills
constituted the first line of enemy defenses before IV Corps and would be taken by
the 1 oth Mountain Division, attacking on the left of the main Corps thrust, and by
the 1 st Armored Division, jumping off immediately thereafter on Corps order along
Highway 64. Arrival of our troops at the Green Line would bring them abreast
of II Corps and would assist it in clearing Mount Sole east of the Reno. Upon sei
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zure of the Green Line and as II Corps joined the attack on the right the drive was
to continue northeast across a creek valley to gain the next line of hills barring the
route to the Po. This second line of hills, Mounts Ferra, Mosca, and Milano, was
designated as the Brown Phase Line. The final, or Black Line extended east and
west through Praduro and marked the real end of the hills.
After reaching the objectives in the Brown Line IV Corps was to be prepared to
pass the 85th Division through the 1st Armored Division and relinquish the right
portion of its zone to II Corps, which would thus be operating astride the Reno to
the west of Bologna. The 1st Armored Division would go into Army reserve in
the vicinity of the village of Africa, near Vergato, ready to move to the west down
the Samoggia or Panaro valleys and exploit on the Po plain; the 10th Mountain
Division at this time was to turn due north and drive over the dwindling hills to the
plain with the 85th Division under II Corps on its right. While the main IV Corps
attack was progressing northeast two divisions abreast, the BEF was to hold its
defensive positions, reconnoiter, and prepare on Corps order to follow enemy with
drawals in its zone. The 365th Infantry and the 371st Infantry on the extreme left
were to protect the flank and be prepared to follow enemy withdrawals in the moun
tains and along Highway 12.
All troops were in their final positions for the attack, and preparations for the
jumpoff were completed by the morning of 12 April; then the attack was postponed
for 24 hours because of cloudiness and low ceilings, which prevented the scheduled
air support. The attack was held up again on the 13th by reason of continued
inclement weather, but in view of a favorable forecast for the 14th final plans for
the attack were made. The battle lines were quiet before the 10th Mountain
Division and 1st Armored Division on the 12th and 13th as activities and patrol
ling were held to a minimum. On the IV Corps left flank the Brazilians and the
two infantry regiments from the o,2d Division continued a program of vigorous patrol
ling and artillery harassment of the enemy.
2.

The 10th Mountain Division Spearheads the Attack. At 0945, 14 April, the 10th

Mountain Division, under Maj. Gen. George P. Hays, led off with the first blow in
the main offensive of Fifth Army. The hour, late enough in the day to provide
ample time and light for the preparatory air program, contained also an element
of unexpectedness in that the Germans expected the blow to fall either at a much
earlier hour or at night. Before the infantry jumped off fighterbombers bombed
and strafed enemy positions 08300910; for the next 35 minutes our artillery poured
shells on the Germans. Then the preparation ceased abruptly, and the first wave
of infantry pushed off toward the dustshrouded and smoking German positions.
From their positions from Castel d'Aiano east, the 85th Mountain Infantry
and the 87th Mountain Infantry, the latter on the right, jumped off abreast in a
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frontal assault along a 2mile front, moving across the Pra del Bianco basin to take
the enemy defenses on the north side as far east as Rocca di Roffeno. The area to
be brought under attack was a mountain mass extending eastward through Mount
Pigna in a narrow double ridge line which terminated at Mount Mantino and
Mount Mosca. The 85th Mountain Infantry under Col. Raymond C. Barlow was
to advance through the hills just north of Pra del Bianco, seize the dominating mass
of Mount Righetti, and take up defensive positions facing northwest until the BEF,
which was to guard the left flank of the division, could carry out a relief in the area.
The 87th Mountain Infantry, under Col. David M. Fowler, was to attack just west
of Rocca di Roffeno through the village of Torre Iussi in an effort to capture Mount
Pigna and the ridges extending to the east. The 86th Mountain Infantry, under
Col. Clarence Tomlinson, was to follow behind the 87th Mountain Infantry, initially
to clear the right flank of the division zone; then it would cross the ridges north to
Tole along the main northsouth road and attack northeast over the rolling hills
toward Mount Moscoso on the Black Phase Line.
From west to east along the 10th Mountain Division front just prior to the
attack were two battalions of the 85th Mountain Infantry and one battalion of the
87th Mountain Infantry. The remainder of the division, including the 10th Anti
tank Battalion, which constituted the division reserve, was in position south of the
line of departure. Opposite the division zone from west to east were the 754th
Grenadier Regiment, the 755th Grenadier Regiment, and the 756th Grenadier
Regiment, all of the 334th Grenadier Division. Farther east, in front of the 1st
Armored Division, was the 94th Grenadier Division in position on the ridges along
which the 10th Mountain Division was scheduled to drive as it swept to the north
east. The enemy had constructed an intricate system of bunkers and gun emplace
ments controlled from observation posts on key features overlooking the entire Pra
del Bianco basin. Forward posts in the basin itself were manned by the enemy only
at night, but widespread antipersonnel and antitank minefields provided additional
protection on the north side of the basin for the German defenses.
Despite a tremendous weight of explosives and fire bombs from our artillery
and planes the enemy defenses were still intact when the infantry assault began.
On the left, in the 85th Mountain Infantry zone, the 2d and 3d Battalions moved
out abreast, supported by the 1st Battalion from hills to the rear. The men advanced
slowly and by 1300 were on the first hills on the north side of the basin. Resistance
was intense, though limited largely to mortar and machinegun fire. During the
early afternoon enemy fire became heavier, and the advance on the left was brought
to a halt short of the crests overlooking Torre Iussi.
On the right the 87th Mountain Infantry moved across the basin in the face
of machinegun and mortar fire; the 1st Battalion in the lead was finally stopped
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The town of Vergato, a German bastion on Highway 64 overlooking the Reno

Men of the Sist Reconnaissance Squadron move through the ruins of Vergato

on the Tole road as the enemy begins to fall back before IV Corps

Tanks and trucks send up a cloud of dust as they climb near Montepastore

below Torre Iussi by fire from the hills in front of the 85th Mountain Infantry. After
the capture of these points late in the morning the advance was again taken up.
Bitter housetohouse fighting broke out in Torre Iussi and continued until the 2d
Battalion was dispatched around the village onto the hill above it. The 1st Bat
talion cleared Torre Iussi and relieved the sd Battalion, which immediately set off
for Mount Pigna. The long thrust, however, was begun too late in the day, and
the 2d Battalion was recalled at darkness to prevent the possibility of serious enemy
countermeasures.
On the extreme right flank of the zone the 2d Battalion, 86th Mountain In
fantry, moved into the Pra del Bianco basin at 1030, following the right rear flank
of the 87th Mountain Infantry. It was promptly pinned down by fire from the
hills north of Torre Iussi. After the clearance of that area by the 87th Mountain
Infantry the advance was resumed and carried swiftly onto Rocca di Roffeno, which
was occupied at 1648. The enemy retaliated with a heavy artillery barrage but
failed to dislodge the men from this rocky promontory. At 1900 the advance was
halted across the entire front, and defensive positions were manned for the night.
Contact was established on the left with the BEF and on the right with the 1st Ar
mored Division, which began to move forward in the afternoon. Resistance had
been strong all day, and casualties, particularly on the left flank, were heavy; 553
men were killed, wounded, or missing in action during 14 April. The basin, how
ever, was now south of the front line. The large minefields prevented close armored
support from the 751st Tank Battalion and the 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion,
and the divisional engineers at work clearing paths suffered many casualties.
The second day of the offensive opened with a 20minute artillery preparation,
followed by an infantry attack at 0700 by the 2d Battalion, 86th Mountain In
fantry, toward the village of Amore northeast of Rocca di Roffeno. The village
was occupied about 1000 without much opposition. The regiment then began a
drive along the ridge to the northeast to capture Mount Mantino. A slow and
difficult advance through mountainous country against almost constant sniper and
machinegun fire was culminated at 2000 when Mount Mantino, over 2>£ miles
northeast of Rocca di Roffeno, was occupied and mopped up. To the south of
Mount Mantino the 1st Armored Division had occupied Suzzano and was on the
slopes of Mount Pero. The main objectives of the Brown Phase Line had accord
ingly been reached, for the 2d Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, had seized Mount
Pigna at 0810, 15 April, against very light opposition. Moving on eastward along
the ridge running out to Mount Mantino, the 2d Battalion was midway between
Mounts Pigna and Mantino by 1300 in spite of heavy enemy artillery fire. The 3d
Battalion pushed farther north and occupied the hills just north of Mount Pigna
in preparation for a drive northward over the last ridge and into the village of Tole.
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The progress made on the right and center of the division zone on the 15th was
in sharp contrast to the action on the left. There the 85th Mountain Infantry
jumped off at 0700, with the intention of driving north to Mount Righetti, then
swinging southwest onto the hills dominating the western part of the Pra del Bianco
basin and overlooking the Panaro River to the northwest. Heavy enemy artillery
and mortar fire together with infantry resistance stopped the 85th Mountain In
fantry almost on its line of departure. Counterbattery fire laid down on the enemy
artillery installations and emplacements seemed to have no effect on the German
ability to resist. The men inched forward slowly until 1200, by which time the
attacks farther east by the other two regiments were meeting with considerable suc
cess. General Hays finally ordered the 85th Mountain Infantry to discontinue the
advance and organize for defense. The 10th Antitank Battalion was sent up from
reserve to tie the left flank in with the BEF, and plans were made to shift the entire
weight of the division to the northeast.
Early on the 14th the BEF, under Maj. Gen. Joao Baptista Mascarenhas de
Morais, had sent patrols into Montese without gaining contact. The 2d Battalion,
11 th Infantry, then moved on the village, only to run into resistance a short dis
tance east of the town; but the Brazilians pushed on and took Montese after a
sharp fire fight. On the following day positions were consolidated in the area, and
on the 16th the 1st Battalion, 1st Infantry, relieved the 10th Antitank Battalion
and other left flank elements of the 10th Mountain Division. Similar reliefs were
carried out in the succeeding 2 days to permit the shift northeast of that division.
Throughout the period of the main IV Corps push on the right very heavy artillery
concentrations from enemy guns on the upper Panaro fell in the BEF zone, espe
cially about Montese; during the first 24 hours of the IV Corps attack this area re
ceived over 1,800 of the 2,800 rounds of enemy shell fire reported in the entire
Corps zone.
In the zone of the main attack the enemy laid a smoke screen at 0900, 16 April,
along the road from the village of Tole south over the notch in an effort to conceal
the withdrawal of artillery and other elements from the Mount Mantino—Mount
Mosca area. The 756th Grenadier Regiment had cracked, and the rear areas of
the entire 94th Grenadier Division were in imminent danger of being overrun.
With his supply lines cut and American troops slashing into his rear areas the enemy
began a fierce delaying action to cover a mass withdrawal to his positions along
the Panaro River.
The hills just north of Mount Mantino were occupied after a fight by the 2d
Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, at 1305, and the more rested 3d Battalion was
passed through quickly to continue the drive to Mount Mosca, the last high point
along the eastern ridge line. The enemy carried out a stubborn defense in front of

the 3d Battalion all the way. Enemy mortar and artillery fire constantly pounded
the advancing troops, and after a successful assault of Mount Mosca itself at 1415
almost 2 hours were needed to mop up the crest of the hill. Early in the evening
the Germans launched 10 separate counterattacks against the newly won positions,
but the gain was securely held. Even before Mount Mosca was firmly in our pos
session, the 2d Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, launched another attack north
from the ridge down into the village of Tole. The place was a shambles from bomb
ing and heavy artillery fire and was occupied quickly against light opposition.
On the left flank on 16 April the 85th Mountain Infantry, relieved by the BEF,
began to maneuver to the northeast, relieving in its turn elements of the 87th Moun
tain Infantry as fast as possible. On the right the 3d Battalion, 86th Mountain
Infantry, jumped off at 1115 to cross the ridge and advance north of Tole. By mid
afternoon, with the fall of Tole, the battalion moved northward along the road for
almost a mile. Finally heavy artillery fire stopped the advance, but the 1st Bat
talion came up onto the right flank and together the two battalions forged ahead.
By 1750 they had advanced another 2 miles to the northeast and were within a few
hundred yards of the hamlet of Monzuno. The tanks of the 751st Tank Battalion
assisted in the final thrust by giving direct fire support, and the cluster of houses was
seized by 1800. A hasty defense was set up on the bare, rolling hills, and the ad
vance halted for the night.
With the enemy reeling backwards, the 10th Mountain Division smashed north
ward on the 17th to open the way into the Samoggia Valley. In the morning the
2d Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, pushed forward on the left flank of the ground
gained by the 86th Mountain Infantry the preceding day in order to attack Mount
Ferra, about 2 miles north of Tole. The advance progressed against light opposi
tion until 1555, when the leading elements were stopped by exceptionally heavy
direct artillery fire coming from the northwest. The 1st Battalion was sent around
the east side of the hill to attack San Prospero, overlooking the Samoggia about
yA mile beyond Mount Ferra. The 1st Battalion gained its objective at 2105 after
a cautious advance over the open, rolling hillsides. Mount Ferra was finally cleared
at 1905 after counterbattery fire was placed on the enemy guns west of the Panaro
River.
The 3d Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, renewed its drive straight north
on the morning of 17 April and by 0845 w a s o n Mount Moscoso, \yi miles east of
San Prospero. The 2d Battalion jumped off at 0730 and advanced on the right
of the 3d Battalion into the village of Montepastore, east of Mount Moscoso, clear
ing the hamlet by 0945. Though mortar fire began to fall on the outskirts from the
northeast, the 2d Battalion pushed on due north, at the same time dispatching one
company eastward to clear Mount Vignola and the other hills which dominated the
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low ridge line along which the advance was proceeding. These hill points were
finally cleared at 1800 after sporadic but vigorous resistance was overcome.
The speed of the advance of the two leading regiments was made possible in
large part on 17 April by the shifting of the 85th Mountain Infantry and the dis
placement forward of the artillery. The 85th Mountain Infantry continued its
movement to the northeast, relieving elements of the 87th Mountain Infantry as
rapidly as it in turn was freed from the left rear flank by the BEF. The main avenue
of counterattacks was from the Panaro Valley to the west of the advancing spearhead,
and it was this threat which the BEF and the 85th Mountain Infantry covered as fast
as the advancing regiments moved northward. The artillery units had to displace
in order to support the rapidly advancing troops, and new positions were occupied
just south of the Mount Mosca ridge during the day without incident. The main
support could now be supplied by the armored units, for the terrain was rolling
rather than rugged and the roads were in good condition north of Tole. The 10th
Mountain Division now held its Black Line objectives after 4 days of swift, slashing
attacks driving to the northeast across the eneiny lines of communication.
3.

The 1st Armored Division Opens up Highway 64. Although the attack by the

10th Mountain Division on 14 April constituted the main IV Corps action, units on
both the right and the left flanks were all playing their assigned parts. The BEF
occupied Montese; on the right the 1st Armored Division, under Maj. Gen. Vernon E.
Prichard, moved on Vergato. During the morning of the 14th the 14th Armored
Infantry Battalion sent out small feeler elements, but its attack was not launched in
force until the afternoon. At 1700 the infantry, supported by tanks of the 13th Tank
Battalion, pushed off in strength through the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion,
holding defensive positions along Finocchia ridge, and began moving north toward
positions from which to attack the hilltop village of Suzzano the following morning.
The approach march was covered on the left by the 10th Mountain Division's capture
of the commanding Rocca di Roffeno. Meeting no opposition, advance units took
up positions for the night on the lower slopes of the rising ground 1 mile south of the
village; the n t h Armored Infantry Battalion, which was following, halted in posi
tions 1,000 yards to the southwest.
On the division right along Highway 64 the dismounted cavalrymen of Troop A,
81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, supported by the 27th Armored Field
Artillery Battalion, attacked toward the rubbled town of Vergato at 1750 with the
aim of reaching the objective at last light. The jumpoff was preceded first by a
TOT; thereafter the supporting artillery fired one round per gun per minute upon
Vergato until 1845, when the forward observer lifted the fire as the troops prepared
to assault the town. By 2000 Troop A had penetrated into the southern outskirts
and the railroad station, but determined resistance with smallarms and mortar fire

Cleaning out a sniper's den in a Vergato house . . . painted by Captain Edward A. Reep

stopped further advance. Mines prevented the approach of tanks for close support
the first night, during which Americans and Germans at times occupied adjoining
rooms or alternate floors in the same buildings. Troop C, sent up to reinforce
Troop A, had taken up positions by 0230, 15 April. On the 15th the 81 st Cavalry
Reconnaissance Squadron was occupied all day in the dangerous and ticklish task
of fighting from house to house while the Germans poured mortar fire into the south
ern part of the town from positions outside it. After midnight 1516 April three
tanks and a bulldozer were able to move up; the objective, with the exception of one
house, was reported clear after daylight on the 16th.
Pushing on from Vergato during the day, the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance
Squadron found the village of Africa and the road junction 1 mile west of Vergato
clear of enemy. Troop D and a platoon of tanks from Company F advanced through
out the 16th and 17th along Highway 64, in conjunction with Troop C and a platoon
of tanks from the 13th Tank Battalion, followed by Troop B (mounted), on the east
side of the Reno. By the end of the 17th the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron
had advanced against light and scattered opposition nearly 5 miles from Vergato
northeast down the winding Reno Valley.
While Vergato was being cleared and Highway 64 opened, the division main
effort was concentrated on its left in a drive along the hills above the highway. The
plan of action for the 15th was to seize positions on the transverse ridge across the
front and then to swing east along that ridge to clear the strongpoint of Mount Pero,
1 mile northwest of and dominating Vergato. The 6th Armored Infantry Battalion
continued to hold its defensive positions; the 14th Armored Infantry Battalion pushed
toward Suzzano in a column of companies. By 1445 Company C and a platoon of
tanks from the 13th Tank Battalion reached Suzzano. Opposition encountered was
at first that of scattered artillery fire and mines; then increasingly heavy mortar fire
was added in the afternoon. The infantry turned east toward Mount Pero from
Suzzano and by 2200 had elements on a saddle in the ridge just west of the objective.
The push continued the next morning, hindered only by scattered snipers and rough
terrain, and by 0900, 16 April, Mount Pero was occupied.
At 0615 on the 16th the 1 ith Armored Infantry Battalion moved off from posi
tions immediately south of Suzzano, continued 2 miles northeast, passed through
elements of the 10th Mountain Division on Mount Mosca, which had just fallen,
and at 1635 attacked toward high ground 1 mile to the east. Initially op
position was determined, but by the end of the day the battalion objective was
taken. The 6th Armored Infantry Battalion, which had assembled at Suzzano
during the morning, followed the 1 ith Armored Infantry Battalion to Mount Mosca
and occupied positions on that ridge from which to launch the next day an attack
parallel on the left to the n t h Armored Infantry Battalion drive. The 14th Ar
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mored Infantry Battalion, which had held on Mount Pero since the morning, moved
northwest during the evening in order to support the attack of the 6th Armored
Infantry Battalion if necessary.
At 0730, 17 April, the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion began moving from
Mount Mosca toward the next objective, Mount d'Avigo, 3 miles to the northeast
across a valley. The approach march covered ground previously taken by the 10th
Mountain Division, so the actual attack started in the early afternoon. The first
attempts were thrown back, but after a 30minute artillery barrage Company B had
taken the hill and 250 prisoners by 1900. Company C continued eastward 1 mile
to seize hills overlooking the Reno 1 mile north of the positions reached by the 81st
Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron in the valley below. At dawn on the same day
the 11 th Armored Infantry Battalion, pushing eastward about 1 mile south of the
6th Armored Infantry Battalion, continued its drive and advanced 2 miles against
no opposition to reach Mount Milano by 0930, likewise overlooking the Reno.
By the end of 17 April the infantry and the 81 st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squad
ron of the 1st Armored Division had advanced as much as 8 miles from their original
frontline positions and held objectives astride the Brown Phase Line. Two in
fantry battalions occupied the high ground of Mounts d'Avigo and Milano domi
nating the Reno Valley from the west, and the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squad
ron had advanced up Highway 64 to a point east of Mount Milano. The attack of
the 1st Armored Division had moved northeast, paralleling the Reno, against light
to moderate opposition, consisting largely of mortar and artillery fire and mine
fields. Sharp infantry actions, however, such as the laborious clearing of Vergato,
had not been infrequent.

C. BROADENING THE
1820 APRIL

1. Shifting Our Troops. By the end of the 17th the enemy situation on the
Fifth Army front had become critical. The divisions facing II Corps had given
ground very slowly and had thus far yielded only Mount Sole and Monterumici,
but their strength was diminishing under the constant pounding by our infantry
and artillery. Any possibilities for an extended stand on Highway 65, however,
were made slight by our breakthrough in the IV Corps zone. The 10th Mountain
Division was, by 17 April, moving into the last foothills before the Po plain, with
almost no enemy troops before it.
The crushing weight of the assault had split the 94th Grenadier Division, the

major portion of which fell to the east of the ioth Mountain Division spearhead
while the remainder of the division lay to the west with the 334th Grenadier Division.
By the end of 18 April the 334th and 94th Grenadier Divisions had each lost over
1,000 combat infantrymen as prisoners alone. Since the reserves of both divisions
had for the most part been committed as early as the 15th, the only major enemy
force available south of Bologna to throw into the breach was the 90th Panzer Gren
adier Division. Even this unit was no longer at full strength, for elements had already
been dispatched to the 92d Division front.
The enemy attempt to hold his extended front lines with the forces at his dis
posal was proving hopeless everywhere by 17 April; but even to fall back in good
order to the Po it was necessary to plug the gap west of Bologna. Here, accordingly,
the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division was committed, and on 17 April elements of
the 2d Battalion, 361st Panzer Grenadier Regiment, the 190th Reconnaissance
Battalion, and the 200th Panzer Grenadier Regiment were identified on the IV Corps
front. The division was not thrown in directly before the ioth Mountain Division
but more to its left flank between the 334th and 94th Grenadier Divisions, the inten
tion probably being to hold the west side of the gap and slow the central thrust by
stiff counterattacks. Further reinforcement was gained by shifting the 754th Gren
adier Regiment from the west to the east flank of the 334th Grenadier Division, west
of the Samoggia.
As enemy defenses crumbled between the Reno and Samoggia and the enemy,
forced from the comparative safety of his prepared positions, sought to fall back in
orderly retreat to other lines, Fifth Army conducted the first of a series of redisposi
tions of major units in order to strengthen the penetration and press home the attack
before the enemy could again get set. In accordance with previous plans the first
move was the commitment of the 85th Division in the zone of the 1st Armored Divi
sion, which had reached its Brown Line objectives. After Fifth Army had released
the 85th Division to IV Corps, General Crittenberger on 17 April ordered that
division to relieve without delay the 1st Armored Division and the eastern elements
of the ioth Mountain Division. It would attack north on the morning of the 18th,
clearing Highway 64 and assisting the advance of II Corps on its right. The 339th
Infantry, to be used only on the approval of the Army commander, was in IV Corps
reserve.
This employment of the 85th Division under IV Corps was a change from the
plan in the Army attack order, Operations Instruction No. 7, according to which
the 85th Division would operate under II Corps and the Corps boundary would be
shifted westward accordingly. The change was due primarily to the fact that the
momentum of the IV Corps advance could best be maintained by a unified command
in that zone and also to the fact that II Corps was fully occupied in the stiff fight
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abreast Highway 65. On the 18th lessened enemy resistance in front of II Corps
was to permit a general shift of its divisions to the west, and the 88th Division at that
time took over a good part of the zone originally planned for the 85th Division.
The broadened attack of IV Corps, as envisaged on the 17th, was to continue
to the north, generally between the Reno and Samoggia rivers to secure an exit into
the Po Valley and to assist II Corps to its Black Phase Line objectives. In addition
to the 85th Division on the right and the 10th Mountain Division in the center, the
1st Armored Division was also to be employed, this time on the left between the 10th
Mountain Division and the BEF. The 1st Armored Division was ordered on tjie
17th to move one combat command to Tole immediately, to move the rest of the
division after its relief by the 85th Division, and upon Corps order to attack in its
new zone east of the Panaro River. This shift would place the armor in better tank
terrain and would strengthen the exposed left flank of the 10th Mountain Division.
Preliminary moves began as early as 16 April, when one regiment of the 85th Division
was ordered forward to the village of Africa behind the 1 st Armored Division, but
the relief was not accomplished until the night of 1718 April and the morning of the
18th. The IV Corps attack, however, was hardly slowed while a new division was
committed and another shifted its entire axis of attack from the right to the left flank.
2.

The 10th Mountain Division Cuts Highway g.

At midnight on the 17th the

87th Mountain Infantry held Mount Ferra and San Prospero, overlooking the Samog
gia. On its right the 86th Mountain Infantry had reached positions }4 mile north
of Montepastore; on its left the 85th Mountain Infantry was still guarding the left
flank of the division and maintaining contact with the BEF. Eleven miles ahead
of our most advanced elements lay Highway 9, the main eastwest artery behind
the German lines.
At 0930, 18 April, the 3d Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, began a swift
northward advance which led at 1230 to the capture of the hamlet of Sulmonte,
<2}4 miles north of Montepastore. Light resistance, composed mainly of smallarms
and machinegun fire, was encountered along the way but did not slow the advance.
Thereafter, however, the battalion ran into heavy going about 1300 as the men at
tempted to move northwest about 1,000 yards from Sulmonte to Mongiorgio. A
heavy battle developed, and by 1900 the enemy was resisting with artillery, mortar,
machinegun, and smallarms fire. The leading elements of the battalion pulled
back toward Sulmonte and held for the night. On the right the 2d Battalion moved
to the northeast from Montepastore toward the village of San Chierlo against con
siderable machinegun and smallarms fire. Even with armored support the bat
talion was held back and at 1300 was still 900 yards west of San Chierlo. Despite
this resistance the enemy was withdrawing as rapidly as possible. Many air missions
were flown on the 18th against the horsedrawn columns of withdrawing Germans.
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A battalion of the ioth Mountain Division advances toward the town of Tole

In the IV Corps zone traffic jams up as the pursuit into the valley begins

The Brazilians move up in their guard of the left flank of IV

In the Po Valley on 20 April: men of the 337 th Infantry flush out a

By evening the ioth Mountain Division had captured 2,917 prisoners, and small,
scattered groups all along the front were still surrendering.
During the day the BEF completed the relief of the 85th Mountain Infantry,
which moved on orders into an assembly area at San Chierlo. The next morning
found the regiment passing through the 86th Mountain Infantry and into the lead
of the attack, which was now directed toward Mount San Michele, about 3 miles
north of San Chierlo. At 1135, after overcoming several pockets of resistance with
the aid of tanks and tank destroyers, the 1st Battalion occupied Mount San Michele
and prepared to continue the advance toward the northeast. Before long the enemy
withdrawal broke into a rout. A request was sent back for all available armor, for
the enemy was beginning to flee in complete disorganization before the advancing
column. By 1630 the 1st Battalion held a road junction fully 3 miles northeast
of Mount San Michele and stopped there only to allow the supporting elements and
reserves to catch up with it.
To the left the 87th Mountain Infantry took up the battle at Mongiorgio on
the morning of 19 April and after bitter housetohouse fighting finally controlled
the village at 1015. The advance was quickly resumed with all three battalions
abreast and moving to the northeast parallel to the Samoggia River. Enemy de
laying actions necessitated flanking operations on two occasions, but by nightfall
the regiment held a line extending from Mongiorgio through Monte San Pietro
for 4 miles almost to Mount Avezzano.
The 86th Mountain Infantry started forward at 0700 and advanced along the
right flank of the division zone without meeting any organized opposition. By
nightfall the regiment had crossed into the center of the zone and taken up defensive
positions just north of Mount San Michele. From the final forward line on the
evening of 19 April all three regiments of the division could look northward over the
last few rolling hills into the Po Valley. The enemy was completely disorganized
everywhere east of the Samoggia and was in no position to offer any further defense
before our forces debouched onto the Po plain. West of the Samoggia, however,
the enemy was still resisting the efforts of the 1st Armored Division, which had passed
across the rear of the ioth Mountain Division; the successful advance of the mountain
troops was due largely to this protection of their left flank.
The three regiments of the division descended abreast from the hills and swept
out onto the floor of the Po Valley on 20 April, their objective set at Ponte Samoggia
where Highway 9 crosses the Samoggia River. The 86th Mountain Infantry in the
center moved out at 0700. Enemy infantry resistance had been almost entirely
bypassed, and only occasional mortar or artillery fire interdicting the roads delayed
the advance. At 1500 the 1st Battalion crossed Highway 9, and by 1900 the entire
regiment was astride that road. The 3d Battalion pushed on to the northwest about
1 mile and at 2000 seized Ponte Samoggia.
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The 87th Mountain Infantry continued its advance along the left flank during
the 20th, with the intention of covering and guarding the advance of the 86th Moun
tain Infantry. Enemy resistance supported by artillery fire from the northwest
slowed the advance during the morning, and at 1535 a bitter housetohouse assault
of the village of Pradalbino, 1 mile north of Mount Avezzano, was begun. The
3d Battalion finally cleared the hamlet at 1711. The 1st Battalion moved forward
on its right through numerous pockets of resistance and by 2310 reached the valley
floor. The regiment set up a defense for the night with all three battalions on line
facing north toward Highway 9 about 3 miles away. The 85th Mountain Infantry
gained its final positions for 20 April after a steady advance against light opposition
on the right flank of the 86th Mountain Infantry. In 7 days the 10th Mountain
Division had broken through the main enemy defense line in the Apennines and had
advanced 16 miles from Castel d'Aiano to Ponte Samoggia on Highway 9.
3. The 85th Division Is Committed. On 16 April the first regiment of the 85th
Division moved up from the Arno Valley along the twisting curves of Highway 64 to
the vicinity of Africa. The remainder of the division, commanded by Maj. Gen.
John B. Coulter, came forward the following day; by 1830, 17 April, movement to
the forward assembly areas at Vergato and south of Gastel d'Aiano was complete.
Relief of the 1st Armored Division by the 338th Infantry under Col. William H.
Mikkelsen on the right and the 337th Infantry under Col. Oliver W. Hughes on the
left began at once. During the night the 3d Battalion, 338th Infantry, relieved the
81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron and other right flank elements of the 1st
Armored Division and at 0610, 18 April, took over a line extending 2 miles from the
town of Piano di Venola in the Reno Valley to the southwest of Mount Milano.
By 1415 the 2d Battalion, 338th Infantry, after a dusty march across the hills from
4 miles southwest of Vergato, had relieved the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion
1 mile northwest of Mount Milano. The 1st Battalion, 338th Infantry, followed
along Highway 64 as regimental reserve; reliefs of the regiment were screened by
the 85th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, which during the subsequent attack pro
ceeded along the highway abreast of the infantry. In the meantime the 337th
Infantry moved up on the west. The 1st Battalion, on the left, relieved the 1st Bat
talion, 86th Mountain Infantry, shortly after the capture of Mount Vignola and took
command of the area at 0900, 18 April; on the right the 2d Battalion advanced during
the night 1718 April to positions south of Mount Luminasio, its first objective.
General Coulter's plan of maneuver was to seize Mount Luminasio and the
hills immediately to the north from the southwest and to continue north therefrom
to the Po Valley 10 miles away. Enemy defenses in this region proved to be limited
and consisted of hastily thrown up strongpoints centering about farms and small
villages. The first and also highest range of hills to be attacked dropped off to the

east in barren, steep walls to the valley of the Reno; in the western part of the division
zone the hills were less rugged, presenting a gentler character of woods and pasture.
The terrain steadily improved with each mile to the north to become an area of roll
ing fields, single farm houses, and tiny villages.
At 0930 on the 18th, following a 15minute artillery preparation, the 85th Divi
sion attacked 2 regiments abreast. The enemy before IV Corps had been con
siderably disorganized and was rinding it difficult to reestablish a defense line; as
a result this first attack by the 85th Division found practically no opposition at the
outset. On the division right along the Reno the 338th Infantry pushed forward
steadily. Before nightfall the 2d Battalion on the left and the 3d Battalion on the
right reached positions on the banks of the Reno and the hills above 2 miles north
of Piano di Venola after some delay caused by mines. On the left the 337th Infantry
also had no difficulty at first; at the end of the day the 1st Battalion on the left con
solidated for the night north and northeast of Mount Bonsara, prepared to seize the
Rasiglio ridge the next day. The 2d Battalion took Mount Luminasio 2 miles north
of Mount Milano without a shot. Although slowed by rough ground the battalion
had advanced another 1^2 miles by late afternoon. From that point on resistance
stiffened, and the battalion began to run into increasingly heavy fire from its next
objective, the Lagune ridge 1 mile to the northeast. Similar spotty resistance was
being met by the 10th Mountain Division on the left, especially about San Chierlo.
In view of the enemy stand the 3d Battalion, 337th Infantry, was ordered to
move up to assist in clearing the ridge and then to continue to the north while the
2d Battalion continued eastward to clear an adjacent ridge. At 0200, 19 April,
Companies I and G, assisted by Company E, made a coordinated attack which was
stopped by grenades and intense rifle and machinegun fire. At 0340, before the
objective was taken, orders were received changing boundaries and shifting the
85th Division farther west to make room for the 88th Division, which was moving
to the left in the general westward shift of' II Corps. All troops outside the new
boundaries were to be moved out by daylight. The 338th Infantry along Highway
64 was ordered to go into reserve upon relief by the 6 South African Armoured Di
vision. Actually the regiment was more pinched out than relieved, for the South
Africans, crossing the Reno to get on Highway 64, encountered 88th Division ele
ments north of the 85th Division and moved on from there.
The only 85th Division unit unaffected by the change was the 1st Battalion,
337th Infantry, on the extreme left flank, which was ordered to push on north. At
0600 on the 19th the battalion started in column of companies down a ridge road
leading to Rasiglio. By 0735 the lead company, still 1 mile short of the objective,
was hit by heavy flanking fire from the wide open right. One company was sent
over to quiet this opposition while two companies pushed on north. When the ad
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vance was halted for the night, leading elements were not quite i mile north of
Rasiglio, slightly to the right rear of the ioth Mountain Division.
At 0600, 20 April, the attack was resumed. The 1st and 3d Battalions, 337th
Infantry, supported by a company of tanks and tank destroyers, moved out to clear
two parallel ridges east of Lavina Greek down to the road junction of Gesso, 6 miles
west of Bologna; the Intelligence and Reconnaissance Platoon, bypassing the enemy
resistance, made a quick thrust around the left along the Lavina Greek road to
seize the town itself and head off any enemy trying to escape into the Po Valley.
The division left flank was secured by the advance of the ioth Mountain Division,
which crossed Highway 9 at 1500; the right, though open, was not considered too
dangerous in view of the confusion existing in enemy ranks west of the Reno. The
85th Division, assigned only a very narrow zone which was narrowed even more on
the left by the fact that the ioth Mountain Division had not shifted completely over
toward Mount Avezzano on the 19th, operated with part of its forces in the zone of
the 88th Division, which was somewhat behind on the right; the latter was to relieve
these forces when it caught up.
The Intelligence and Reconnaissance Platoon, 337th Infantry, moving on the
easier route of the road, pushed along and was in Gesso, out into the plain of the Po,
by 0825 on the 20th. The two battalions in the hills on the right came up more
slowly as they each knocked out knots of resistance which fought violently before
capitulating. At noon, while the fight was still going on in the hills, General Truscott
ordered the 85th Division to send forces to the right in a wide sweep across the front
of the 88th Division and the 6 South African Armoured Division to the Bologna
suburb and road center of Casalecchio, outposting the road northwest from Casa
lecchio in order to cut off the path of retreat of the disorganized enemy up Highway
64. The 2d Battalion, assisted by the Antitank Company, Company C, the Intelli
gence and Reconnaissance Platoon, and the attached tanks and tank destroyers,
was assigned to the job.
The leading company of the battalion, after a sharp clash with enemy infantry,
took a village on the outpost line 1 mile west of Casalecchio at 1800. Before darkness
the battalion held positions all along the projected outpost line between Casalecchio
and the Lavina Creek bridge. Reaching that objective had not been unopposed.
A strong fire fight occurred 1 mile west of Casalecchio, and the town itself was not
entered by the 6 South African Armoured Division until late in the day, after both
II and IV Corps units had heavily shelled it. Many Germans were cut off by the
quick thrust around from the left, and fighting and movement continued throughout
the evening. Early in the night the 2d Battalion beat off three counterattacks, and
not until midnight was the 3d Battalion able to clear the last high ground south of
Gesso. That night many men of the 337th Infantry received their first rest since

entering the line on the 18th. After midnight the 351st Infantry (88th Division) on
the right and the 338th Infantry on the left passed through to continue without
letup the drive to smash the German forces before us. Casualties in the division
for the period 1820 April had been very light, totalling only 88 in all.
4.

The 1st Armored Division Blocks off the Left.

The IV Corps plan on 17 April

called for the 1st Armored Division to be completely relieved by the 85th Division
on the Corps right and then to move over to the better tank terrain near the Panaro
River. Elements of the armor began to assemble on the 17th, and at 1600 General
Prichard ordered changes in attachments as well as movement of the division units
to the area around Tole, behind the 10th Mountain Division and 6 miles due west
of Mount Milano. The first units to shift westward were the elements of Combat
Command A: the 14th Armored Infantry Battalion, the 1st Tank Battalion, the 91st
Armored Field Artillery Battalion, the 81st Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron (less
three troops'), and Company A, 16th Armored Engineer Battalion. Combat Com
mand B, composed of the 4th Tank Battalion, the 1 ith Armored Infantry Battalion,
the 27th Armored Field Artillery Battalion, and two troops of the 81st Cavalry
Reconnaissance Squadron, continued movement to the Tole area on the 18th.
The transfer to the new attack zone was not made without considerable diffi
culty. Only one road runs east and west between Tole and Highway 64 at Vergato;
that road, although in passable condition, was overloaded with traffic and deep in
dust. The secondary roads in the vicinity were in no condition for immediate use.
Traffic conditions along Highway 64 were not improved by the fact that while the
1st Armored Division was shifting to the rear and then westward the 85th Division
was moving forward with infantry and artillery. Problems were complicated
further on the afternoon of the 17th by steady shell fire on the assembly areas south
of Tole.
Shifting the division westward continued on the 18th as the 85th Division ac
complished its final reliefs of the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion. While units of
Combat Command B, under Brig. Gen. Maurice W. Daniel, were still moving into
position at Tole on the 18th, Combat Command A, under Col. Hamilton H. Howze,
operating in three columns of armor and infantry moving abreast, attacked north at
1220 astride the Samoggia Valley. At first progress was slow because of road con
ditions and intense artillery fire on forward elements, but steady advance was being
made by the end of the day. The right column, consisting of a platoon of medium
tanks, a platoon of infantry, and a squad of engineers, was opposed chiefly by ar
tillery and small groups of infantry. The two columns on the left, however —one
going down the valley and one west thereof — struck much harder going. The
center force, with the same composition as the right column, reached the valley
town of Savigno, 5 miles north of Tole, took the town by 1830, and attained a point
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on the west side of the Samoggia nearly 4 miles beyond by dark. Three counter
attacks during the night, which knocked out five tanks with armorpiercing shells
and bazooka fire, forced a withdrawal of 2 miles. The westernmost column of the
three, composed of a company of medium tanks and a company of infantry, pushed
north 2 miles from Tole and then swung west. Although delayed by demolitions and
mines the force continued northwest until stopped 1,000 yards east of Monte Ombrara,
a hilltop road junction and strongpoint 3 ^ miles west and a little south of Savigno.
The garrison there, some 80 men supported by a few tanks and antitank weapons,
beat off repeated efforts to dislodge them during the night.
Substantial progress had been made during the day; the 1st Armored Division
thrust down the left was bearing the brunt of enemy efforts to strike into the flank
of the 10th Mountain Division spearhead probing for the Po Valley. On the 18th
the chief source of opposition had been infantry and antitank weapons. Late in the
day the Germans brought up the armor of the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, and
on the 19th tank fought tank as the enemy made desperate efforts to stop or slow the
breakthrough, which was assuming by then disastrous proportions.
At 0630, 19 April, the 1st Armored Division attacked in five columns of armor
and infantry. Combat Command B, freshly committed on the new front, was using
two columns on the left of Combat Command A, which concentrated nearer the
Samoggia. These two columns found strong resistance and made little progress.
The left column, replacing Combat Command A elements just east of Monte Om
brara, was unable to take the stronghold in the face of heavy antitank and small
arms fire. The right column reached a small village about 1,000 yards due west
of Savigno. On the division right Combat Command A continued its threecolumn
push on a narrower front astride the Samoggia Valley. Heavy resistance from en
emy tanks and selfpropelled artillery fell chiefly on the central column, which re
gained only about onehalf the ground lost in the German counterattack of the
night before. While it reached a point in the valley nearly 3 miles north of Savigno,
the flanking columns made much smaller gains to attain positions about 2 miles to
the rear and flanks of the leading elements in the center.
On the 20th stubborn resistance was encountered all day. A surprise attack
against Monte Ombrara in the morning made no headway, but the point finally
fell to infantry of Combat Command B in the evening. The armor of the combat
command fought forward to the vicinity of Castello, which was found to be held by
the enemy. At 1300 the 13th Tank Battalion, the 6th Armored Infantry Battalion,
and Company C, 16th Armored Engineer Battalion, were added to Combat Com
mand A, still moving in three columns down the valley. Advances were continued
while forces were regrouped during the afternoon. The 81st Cavalry Reconnais
sance Squadron relieved and passed through the central column at 1615. At 1900
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a coordinated attack was launched by the 6th'and 14th Armored Infantry Battalions
and the 13th Tank Battalion. Three tanks were lost to selfpropelled gunfire, but
at 0330, 21 April, the 13th Tank Battalion had reached Crespellano. This put the
leading elements of the 1st Armored Division out into the Po plain, due south of
Ponte Samoggia.
At dark on the 20th IV Corps had three divisions coming out of the hills and
onto the plain, the 85th Division just west of Bologna, the 10th Mountain Division
about Ponte Samoggia, and the 1st Armored Division south thereof. The advance
so far had been speedy for hill fighting; ahead lay possibilities of even swifter maneu
ver. Through the gap which had been opened up by the 10th Mountain Division
and kept open by the units on its flanks, our troops might dash to the Po. The fact
that II Corps had smashed through the defenses south of Bologna meant that the
pursuit of the retreating enemy would take place on a large scale with all the major
forces of Fifth Army involved in the coordinated but flexible push.
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Slugging Toward Bologna

A.

THE II CORPS PLAN OF ATTACK
See Map No. 5

P R O M the planning stage on, the attack of II Corps astride and west of High
way 65 had been visualized as a slow, grinding push. Though the terrain was not
more difficult than that facing IV Corps, the enemy had had ample time to prepare
his defenses; and inasmuch as he expected our main push to come straight down
Highway 65 to Bologna, he had concentrated his attention on that area since the pre
vious November. The G2 defense overprints, issued from time to time through the
winter and early spring, revealed an ever heavier concentration of bunkers, machine
gun nests, communication trenches, weapons emplacements, and the like; by April
the German defenses before Bologna were as thick as in any area of the Fifth Army
campaign thus far.
During the winter our forces had tested these defenses by minor attacks, which
had been uniformly unsuccessful, and photo reconnaissance together with patrol
reports had pinpointed the locations of many of the German installations. Key
localities in the enemy system of defenses were Mount Sole on the east bank of the
Reno, Monterumici and the barren, steepsided Mount Adone commanding the
west side of Highway 65, Pianoro on the highway itself, and to the east the hills
north of Mount Belmonte. Except for Mount Sole, which lay off by itself, all of
these points were interconnected. The fall of any specific hill did not guarantee
penetration of the enemy line; rather it was necessary to attack all along the line to
pin down the enemy reserves and grind our way through the entire set of defenses.
A repetition, in other words, was called for of the tactics which had been required
throughout the Italian campaign, of generally frontal attacks with local envelop
ments, of hammering again and again at the enemy until his strength was worn down
and his bunkers destroyed.
In the Reno Plan of 17 March, General Keyes outlined the details of the II Corps
role in the Fifth Army spring offensive. The broad scheme of maneuver was to

breach the German defense system based on Pianoro, Mount Adone, and Mount
Sole and then to continue northwest, bypassing enemy points of resistance if neces
sary, so as to capture the Praduro road junction on Highway 64. Beyond the
Praduro line II Corps was to be prepared, depending on the situation, to make its
main effort either east or west of the Reno; in either event the intention was par
tially to flank the west side of the strong German defense lines immediately south
of Bologna.
In the initial breakthrough attack II Corps would strike chiefly west of High
way 65, that is, between that road and Highway 64. Operations were to begin
after IV Corps had reached its Green Phase Line objectives. In the first phase of
the II Corps attack (Brown Phase) the Legnano Group on the extreme right would
demonstrate vigorously without launching an assault. The 34th Division was to
seize Dei Mori Hill and Hill 356, two strong positions northeast of Mount Belmonte.
Upon completion of the Brown Phase the 34th Division was to be ready upon Corps
order to relieve the 91st Division east of Highway 65 and assist the advance of that
division, which was then to shift its weight to the left. The 91st Division astride
Highway 65 at the beginning of the offensive was to capture the Mount Adone and
Mount dei Frati features on its left; in the center and on the division right it would
take the two heights flanking the town of Pianoro, Mounts Arnigo and Posigliano.
The division was then to continue to the Black Phase Line after turning over the
Mount Adone ridge on the left to the 88th Division and the area east of Highway
65 to the 34th Division. The 88th Division, west of the 91st Division, was to cap
ture Monterumici just south of Mount Adone and then, after relieving the 91st
Division on Adone and dei Frati, continue to the Black Phase Line. The 6 South
African Armoured Division on the Corps left was to take Mount Sole and Mount
Santa Barbara, the high ground between the Reno and Setta Creek.
After seizing in the Brown Phase the high ground held by the enemy since the
preceding October II Corps was to go on in the Black Phase to make a strong effort
toward Bologna. The Legnano Group, which at the beginning of the attack had
only demonstrated, was to be prepared on Corps order to move forward to capture
the high ground directly north of its positions. The 34th Division would be ready
to seize two more heights, one on the extreme right and one immediately northeast
of Pianoro. The 91st Division was to continue on to clear the ridge extending be
yond Mount dei Frati and on Corps order to relieve the 88th Division east of Setta
Creek. That division was to swing left to seize Mount Mario, dominating the road
center town of Praduro at the confluence of Setta Creek and the Reno, and there
after be prepared to relinquish its zone to the 91st Division in order to assume the
zone left vacant west of the Reno by the pinching out of the 6 South African Ar
moured Division. The South Africans were to clear the high ground between the
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Reno and Setta Creek north to Praduro, establish a bridgehead across the Reno
south of Praduro, and assist the 88th Division to pass through it. The 6 South
African Armoured Division would then revert to Army reserve to regroup and ex
ploit a breakthrough to the Po plain. In addition to the four and onehalf divisions
assigned to it, II Corps was to be prepared to employ the 85th Division west of the
Reno after passing through IV Corps units or east of the Reno to press the attack
on the Black Phase Line and beyond.
As spring advanced and the imminent campaign drew near, the Germans had
shown increasing sensitivity to American activities. Yet, although they made sev
eral strong raids to seize prisoners and gain information, they apparently never
became fully aware of the significance of the shifting of units behind our lines. On
the other hand, the trickle of deserters and a few prisoners enabled II Corps to keep
well abreast of enemy dispositions. The early part of April found the enemy lineup
little changed from what it had been the month before. Beginning with the 1st
Parachute Division just east of the II Corps eastern boundary, the enemy had in
line from east to west the 305th Grenadier Division, the 65th Grenadier Division,
the 8th Mountain Division, and the 94th Grenadier Division. During the early
part of the month the boundaries of the three easternmost units were moved east
to compensate for the weakening of the 1st Parachute Division, which lost three
battalions as cadres of new parachute units. A change on the west occurred when
the broad sector held by the 94th Grenadier Division astride the II CorpsIV Corps
boundary was narrowed and the 8th Mountain Division took over the Mount Sole
positions. All of our major objectives were defended by the mediocre 65th Gren
adier Division astride Highway 65 and the firstclass 8th Mountain Division on the
major terrain features between the highway and the Reno River. Each division
was believed to have local reserves of about two understrength battalions; the only
general reserves known to be available for use against II Corps consisted of the 90th
Panzer Grenadier Division west and southwest of Bologna.

B. THE ATTACK ON MONTERUMICI AND MOUNT SOLE
1518 APRIL

During the first 2 weeks of April II Corps prepared for its attack. On 1 April
the Corps front was held from left to right by the 1st Armored Division, the 34th
Division, the 91st Division, and the Legnano Group. By the 5th the 6 South African
Armoured Division had relieved the 1st Armored Division on the left; the 34th and
91st Divisions had exchanged zones, placing the 91st Division astride Highway 65;
and the 88th Division had assumed command of a zone west of the highway which

was actually held by troops of the gist and 34th Divisions. This regrouping and
concentration was handled very carefully in order to obtain the maximum rest just
prior to D Day for the assault units; in addition, movements were carefully con
trolled in furtherance of the secrecy requirements prescribed in the deception plan.
On the 7th the 88th Division Artillery began moving into position; on the 10th the
first infantry elements of the division came forward; and on 1314 April they re
lieved the screening elements in their zone.
1. Air and Artillery Support. Thirtyseven hours after IV Corps opened the
spring offensive of Fifth Army, II Corps struck a double blow east of the Reno.
At 2230, 15 April, the 6 South African Armoured Division and the 88th Division
jumped off abreast toward Mount Sole and Monterumici. Four and onehalf hours
later (0300, 16 April) the 91st and 34th Divisions launched the second blow on the
east toward Mount Adone, Pianoro, and the Sevizzano ridge.
The infantry assault was preceded by an intensive air and artillery program.
During the afternoon of 15 April 765 heavy bombers attacked targets along Highways
64 and 65 between our front lines and Bologna. At the same time 200 medium
bombers concentrated on enemy installations and areas around Praduro. From
1630 to 1945 120 fighterbombers in waves of four to eight planes pounded Mount
Sole, the first objective of the 6 South African Armoured Division. The next day
the heavy bombers repeated their attacks while the medium bombers shifted to lines
of communication in the Bologna area; the fighterbombers worked on Mounts
Adone, Posigliano, and Arnigo, all objectives of the 91st Division. Closein sup
port missions were also flown on targets of opportunity. The 90mm antiaircraft
artillery units guided the heavy and medium bombers during 1518 April by firing
a Flak Burst Line; behind our lines elaborate directional panels were employed to
direct the bombers to their proper targets beyond our troops.
The artillery followed the bombers in pounding the enemy positions. Begin
ning at H Hour (2230), 15 April, the Corps artillery, plus the medium battalions of
the divisional artillery and the 401st and 403d Antiaircraft Artillery Gun Battalions,
fired a counterbattery and enemy command post program on 53 locations. Fol
lowing this, a series of TOT's was laid on hostile batteries and targets requested by
the 6 South African Armoured Division and the 88th Division; all available artillery
was massed on each location. The attack by the 34th and gist Divisions at 0300,
16 April, was supported by a similar pattern of fires, which kept II Corps artillery
busy until daylight. Between 1800, 15 April, and 1800, 16 April, Corps artillery
fired 17,882 rounds.
Despite the weight of bombs and shells dumped on the German positions the
attacking units of II Corps met stubborn opposition. The positions, taking every
advantage of the rugged terrain, were wellnigh impregnable; and enemy troops,
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as long as they stayed in their holes, suffered comparatively light casualties. Enemy
minefields also were a potent factor in making initial progress of the attack slow and
torturous. On the other hand, although enemy artillery fire increased substantially
compared to that of the previous static period, it never reached the proportions ex
pected in view of the large number of artillery installations reported to be behind
the enemy lines; during each of the first 2 days of the attack only about 1,050 rounds
were received on the II Corps front. Prisoners stated that the air and artillery pro
gram preceding the attack so interdicted the supply routes and weakened the trans
portation system that ammunition could not be brought up to the guns. The ap
pearance of Flying Fortresses and Liberators over the front lines also had a terrific
effect on the enemy morale.
2.

The 88th Division Attacks Monterumici. The infantry of the 88th Division,

commanded by Maj. Gen. Paul W. Kendall, were faced with strong defenses based
on the bootshaped Monterumici—Mount Adone ridge. This ridge rises from
Setta Creek, extends }4 mile east to Furcoli, there veers north to the southern main
feature, Monterumici (678), drops off to a broad saddle, and rises lyi miles beyond
Monterumici to the jagged crag of Mount Adone. The Furcoli—Monterumici
ridge, formidable in itself, formed a bar across the zone of the 88th Division. Ex
ploitation of any breakthrough at Monterumici was dependent upon success by
the 91st Division on the high Mount Adone ridge along the right flank, for the route
to Mount Mario, the next objective of the 88th Division, lay across the transverse
secondary ridges and stream gullies on the western slopes of the ridge extending
north from Mount Adone.
The enemy in building up his defense positions during the preceding 6 months
had honeycombed with caves salient features such as the ridge behind Furcoli and
had utilized a cemetery as well as several rubbled villages and isolated houses on
Monterumici. The 8th Mountain Division, which also defended Mount Sole on
the left and Mount Adone on the right, opposed the entire 88th Division thrust.
One battalion of the 296th Mountain Regiment was on the extreme enemy right;
three battalions of the 297th Mountain Regiment plus two companies of the 296th
Mountain Regiment in reserve were charged with the defense of the Furcoli and
Monterumici areas.
To execute the assigned mission General Kendall planned to attack with two
regiments abreast. The left attack zone was given to the 349th Infantry under
Col. Percy Le Stourgeon; the right zone, to the 350th Infantry under Lt. Col. Avery
M. Cochran. Each regiment had attached one reinforced platoon (six mortars) of
Company A, 100th Chemical Mortar Battalion, and in support one platoon of Bat
tery A, 432d Antiaircraft Artillery Automatic Weapons Battalion. The 349th In
fantry had Company C (less one platoon), 804th Tank Destroyer Battalion, and one
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platoon of Company G, 757th Tank Battalion; the remaining platoon of tank de
stroyers and the rest of Company C, 757th Tank Battalion, were attached to the
350th Infantry. The 351st Infantry under Lt. Col. Franklin P. Miller remained in
reserve.
The effort on the left was to be directed first toward the Furcoli strongpoint
and the high ground to the west and then approximately 1 mile beyond to clear the
western slopes of Monterumici. Upon division order, after the 88th Division had
taken over Mount Adone from the 91st Division, the 349th Infantry was to continue
clearing the slopes east of the Setta until pinched out by the 350th Infantry veering
left to Mount Mario. The latter was to take Monterumici and the saddle in the
connecting ridge between that feature and Mount Adone to the north. Every
effort was to be made to help the 91st Division on Mount Adone. After the ridge
was cleared, the regiment was to be ready on division order to turn over the western
portion of the old attack zone to the 349th Infantry, relieve the 91st Division on
Mounts Adone and dei Frati on the right, and press the attack north, swinging west
ward over the rough ground north of dei Frati to seize deeply eroded Mount Mario
commanding the Praduro road junction.
On the morning of 15 April the 88th Division took over its frontline attack posi
tions from the screening troops of the 362d Infantry and the 135th Infantry. At
2230 that night the 349th Infantry and the 350th Infantry pushed off with powerful
artillery support. The 3d Battalion, 349th Infantry, made a wide feint on the west
with one company along the left boundary; the 1st Battalion attacked straight north
for Furcoli and the honeycombed ridge behind it. The wellsheltered enemy illumi
nated the attacking troops with flares and opened fire with machine guns and mor
tars. Although Company B, following a ridge road, got through the defensive fires
and into the rubble of Furcoli village by 0200, fire from the caves in the ridge above
made the place untenable, and the advance elements had to fall back. Another
attempt, begun at 0420 and supported by two tanks, was more successful; by 0700
Company B was in Furcoli and had started to move eastward. About the same time
Company C was able to get a foothold on a hump 700 yards to the west on the same
ridge. During daylight hours on the 16th the 349th Infantry succeeded in getting
troops up on the crest of the ridge west of Furcoli, but it proved too hot to hold. The
3d Battalion diversionary thrust along the western boundary made little progress
beyond the original front lines.
On the division right the 350th Infantry struck at Monterumici from the east
with the 3d Battalion and sent the 2d Battalion around the right into the saddle to
ward Mount Adone. Attacking elements crossed Savena Creek, which parallels the
ridge, without any difficulty, but when they started up the slopes the Germans began
wickedly accurate machinegun and mortar fire. Friendly artillery was not able
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to quiet all the mortars; boobytrapped foxholes and Schumines also took their
toll. Daylight found the leading elements of the regiment in exposed positions.
Although some troops were on the ridge north of the main peak of Monterumici, none
of the enemy strongpoints had been reduced. In addition the right flank was seri
ously in danger as long as Mount Adone remained in enemy hands; so far the 91st
Division had made no progress in that quarter.
During the morning of the 16th fighterbombers blitzed Mount Adone, and the
350th Infantry smoked the south side of that height. The 2d and 3d Battalions re
grouped and, supported by machine guns and mortars, resumed the attack. Com
pany K, after reaching the northsouth ridge which culminates in the peak of Monte
rumici, worked to the south along the ridge through two rubbled village strongpoints
which appeared to have been abandoned. Three platoons had safely passed through
the second group of houses when the Germans rose out of their holes and opened
fire on three sides. For 5 hours our ambushed troops fought to extricate themselves
from a desperate position. Companies I and L, supported by tank fire, were able
to relieve the pressure somewhat, and the 1st Battalion was committed to move
straight up the slopes to the summit by attacking from the east but from a point
farther to the south.
At 1800 Company K had been completely disorganized and was pulled back to
the creek bed below the mountain. Four hours later Company I pushed south
along the eastern slopes of the ridge to bypass the intrenched areas from which
Company K had been ambushed and took up positions farther south and nearer to
the summit. According to new plans the 1st Battalion, which had just been com
mitted, was to pass through the advanced positions of Company I to press home the
final attack on the peak. As fighting died down on the night of the 16th the 1st and
3d Battalions had taken up positions from which to execute the plan of attack the
next day. Enemy artillery fire had been surprisingly light, but the shortage of ar
tillery was more than compensated for by the intensity of mortar shelling and auto
maticweapons fire. By 1000, 16 April, over 1,000 rounds of mortar ammunition had
fallen on the 350th Infantry; the firing on the left was comparable.
At the end of the 16th the 88th Division had succeeded in getting some hold
in the German main line of resistance to its front. The 349th Infantry held Furcoli
and positions on the ridge 700 yards to the west; on the left boundary no progress had
been made. The 350th Infantry had four companies up against the enemy posi
tions on the northern and eastern slopes of Monterumici and had succeeded in get
ting elements of the 2d Battalion some distance up the eastern slopes of the saddle
just below Mount Adone. Although several devastated villages on the slopes of
Monterumici were partly in American hands the peak was by no means cleared of
the enemy, who still retained the summit and many of his major positions as well as

commanding observation and control of the ridge line. Between the most advanced
positions held by us there were wide gaps occupied by enemy troops. The right
flank was not secure either; the 91st Division was getting nowhere on Mount Adone.
On the left only was the generally dark picture relieved by substantial successes.
Here the 6 South African Armoured Division had won a spectacular victory in the
capture of the formidable Mount Sole—Mount Gaprara—Mount Abelle triangle.
The fighting for Monterumici reached its greatest intensity on 17 April. On
the right the 350th Infantry had a partial success as the 1st Battalion, passing through
elements of the 3d Battalion, attacked south and west up the slopes. After a stiff
fight in which Company C alone lost 10 killed and 31 wounded, a cemetery which
the enemy had converted into a major strongpoint on the peak was taken, yielding
45 prisoners. By 1000 the summit was reached and turned over to the 3d Battalion
to organize for defense. The 1st Battalion moved north down into the saddle.
Although Company B suffered approximately 40 casualties in an ambush, the bat
talion was making some progress by the close of the day astride a ridge which runs
northwest to the Setta behind Monterumici.
The 2d Battalion on the other hand made very slight progress in its efforts to
knock out the strongpoints under the steep southern slopes of Mount Adone. Diffi
cult terrain and the suicidal aspects of attacking under enemy observation from that
mountain prevented any daylight efforts, and the battalion was ordered to hold until
darkness. At 2130 two companies moved toward two strongpoints on the ridge,
the most northerly of which was right up under the slopes of Adone. The ground
was rough and the enemy was intrenched on ledges above the attacking troops, who
had also to pick their way through minefields. Some 50 casualties were sustained,
and it was decided to discontinue the drive until it became lighter.
On the left the 349th Infantry continued its twopronged drive, the 3d Battalion
still trying to bend back the west flank as well as divert the enemy by its attack up
the Setta Valley while the main regimental attack battered at the ridge west of
Furcoli. At 2200, 16 April, the attempt to penetrate beyond Furcoli was renewed.
The 2d Battalion, hitherto in reserve, was to attack two companies abreast through
the 1st Battalion in an effort to reach the north side of the Furcoli ridge and strike
at the rear of the caves and dugouts, which had proved practically invulnerable to
heavy caliber artillery and highvelocity direct fire. It was planned to have one
company go through Furcoli and the other drive halfway between that point and
our positions on the west end of the ridge. In the attack the right company could
not get beyond Furcoli; Company G on the left penetrated the enemy line only to
have one platoon surrounded by the enemy and forced to surrender on the night
of the 17th.
Darkness of 17 April found the 349th Infantry not much farther advanced than
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Selfpropelled guns of the South Africans open up in the Mount Sole

P4/s drop their fire bombs on enemyheld Mount Sole, 15 April

j

wounded South African is evacuated to the rear in the Sole area

From the Monterumici caves (in the background) come enemy prisoners

it had been at daybreak. The deep salient of Company G had been cut off, and
the ist and 3d Battalions had been unable to clear all the high ground between
Furcoli and the left end of the ridge. On the right the 350th Infantry had captured
and secured the summit of Monterumici. Although the enemy continued to fight
stubbornly —over 3,200 mortar shells fell on the 88th Division between 1000, 17
April, and 1000, 18 April —he was gradually being forced from his key positions.
Furthermore, the power and persistence of the attack were inflicting losses which the
Germans with their few reserves could ill afford.
On the night of 17 April the weight of the 349th Infantry attack, which had
made no notable progress during the day, was concentrated in the center. The 85th
Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop was attached to the regiment to take over the Setta
Valley zone, and the 3d Battalion placed its effort on the left side of the Furcoli ridge,
parts of which were in the hands of the ist Battalion. Shortly after dark the 2d and
3d Battalions jumped off and made steady progress through the night. The fall
of Hill 427, a stubborn position in the middle taken with tank support, marked the
collapse of the enemy defenses; by 0930, 18 April, the 349th Infantry held the ridge
west from Furcoli.
The 3day grind was ended, and subsequent advances were rapid. By noon
one company of the 2d Battalion, following a ridge extending northwest from Furcoli,
had advanced 1 ^2 miles to Setta Creek, and during the afternoon the 349th Infantry
cleared the triangular area between Furcoli ridge and Setta Creek. Advances on
the right and the left by the 350th Infantry and the 6 South African Armoured
Division pinched out the 349th Infantry at this point. The enemy defeat became
more apparent throughout the day. After the 361st Infantry finally won the top
of Mount Adone at 1000, 18 April, the 350th Infantry, which had seized the top of
Monterumici the day before, was secure on both flanks and began rapid progress
to the northwest. The ist Battalion on the left followed a ridge northwest from
Monterumici to the Setta and thence moved up the creek bottom; the 2d Battalion
skirted around the lower slopes of Mount Adone and followed a road leading north
west from that height. By midnight, after an advance of 3 miles, the 350th Infantry
held an eastwest line extending east of Setta Creek 1 mile south of Mount Mario,
the 88th Division's Black Line objective. Resistance had been scattered and con
sisted chiefly of small rearguard detachments and bypassed elements.
3.

The 6 South African Armoured Division at Mount Sole. Simultaneously with

the 88th Division attack at 2230, 15 April, the 6 South African Armoured Division,
under Maj. Gen. W. H. E. Poole, jumped off on the extreme left of II Corps in a zone
south of the confluence of the Reno River and Setta Creek. In the center of the
zone, less than 1 mile north of the Allied positions, lay the prominent terrain features
forming the first objective, the Mount Sole—Mount Caprara—Mount Abelle tri
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angle. From the northernmost of the three hills, Mount Abelle, a sharp narrow
ridge, deeply cut on both sides, ran northeast through the center of the zone to Mount
Santa Barbara. The ridge bent north there and continued on to the junction of
the Reno and Setta Creek; in this area its sides became considerably gentler.
Enemy defenses on the triangle of hills in the center of the division zone and
on the Santa Barbara ridge were flanked on the east by the Monterumici and Furcoli
positions before the 88th Division and west of the Reno by the high ground before
the ist Armored Division. The enemy positions in front of the South Africans were
manned by the 3d Battalion, 296th Mountain Regiment, on Mount Sole and by
the ist Battalion, 276th Grenadier Regiment, in the area west of the main feature
to the Reno. The bulk of the 94th Grenadier Division lay before IV Corps west of
the Reno.
According to General Poole's plan of attack the 12 South African Motorised
Brigade was to make the main effort against the Mount Sole triangle and was then
to exploit northeast along the ridge to Mount Santa Barbara. The 13 South African
Motorised Brigade, maintaining contact with the 88th Division on the right, was to
continue the attack from Santa Barbara to seize the high ground overlooking the
Reno south of Praduro and then establish a bridgehead across the river. The
11 South African Armoured Brigade was to protect the left flank, maintain contact
with the ist Armored Division, and support by fire the attacks of the units on
either flank.
The 6 South African Armoured Division had also engaged in the series of de
ceptive artillery fires prior to the attack; and, as had been the case along the
entire Army front, enemy reaction had been negligible with the exception of flares
and some smallarms and mortar fire. Twentyfour hours before the attack the
4/13 Frontier Force Rifles (FFR), protecting the left flank of the 12 South African
Motorised Brigade, moved up on the left with 2 platoons and seized Ca Poggiolo
1,000 yards southwest of Mount Caprara in order to provide flank protection for
the main attack. Five enemy counterattacks were beaten off before dawn, and the
advanced positions were held successfully throughout the 15th.
At 2230 the 6 South African Armoured Division jumped ofl behind intense
artillery support. Despite heavy resistance and many mines the first part of the
operation was a spectacular success. An hour and a quarter after the jumpoff
advanced elements had reached a minefield 500600 yards from the summit of
Mount Sole. Without waiting for a gap to be cleared a platoon leader and a hand
ful of men rushed the field and caught the enemy still hiding in his shelters from the
artillery. Other troops came up to reinforce the first small group, and by 0530
Mount Sole was firmly held. Three counterattacks and heavy shell fire within the
next \yi hours failed to regain the hill for the Germans.
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On the left the attack by the Witwatersrand Rifles/De La Rey (WR/DLR) of
the 12 South African Motorised Brigade met more difficulty on Mount Caprara.
The first casualties were sustained from shell fire on the line of departure, and there
after progress was slowed by mines; at 0520 troops were still only halfway up the hill.
As friendly artillery broke up a prospective counterattack the infantry rushed the
summit, and shortly after daybreak two companies were in control of the crest.
A third company was brought up by noon; in addition, three tanks came up to the
saddle between Mount Sole and Mount Caprara after considerable difficulty and
the loss of three tanks on mines. At 1730 the WR/DLR attacked the third feature
in the triangle, Mount Abelle, and took it by 1950; here also the enemy counterat
tacked, again without success in the face of our artillery and chemical mortars.
Darkness of 16 April found the 6 South African Armoured Division in full control
of the Mount Sole—Mount Caprara—Mount Abelle triangle, the first major ob
jective taken on the II Corps front. Tremendous artillery fire had done much to
pave the way for the infantry. Exclusive of the counterbatteryfiresby Corps artillery
the 141 artillery weapons of the division had thrown over 35,000 rounds into the
German positions.
Difficult terrain and stiffened enemy resistance nullified all efforts to extend
the initial success on the night of 1617 April or on the following day. The Royal
Durban Light Infantry (RDLI), which had been holding Mount Sole all through
the 16th and had beaten off one companystrength counterattack, began at 2330 to
move northeast along the Santa Barbara ridge. The battalion reached 2 points
about 600 yards from Mount Sole, but that was as far as it could go. The ridge, a
4foot wide razorback which forced troops to move single file, was covered by enemy
mortars and by machine guns dug in on the ridge crest. Flanking movements were
impossible because of steep slopes on either side. No ground was gained the next
day, and a coordinated effort at 2040, 17 April, was knocked back. The stalemate
on the division front was paralleled by a similar situation before the entire II Corps.
On the left flank, however, the 1st Armored Division was making steady progress
clearing the high ground west of the Reno and had occupied the Mount Mosca—
Mount Milano ridge west and north of Mount Sole. In view of the situation one
squadron of tanks from the Pretoria Regiment (Princess Alice's Own), PR(PAO),
and one platoon of infantry were started around the left up the Reno Valley in an
attempt to threaten the Germans' rear, but the effort was discontinued before ac
complished because of subsequent developments.
Since the situation was still frozen in the early morning of 18 April, it was de
cided to send the 13 South African Motorised Brigade in a wideflankingmove around
the right to seize a feature on the Santa Barbara ridge 1 mile northeast of the troops
operating from Mount Sole. Before the attack could be made deserters reported an
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enemy withdrawal was in progress. The report was correct, and by 1240 the ridge
was cleared. During the day a whole company, comprising 65 men from the 296th
Mountain Regiment, surrendered to the RDLI. In the early afternoon the 12
South African Motorised Brigade reverted to a holding role on the ridge; the 4/13
FFR passed to the 13 South African Motorised Brigade, which continued the ex
ploitation in the Black Phase. On the extreme left flank the protection by the 11
South African Armoured Brigade had dissolved in view of the advance of IV Corps,
and the 1st Battalion, 135th Infantry (34th Division), which had been attached,
reverted to its parent unit. The advance of the 13 South African Motorised Brigade
was rapid, and by darkness patrols had reached the Black Line objectives at the
Setta—Reno confluence without opposition.

C.

THE DRIVE UP HIGHWAY 65
1618 APRIL

At 0300, 16 April, 4 ^ hours after the 6 South African Armoured Division and
the 88th Division had attacked astride Setta Greek, the gist and 34th Divisions
jumped off east of the Mount Adone ridge on the axis of Highway 65. The second
punch of the II Corps assault, which had previously benefited from the air bombard
ment on the Corps front during the afternoon and evening of the 15th, was immedi
ately preceded by intense artillery fires. Support by all available weapons within
the divisions themselves was augmented by a Corps artillery counterbattery and
command post program, followed by a series of TOT concentrations. Action in this
area proved to be even more protracted and German resistance even more stubborn
than on the left flank of II Corps.
1.

The gist Division before Mount Adone. At the time of the attack the 91st

Division, commanded by Maj. Gen. William G. Livesay, occupied a front line run
ning northeastsouthwest approximately 2}4 miles. This line began at the 34th
Division boundary 1 mile east of Highway 65, crossed the highway \}4 miles south
of the town of Pianoro, and paralleled for the final distance the course of the Monte
rumici—Mount Adone ridge on the west side of the dry stream bed of Savena Creek.
The creek itself lay in noman's land. The left portion of the attack zone was dom
inated by the long ridge which began at Monterumici in the 88th Division territory
and extended for 4 miles in the zone of the 91st Division from the 2,163foot Mount
Adone on the extreme southwest through Mount dei Frati to Mount della Capanna
on the Black Phase Line. The approaches to Mount Adone were protected by an
escarpment 1,200 yards long, Mount Castellazzo, which extends eastward from
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Adone to the Savena. On the right of the division zone was another northsouth
ridge which angled off to the northeast. Highway 65 followed the top of this ridge
across the American lines and then cut down the western slopes through the town
of Pianoro on the western side of Mount Arnigo. Between Mount dei Frati on the
left and Pianoro lay Mount Posigliano. The capture of Mount Adone, a point
which had already successfully resisted several attacks during the winter, was essen
tial to the success of units attempting to advance toward Bologna through the de
fenses between Setta Creek and Highway 65.
Enemy troops facing the 91st Division were the 3d Battalion, 297th Mountain
Regiment, and the 1057th Mountain Reconnaissance Battalion of the 8th Mountain
Division on the west before the 361st Infantry; the 363d Infantry zone on Highway 65
was held by the 65th Fusilier Battalion and the 2d Battalion, 145th Grenadier Regi
ment (65th Grenadier Division). One company of Italian Arditi had been included
in the garrison before the 363d Infantry on 12 April. The enemy defenses in the
area of Highway 65 were believed to consist of three lines: the first paralleling the
American front lines at a distance of 500600 yards; the second not quite 2 miles
to the rear; and the third laid across Highway 65 just east of Mount della Capanna.
As General Livesay outlined his plan of attack, the 91st Division was initially
to attack two regiments abreast, with the 804th Tank Destroyer Battalion (less one
company); Battery D, 432d Antiaircraft Artillery Automatic Weapons Battalion;
Company B, 100th Chemical Mortar Battalion; and the 1st Battalion, 133d Infantry,
attached. On the right the 363d Infantry under Col. W. Fulton Magill, Jr., with
the 757th Tank Battalion (less two medium companies), a company of tank destroy
ers, a platoon of chemical mortars, and the battalion from the 133d Infantry, was to
seize Pianoro and the hill east of the town, Mount Arnigo. After the Brown. Phase
objectives were gained the battalion of the 133d Infantry was to take over the zone
east of Highway 65 while the 363d Infantry captured the hill joining Mount Arnigo
on the north. After that the 363d Infantry was to shift completely to the west of
Highway 65.
On the division left the 361st Infantry's westernmost elements under Col. Ru
dolph W. Broedlow were to seize the Mount Castellazzo escarpment and then swing
west against Mount Adone. At the same time elements on the right were to push
north to seize first Mount Posigliano, due west of Pianoro, then Mount dei Frati,
and finally move south to capture Mount Adone. The proposed scheme of ma
neuver, coordinated with the 88th Division attack west of the ridge, was calculated
to isolate the garrison of Mount Adone by seizing the ground on all sides of the posi
tion. After the Brown Phase had been completed, the attack was to proceed west
of Highway 65 with Mount della Capanna as the major objective. In order to
secure maximum support for the attack General Livesay ordered that the fires of the
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division artillery were to be augmented by the attached tanks, tank destroyers,
antiaircraft weapons, and chemical mortars. In addition, at the time of the jump
off the Cannon Company and all mortars and machine guns of the 363d Infantry
were to be emplaced for maximum assistance to the assault troops. The 362d In
fantry under Col. John W. Cotton remained in division reserve.
On the night of 13 April the 361st and 363d Infantry occupied positions in ad
vance of the old front lines from which to launch the imminent offensive. Elements
of the 2d and 3d Battalions, 361st Infantry, crossed the Savena flats to occupy two
groups of houses vacated by the Germans. The following night these advanced
groups were increased to platoon strength. On the right the 363d Infantry, planning
to use tanks in the attack on Mount Arnigo, was faced with the problem of moving
the vehicles either up Highway 65 under enemy observation or east of the highway
along a safer transverse route which had a bad blow some distance ahead of our
front lines. The latter route was chosen; accordingly, beginning on the night of
1314 April, a company of infantry and several squads of engineers went forward to
make the repairs. Fortunately the immediate area was unoccupied, but the enemy
was suspicious and the job was too big for hand labor. A bulldozer and culvert
equipment had to be brought forward. During the next two nights, covered by
darkness and the din of friendly artillery, the engineers labored to build a bypass.
Interrupted by frequent and heavy enemy shelling and mortaring, they were unable
to complete the job before daylight of 16 April but under cover of smoke continued
the hazardous job in broad day. By noon they had completed a passable crossing,
and the tanks were able to move up.
The infantry jumped off on schedule at 0300, 16 April. During the whole hour
before the attack the artillery had been busy softening up the enemy with special
emphasis laid on mortar positions. The first 15 minutes of firing was a regular
preparation; the next ]A hour was all countermortar; and the final 15 minutes was
again devoted to preparation fires. Corps artillery, including a battalion of 8inch
howitzers, thickened the fires as well as laying down an additional counterbattery
program. Selected targets received in the first hour 30 rounds each. In the 24hour
period 0800, 15 April—0800, 16 April, the 91st Division Artillery alone fired 15,159
rounds of ammunition.
On the left the 361st Infantry pushed off two battalions abreast. The 2d Bat
talion on the regimental left moved westward to Mount Adone, the approaches to
which were protected by positions on the Mount Castellazzo ridge and at the cross
roads village of Brento on the eastern slopes of Mount Adone. The 2d Battalion
made little progress that first night; mines and intense smallarms and mortar fire
stopped the attackers on the lower slopes of Mount Castellazzo. The slightest move
brought a quick enemy reaction; infantry advance was impossible. A blitz at 0700

Steepsided Mount Adone (on the right) dominates the area west of Highway 6

Bombing and shelling the town ofPianoro and vicinity, 16 April

A bulldozer in Pianoro clears away the debris to open up Highway

weary soldiers take a brief rest after a hard night of patrolling

on Mount Adone and incessant pounding of Brento by tanks, tank destroyers, and
artillery failed to loosen the situation. Enemy positions—caves and concrete pill
boxes — could withstand anything except the 8inch howitzers. On the regimental
right the 3d Battalion, moving straight north, was stopped in the valley something
over 1 mile short of Mount Posigliano, its objective. Artillery fire on both bat
talions was relatively light; the chief enemy fire came from small arms, machine
guns, and mortars.
The 363d Infantry had more success on the division right. The 2d Battalion on
the left, supported by heavy artillery and mortar fire, advanced nearly 1,000 yards
along Highway 65 by daylight, until stopped by minefields and by flanking fire from
the exposed left; the right elements of the 361st Infantry had been halted 500 yards
to the rear. Progress was hampered also by the necessity of carefully searching
each tunnel and cave along the highway. The 3d Battalion on the right, although
delayed by extensive minefields as well as mortar, artillery, and smallarms fire,
moved slowly toward Mount Arnigo. At 0723 a counterattack of unknown strength
was thrown back. Two of the tanks operating in close support of the infantry were
put out of action before noon, and another was hit in the afternoon. Stiffly con
tested though the advance was, progress was steady; by 1435 Company L, sup
ported by tanks, nearly reached the crest of Hill 407, a southern spur of Mount
Arnigo, but friendly artillery concentrations forced the infantry back some distance.
Nightfall of the 16th found the 91st Division in possession of none of its major ob
jectives. The 361st Infantry on the left had made little progress against Mount
Adone, which was also holding up the 2d Battalion, 350th Infantry, in the saddle be
tween Adone and Monterumici; the most advanced elements of the 363d Infantry
were still nearly 1,000 yards short of Mount Arnigo.
With the exception of a 100round mortar concentration on the 3d Battalion
about midnight the 363d Infantry enjoyed a reasonably quiet night. The 2d Bat
talion cleared some hills west of Highway 65 in order to bring up the sagging left
flank, preparatory to continuation of the attack the following day, and the 1st Bat
talion moved forward to take up attack positions between the 2d and 3d Battalions.
At 0600 the 3d Battalion on the right and the 1st Battalion in the center moved off
toward Mount Arnigo. Resistance was stiff, but by midmorning two of the southern
heights on the ridge were taken. The advanced elements dug in and four times
during the following day and night beat off German counterattacks; 88mm and
mortar fire from Pianoro came down steadily. The worst attack occurred at 2140
when the enemy, after first smoking the Company K positions, attacked through the
smoke with grenades and machine pistols. The positions on the Arnigo ridge were
particularly vulnerable since the enemy still held the reverse slopes. The 2d Bat
talion on the left, which had jumped off toward Pianoro at 0730, had likewise pro
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gressed steadily against stiff opposition over the high ground west of the highway,
reaching by darkness positions a little less than i mile short of Pianoro.
On the division left the 361st Infantry had attacked at 0200, 17 April, in an
attempt to breach the enemy defenses before daybreak; a similar effort was made by
the 350th Infantry to the southwest. The 2d Battalion, 361st Infantry, aiming for
Brento, gained some ground; although 1 small force reached a house 150 yards from
the objective, main elements dug in about 400 yards short of the goal. Practically no
progress could be made in daylight, and the battalion was subjected to a constant
pounding from highexplosive and phosphorus mortar shells. Only the company
on the right was able to creep forward a short distance during the day along the
Mount Castellazzo ridge.
The 3d Battalion on the right was also to attack at 0200. Two companies on
the left, aiming at two houses on the high ground west of the Savena, could not even
move out on time because of the intensity of the shelmre; when they finally started
after daybreak, they made little progress. Company I, coming up on the right, got
off on time and advanced a short distance toward a strongpoint built in another
house. An artillery preparation to loosen up the defense at noon enabled our in
fantry to make about 60 yards. Closein Rover Joe support with 37mm, tank, and
artillery fire was used on the centers of resistance and quieted enough of the enemy
mortars to enable the two companies on the left to start moving again at 1825; by
2100 they had reached positions on rising ground west of the Savena flats, from which
to assault their strongpoint objectives. The 3d Battalion shift to clear the centers
of opposition barring the route to Mount Posigliano from the left necessitated the
commitment of the 1st Battalion on the right during the night to take over the Posigli
ano mission.
The end of the 17th found the 91st Division achieving slow but costly gains.
The 363d Infantry had been most successful and was within striking distance of the
crest of Mount Arnigo and the town of Pianoro. The 361st Infantry had made little
substantial progress either toward Mount Adone or toward Mount Posigliano. The
18th, however, saw a significant break in enemy resistance; constant pressure on the
whole Army front had already resulted in a penetration by IV Corps which was fol
lowed by an enemy withdrawal all along the line. On the left Monterumici had
already fallen to the 88th Division; on the right the 34th Division took the Sevizzano
ridge during the night.
The 361st Infantry attacked with three battalions abreast at 0400, 18 April.
The 2d Battalion took Brento at 0600, cleared the Mount Castellazzo ridge, and
fanned out northwest. Mount Adone, the main division objective, fell at 1000.
The advance then accelerated against scattered resistance. Prisoners in groups as
large as 30 and 40 began to be gathered, and at 1445 Mount dei Frati was taken.
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Positions were consolidated for the night i ,000 yards north of the mountain. On the
regimental right, meanwhile, the 1st Battalion moved up prior to the attack through
the zone of the 363d Infantry. Just before 0400 one company occupied without
opposition a strongpoint 1 mile south of Mount Posigliano, which had put up furious
resistance the previous day. The battalion continued on and 2 hours later after a
short fire fight took another strongpoint cluster of houses with some prisoners; by
1030 Company G was only 300 yards short of the summit of Mount Posigliano.
Here a small counterattack, mortar fire, and direct fire from a tank in Pianoro
halted the advance. The counterattack was repulsed, artillery and mortars silenced
the Pianoro tank and reduced the mortar fire, but Posigliano was not occupied until
2130. In the center the 3d Battalion cleared against only smallarms opposition the
strongpoints north of the Castellazzo ridge and west of the Savena which had caused
so much trouble the day before. The battalion moved forward steadily all day and
by nightfall had advanced over 1 mile against considerably reduced opposition to
the southwestern slopes of Mount Posigliano.
The break on the left was paralleled by substantial successes in the zone of the
363d Infantry, although opposition in that area remained relatively stiff. Along
Highway 65 the 2d Battalion, supported by two companies of the 1st Battalion,
jumped off at 0400 in coordination with the 361st Infantry attack toward Mount
Posigliano. Tanks and tank destroyers, supporting the infantry from positions on
the ridge south of Mount Arnigo, poured shells into Pianoro. Progress all day was
steady though slow because of the necessity of painstakingly investigating and clearing
the caves and dugouts, and at dusk the most advanced elements were still 200 yards
from the town. The push continued after darkness with two companies enveloping
the town from either side; one company on the west, after a brisk fire fight in which
two enemy tanks were knocked out, reduced a strongpoint on its side of the town
while the second company went around to the east side. American troops entered
Pianoro at 2100 to find it heavily mined and boobytrapped.
On the right the 3d Battalion, holding only the eastern and southern part of
the southern spur of Mount Arnigo, jumped off at 0600. Opposition was stubborn,
and one assault to the top of the hill was thrown back in the late afternoon. Then
at dusk, with support from four tanks well up on the southern part of the Arnigo
ridge and six tank destroyers on Mount Belmonte to the southeast, Company A, at
tached to the 3d Battalion, attacked under smoke after a 30minute preparation by
chemical mortars, 90mm guns, and 155mm guns. The enemy was literally blasted
from Mount Arnigo; Company A had the first peak at 2000 and the second a short
time later.
With this acquisition the 91st Division had taken all its Brown Phase objectives
from Mount Adone around through Mount Posigliano, Pianoro, and Mount Arnigo.
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The elaborate main defensive line of the enemy had thus been captured; the units
on either side of the division were well up, and further progress should be much
more rapid, now that the Germans were retreating. The 3day battle had cost the
division 513 battle casualties; 62 of the 95 exhaustion cases for the month occurred
in the 4 days 1619 April.
2.

The 34th Division Assaults the Sevizzano Ridge.

In coordination with the

91st Division the 34th Division, under Maj. Gen. Charles L. Bolte, attacked on the
right of II Corps. Units attached were the 752d Tank Battalion (less Company A);
the 805th Tank Destroyer Battalion (less Company C); and Company C, 100th
Chemical Mortar Battalion. Battery B, 105th Antiaircraft Artillery Automatic
Weapons Battalion, was attached for operations, and Battery C of the same battalion
was in support. The 1st Battalion, 133d Infantry, was attached to the 363d In
fantry; the 1st Battalion and the Cannon Company, 135th Infantry, were attached
to the 6 South African Armoured Division.
During the period of regrouping prior to the attack the 34th Division had, on
5 April, assumed control of its attack zone east of Highway 65. The new front ex
tended for 2 miles from the high ground right of Zena Creek on the east over the
summit of Mount Belmonte to the gorge west of the Sevizzano ridge. The German
defenses in the area, 800900 yards north of the American front line, were based on
two long parallel ridges running slightly east of north and separated by a steepsided
gully. On the Sevizzano ridge on the west the enemy positions roughly paralleled a
little eastwest road across the ridge. On the eastern ridge enemy defenses were
centered around the ruins of Gorgognano church and cemetery and Dei Mori Hill.
Enemy forces before the 34th Division were units of the 65th Grenadier Division, one
regiment of which, the 145th, was to the left at Pianoro and Mount Arnigo. The
Sevizzano ridge was manned by the 147th Grenadier Regiment; Dei Mori Hill on
the eastern ridge was held by the 146th Grenadier Regiment, which also overlapped
with one company into the zone of the Legnano Group.
General Bolte assigned the mission of attack to the 168th Infantry under Col.
Henry C. Hine, Jr., with attachments of Company C, 100th Chemical Mortar Bat
talion; Battery B, 105th Antiaircraft Artillery Automatic Weapons Battalion; and
the 2d and 3d Battalions, Antitank Company, and Cannon Company, 133d Infan
try. The 752d Tank Battalion (less Company A) and the 805th Tank Destroyer
Battalion (less Company C and the Reconnaissance Company) were to be in direct
support. The main effort was to be made on the left up the Sevizzano ridge in or
der to furnish the maximum assistance to the 91st Division attack on Mount Arnigo.
Following an hour's preparatory fires in which the division artillery laid down
7,600 rounds and in which division and Corps weapons were supplemented by the
mortars, cannon, and antitank weapons of the division reserve forces, the 168th
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Infantry jumped off two battalions abreast at 0300, 16 April, through elements of
the 133d Infantry. The 91st Division on the left attacked at the same hour, and on
the right the Legnano Group assisted the attack with a vigorous demonstration.
The 2d Battalion on the left, attacking the Sevizzano ridge, met heavy smallarms
and mortar fire. Elements on the battalion right with tank support were thrown
back once in the morning, twice in the afternoon, and again in a midnight effort;
the latter failed when daybreak caught the leading troops without cover and forced
them to fall back to Mount Belmonte. Tanks could not maneuver because trails
were so narrow the heavy vehicles slid off them. Daylight of 17 April found left
elements of the 2d Battalion dug in around a house up near the enemy lines west
of the crest; the right elements were back on Mount Belmonte.
On the right ridge the 3d Battalion fared somewhat better although opposition
there was equally stubborn. The fortified Gorgognano church on a round knob
was the first objective. The enemy beat back several efforts against that key posi
tion, but it was finally taken by midnight of 16 April. Two tanks were brought up
to the church at dawn. Several of the 3d Battalion's efforts to take Gorgognano
church had been beaten back by enemy mortar fire zeroed in on his own positions.
When, as happened on several occasions, the Americans threatened to overrun the
positions the Germans retired under the ruins of the church and called for mortar
fire, catching our troops out in the open and forcing them to retire. The strength
of the enemy positions is attested further by the fact that the 34th Division Artillery
alone fired 410 missions of 25,479 rounds in the first 24 hours of the attack.
The morning of 17 April found the 2d and 3d Battalions weary and in need of
reorganization as a result of 1 day and 2 nights of stiff fighting; exigencies of the
situation, however, could not permit much time for rest. The 2d Battalion had
one company holding a precarious position on the Sevizzano ridge; in order to
strengthen this wedge at Ca Sevizzano the attack continued throughout the day.
After sharp fighting, during which tanks closely supported the infantry, the point
fell at 1630. On the division right the 3d Battalion, starting from Gorgognano
church, drove for the fortified cemetery at 1000. Two tanks were knocked out in the
first effort. Another try and our troops reached the cemetery; the Germans counter
attacked furiously and finally succeeded in driving the 3d Battalion back to the
church with their prepared mortar fires. At 1900 both battalions launched a co
ordinated effort with tank support which made some gains; the 2d Battalion reached
a line across the left ridge nearly 400 yards beyond Ca Sevizzano — that is, in com
plete control of the Sevizzano ridge — and the 3d Battalion drove the Germans from
the cemetery to reach the lower slopes of Dei Mori Hill.
During the night of 1718 April the 1st Battalion passed through the 2d Bat
talion left flank along the division boundary and took up a flank defense mission,
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remaining in readiness to press the attack. The 2d Battalion cleaned up pockets
of resistance, and the 3d Battalion moved against sporadic resistance to capture
Dei Mori Hill on 18 April. By the end of the 18th the enemy main line of resistance
before the 34th Division had collapsed as the enemy fell back. The advance of the
1st and 2d Battalions accordingly continued. By 0800, 19 April, the 2d Battalion
had reached positions on the left ridge 2 miles from the original line of departure.
The 1st Battalion, which went in on the extreme left, attacked at 2000, 18 April,
and took the hamlet of Riosto 1 mile northeast of Mount Arnigo. The surrounding
area was cleared after darkness.
The 34th Division attack had been assisted by the Legnano Group, under
Maj. Gen. Umberto Utili, in the Idice Valley on the right. The group, which had
the task of protecting the Army right flank and of following any enemy withdrawals,
demonstrated at the time of the initial attack and supported with artillery fires the
34th Division attack on the 17th and 18th. On the 19th, as enemy defenses began
to give way, the Legnano Group attacked to bring up the II Corps right. Substan
tial gains were made in the face of stiff opposition, particularly on the west side of the
Idice, where the group ran into heavy fighting.

D.

REGROUPING AND THE ADVANCE ON BOLOGNA
1920 APRIL

1. The Plans. By dawn of 18 April the enemy in front of II Corps had begun
an orderly retreat all along the line. Though our attack had not secured a clean
breakthrough along Highway 65, it had wrested Mount Sole and Monterumici from
the Germans and had placed the rest of the enemy front line in jeopardy; the per
sistent infantry, air, and artillery assaults had reduced the morale of the German
garrison to such a point that by the end of the 18th the 8th Mountain Division alone
had lost over 1,000 prisoners. Units south of Bologna further found themselves
threatened with isolation in view of the IV Corps penetration and the continued ad
vance of Eighth Army up Highway 9 on the east. On 18 April, while IV Corps
resumed the attack three divisions abreast after committing the 85th Division on its
right, II Corps advanced against greatly reduced resistance, overrunning the Ger
man defenses to seize and go beyond its Brown Phase objectives. The next day II
Corps engaged in extensive shifts of its divisions to the left in accordance with the
attack plan. As the 91st Division swung left toward the Reno and the 6 South
African Armoured Division crossed that shallow stream at Praduro, the 88th Divi
sion, with the exception of the 350th Infantry still engaged at Mount Mario, was
pinched out and moved across the Reno to be recommitted on the right of the 85th
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Division. II Corps subsequently continued to the north astride the Reno River
with two divisions on either side, the 88th Division and the South Africans on the
west and the 91st and 34th Divisions on the east, with the Legnano Group still on
the Corps right.
Orders were issued by General Keyes on 1920 April for continuation of the
attack. The scheme of maneuver was to press the attack from the Black Line with
the main effort west of the Reno to cut Highway 9 and capture or isolate Bologna.
At the same time Highway 64 was to be opened, and the area east of the Reno and
south of Bologna was to be cleared by direct pressure from the south, aided if neces
sary by an encircling attack from the vicinity of Casalecchio. Thereafter II Corps
was to debouch into the Po Valley with the minimum of one infantry and one ar
mored division.
In the first, or Yellow Phase of the attack the Legnano Group, protecting the
Corps right, was to hold its positions ready to follow enemy withdrawal or on Corps
order to capture Scanno Hill just beyond the Black Line. On completion of the
Yellow Phase or on Corps order the group was to be ready to take over the 34th
Division zone east of Highway 65. The 34th Division was to capture Albero Hill
(309), i>^ miles northeast of Pianoro, swing left to assist the 91st Division, take the
high ground at Poggio between Highway 65 and the Reno, and upon completion
of the Yellow Phase shift to the west to take over the 91st Division zone east of the
Reno. The 91st Division was to capture Poggio, cross the Reno through elements
of the 6 South African Armoured Division to take the high ground 2^2 miles north
of Praduro, assist the advance of the 88th Division, and then swing back to the north
east. The 88th Division was to move out on the plain via the northsouth ridge 3
miles west of the Reno. Meanwhile the 6 South African Armoured Division, which
was to help the 88th Division get started in its new zone, was to push down Highway
64 in the 91st Division zone until passed through by that unit. Then the South
Africans were to assemble south of Praduro in preparation for an a'ttack on San Gio
vanni in the Po plain.
The second, or Red Phase, was to bring II Corps down through the last of the
mountains. The Legnano Group was to follow any enemy withdrawal and cut
Highway 9 east of Bologna. The 34th Division was to press on to Bologna, capture
and garrison the city in conjunction with the Legnano Group and the 91st Division,
and prepare to take over the entire city on Corps order. The 91st Division was to
sweep east back across the Reno to seize Mount Sabbiuno and Hill 286 on the out
skirts of Bologna and then move eastward to cut Highway 65 south of the city in an
effort to trap any Germans attempting to make a stand before the 34th Division.
The 363d Infantry, which had been put in Corps reserve, was released on the 20th
to add weight to the attack. The 88th Division was to clear the Red Phase Line,

cut Highway 9 west of Bologna, and be prepared to advance either north or east.
The 6 South African Armoured Division was to be prepared on 12 hours' notice to
exploit into the Po Valley to San Giovanni. Later orders on the 20th directed the
division to advance rapidly, hold crossings over the Reno northwest of Bologna until
relieved by infantry, and take and hold San Giovanni; thereafter it would advance
north in the Corps zone across the Po plain.
2. The Action. As II Corps units were shifted and plans laid for the subsequent
attack through or around Bologna into the plain, the offensive continued without
letup, two divisions pushing across the Reno to move down its western bank as the
rest of II Corps drove into Bologna. Late at night on the 18th the 88th Division
prepared to shift west of the Reno to its new zone in the hills left of Highway 64 and
to the right of the 85th Division. At 0500, 19 April, command of the old zone east
of the Reno was relinquished to the 91 st Division, and the new zone was taken over.
The 351st Infantry, up to now in Corps reserve, was motorized and moved by road
to Vergato. The command group of the 88th Division proceeded to the Vergato
area also, followed later by the 349th Infantry after it was pinched out by the 350th
Infantry. By dawn of the 19th the 349th Infantry had reached Vergato. Mean
while the 350th Infantry, still engaged at Mount Mario, came under control of the
91st Division.
The 351st Infantry passed through the 338th Infantry on the 19th at Lama,
2 miles southwest of Praduro. It was a busy day west of the Reno — the 351st In
fantry was relieving the 338th Infantry, and the 6 South African Armoured Division
was crossing the stream. During the night of the 19th an attempt to take Lagune
ridge, attacked the night before by the 337th Infantry, in a coordinated effort by
the 351st Infantry and the 4/13 FFR from the 6 South African Armoured Division
resulted in considerable confusion as the two forces got mixed up in the darkness and
engaged in a fire fight. The position was taken shortly after midnight against scat
tered resistance. When the situation was ironed out the next morning the 351st
Infantry, followed at 1,000 yards by the 349th Infantry, moved toward the next ob
jective, Mount Capra, 4 ^ miles due north on the ridge extending from Lagune.
Since the 3d Battalion, 337th Infantry, was operating north of the 351st Infantry
on the same ridge, the 351st Infantry moved around to the right, reaching Mount
Capra about 1200.
The housestudded hill, a little more than 1 mile south of the 337th Infantry
objective of Gesso, consists of two humps, the larger of which is on the east. As the
2d Battalion approached to attack the hill the 337th Infantry on the left, shelling the
area with artillery and tanks, lifted its fire. A knot of German defenders was dug in on
the eastern hump, from which they covered the approaching roads, the slopes of
the hill, and the route to Gesso with automatic weapons and at least six heavy mor
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tars. The first effort of the 2d Battalion was disorganized, and the battalion fell
back before devastating mortar fire; about 1,200 120mm mortar shells fell on the
88th Division. The battalion was reorganized; supporting fire from tanks, tank
destroyers, and artillery knocked out the mortars; and two rifle companies as
saulted the position. First a bald knob between the two features was taken, yield
ing over 100 prisoners and 27 enemy dead. Then the eastern hump was neutralized
by artillery and armored vehicles, and the 3d Battalion, plus elements of the 2d Bat
talion, bypassed it. The 1st Battalion stayed behind and finished the job; the over
400 prisoners taken off Mount Capra by dark were chiefly from the 8th Mountain
Division. The 2d and 3d Battalions pushed ahead to reach positions near Riale 1
mile west of Casalecchio along the road running northwest from that town which had
earlier been outposted by the 85th Division in its move across the western front of
II Corps. The 88th Division was ready to drive north into the plain in its
zone.
To its right the three brigades of the 6 South African Armoured Division had
been regrouped, effective at 0130, 19 April, so as to contain both armored and infan
try elements for the purpose of carrying out the imminent pursuit of the enemy. The
11 South African Armoured Brigade was to make the main effort, assisted by the 12
South African Motorised Brigade. The 13 South African Motorised Brigade, which
was to go into reserve, was first to secure the Reno bridgehead and then to continue
north until relieved by the armor. The rapid pursuit did not materialize immedi
ately. Advance up the Setta Valley road on the 19th was disappointingly slow
because of mines, demolitions, and the terrific traffic congestion occasioned as the
South Africans moved forward on the same road being used by 88th Division units
shifting to their new zone west of the Reno. By darkness two companies of the
Royal Natal Carbineers (RNC) had crossed at the Reno—Setta junction and were
moving on Praduro; by 0750, 20 April, the 13 South African Motorised Brigade was
entering Praduro. The RNC, joined later in the morning by Special Service Bat
talion tanks (SSB) which had been moving up the bed of the Reno, was 2 miles be
yond Praduro by noon and by darkness had consolidated just outside Casalecchio, a
gain of 4 miles during the afternoon. Progress in the morning had met no opposition
but had been hindered by mines and demolitions; in the afternoon there was some
opposition, but it was scattered and discouraged.
In the direct drive on Bologna the 91st Division shifted toward the northwest
on the 19th. The 1st Battalion, 133d Infantry, relieved the 3d Battalion, 363d
Infantry, on Mount Arnigo and took the hill just to the north by daylight. The 2d
Battalion finished mopping up in Pianoro. Meanwhile the 362d Infantry, hitherto
in reserve, was ordered forward to relieve the 350th Infantry; orders were later
changed, and the 362d Infantry was committed between the 350th and 361st In

fantry. On the left the 350th Infantry, just short of its final objective at Mount
Mario, was attached at 0500, 19 April, to the 91st Division.
Advances, in view of the gratifying successes on the 18th, were small. The 361st
Infantry pushed ahead from Mount Posigliano, meeting increasingly frequent oppo
sition from local counterattacks and isolated strongpoints as the day wore on; these
forms of resistance, plus more artillery than previously experienced during the attack,
indicated an enemy attempt to cover the evacuation of his main forces. At the end
of the day the elements farthest advanced of the 3d Battalion on the left were about
1 mile short of Mount della Capanna. The 362d Infantry, freshly committed, found
that the 350th Infantry was overlapping into its zone from the left. After the 350th
Infantry took Mount Mario, the final 88th Division objective east of the Reno, at
1345 the situation was clarified, and the 363d Infantry advanced more rapidly north
of Mount dei Frati. Scattered strongpoints were reduced, and by 0230, 20 April,
the 362d Infantry held high ground 1 mile north of Mount Mario overlooking Praduro
and the Reno Valley.
At 2400, 19 April, the 2d Battalion, 361st Infantry, which had been pulled out
for some badly needed rest, jumped off for Mount della Capanna from positions
west of Mount Posigliano. The 2mile approach march was made with no opposi
tion, and Mount della Capanna was occupied by 0515 on the 20th. Meanwhile, in
accordance with Corps orders for 20 April, the attack was shifted to the west. The
2d Battalion held on Mount della Capanna as the 1st and 3d Battalions moved for
ward west of that point. Resistance stiffened again after the easy conquest of Mount
della Capanna, but by 1450 the 1st Battalion had advanced to Poggio, where it was
halted by enemy opposition. The 3d Battalion on the left met little resistance and
by 1515 had crossed the Reno 2 miles north of Praduro. There the battalion was
ordered to hold and was later pulled back. The 1st Battalion on the right resumed
its advance at midnight and took Mount Sabbiuno against light opposition by 0200,
21 April. The 361st Infantry, meeting no further resistance, moved to a point 1
mile southwest of Bologna where it went into division reserve.
The 362d Infantry, instead of crossing the Reno at Praduro as earlier planned,
drove north on the east bank of the river on the 20th. By 1145, 21 April, elements
of the 2d Battalion were in Bologna. Meanwhile the 363d Infantry after a day in
reserve began a wide move westward around the rear of the division to Highway 64
on 20 April. By the morning of the 21st the regiment was in the Caselecchio suburb
of Bologna and later in the day moved forward to be committed on the left of the
362d Infantry.
Crumbling of enemy resistance before the 34th Division marked by the capture
of Dei Mori Hill on 19 April had been followed by the relief of the 168th Infantry
and commitment of the 133d Infantry under Col. Walden S. Lewis as the 34th
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Division attack was shifted to the west. At the same time the Legnano Group, also
swinging to the left, began pushing forward to crowd the enemy withdrawal. On
the 19th the 34th Division took over the 91st Division zone west of Highway 65 and
captured hills 1,000 yards north of Mount Arnigo against stiff resistance. The Leg
nano Group, although the right flank still sagged at the end of the day, also made
good progress against considerable opposition. On the 20th the last elements of the
168th Infantry were pinched out by units of the Legnano Group and the 133d In
fantry, and the advance on Bologna speeded as the enemy situation deteriorated.
The 133d Infantry, pacing the attack, gained 2>£ miles to reach positions along
Highway 65 3 miles beyond Pianoro. The Legnano Group, still meeting resistance
on its right, also continued to gain ground.
During the night of 20 April troops of the 3d Battalion, 133d Infantry, were
loaded on the tanks of the 752d Tank Battalion and rolled into Bologna with little
opposition in the early morning hours, reporting their entry at 0851, 21 April. The
rest of the 133d Infantry and the 135th Infantry entered the city later in the day. A
few enemy snipers were soon eliminated, and road blocks were set up on routes
leading out of the city on the north, east, and west. The 34th Division then reverted
to direct Army control to garrison Bologna. The Legnano Group also came up
later in the day, cleared the eastern outskirts of the city, and then reverted to Corps
reserve.

E.

THE ATTACK OF EIGHTH ARMY
921 APRIL

As advance elements of the 34th Division entered Bologna, troops of 2 Polish
Corps came in from the southeast along Highway 9, racing forward on the left
flank of Eighth Army. Here enemy resistance had initially been stubborn from the
prepared positions along the Senio River, but by 21 April the Germans were pulling
back before Eighth Army in complete defeat. The attack in this zone had begun on
9 April, 5 days before the main Fifth Army drive. On D Day General Sir Rich
ard L. McCreery, commanding Eighth Army, had his 13 Corps, 10 Corps, 2 Polish
Corps, and 5 Corps aligned from left to right in that order on a 60mile front from the
Idice River to the Adriatic Sea. The task awaiting the 9 divisions of British, New
Zealand, Polish, Jewish, and Italian troops under his command was to force the
Senio and Santerno rivers, outflank Bologna by seizing Budrio and Bastia, 10 and
25 miles respectively, to the northeast of that city, and then make contact with Fifth
Army forces north of Bologna. The initial thrust would be made primarily by 5 Corps
on a 30mile front extending from a point 3 miles southwest of Lugo along the Senio

River to the Reno, and on to a point on Lake Comacchio, where the 2 Commando
Brigade had carried out a feint on 25 April. The 5 Corps front was held by'ithe
2 New Zealand Infantry Division on the left, southeast of Lugo, with the 8 Indian
Infantry Division ready to strike northeast of that town. The Cremona Group
(Italian) was prepared to punch northwest along the west side of Highway 16, the
coastal route, while the 56 Infantry Division attacked along the southwest shore of
Lake Comacchio. In reserve the Corps had the 78 Infantry Division; the 6 British
Armoured Division in army reserve might also be committed.
The offensive of Eighth Army was given close air support from 825 heavy bomb
ers, 282 medium bombers, and 1,017 fighters and fighterbombers, most of which
concentrated on the relatively small Lugo—Imola area. At 1920, 9 April, the 8
Indian Division attacked and quickly pushed across the Senio north of Lugo while
the 2 New Zealand and 3 Carpathian Divisions forced crossings south of Lugo. The
Cremona Group attacked on the 10th up Highway 16, and far to the west 10 Corps
joined the offensive as the Jewish Brigade and the Friuli Group secured bridgeheads
over the Senio. The enemy resisted stubbornly all along the line.
On the 11 th the 56 Division scored good gains up the west shore of Lake Comac
chio, and the 8 Indian Division reached the Santerno alongside and to the right of
the 2 New Zealand Division, some elements making a crossing of that river 3 miles
northwest of Lugo. Meanwhile the 3 Carpathian Division had crossed the Senio
on both sides of Highway 9 to reach the Santerno, which it crossed the following
day as the 8 Indian and the 2 New Zealand Divisions fought off desperate counter
attacks on their bridgeheads near Massa Lombarda. On the left flank of Eighth
Army 13 Corps entered the offensive as the Folgore Group began fighting out of the
mountains and advanced 3 miles up the Santerno Valley.
With strong elements across the Santerno the immediate objective of Eighth
Army was the swift seizure of Bastia and Budrio. The attack on the former called
for an amphibious operation along the shore of Lake Comacchio by the 56 Division,
which landed 4 miles northeast of Bastia. The enemy offered stiff resistance around
Bastia and at nightfall on the 13th was holding off the 56 Division on the east, the
Cremona Group 4 miles to the south, and the newly committed 78 Division 3 miles
to the south. The drive of the 2 New Zealand Division in the direction of Budrio
also had been slowed west of Massa Lombarda, 20 miles east of Bologna. The
Poles, slashing toward the northwest along Highway 9, continued to bypass Imola
on both sides; on the left the 10 Indian Infantry Division in 13 Corps began debouch
ing out of the mountains to the Po plain.
On 14 April 10 Corps took over the zone of 13 Corps to its left, and the latter
went in between the Polish and 5 Corps with the 2 New Zealand and 10 Indian
Divisions under its command, leaving the Poles astride the highway, driving toward
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Bologna. On the right the enemy had thrown in his reserve 29th Panzer Grenadier
Division to halt the breakthrough between Highway 16 and Lake Comacchio along
the Argenta Gap. Farther west, however, he was unable to prevent the 2 New Zea
land Division and the Polish Corps from crossing the Sillaro north of Massa Lom
barda on the 14th and 15th; the Friuli Group brought the left flank across that barrier
on the 16th near Highway 9. By this time the 56 Division had fought its way into
Bastia from the east and turned north to join the 78 Division in an envelopment of
Argenta and the complete seizure of the Argenta Gap. Before nightfall the New
Zealanders took Medicina, 15 miles east of Bologna.
Heavy fighting continued on the left flank throughout the 18th and 19th as the
enemy resisted strongly along the creek lines less than 10 miles east of Bologna. On
the 20th the 10 Indian Division outflanked Budrio from the east, and the New Zea
landers threw a bridgehead over the Idice 1 mile north of the town. Southwest of
Budrio the Poles continued to advance on the Idice after heavy fighting and crossed
the Quaderno halfway between Medicina and Bologna. By the early hours of 21
April the Polish Corps had thrown a cordon around Bologna from the east as it
pinched out 10 Corps and took over the left flank of Eighth Army. While the 3 Car
pathian and 5 Kresowa Divisions swung northwest to cut Highway 64 northeast of
the city, the 3 Carpathian Brigade fought its way over Savena Creek near Highway 9
3 miles outside of Bologna, repelled a counterattack, and then entered the city by
0600. Meanwhile, on the right flank of Eighth Army 5 Corps had committed the
6 British Armoured Division on Highway 16 and was rolling across the Po plain
only 10 miles south of Ferrara.

F. SUMMARY OF THE ATTACK
1420 APRIL

The fall of Bologna on the morning of 21 April came with unexpected ease.
Appreciation of enemy intentions before our attack was launched had included
the possibility that the enemy would leave a suicide garrison in the city even after
we had surrounded it, on the model of recent German resistance in western Europe;
for the city was a vital road junction, standing as it did at the point where our main
lines of supply, Highways 64 and 65, both came out onto the Po plain. The Ger
man High Command, however, was in no mood to waste troops on the protracted
defense of Bologna. Indeed, the inability of the enemy to hold the excellent de
fenses astride Highway 65 made it appear unlikely that the closer defenses of the
city could have been successfully manned, particularly in view of the partisan threat
within the city itself.

At Bologna the troops of Fifth Army first made the acquaintance of the efficient
partisan organizations of the Po Valley. Throughout the Italian campaign the
sympathies of the local inhabitants had universally been on our side, and we had
secured their aid from time to time as guides and purveyors of information on the
enemy. Active, armed partisans had only begun to appear north of Rome, and then
slowly. During the liberation of Florence in August 1944 the partisans had carried
out a great deal of the work in clearing the northern part of the city; to the west
small bands of partisans had helped our push into the mountains north of Pistoia
and Lucca. These units nevertheless had been poorly organized on a local basis
and had not constituted any severe threat to the Germans.
North of the Apennines the situation changed. The population was politically
more active, especially in the cities with their large groups of workers of liberal tend
encies, and partisan activities had been carried on from bases in the Alps through
out the period after September 1943. During the winter of 194445 appropriate
agencies of Allied Force Headquarters assisted the partisans of the Po Valley in
forming regional and provincial organizations, advised by American and British
officers who infiltrated by planes; extensive, detailed plans worthy of an Army staff
were drawn up for concerted action; and a fair quantity of arms and ammunition
was dropped by plane to add to the equipment the partisans could obtain from Italian
arsenals or incautious Germans. At Bologna itself the partisan uprising came only
as we entered the city, for the Germans were too numerous; but the groups of patri
otic Italians operated quickly to seize the agencies of government and the public
utilities. Throughout the 21st they assisted troops of the 34th Division in seizing
German stragglers and armed Fascists in the streets of Bologna. During the next
2 weeks our advance into other cities of the Po Valley was to receive ever greater
aid from the partisans as the German collapse became more evident.
The drive to Bologna, objective of Fifth Army since the fall of 1944, had taken
place with astounding speed, and its fall had, by the 21st, become almost incidental
to a greater success. In 7 days we had broken the German line from the Panaro
to the Idice; yet more, we had split the enemy forces in two and had a clean gap ahead
of us for exploitation. The Fifth Army attack had begun with the drive up the
Ligurian coast launched by the g2d Division on 5 April. Though a diversionary
thrust, this drive was pushed forward stubbornly over difficult terrain. Massa, the
first objective, fell on 10 April; Carrara was occupied the next day. Then the
coastal drive was slowed down, after it had drawn a battalion of the 90th Panzer
Grenadier Division from Bologna; but our troops kept moving forward on La Spezia
and eventually Genoa.
The main drive began on the 14th, when the 10th Mountain Division attacked
at 0945 in the IV Corps zone. Their left flank protected by the BEF and their

right by the ist Armored Division, the mountain troops pushed northeast rapidly
in the hills on the west side of the Reno. By the 16th the enemy had cracked, and
our advance became more rapid. The commitment of the 90th Panzer Grenadier
Division to the west of the gap was counterbalanced by the shift of the ist Armored
Division to the area northwest of Tole; the 85th Division came in on the right of
IV Corps on the 18th; and the push carried on swiftly to the Po plain. At midnight
on the 20th the 85th Division was just west of Casalecchio, the 10th Mountain Divi
sion had cut the main German lateral artery south of the Po by crossing Highway 9
below Ponte Samoggia, and the ist Armored Division had reached the plain on the
east bank of the Samoggia. The long left flank of IV Corps was well protected by
active patrolling on the part of the BEF and the 365th and 371st Infantry; on the
20th the 2d Battalion, 365th Infantry, advanced up Highway 12 without opposition
to Abetone as the enemy pulled back. Partisan units under General Armando were
operating well ahead of our troops in this area.
The advance of II Corps, which began on a fourdivision front on the night of
1516 April, was less spectacular, for the enemy defenses were stronger and slowed
our advance. The first 2 days of the attack in this zone consisted of one slugging
attack after another. Mount Sole fell to the 6 South African Armoured Division
on the 16th; Monterumici to the 88th Division on the 17th; then the enemy began to
pull back all along the line. Late on the 18th, II Corps made a quick shift to the
left to push out on the plain on the west side of Bologna. The 88th Division and the
South Africans crossed the Reno River to continue the advance along the right of
IV Corps; the 91st and 34th Divisions and the Legnano Group pushed on into
Bologna.
Air support before Fifth Army had reached a high point of efficiency. The
major attack was begun with the accompaniment of extensive softeningup of enemy
positions by heavy bombers, and close support was afforded by the tactical air forces
thereafter. On 14 April, XXII TAC flew 459 sorties on the Fifth Army front,
mostly in missions of four planes each against gun positions, strongpoints, troop
areas, and other defense features. On the following day 830 heavy bombers of Fif
teenth Air Force and 258 medium bombers from MATAF made tactical attacks
south of Bologna; on the same day XXII TAC flew 495 sorties on close support,
dump, and tactical reconnaissance missions in the immediate vicinity of the Fifth
Army front.
During succeeding days the air force kept up this scale of attacks, directed in
large part by the highly efficient system of ground control known as Rover Joe,
which had been developed during the previous fall and winter. As the enemy be
gan to withdraw, briefing the pilots before the takeoff became less and less possible;
and numerous instances occurred when our fliers could find their targets only by
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means of directions from forward Rovers. During the period 821 April, XXII
TAG fighterbombers and light bombers flew 2,603 sorties; medium bombers of
the 57th Bomb Wing flew 462 sorties, and the heavy bombers of MASAF flew 2,218
sorties. In the week ending with the fall of Bologna, MATAF flew 11,903 sorties of
all types on the Allied front in Italy, the greatest single week's effort during the entire
Italian campaign.
The attack up to 20 April had been outstandingly successful at a relatively mod
erate cost. Casualties during the period 1420 April were 4,198 Americans, 406
South Africans, and 26 Italians, a total of 4,630. The heaviest losses had been borne
by the 10th Mountain Division with 1,625 casualties; the 88th and 91st Division had
each suffered about 650 casualties in their attacks. The system of allotting a five
percent overstrength of replacements to each infantry division had worked very
well, feeding replacements into the frontline rifle companies almost as automatically
as rations. The backlog of replacements had proved more than ample thus far.
No difficulties had arisen up to the 20th in the kindred problem of supply. A
railhead had been opened at Pistoia on the 14th, and the camouflaged dumps along
the Reno in the vicinity of Porretta had been quickly stocked with all necessary
items. The wellestablished network of dumps on Highway 65 had borne the bur
den of the attack in that area without difficulty; the weather on the north side of
the Apennine ridge had been good, and had permitted the opening up of supply
routes by the engineers without undue troubles. Congestion had arisen on the
routes on either side of the Reno in the forward areas when our troops shifted their
zones, but bottlenecks had been only temporary. With the Army reaching the
Po plain much more rapidly than could have been expected, the problem of supply
might grow greater, but the services could be counted on to do their utmost to sup
port a swift drive across the valley to seize Verona and so split the enemy entirely in
two. In that drive the mobility of Fifth Army, which had already shown itself in
the speedy shifts on the 17th and 18th, would be extended to the utmost.
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CHAPTER V •.,
The German Armies Collapse

21 April Fifth Army, leaving behind the 34th Division to garrison Bologna,
launched the pursuit to the Po with II and IV Corps abreast, each in the strength
of one armored division and two infantry divisions. The enemy had been dislodged,
his disorganization had begun, but only our unrelenting pursuit, involving many
stiff smallunit engagements and overall coordination, turned his retreat into a rout.
Acting under instructions from General Truscott, the pursuing divisions reorganized
so as to spearhead the drives with forces of armor and motorized infantry. The
emphasis was placed on speed and more speed; for the first time in the Italian cam
paign we had an enemy falling back in terrain suitable for swift pursuit. The
Germans were short of vehicles and gasoline; they were retreating across an open
valley with a superb network of roads for our mechanized forces; and in that retreat
they were forced to cross a wide river by ferries and ponton bridges. The slow, per
sistent tempo of mountain fighting yielded to the headlong dash of our forces to reach
the Po.
In the advance to the river, units pushing forward in the center ran into com
paratively light resistance; elements fanning out on either flank found the enemy
willing and able to put up stiff opposition. The explanation of this variation lies
in the enemy situation. As the left flank of the German Fourteenth Army collapsed
west of the Reno and the remnants of XIV Panzer Corps fled north to Bologna,
LI Mountain Corps, still relatively intact west of the main attack, found its path of
retreat threatened by Fifth Army units moving northwest on Highway 9 and insti
tuted a withdrawal from its mountain positions. Consequently our thrusts, es
pecially by the 34th Division, to the northwest in the vicinity of Modena and Parma
met a series of wellorganized delaying forces covering the enemy retirement to the
north. A similar situation was encountered on the right; there the 1st and 4th
Parachute Divisions fought fiercely to cover the exposed right flank of Tenth Army
falling back across the Po before the British Eighth Army.
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The Germans, driven to desperation, took to the roads in daylight and laid
themselves open to our farranging planes. By the end of the 22d increasing num
bers of abandoned vehicles and equipment began to tell the story of disorganization
and panic in a retreat which had thus far remained orderly. On the 23d the enemy
columns converging on the river crossings were blasted into a shambles of wrecked
and burning junk. The wreckage was accompanied by a prisoner bag which
assumed fantastic proportions as our forces closed on the Po; the 88th Division alone,
travelling up Highway 12 toward the Revere—Ostiglia crossing, took 11,000 pris
oners on 2325 April. Even a superficial analysis of the personnel taken serves only
to augment the picture of confusion and breakdown in command existing behind
the enemy lines; captured rear echelon personnel were a commonplace—hospitals,
bakeries in which the bread was still warm, a paymaster with his pay roll, and per
sonnel units. Though the bulk of the German forces managed to get across the Po
before our arrival, the loss in equipment augured ill for any extended stand on their
part thereafter.

A. FROM THE APENNINES

TO THE PO
2124 APRIL

As the Black Phase objectives of the breakthrough attack were being cleared on
the 19th, General Truscott, in Fifth Army Operations Instruction No. 9, dated 19
April (See Annex No. iG), had ordered a continuation of the attack with the aim of cap
turing or isolating Bologna and destroying the enemy south of the Po River. More
specifically II Corps was ordered to clear Highway 64 and to secure the line of the
Panaro River east of Camposanto, to be prepared to continue to the Po to seize
crossing sites between Ostiglia and Sermide, and, if ordered, to establish contact
with Eighth Army north of Bologna at Bondeno. One regiment was to be held in
Corps reserve; the 6 South African Armoured Division, contrary to earlier plans to
draw that unit back into reserve and to reorganize for the pursuit, was to remain
attached to II Corps. IV Corps was to secure the line of the Panaro west of Cam,
posanto and to be prepared to continue to the Po to seize the line Ostiglia—Borgo
forte; one regiment was to be held in reserve.
1. IV Corps Races to the Po.

(See Map No. 6.)

On 20 April, as IV Corps drove

down the final low Apennine hills to the Po plain, General Crittenberger issued
orders for debouchment into the valley and continuation north to seize the line of
the unfordable Panaro River, the major obstacle between the mountains and the
Po. He included also instructions to the effect that units be held in readiness to press
on from there to seize crossing sites on the Po between the towns of Borgoforte and
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Ostiglia. The main Corps drive was to be made by three divisions, the ist Armored
Division on the left, the ioth Mountain Division (reinforced) in the center, and the
85th Division (less the 339th Infantry) on the right. The ist Brazilian Infantry
Division immediately west of the ist Armored Division was to reconnoiter aggres
sively and to follow enemy withdrawals; the 365th and 371st Infantry on the lightly
held extreme left were also to continue following the enemy.
The two infantry divisions, moving through the shattered center of the enemy
forces, reached the Po in less than 3 days. With the exception of the Panaro River
line, where the Germans made a futile effort to hold open the bridges at Bomporto
and Camposanto while denying their use to our forces, the resistance encountered
was disorganized and ineffective, consisting chiefly of small knots of soldiers dug in
around houses or along canal banks. Even the Panaro River defense line, though
well prepared, was poorly manned and constituted no major obstacle; both the
Bomporto and Camposanto bridges, ready for demolition though they were, were
taken intact. On the left the ist Armored Division, covering the left flank and
fanning out to the northwest along Highway 9, met more spirited and effective de
laying forces attempting to prevent the encirclement of enemy divisions west of the
main thrust. The Germans haggled over Panaro crossings east of Modena and
again at the Secchia west of that city, where Combat Command B, driving nearly
due west south of the highway, was stopped. Combat Command A forces, however,
moving northwest to Guastalla on the Po River met little organized opposition be
yond the Panaro. On the whole, IV Corps encountered little resistance during its
drive to the Po.
On 21 April the attack had been continued by the ioth Mountain Division at
0630. Through the organization of elements of the division into hardhitting, fast
moving groups preparations were made for the rapid exploitation of the enemy dis
organization. A task force, consisting of the 3d Battalion, 85th Mountain Infantry;
Company C, 751st Tank Battalion; one platoon, 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion;
one company, 126th Mountain Engineer Battalion; and the 91st Cavalry Recon
naissance Squadron, was formed under the assistant division commander, Brig.
Gen. Robinson E. Duff, early on the morning of 21 April with the mission to move
by motor to the town of Bomporto and to secure the bridge crossing the Panaro
River 13 miles northnorthwest from Ponte Samoggia. The ist Battalion, 87th
Mountain Infantry, was in task force reserve. At 0630 Task Force Duff set out to
gether with the 2d Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry. A rapid advance along the
narrow roads, bypassing all towns, continued all day, opposed only by snipers and
occasional machinegun fire. The task force was out of communication with the
remainder of the division much of the time, but the entire division advanced as
fast as possible in the wake of the spearhead. A steady stream of bewildered pris
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oners from a great variety of units marched south unguarded alongside the north
bound columns. By 1600 the Bomporto bridge was securely held by Task Force
Duff, and the engineers began to remove the unexploded demolition charges under
the bridge.
Before midnight the rest of the division was assembled just south of the bridge.
Acting on information from higher headquarters General Hays ordered Task Force
Duff to continue on 22 April and secure the town of San Benedetto Po on the south
bank of the Po River 24 miles north of Bomporto. The advance on 22 April was
astoundingly swift, for the column sped almost uninterrupted straight to its objective.
By 1800 the town of San Benedetto Po was secured, and by 2300 the division began
to assemble along the south bank of the river. The enemy was completely confused
and surrendered willingly. Italian partisans operating in small bands mopped up
the enemy troops from fields and farmhouses and turned them over to the Ameri
cans.
The rest of the division continued to advance by trucks and captured enemy
vehicles employed in a shuttle system. Occasionally determined pockets of resist
ance were uncovered, but these were left to small detachments to control and clean
up. At the river General Hays resumed complete control, for General Duff was
wounded in San Benedetto Po. Crossing material was sent for at 1800, 22 April,
and the 87th Mountain Infantry was designated as the first regiment to cross the
river, 300 yards wide at this point. The 1st Battalion was selected to make the initial
assault. Little was known about the countryside to either flank, and there was not
sufficient time for a thorough reconnaissance before the crossing if the enemy was to
be kept off balance.
During the morning of 23 April, 50 M2 assault boats were brought forward
from the IV Corps dump and dispersed along the south bank. A battalion of self
propelled 105mm howitzers and a battery of 5.5inch guns were prepared to give
supporting fire for the crossing. H Hour was set finally at 1200, and preparations
for the initial crossing were completed hastily. A few minutes before the jumpoff a
heavy enemy barrage was received in the assembly area. Most of the fire was from
enemy antiaircraft guns lowered to fire airbursts on a flat trajectory. This barrage
continued until 1300 and then, after a lull, from 1330 to 1430. Moderate artillery
fire was received for the next 24 hours at the crossing site.
The 1st Battalion crossed the river on schedule and was followed immediately
by the remainder of the 87th Mountain Infantry. The casualty rate was high for
the entire operation, but no one was seriously injured on the river itself. Artillery,
machinegun, mortar, and sniper fire was thrown at the assaulting troops, but by
1745 the 87th Mountain Infantry had established a bridgehead 2,000 yards square
on the north bank of the Po River. The 85th Mountain Infantry was over by 1800,

and the 86th Mountain Infantry crossed during the night. The bridgehead was
difficult to support or to supply because of the lack of opportunity for adequate
preparations before the crossing, but the next day (24 April) engineer bridge crews
began the construction of a ponton bridge and a treadway bridge. A battalion of
J^kwjL reached the river early in the evening of 23 April and assisted with the later
parts of the crossing. A cable ferry was operating by afternoon of 24 April, and
light tanks and guns began to cross onto the north bank. The crossing was far
swifter than the enemy had,expected; the Po defense line had been broken; and the
situation was ripe for further exploitation as soon as the 1 oth Mountain Division was
reinforced on the north bank by the division to its east.
Immediately on its right, the 85th Division had during the morning of 21 April
secured the Samoggia line for 4 ^ miles northeast from Ponte Samoggia with three
battalions of the 338th Infantry. Operating in two battalion columns, each with a
platoon of tanks and tank destroyers and led by the 85th Reconnaissance Troop,
the 338th Infantry started for the Panaro shortly after noon with the intention of
seizing the bridge at Camposanto 6 miles northeast of Bomporto. The method of
movement was to carry the lead company on the armored vehicles and shuttle the
remainder of the infantry forward with trucks. By 0610, 22 April, the leading ele
ments reached the river. The 337th Infantry, which had been motorized and or
ganized into two task forces, then took up the attack to seize the Camposanto bridge
and press on to the Po.
The town of Camposanto proved to be held in some strength by antiaircraft
troops who, it was learned later, had been reinforced by the 1097th Security Bat
talion from Bologna. The bridge, already mined for demolition, was saved by the
heroic work of an engineer sergeant who crawled across the span to cut the detona
tion wires. Clearing the town itself proved an allday job even with the aid of the
6 South African Armoured Division operating on the right, and not until nightfall
were the 1st and 3d Battalions, 337th Infantry, able to cross. The 2d Battalion
meanwhile had crossed at Bomporto through the 10th Mountain Division and was
already on its way north.
All night the 337th Infantry pushed on, and by 1045, 23 April, the 3d Battalion
task force reached the Po at Quingentole, about halfway between the crossing site
of the 1 oth Mountain Division at San Benedetto and the Revere—Ostiglia bridge
on the division and Corps boundary on the right. A line was established along the
river to head off any escaping Germans, and the 85th Reconnaissance Troop moved
on to Revere anc? partially cleared the town; the bridge was found to have been
wrecked several days before. The region, however, was by no means clear; enemy
forces, ignorant of the fact that they had been beaten to the river, were still stream
ing north to Revere—Ostiglia. During the night one group tried to force a crossing
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but was driven away, and the next day the 88th Division also had some trouble there
with Germans who had infiltrated back into the town after 85th Division units
moved out to assemble for the crossing at Quingentole.
During the dash from the Panaro to the Po the 1st and 3d Battalions, 337th
Infantry, alone picked up over 1,000 prisoners each. The division left had been well
covered by the 10th Mountain, but a wide gap existed along the 85th—88th Division
boundary throughout the movement. The 339th Infantry under Lt. Col. John T.
English, which had reverted to division control from the 1st Armored Division at
1200, 21 April, was mopping up behind the advance elements and later took over
the right side of the defensive river line. At 1900, 23 April, a westward shift in the
corps boundary gave to the 88th Division Highway 12 and the river bank as far west
as Quingentole; the relief was completed on the morning of the 24th.
2.

Protecting the Left Flank of IV Corps. On the left of the IV Corps drive the

1st Armored Division, handicapped by an open and troublesome left flank, was
somewhat slower getting under way. When the 10th Mountain and 85th Divisions
were leaving Highway 9, leading elements of the 1st Armored Division right column
(Combat Command A) were just emerging into the plain at the town of Crespellano,
previously passed through by the 10th Mountain Division. From Crespellano Com
bat Command A, operating in two parallel columns of infantry and armor, moved
to Highway 9 and thence northwest to converge on Castelfranco 4>£ miles beyond
Ponte Samoggia. Going was slow because of scattered groups of enemy, demolitions,
and canals, and not until 2000 was Castelfranco finally cleared. The columns then
swung northwest toward the Panaro and the Po. The city of Modena, a Fascist cen
ter reportedly strongly held, was to be bypassed and cleared later with the assistance
of the organized partisans in the area, who had been ordered by 15th Army Group to
seize the city.
The Panaro was crossed 4 miles north of Highway 9 on a bridge captured after
a fire fight. That river crossing constituted the last major obstacle encountered on
the road to the Po, and Combat Command A, with the 1st Tank Battalion and the
14th Armored Infantry Battalion on the left and the 13th Tank Battalion and the 6th
Armored Infantry Battalion on the right, raced nearly unhindered to its objective.
By 0420, 23 April, the left column was at the town of Guastalla on the river bank.
Six hours later the right column, after some delay at a blown bridge, reached the
river at the village of Luzzara.
On the division left Combat Command B came along more slowly and did not
emerge into the Po plain until 1420, 21 April, at the town of Bazzano. From there
the columns swung north and northwest to reach the Panaro south of Castelfranco.
Considerable difficulty was encountered in making the river crossing on the 22d.
The 4th Tank Battalion had to move north of Highway 9 into the zone of Combat

Our infantry hit the beach on the German side of the Po and headfor cover
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Ferrying equipment across the Po to support the Ostiglia bridgehead

Loading jeeps into Dukws at the crossing site of the ioth Mountain Division

The II Corps treadway bridge near Ostiglia, opened 26 April

Command A in order to cross. Skirting back around the east and south of Modena
in order to return to their own zone, the tanks had a fight outside the city; one tank
was damaged and several enemy selfpropelled guns were knocked out, but the city
was not entered. The i ith Armored Infantry Battalion forded the Panaro 3 ^ miles
south of Castelfranco and ran into a sharp fight which lasted until tanks were brought
up. The 81st Reconnaissance Squadron, protecting the left and until 1800 main
taining contact with the BEF, also had some trouble crossing the Panaro south of
Castelfranco. During the 23d Combat Command B, flanked on its left by the 81st
Reconnaissance Squadron, drove west south of Highway 9 to the Secchia River where
the enemy was found drawn up again in delaying positions.
The drive to the Po and Secchia Rivers, swift as it was, bypassed many German
troops. Extensive moppingup operations were conducted by special task forces
organized for the purpose during and after 23 April as the 1st Armored Division cov
ered the infantry divisions crossing the Po farther east. Roads leading to the Po were
blocked from Luzzara on the east through Colorno north of Parma. A special force
also cleared Modena. Prisoners totalled 1,171, 1,400, and 2,500 on the 21st, 22d,
and 23d, respectively. Three hundred vehicles, including 10 tanks, were claimed
on the 23d; the next day 450 vehicles and 10 antitank guns were captured and nearly
that much material destroyed.
During 2324 April the 10th Mountain and the 85th Divisions crossed the Po,
and Fifth Army resumed the chase to cut off the enemy retreat through the Alps.
Preparations were begun on the 24th to send Combat Command A across the San
Benedetto bridges. Developments entailing changes in corps and division missions
brought shifts in unit attachments as moppingup continued south of the river. The
13th Tank Battalion was attached to the 10th Mountain Division at 1500, 23 April,
and on that same day the 34th Division was relieved of garrisoning Bologna and at
tached to IV Corps to assume the important offensive northwest down Highway 9,
which screened the exposed left flank of our thrust toward Verona. Combat Com
mand B and the 81st Reconnaissance Squadron at the Secchia River line southwest
of Modena were accordingly relieved to be assembled and regrouped north of Reggio
to assume the zone south of the Po.
To the left of the IV Corps mayi thrust the 1st Battalion, 6th Infantry (BEF),
with elements of the Reconnaissance Company, 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion,
had taken Zocca early on the 21st after a stiff fire fight and then continued to advance
the next 2 days against only slight opposition. By the end of the 23d Marano village
and the Vignola road center to the east had been taken. Those points marked the
entrance of the BEF into the Po plain. The 2d Battalion was then motorized and
started out for Formigine, the next objective, on Highway 12 south of Modena. On
the.extreme left, in the mountains north of Lucca, the 365th Infantry and the 371st
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Infantry on their wide fronts continued to patrol actively and to follow enemy with
drawals. Some minor advances through the hills were made in this region.
3.

/ / Corps Swings around Bologna to the Po.

On 20 and 21 April, as II Corps

came down out of the mountains with four divisions, two on either side of the Reno,
orders were issued directing the capture of Bologna and subsequent advances by the
three westernmost divisions — the Legnano Group was pinched out and the 34th
Division was detailed to garrison Bologna—around the west side of Bologna to the
Panaro River and thence on Army order to the Po. The general scheme of maneuver
contemplated after the capture of Bologna was a highspeed threedivision drive,
two infantry divisions abreast spearheaded by an armored division. "Rover
Pete" airground control was to be employed to inflict maximum damage by air on
the retreating enemy. To enable II Corps artillery to keep pace with the rapidly
advancing infantry in the Po Valley the 77th and 178th Field Artillery Groups
worked directly with the 88th and 91st Divisions respectively.
The 6 South African Armoured Division was to push out ahead of the Corps,
bypassing rear guards and delaying positions, seize crossings on the Reno just north
west of Bologna, hold them until the 91st Division took them over, and then swing
over to the left side of the Corps zone to seize the San Giovanni road junction on the
Corps boundary. From there it would move to take crossings over the Panaro
east of Camposanto and then on Corps order head for the Po Crossing sites east from
Revere—Ostiglia to Sermide. Strong contact was to be established with Eighth
Army at Bondeno, about 30 miles north of Bologna, in an effort to surround enemy
units moving north from Bologna. Two infantry divisions, the 88th on the left and
the 91 st on the right, each of which was assigned one battalion of tanks and one of
tank destroyers, were to follow the South Africans to clear bypassed knots of resistance
and to consolidate the important points taken. A minimum of one infantry battalion
per division was to be motorized. The 34th Division, scheduled to garrison Bologna,
was to keep 1 regiment in Army reserve ready to move on 12 hours' notice. The
Legnano Group, after assisting the 34th Division forward to Bologna, was to assemble
in Corps reserve about 5 miles northwest of the city prepared to follow the 88th and
91st Divisions by bounds. Two battalions of the group were held in readiness to be
motorized on 12 hours' notice.
On 21 April, as Bologna was being cleared, II Corps struck north for the Po.
The pattern of resistance before II Corps bore some resemblance to that before IV
Corps to the west. Units toward the Army center ran into less difficulty than those
moving up on the right. The,Panaro River constituted an obstacle which was
more strongly defended around Finale on the eastern boundary than it was in the
direction of Camposanto. The 1st and 4th Parachute Divisions succeeded in their
purpose on the right; although suffering severe losses themselves, they successfully
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covered Tenth Army's flank in the retreat across the Po. The Fifth Army—Eighth
Army junction at Bondeno was effected too late for maximum success. While the
91st Division and the 6 South African Armoured Division were delayed by large
rearguard elements on the right, particularly in the vicinity of Finale, the 88th Divi
sion forged ahead on the left against generally disorganized resistance which declined
steadily after the division crossed the Panaro and moved north astride Highway 12
toward Revere.
On the night of 2021 April the 6 South African Armoured Division made
preparations for its forthcoming exploitation mission. The division was to advance
generally on a line drawn from Praduro through Casalecchio up along the right side
of the II Corps zone to north of Highway 9, from there northwest to the San Giovanni
road junction 12 miles northwest of Bologna on the left Corps boundary, then 14
miles northeast across the II Corps zone to Finale dell' Emilia, a Panaro River
crossing on the Army boundary, and thence generally north to the Po. Regroupings
and plans for the pursuit were consummated during the night. The 11 Armoured
Brigade with the SSB from the 13 Motorised Brigade and the 4/22 Field Regiment
was to pass through the 13 Motorised Brigade at Casalecchio and drive for San Gio
vanni; the 12 Motorised Brigade was to be prepared on division order to seize the
Panaro crossings at Camposanto on the left Corps boundary. The tanks of the PR
(PAO) (minus one squadron) were to protect the right flank in addition to seizing
and holding the Reno crossings northwest of Bologna for the 91st Division. The
13 Motorised Brigade was to be in reserve.
At daybreak on 21 April the 11 Armoured Brigade, operating in two battle
groups —one on the left heavy in armor and another on the right heavy in infantry —
passed through the 13 Motorised Brigade at Casalecchio. South of Highway 9 the
chief obstacles were demolitions and mines, but north of the highway opposition
stiffened. On the right the PR (PAO) pushed along the flank to just east of Calder
ara, 5 miles north of Bologna, while the 13 Motorised Brigade in the rear secured
crossings over the Reno just west of the city. By darkness of 21 April the South
Africans held a line bulging somewhat on the left where the armor had forged ahead
across the Samoggia to within 2>£ miles of San Giovanni. Enemy opposition had
consisted chiefly of scattered groups, usually with a few selfpropelled and assault
guns, fighting for time from improvised defenses.
The 6 South African Armoured Division halted for the night, and the 88th
Division passed through to clear San Giovanni. The next day the South Africans
made a dual thrust to seize the Panaro crossings in the II Corps zone. The 11 Ar
moured Brigade set out for Finale on the eastern flank, and the 12 Motorised Brigade
started for Camposanto on the west. Corps orders of 0900, 22 April, to the effect that
all units make every effort to cross the Panaro that night meant that the 6 South
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African Armoured Division was forced to share roads with each of the infantry divi
sions. The 12 Motorised Brigade, meeting little opposition, reached the Panaro
near Camposanto at 1245 to find the bridge intact but the enemy in position on the
north bank of the river. The 337th Infantry was also stalled on the same obstacle.
At 1600 General Keyes ordered the South Africans to gain contact with the
6 British Armoured Division of Eighth Army at Bondeno on the Panaro River 6 miles
northeast of Finale. Normally the job should have gone to the 11 Armoured Brigade
operating on the right, but it was tied up by some strong delaying positions about
6 miles south of Finale. The 12 Motorised Brigade on the left was therefore ordered
to drop its plans for crossing the Panaro at Camposanto and to move northeast along
the south side of the river past Finale to Bondeno. The RDLI made the shift and
at 2045 came upon a large, well armed enemy column \yi miles south of Finale.
Heavy, confused fighting ensued. Although part of the column got away over the
bridge before it blew up at 2220 and other elements escaped under cover of two
infantry counterattacks, the RDLI, at a cost of 8 wounded, took a toll of 160 pris
oners, 200 dead, and 60 vehicles.
The following morning found the 11 Armoured Brigade through the delaying
positions before it and ready to resume its advance to Finale; contact was made with
the 6 British Armoured Division 2 miles east of the town during the morning of the
23d. The RDLI then reverted to the 12 Motorised Brigade, which was to resume
its original mission of driving north from Camposanto to seize 6 miles of the Po banks
east from Revere. Because of traffic delays the WR/DLR did not cross the Cam
posanto bridge until 1030. Movement was rapid thereafter; the column was 8 miles
beyond Camposanto when it was halted and ordered to swing northeast to seize
the Po River town of Felonica near the Army boundary. The change represented a
shift in II Corps operational procedure; instead of operating with one armored divi
sion pacing the advance followed by two slower infantry divisions mopping up and
consolidating, each division was assigned a separate zone—that of the South Af
ricans being on the extreme right. The original plan had become unnecessary in
view of the scattered resistance and the speed of the infantry divisions travelling by
tank and truck.
During the night of 2324 April the WR/DLR en route to Felonica halted about
the middle of the II Corps zone only 6 miles short of its objective. Over on the right
rear the 11 Armoured Brigade continued to mop up south of Finale, where 400 pris
oners had already been taken. The bulk of the division, including a large portion
of the 12 Motorised Brigade, which was to seize the crossing sites at Felonica, was still
south of the Panaro, and no bridge existed in the division zone. It was decided there
fore to send the remainder of the 12 Motorised Brigade over the 91st Division bridge
midway between Finale and Camposanto in order to avoid a serious delay in the
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drive to the Po River crossings. Meanwhile a Bailey bridge was to be built at Finale
for the use of the 13 Motorised and 11 Armoured Brigades, who were to follow in that
order.
Early on 24 April the remainder of the 12 Motorised Brigade crossed the Panaro
through the 91st Division. Movement northeast met only scattered opposition, and
by 1645 the WR/DLR and the RDLI were on the banks of the Po at Felonica, where
they saw the usual scenes of discouraged German stragglers, wrecked equipment,
and dead or abandoned draft animals. Preparations proceeded for the crossing dur
ing the night 2425 April. Although two small patrols which swam the river during
the night drew smallarms fire, two companies crossed by boat at 0500, 25 April,
against very little opposition and captured a few 4th Parachute Division troops. By
1340 a third company, plus mortars and machine guns, was across. In the division
rear the Finale bridge was completed during the morning, and the 13 Motorised
Brigade, followed in the afternoon by the 11 Armoured Brigade, moved up to prepare
for the crossing. To the left the two infantry divisions of II Corps were already
crossing.
The 88th Division had moved forward on a narrow front during 20 April on
the right of the 85th Division, which, being somewhat ahead and crowded on its left
by the 10th Mountain, had hurried over in its zone on the right and cleared most of
the 88th Division objectives, excepting Lagune and Mount Capra, as far north as the
Casalecchio road. On the night of 20 April the 351st Infantry relieved the 337th
Infantry, outposting the Casalecchio road, and at 0600, 21 April, the 1st and 2d Bat
talions, 351st Infantry, moved out from Riale across Highway 9 toward San Gio
vanni, where the regiment was to pass through the South Africans. The 351st Infan
try advanced against scattered resistance, mopping up behind the South Africans
until it was stopped by a deep canal 2 miles south of San Giovanni. The bridges had
all been demolished, and the Germans, supported by a few tanks and selfpropelled
guns, held the north bank. The 3d Battalion and a South African task force attacked
the canal positions frontally, and the 2d Battalion swung 3 miles to the left to enter
San Giovanni and outflank the enemy. Not until midnight were the Germans dis
lodged from the town and canal. The regiment held for the night 1 mile north of
San Giovanni.
On the morning of 22 April the 351st Infantry resumed the advance with the
2d and 3d Battalions abreast assisted by armor from the 6 South African Armoured
Division. When the 3d Battalion on the right struck a knot of resistance and remained
to mop it up the other two battalions went on ahead and reached the Panaro just
east of Camposanto by 1500. The South Africans had arrived at the river a little
to the west some 3 hours previously; over in the IV Corps zone the 10th Mountain
Division had already crossed, and the 85th Division was clearing Camposanto pre
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paratory to crossing. Elements on the right, however, had not yet come up to the
Panaro.
Although the enemy forces confronting the 351st Infantry on this river line
were small, they had good cover behind the high levee from which they could harass
our troops. A suitable crossing was finally found on a semidemolished bridge near
a small village east of Camposanto. The 913th Field Artillery Battalion then laid
down a heavy curtain of fire to smother the German defenders north of the river; the
2d Battalion moved over on the bridge, and a short distance to the east the 1st Bat
talion crossed on improvised rafts of timbers and doors from the village. The division
vehicles came around by way of the captured Camposanto bridge. Nightfall found
the crossing nearly complete, and by midnight advanced elements were almost 2
miles beyond the river. At 0500, 23 April, the 350th Infantry passed through the
351st Infantry to make the final drive to the Po.
In the meantime the 349th Infantry on the division right started to move at
1000, 21 April, and advanced steadily in a column of battalions for nearly 24 hours
against scattered to light opposition. On the morning of the 22d the 2d Battalion
received five tanks and two tank destroyers, took the regimental lead, and moved
toward the town of Decima. En route the regiment met its first serious opposition,
which was reduced with the assistance of the 6 South African Armoured Division
after some sharp fighting. Thereafter the advance proceeded steadily all day on a
twobattalion front. The 3d Battalion on the left met lighter resistance and reached
the Panaro by midnight of 22 April; the 2d Battalion was there shortly thereafter.
Rubber boats were brought up, and by 0800, 23 April, the two battalions were across
the river about 3 miles east of Camposanto.
On the 23d the 349th and the 350th Infantry pushed off at top speed to make
the 20mile dash to the Po. The 349th Infantry on the right started out with the
2d and 3d Battalions abreast; the 2d Battalion on the regimental right was again or
ganized as a task force containing five tanks, four tank destroyers, and a platoon
of the 88th Reconnaissance Troop. At 1650 the shift in corps boundaries giving
Revere and Highway 12 to the 88th Division necessitated changing the direction of
travel from northeast to straight north. After a hectic day the 349th Infantry reached
the Po north of Carbonara at 2000 and fanned out along the river bank to gather
in the thousands of German stragglers in the vicinity. The 350th Infantry, after
shifting over to the left astride Highway 12, arrived at the river a little later.
The 88th Division had closed in on the Po where the Germans were assembling
their shattered forces for the escape across the river. As a result the prisoner haul,
large along the whole Army front, reached its peak in the 88th Division zone. From
1200, 23 April to 1200, 25 April, approximately 11,000 prisoners were taken. The
bulk of the prisoners were from the 65th Grenadier, the 305th Grenadier, and the
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8th Mountain Divisions. A testimonial of the confusion existing behind the German
lines was the capture of the first German division commander taken during the whole
Italian campaign, Maj. Gen. von Schellwitz, commander of the 305th Grenadier
Division, as well as his G3, signal officer, and division artillery commander. The
65th Grenadier Division artillery commander was among those killed.
The advance of the 91st Division to Sermide, downstream from the 88th Division,
had been almost as swift. At 1145, 21 April, the 2 d Battalion, 3 6sd Infantry, began
to move through the western side of Bologna, which had already been entered by the
34th Division and units of Eighth Army. The 362d Infantry advanced steadily and
northwest of the city crossed to the west side of the Reno early in the evening. The
river, 150 yards wide, was shallow enough for the infantry to wade; engineers snaked
the vehicles across the sandbars with bulldozers. On the division left the 363d In
fantry, which, after a brief period of rest following the Pianoro and Mount Arnigo
fighting, had been moved around the rear of the 91st Division to Casalecchio, drove
north along the west side of the Reno and seized the municipal airport by early
afternoon. In the days to follow the 91st Division usually operated in motorized
columns and special task forces protected by tanks and tank destroyers, each carrying
a squad of infantry, leading the attack; all division vehicles were pressed into service,
and an additional 30 trucks were borrowed from II Corps. On an average, about
five battalions were completely motorized at all times.
During the night of 2122 April preparations were made for the pursuit. The
362d Infantry on the right moved up 1 mile north of the airport where it was joined
by four companies of armor, two each from the 804th Tank Destroyer Battalion and
the 757th Tank Battalion, which were to carry the 3d Battalion, 362d Infantry, in
the van of the attack. On the division left the 1st Battalion, 363d Infantry, kept
going all night and by 0615, 22 April, had reached positions 4 ^ miles beyond the
airport. The 3d Battalion relieved the 2d Battalion at the airport and reorganized
with two companies of trucks and one company of tank destroyers. The division
set out for the Panaro on the morning of 22 April.
The 3d Battalion, 363d Infantry, riding tanks and tank destroyers, and followed
at an interval of 2,000 yards by the 2d Battalion riding on trucks, started from a
point west of the airport and passed through the 1st Battalion, which reverted to
reserve. By midnight of 22 April advanced elements had reached the south banks
of the Panaro. There the infantry dismounted from the vehicles and crossed the
river by foot bridges halfway between Finale and Camposanto while the armor and
trucks went around to the Camposanto bridge. Movement beyond the Panaro was
unopposed until a few miles southwest of Sermide where our forces lost two tanks to
a selfpropelled gun in a sharp firefight. The Germans disengaged thereafter and
apparently got away across the Po, since no more resistance was encountered as the
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363d Infantry moved north to reach the river banks near Carbonara west of Sermide
at 0800, 24 April.
On the division right the 3d Battalion, 362d Infantry, riding tanks and tank
destroyers, followed by the 2d Battalion in trucks, started from north of the airport
on 22 April. It likewise struck no serious difficulty. At 1410 this column was halted
7 ^ miles north of its morning starting point to reorganize and relinquish part of its
armor to the 2d Battalion, which was to organize as Task Force McAdams and swing
right to effect a junction with Eighth Army at Bondeno; the 1st Battalion was to as
sume at the same time the left of the regimental zone to drive to the Panaro just west
of Finale. The task force, under the command of Maj. Ronald McAdams, was com
posed of the 2d Battalion, 362d Infantry; Company A, 757th Tank Battalion; Com
pany A, 804th Tank Destroyer Battalion; Company G, 316th Combat Engineer
Battalion; Battery B, 346th Field Artillery Battalion; and one platoon of the Antitank
Company, 362d Infantry.
The thrust to Bondeno was delayed first by a difficult crossing over the Samoggia
canal and met further difficulty from scattered enemy planes which for the second
consecutive night made feeble but troublesome attacks. Meanwhile the RDLI of
the 6 South African Armoured Division, moving along the south side of the Panaro
toward Bondeno, had become involved with delaying forces south of Finale. Task
Force McAdams, /tf/2 miles south of Finale and still 10 miles southwest of Bondeno
at midnight, was then ordered to shift straight north to assist the RDLI. As the task
force moved north through the darkness to its new objective it ran into a German
column attempting to use the same highway. The resulting fight had little organ
ization under the circumstances; the Germans, apparently more mixed up even than
our forces, lost 293 prisoners, 150 dead, and 11 vehicles, 3 of which were tanks.
More enemy were met 1 mile beyond; by noon 23 April Task Force McAdams, al
though it had been diverted from its original mission, could look back upon a not
unprofitable 18 hours, during which over 400 enemy were killed and 423 were cap
tured. Contact with the British on the right had finally been established during the
morning of the 23d by elements of the 11 Armoured Brigade 2 miles east of Finale.
As a result of the reassignment of division zones by which the 6 South African
Armoured Division took over the right and the 91st Division the center, the Finale
area was no longer a 91st Division problem. The 1st Battalion, 362d Infantry,
which had reached the Panaro just west of Finale, was, however, detailed to assist
the South Africans in clearing the Finale area, while the 2d and 3d Battalions were
loaded in trucks and at 1600 taken around by way of the Camposanto bridge to con
tinue the attack north. The 363d Infantry had crossed the river in the center of the
Corps zone shortly after daylight. Advance to the Po during the night 2324 April
was steady, the chief hindrances being those arising from the necessity of moving
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around through the 88th Division to cross the Panaro while the South Africans,
formerly operating to the front of the whole Corps, were shifting simultaneously to
the east side of the Corps zone. Near noon on 24 April the 363d Infantry began to
close in on Sermide, east of positions previously reached by the 363d Infantry. On
the banks of the Po the 91st Division found the usual discouraged enemy stragglers.
The 3d Battalion, 363d Infantry, alone picked up over 500 prisoners along the river
banks between 0800 and 1200, 24 April. In one instance an Italian farmer, after
frantic though futile efforts to attract the attention of busy American soldiers, es
corted in 75 prisoners himself. During 2124 April the 91st Division took over 1,300
prisoners.
By the end of 24 April Fifth Army, large parts of which already had crossed the
Po, held the south bank of that river on a line extending about 60 miles from the Taro
River to the Eighth Army boundary at Felonica, with the 1st Armored Division,
10th Mountain Division, 85th Division, 88th Division, 91st Division, and 6 South
African Armoured Division along the banks from west to east. Forty miles from
the mountains to the river had been covered since 21 April through the smashed
center of the German armies. Though we had not succeeded in cutting off all of
the German forces south of the Po, thousands of Germans had been captured and
killed, and abandoned equipment south of the river literally choked the roads. In
the period 2125 April inclusive, Fifth Army took approximately 30,000 prisoners
at a cost of 1,397 casualties. By 25 April, IV Corps estimated that six divisions, two
before Eighth Army and four before Fifth Army, could be practically written off.
Of the other divisions in Italy four were estimated to be in twothirds strength, five
in onehalf strength, three in onethird strength, and one in onefourth strength.
Six divisions, three each in northwest and northeast Italy, were known still to be in
full strength. The prisoner haul, coupled with the tremendous quantities of equip
ment destroyed or abandoned, left the German armies in Italy ripe for destruction
and in no condition to make a major stand if the speed of our offensive could be main
tained. After the breakthrough in the mountains the Germans made desperate
efforts to cover the withdrawal to the Po, but our rapid pursuit gave them no time to
organize a careful delaying action. The Po itself was only weakly contested as the
Germans made every effort to put distance between themselves and their pursuers in
the vain hope of reorganizing enough to save the escape routes from Italy. Once our
forces had those in hand the doom of the German forces was sealed. By 24 April
complete victory in Italy was more than a possibility.
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B. FROM THE PO TO THE ALPINE
2426 APRIL

On 24 April the sands were running out for the Italian branch of the Wehrmacht.
Eight days of life remained to a once proud army, 8 days of frantic efforts to escape a
relentless, powerful pursuer, 8 days of disintegration of leadership, organization, and
the will to resist in the face of inevitable defeat. As they fled back across the Po, the
German armies in Italy were but a pale, ineffectual shadow of their former selves.
They were in ignominious flight; their center north of Bologna was completely
smashed, yielding thousands of prisoners and masses of equipment, and the forces on
either flank, though still in fair condition, were no longer attempting to give battle
south of the river; they were concerned rather with efforts to prevent the spread of the
penetration to the east or west while they made good their escape. Fifth Army at
the Po was nearer the Alpine exits than the enemy forces on either side.
Plans for a set piece assault crossing against a strongly defended river line were
abandoned when the disintegration of German forces became apparent. Victory
was nearly within reach, and General Truscott ordered the attacking divisions to
cross as soon as possible and to drive as far as they could. Infantry crossings were
begun by the 10th Mountain Division on the 23d in the face of determined although
insufficient opposition, and by the 24th the operation was in full swing; the 85th
Division put its first forces across that day without firing a shot; ferries were estab
lished; and assault barges placed in operation. On the 25th two bridges were com
pleted at San Benedetto and another the next day at Ostiglia. By that time the chase
north of the river was in full cry.
1. Plans and Bridging. The 1 oth Mountain Division was already building up
a bridgehead across the Po at San Benedetto and the 85th Division was preparing to
move across on 24 April when General Truscott in a message to his Corps commanders
outlined the next stage in the offensive. On the left IV Corps, employing initially
three divisions north of the river, was to drive north on the axis San Benedetto—
Mantua—Verona with the important Villafranca Airfield and the city of Verona,
the Fascist capital of Italy, as the main objectives. (See Map No. 6.) At the same
time IV Corps was to dispatch strong fast detachments straight north to the Alpine
foothills where they would turn west to drive along the northern edge of the Po
Valley through the cities of Brescia and Bergamo and so block the routes of egress
from Italy between Lake Garda and Lake Como; the 34th Division would likewise
drive northwest along the southern edge of the valley to block the Apennine passes.
II Corps on the right was to move north along the axis of Highway 12, which enters
Verona from the south, to seize the west bank of the Adige River from Legnago
north to Verona. Four large towns and road junctions, Nogara, Isola, Cerea, and
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Bovalone, forming a rough quadrangle in the II Corps zone were also to be captured.
Full achievement of the objectives would block escape routes to the north between
Verona and Lake Como and would place Fifth Army in position to assault in strength
from Legnago to Lake Garda the last major defensive system left to the Germans in
Italy, the Adige River line. Of great importance for future air operations in north
Italy was the seizure of the Villafranca Airfield, 10 miles southwest of Verona.
Long before the spring offensive began the problem of the Po crossing had
bulked large in all plans for completing the task of driving the Germans out of Italy.
In preparation therefore Fifth Army troops were given training in river crossing
operations with detailed and special training for engineer troops and for the 85th
Division, which was to have the job of establishing the bridgehead if enemy resistance
necessitated a formal assault crossing operation. During the winter Fifth Army
accumulated a large stock of assault and bridging equipment. Prior to D Day one
group of II Corps combat engineers was trained to use all available types of river
crossing equipment; those engineers were to support the operation of either II or IV
Corps, depending upon which made the main effort. Army plans were general and
based upon the requirements of two divisions; enough assault equipment to supply
two regimental combat teams was to be kept on wheels in the Bologna area and issued
when it became clear what units were in position to cross; in addition one bridge,
assault equipment for two more regimental combat teams, and a second bridge were
to be assembled on wheels in the order named.
Deterioration of the enemy situation made unnecessary a formal assault crossing
operation. The Germans, unable to delay the advance to the Po, proved also neither
able nor willing to make a strong stand at the river. The worst they produced were
delaying actions along some division fronts; other divisions crossed without firing a
shot. In view of the success of the advance to the river and the prospects of com
plete enemy collapse General Truscott ordered a "scramble" crossing whereby each
division was to cross without delay and continue its drive. IV Corps had a head
start, and on the 23d all three of its leading divisions arrived on the river banks
ahead of any units in II Corps. On the morning of 23 April all readily available
II Corps bridging equipment, consisting of assault equipment for one regimental
combat team and one Mi Treadway bridge, was diverted to IV Corps. Additional
personnel and equipment diverted from II to IV Corps during the Po bridging oper
ation on the left comprised operators for storm boats and Quonset barges, the 404th
Engineer Combat Battalion, the 1554th Heavy Ponton Battalion intended originally
to replace the Mi bridge already sent to IV Corps, a company for operating floating
equipment, and about half the II Corps Brockway trucks on which the diverted Mi
bridge was loaded.
A complete assault set for a regimental combat team had been previously deter
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mined to consist of 24 storm boats with motors and crews, 46 double assault boats
with motors, 4 infantry support rafts, 3 Quonset barges and 48 Dukws (later increased
to 60). When the convoy hauling the bridging equipment to IV Corps started arriv
ing piecemeal at Anzola 10 miles northwest of Bologna about noon on 23 April there
were neither assault boats, Quonset barges, nor operating crews. IV Corps still had
50 assault boats of its own at Anzola—another 50 had been sent the night before to
the 10th Mountain Division—and added them to the convoy, which was then sent,
minus Dukws, to the 85th Division. The 60 Dukws went to the 10th Mountain Divi
sion after being emptied of the Bailey bridge materiel with which many were loaded.
The assault boats, when they arrived later in the day, were sent along with a power
boat to the 1st Armored Division to supplement the M2 rafts it already possessed.
The Mi bridge convoy was dispatched first to Quingentole in the 85th Division
zone but was diverted to the San Benedetto site in the 10th Mountain Division zone,
where it arrived on the morning of 24 April.
At San Benedetto the morning was spent in search for a suitable site and in
sorting equipment. Shortly after noon the bridge was begun while the approach
roads were cleared of wrecked enemy vehicles. At 1930 that same day a heavy pon
ton bridge was started 3 miles upstream at the site of a former floating bridge. At
1600, 24 April, a German ferry, capable of hauling two 2^ton trucks at once, was
operating; 6 hours later two of the three Quonset barges available were at work,
although by daylight only one was still running; the other two, one of which had
never started, had defective motors. Work proceeded rapidly during the night, and
in the morning, as the men began to slow because of fatigue, two fresh companies
were put on the ponton bridge and a whole battalion on the tread way bridge. By
1230, 25 April, the treadway bridge was opened for traffic, and 4 hours later the
ponton bridge was open. The first 2 bridges over the Po were complete; both, each
over 900 feet long, were ready approximately 24 hours after beginning of construction
despite handicaps such as inexperienced labor on the ponton job and the necessity of
putting in double anchors and an overhead cable to hold the treadway in the swift,
softbottomed river. Within 48 hours an armored division, an infantry division rein
forced with armor, and part of a II Corps division had passed over without incident.
As a result of the transfer of equipment to IV Corps on 23 April, the end of the
day found II Corps depleted in engineer personnel and with no available floating
bridge nor assault equipment. Beginning on the night of the 23d, equipment for
the II Corps bridging operation began to arrive at Bologna, and preparations for the
II Corps crossing proceeded. The proposed bridge site at Ostiglia presented two
possibilities: the repair of a partially destroyed railroad bridge or the construction
of an M2 treadway. Since preparation of the railroad bridge would necessitate
bridging two spans and flooring the entire structure, the latter alternative was chosen;
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on 26 April the treadway bridge, about 1 mile downstream from the railroad bridge,
was complete. The latter had been patched up enough in the interim to serve as a
satisfactory foot bridge.
The II Corps crossing problem had been complicated by the necessity for re
assembling and preparing fresh equipment with insufficient engineer personnel after
IV Corps received first priority on the crossing. Equipment was found often to be
still crated for overseas shipment, unsorted, and lacking vital parts such as clamps
and bolts; the treadway equipment was loaded on quartermaster semitrailers rather
than on Brockway trucks, and Quonset barge motors were in faulty condition.
Crossing the Po was dependent chiefly on the M2 treadway and ferries. The
Quonsets were not of much use until necessary parts could be secured from Leghorn;
thereafter the 6 South African Armoured Division found them satisfactory. In the
II Corps area the necessity for bridging the Po, shortly thereafter the Adige, and then
the Brenta, all major rivers, placed a heavy load on the engineers.
2. IV Corps—From the Po to the Adige. In accordance with Army instructions
General Crittenberger on 24 April issued orders for the attack. The 10th Mountain
Division, screened on the left by the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron, was to drive
around the east side of Mantua, across Highway 10 east of that city and Highway 62
north of there, seize Villafranca Airport before it was destroyed, and thence advance
on Verona; Highway 11 west of that city was to be cut, and the escape routes to the
Brenner Pass between Verona and Lake Garda were to be blocked. The 10th Moun
tain Division was instructed also to allow one combat command of the 1st Armored
Division to pass through at San Benedetto with provision for the possible later passage
of the whole division. The 85th Division on the IV Corps right was to cross the Po
at Quingentole and advance straight north toward Verona. The 1st Armored Divi
sion, still south of the Po protecting the Corps left and blocking as far west as the
Taro River northwest of Parma, was to continue its left flank protection and mop
pingup south of the river with one combat command and to move the other across
the river either to block escape routes along the north edge of the Po Valley or to
assist at Verona.
South of the Po River along Highway 9 IV Corps was engaged in an effort to
trap several enemy divisions bypassed in the Apennines by the main attack. There
the 34th Division, which on the 23d had been relieved of the occupation of Bologna
and assigned to IV Corps, was ordered to move northwest along the axis of Highway
9 to seize Parma, Fidenza, and Piacenza. The BEF, just emerging into the Po Plain
at Vignola on the left of the 34th Division, was to move northwest, relieving 34th
Division elements as it advanced, and to protect the left flank of IV Corps on the
south while blocking Apennine exits. West and south of the BEF the 371st Infantry,
relieving left flank elements of the BEF as it progressed north, was to move out of the
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mountains along Highway 12. The 365th Infantry, formerly to the left of the 371st
Infantry, had previously been detached from IV Corps to guard prisoners.
The 10th Mountain Division put all three of its regiments, including artillery,
across the Po River on the 23d and 24th. In preparation for the forthcoming thrust
a task force to spearhead the division drive to Verona was formed under the command
of Col. William O. Darby, former commander of the Rangers, who had succeeded
General Duff as assistant division commander. The force comprised the 13th Tank
Battalion, attached from the 1st Armored Division; the 86th Mountain Infantry;
Company B, 701st Tank Destroyer Battalion; Company B, 751st Tank Battalion;
the 1125th Field Artillery Battalion; the 605th and 616th Field Artillery Battalions;
and elements of the 126th Engineer Battalion. The force did not get under way,
however, until completion of the Corps bridges at San Benedetto on 25 April per
mitted the crossing of heavy vehicles. Meanwhile on the 24th the beachhead was
expanded, and small though troublesome delaying forces in stone houses in the
vicinity were cleaned out by the 85th Mountain Infantry. During the night of 2425
April many reports of enemy withdrawals were received from patrols and the par
tisans. Therefore, at about 0100, 25 April, the 85th Mountain Infantry began
movement northward toward Villafranca Airport just south of Verona. At 0945
the 1st Battalion of the regiment radioed that it was in the airport and in a fight with
a small detachment on the field. The field, although damaged, was not beyond
repair. With no assurance of immediate support behind them, these men had
marched almost 20 miles, most of that in darkness, through strange country, and
without adequate maps. The daring of this advance was the climax of the entire
drive by the division.
At dusk Task Force Darby caught up with the leading elements of the division
at Villafranca Airport. From there the task force moved cautiously toward Verona
during the night of 2526 April to find upon arrival at 0600 that the 88th Division
had entered it some 8 hours before. During the day, as a result of subsequent
orders for future advances, Task Force Darby started from Verona to follow the road
along the east side of Lake Garda. With the 85th Mountain Infantry at Villafranca,
Task Force Darby moving along the east side of Garda, and the 86th Mountain In
fantry resting at Verona, the escape routes to the Brenner between Verona and Lake
Garda were tightly closed.
On the IV Corps right the 85th Division crossed the Po at Quingentole on the
24th and 25th. With the exception of the medium artillery, the supporting armor,
and later supplies which came over on the San Benedetto bridges, all the combat
elements of the division crossed on four infantry support rafts, three rafts improvised
by the 310th Engineer Battalion, Dukws, and assault boats. The 337th Infantry
started over at 0830, 24 April, behind a mortar smoke barrage on the north bank
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The gist Reconnaissance Squadron passes through the Verona railroad station

Prisoners and the dead at the junction of Highways 12 and 62, Verona

Engineers of the 85th Division open a railroad overpass at Verona

Infantry of the 88th Division hunt snipers at the edge of Vicenza

and a 15minute preparation by 96 artillery pieces. At 0844 the first wave of assault
boats hit the north beach. The river defenses were completely unmanned, and the
bridgehead was secured without firing a shot. The 338th Infantry then moved up
and crossed in the afternoon, and the 339th Infantry started across before daybreak
the following day.
Before noon on the 25th the 338th and 339th Infantry, moving abreast, passed
through the 337th Infantry bridgehead lines 2 miles north of the river and began the
advance north. Few demolitions and road blocks were encountered, and the lack
of enemy resistance was almost unbelievable. Although in smaller numbers than
south of the Po, many Germans surrendered themselves rather than fall into the hands
of the partisans, who were everywhere ferreting out the common enemy. After an
uneventful advance against minor opposition the two attacking regiments took up
defensive positions for the night 5 or 6 miles east and south of Villafranca from which
they continued the attack at 0600 the following morning. At 0815, 26 April, ad
vance elements of the 339th Infantry entered Verona to find it previously occupied
by the 88th Division. After crossing the Adige, the 339th Infantry on a foot bridge
west of Verona and the 338th Infantry on the railroad bridge south of the city, the
85th Division advanced north during the afternoon and night into the hills and the
defenses of the Adige Line.
As the river crossings proceeded on the IV Corps right the 1st Armored Division
discharged a dual mission: Combat Command A, less the 13th Tank Battalion at
tached to the 10th Mountain Division, assembled to cross the Po to block enemy
escape routes to the Alps west of Lake Garda; and Task Force Howze continued the
job of blocking escape routes south of the Po as far west as the Taro River northwest
of Parma. Combat Command B, after being relieved by the 34th Division at the
Secchia River south of Highway 9, assembled north of Reggio to replace Combat
Command A in that area. Task Force Howze ran into numerous clashes on the 24th,
but the state of enemy organization had so deteriorated that the frequent fights which
developed resulted almost invariably in disproportionate losses to the enemy. The
task force moved as far south as Parma but did not enter the city in the face of strong
opposition. Later in the day elements went as far west as the Taro River, but in view
of the extended nature of their position they were pulled back to the towns of Brescello
and Colorno, north and northeast of Parma, to form road blocks during the night.
The next day, while Combat Command A crossed the Po, activities south of the
river continued. The 81st Reconnaissance Squadron, moving along the south side
of the Po River, seized two bridges over the Taro intact and made a small penetration
west of that river. Elsewhere several fierce engagements ensued as enemy columns
desperately attempting to force their way out of the trap were caught and destroyed
by our forces. The patrolling and moppingup continued north of Parma and even

slightly beyond the Taro until the 26th when 1st Armored Division forces south of
the river were assembled to follow Combat Command A, which had started its ad
vance that morning toward Highway 11 and northwest Italy.
3.

The 34th Division and the BEF on the Left.

On the 23d, when the 34th Divi

sion was attached to IV Corps, the 133d Infantry, followed by the 168th Infantry
and the 135th Infantry in that order, was moved to Modena. From there the 133d
Infantry, joined later by the 168th Infantry on the right north of Highway 9, attacked
on the axis of the highway with the town of Reggio, 15 miles away, as the first ob
jective. It took some fighting to drive the German delaying forces, elements of the
114th Light, the 334th Grenadier, and the 94th Grenadier Divisions, out of the town
of Rubiera at the Secchia crossing west of Modena, but early on the 24th the out
skirts of Reggio were reached. The 168th Infantry continued its advance around
the north side of the city, and the 133d Infantry moved in to attack. The garrison,
an estimated 400 men from an infantry training school, resisted strongly and held
out until evening when they were forced to abandon their positions.
Parma, at the junction of Highways 62 and 9 15 miles northwest of Reggio, was
next on the list. The 168th Infantry took over the lead and drove swiftly up Highway
9 toward the city where another garrison, mainly administrative troops reinforced
by a few selfpropelled guns, held up the occupation of the town until 2100 when
our armor, the attached 755th Tank Battalion, outflanked the town from the south.
After Parma fell the 135th Infantry, under Col. John M. Breit, raced for
Piacenza, 45 miles away astride the junction of Highways 9 and 1 o on the banks of
the Po, and met no opposition until the morning of 26 April. It was then delayed
until afternoon by a small force on Nure River just 4 miles short of the objective.
Thereafter the 135th Infantry moved up to neutralize and block off the city where a
garrison of Italian SS and German troops was attempting to hold open the Highway
9 crossings for the 148th Grenadier and the Italia Bersaglieri Divisions. Not until
the 28th did our troops enter in force. On that date patrols found partisans in con
trol; the SS had melted away during the preceding night.
In less than 3 days the 34th Division had pushed its forces 80 miles from Modena
to the Po crossings at Piacenza. This maneuver, one of the boldest in the entire
drive across the Po Valley, stretched the division in a thin line from Reggio to Pia
cenza, across the front of the 148th Grenadier and the Italia Bersaglieri Divisions,
which were caught at the edge of the Apennines south of Highway 9. One enemy
division, however, the 232d Grenadier, managed to cross the highway west of Parma
ahead of the 34th Division and assembled to defend itself in the Po loop south of
Cremona while slowly negotiating the river by ferry. The 34th Division, strung out
as it was between three relatively intact divisions, was in no enviable position, yet the
very fact that we could get away with such a maneuver illustrates well enough the
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The 34th Division drives up Highway g to cut off the enemy in the Apennines

Italian partisans cleaning out a Fascist sniper in the town ofReggio

Fragments of the German army, in a II Corps prisonerofwar inclosure

Cut off at the Po3 the Germans surrendered in hundreds and thousands

end of the German armies as an organized fighting force. The lack of communica
tion between the three enemy divisions and their low state of morale at this juncture
enabled the 34th Division during 2628 April to block off the Piacenza escape route
on the northwest, while devoting the 133d and the 168th Infantry to the systematic
destruction of the 232d Grenadier Division south of Cremona. The dangerous situ
ation on the left was eased considerably by the arrival of the BEF at Collecchio, south
of Parma, on the 26th.
By the end of 27 April, after 2 days of attack from all sides, which inflicted heavy
casualties in men and materiel, the 232d Grenadier Division, only part of which got
across the Po, expired as a fighting force when a regimental commander surren
dered with his whole command. The next day the 148th and the Italia Divisions
were not even contacted; the Brazilians had them cornered in the hills to which they
had withdrawn after one last halfhearted attempt to force through a road block
south of Parma on the 27th. At this point the 34th Division was moved out of the
Highway 9 zone, and the remaining German divisions were left to surrender to the
Brazilians a few days later.
Southwest of Highway 9 the BEF, after emerging into the Po plain south of
Modena on the 23d, swung to the northwest at the very edge of the Apennines
parallel to and south of Highway 9 and the 34th Division. The change in direction
pinched out the 371st Infantry, which reverted to Fifth Army control and moved to
Modena to guard prisoners on the 26th. Once the plain was reached advances were
rapid against slight opposition until the 26th when the town of Collecchio at the
edge of the hills south of Parma was reached; there the division reconnaissance units
and the 200 partisans working with them ran into elements of the 148th Grenadier
and the Italia Bersaglieri Divisions, and a seriousfirefightdeveloped. The town was
cleared with a bag of 300 prisoners after reinforcements were brought up. This
engagement was the beginning of the end of the two divisions trapped south of High
way 9. After failing in its attempt south of Parma to break through to the Po, the
148th Grenadier Division pulled back up the Taro Valley into the hills around
Fornovo. Heavy fighting continued there for 2 more days as the Brazilians mopped
up the recalcitrant enemy. At 1800, 29 April, the commanding generals of both
the 148th Grenadier and the Italia Bersaglieri formally surrendered to the Brazil
ians. By the 30th over 13,000 prisoners, 4,000 horses, and 1,000 trucks were taken.
Meanwhile on the 28th the BEF had assumed the 34th Division zone north of High
way 9; the 1st and 2d Battalions, 1st Infantry, advanced to Piacenza, and the 2d
Battalion, n t h Infantry, moved up to finish off the pocket south of Cremona.
4. 77 Corps—From the Po to the Adige. As IV Corps was gathering at the.Po on
23 April II Corps units were moving across the Panaro. The following day II Corps
arrived at the Po three divisions abreast. In accordance with orders from Fifth Army
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directing immediate crossings on a wide front and assigning objectives beyond the
river, General Keyes issued an extension of previous orders which had directed the
88th, the 91st, and the 6 South African Armoured Divisions to establish a minimum
of one bridgehead per division secure from enemy light artillery fire. Orders of the
24th laid out the individual division objectives beyond the Po in order to accomplish
the II Corps mission of clearing the west bank of the Adige from Legnago, where
Highway 10 crosses the river, north to Verona. The main effort was to be made by
the 88th and 91st Divisions, each of which was to receive two batteries of 155mm
guns to support the crossing operation. The 6 South African Armoured Division
on the Corps right was to establish a bridgehead, maintain contact with Eighth Army
and the 91st Division on either flank, and be prepared to continue the attack beyond
the Po to establish strong contact with Eighth Army at Legnago; the latter mission
was to be executed if strong opposition developed on the 91st Division front. The
91st Division was to move north from Sermide to clear the area between the Adige
on the east and the 88th Division on the west with emphasis upon the towns of Cerea
at a Highway 1 o junction, Bovalone, 6 miles north of Cerea, and Legnago, 5 miles
east of Cerea. The 88th Division on the Corps left was to attack toward Verona
astride Highway 12, which leads into the city from the south, and clear en route the
town of Nogara at the junction of Highways 10 and 12, and Isola, 7 miles north of
Nogara on Highway 12.
During the night of 2324 April the 88th Division on the II Corps left had reached
the Po astride Highway 12 which crossed the river at Ostiglia. Early in the morning
of 24 April the 351 st Infantry moved up to Revere between the 349th and the 350th
Infantry to establish the division bridgehead. The crossing in this zone proved to be
defended by several machine guns and at least three 20mm guns. Our artillery was
sited to lay down fire 300 yards beyond the contemplated bridgehead; antitank guns
and two antiaircraft multiplemount .50 caliber machine guns were emplaced to
give support. At noon a small detail of men worked their way across the wrecked
railroad bridge under heavy enemy fire and knocked out two machine guns and the
three 20mm gun crews. An entire company of the 2d Battalion then crossed the
bridge, and another crossed in some captured rubber boats. The 2d Battalion was
across by 1600, and the rest of the regiment followed in light assault craft and LCV's
from the 752d Tank Battalion. On the left the 350th Infantry established another
bridgehead against some initial though shortlived resistance and moved across in
Dukws and "alligators." During the night, as the two regiments prepared for the
next day's attack, the enemy made several ineffectual attempts to hinder the opera
tion with scattered bombing and strafing.
Early the next morning, while the 349th Infantry was crossing the river, the
88th Division, despite a shortage of armor which had to await the completion of the

Corps bridge, started the march for Verona by foot, jeeps, captured vehicles, and
bicycles. The 351st Infantry on the right encountered the only rearguard action
of any note at Nogara where 200 prisoners were taken. At 1800, 25 April, seven
tank destroyers and five light tanks joined the 2d Battalion in the lead. A task force
consisting of the armor and Company F was formed immediately to drive into
Verona. At 2210, after a march of 40 miles in 16 hours, the force was into the south
ern outskirts of the city where resistance was met at the wrecked railroad yards.
Other units moved up to assist in clearing the city; by daylight, despite scattered
though stubborn resistance from elements of the 1st and 4th Parachute Divisions,
Verona was in our hands. At 0600 elements of the 10th Mountain Division entered
the city from the west.
The 91st Division had begun to close in on the banks of the Po in the vicinity
of Sermide at 0800, 24 April. After a day spent in clearing the enemy from the
division zone, the 362d Infantry established the division bridgehead against no
opposition at 2200, and movement across the river continued that night and all the
next day; the 361st and 363d Infantry followed in that order. About noon on
25 April, while the 363d Infantry was crossing the river, the other two regiments
took up the advance to Cerea and Legnago. The 361st Infantry advanced rapidly
against only minor resistance toward the Cerea junction; there, on the night of the
25th, the regiment fought a weird nightlong engagement with a large enemy col
umn of trucks and artillery trying to force a passage north through the town. For
tunately the Germans were more confused than the 361 st Infantry, and by morning
they had been cut to pieces with appalling losses in equipment and personnel. Move
ment from Cerea to the Adige was without further incident. On the right the 362d
Infantry moved on foot 12 miles against no opposition to the vicinity of Legnago
where at 0330, 26 April, the 2d Battalion, 363d Infantry, hurrying forward on the
right, passed through to attack the town. Although increasing opposition was met
as the river was approached, Legnago was cleared by noon and the Adige River
crossing began immediately.
While the advance to the Po was in progress during 2426 April the 6 South
African Armoured Division assembled near Felonica and established a bridgehead.
On the 25th and 26th, the 12 Motorised Brigade group (less 240 vehicles which
crossed later on the Corps bridge) crossed on Dukws, rafts, and Quonset barges.
Elements of the 12 Motorised Brigade had started moving north toward the Adige
on the 26th when new orders were received directing the next phase of the operation.
At the time one brigade was halfway between the Po and the Adige; the 11 Ar
moured and 13 Motorised Brigades, plus many 12 Motorised Brigade vehicles, were
still south of the Po.
By 26 April Fifth Army had split in two the German forces in Italy. In IV
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Corps the ioth Mountain Division blocked off routes to Brenner between Lake
Garda and Verona; the 85th Division on the Corps right was moving through
Verona to attack the Adige Line defenses in the hills north of the city; and on the left
Combat Command A, 1 st Armored Division, was moving north past Mantua toward
Brescia with the intention of swinging northwest toward Como. South of the Po
River, as Combat Command B continued mopping up north of Parma, the 34th
Division and the BEF had cut across the path of retreat of the 148th Grenadier and
Italia Bersaglieri Divisions; the 34th Division had driven as far as Piacenza on the
axis of Highway 9, and the BEF had reached positions south of Parma. On the
Army right II Corps held the line of the Adige from Verona south to Legnago with
the 88th and 91st Divisions, and crossings were in progress. The 6 South African
Armoured Division on the II Corps right, with two brigades still to cross the Po, was
advancing to Adige crossings south of Legnago with the 12 Motorised Brigade.
Along the Ligurian Sea the g2d Division, after reducing the last Gothic Line position
on the 25th, was racing toward Genoa. Eighth Army which had started across the
Po on the 25th was pushing some elements toward the Adige in its zone.

C. THE FINAL COLLAPSE OF THE GERMAN ARMIES IN

ITALY

27 APRIL—a MAY

As Fifth Army drew up to the Adige River on 26 April, General Truscott issued
Operations Instruction No. 10 (See Annex No. iH), ordering his forces to continue the
advance to cut off and destroy the German forces in northwest Italy and to assist
Eighth Army in the capture of Padua. The main attack was to drive across the
Adige and through the defenses of the Adige Line before they could be manned by
the Germans. II Corps was to swing eastward on the axis Verona—Vicenza to
assist Eighth Army in the capture of Padua and to block escape routes to the moun
tains which might be used by enemy forces along the Adriatic. IV Corps was to
send one division north along the eastern shores of Lake Garda on the axis Verona
—Trent—Bolzano toward the Brenner Pass exit and into the "central redoubt" fre
quently mentioned in enemy propaganda as the site for the last ditch stand of the
beleagured German armies; the 1st Armored Division was to continue its drive
northwest along the edge of the Alps to Lake Como; and the BEF and the 34th Divi
sion were to finish the cleanup job south of the Po. On the next day the Army
Commander issued a commendation to his troops on breaking the German armies
in two and scattering forces that had spent the entire winter constructing defenses
and preparing to meet our attack. He then urged one last spurt:

The enemy now seeks to delay our advance while he reassembles his
broken and scattered forces in the mountains to the north. You have him
against the ropes, and it now only remains for you to keep up the pressure,
the relentless pursuit and enveloping tactics to prevent his escape, and to write
off as completely destroyed the German armies in Italy.
Now is the time for speed. Let no obstacle hold you up, since hours
lost now may prolong the war for months. The enemy must be completely
destroyed here. Keep relentlessly and everlastingly after him. Cut every
route of escape, and final and complete victory will be yours.

i. Into the Mountains. (See Map No. j.) The drive the last 6 days as Fifth
Army fanned out to finish off the enemy was designed to capture as many enemy as
possible in the valley and forestall the formation of the Tyrolean army reportedly
being organized in the mountains. The Adige River proved no serious obstacle to
our forces, and neither did the nearly unmanned defense line beyond it. The very
fact that our forces could practically at will roam across country 20 miles a day indi
cates clearly enough the state of the enemy organization. Nonetheless, the Germans
still tried to get as many troops as they could out of the valley to the comparative
safety of the Alps, and single units often fought fiercely to cover their retreat. In
no case, however, did those actions constitute a real threat to the advances of our
columns. Not infrequently our rear columns found places reportedly taken and
cleared by leading elements again in the hands of the enemy; the simple fact was
that no front lines existed, and the countryside literally swarmed with Germans from
a wide variety of units, many apathetically awaiting capture and others attempting to
pass unobserved through our thin lines and into the mountains.
II Corps crossed the Adige 2628 April on a broad front of three divisions, each
operating in several highspeed motorized columns paced by armor, and raced toward
Vicenza, 30 miles east of Verona and 20 miles northwest of Padua. Vicenza was
cleared on the 28th after hard fighting by the 350th Infantry. The Corps attack
then spread north, and the 88th Division, which had been travelling astride Highway
53, fanned out to the left into the hills and into the Brenta and Piave River valleys
north of Bassano and Treviso to round up the fleeing enemy there. The 85th
Division, attached to II Corps on the 30th, took over the job of moving up the Piave
Valley on the 1st; the 88th Division was thus able to concentrate its efforts on the
Brenta Valley and the roads leading into it in accordance with Fifth Army Opera
tions Instruction No. 11 of 1 May (See Annex No. it), which directed II Corps to push
north and seize Highway 49, preparatory to continuing the advance on Innsbruck
via the Brenner Pass.
The 91st Division in the Corps center, meanwhile, took over the drive down

Highway 53 on the 29th, crossed the Brenta and by the 30th had raced eastward
35 miles into the city of Treviso, 15 miles north of Venice. On the II Corps right
the 6 South African Armoured Division crossed the Adige at Legnago on the 28th,
paralleled the 91st Division east and north toward the town of Longare, south of
Vicenza, and then swung east on an axis parallel to and about 5 miles south of the
91st Division axis on Highway 53. Early, on the 29th Eighth Army was contacted
at Padua. Later in the day the South Africans started crossing the Brenta and moved
to an area southwest of Treviso. The advance of the 6 South African Armoured
and 91st Divisions had taken them to the end of the Fifth Army zone in this direction;
the advance was halted, and, while the 91st Division continued to mop up enemy
resistance in its area, the South Africans assembled and started movement to the
Milan area. The move was still in progress on the 2d.
On the Fifth Army left IV Corps units moved out to breach the Adige Line and
to block off the exits from Lake Garda to Lake Como. On the 26th the 85th Division
simply walked through the Adige Line north of Verona and then reverted to Army
reserve to assist either corps in Fifth Army if the bold thrusts to east, north, and west
ran into difficulty. The 1 oth Mountain Division moved up the east shore of Lake
Garda toward the exits of Brenner Pass and in the demolished tunnels of the east
lake shore drive ran into the most difficult fighting it had experienced since the break
through in the Apennines. Against fierce opposition the 10th Mountain Division,
operating under Army control after 28 April, reached the head of Lake Garda at
Torbole; after considerable fighting around the head of the lake the towns there were
reported clear on the 30th. Meanwhile the 85th Mountain Infantry made an am
phibious operation across the lake to Gargnano on the 30th in a vain effort to catch
some high Fascist officials, among them Mussolini. The Fascists were gone, but
the regiment continued unopposed along the Western shores of the lake to Riva. By
2 May the 86th Mountain Infantry had established road blocks at Arco, 5 miles
up the Sarca Valley from Riva.
On the IV Corps left the 1st Armored Division moved across the Po. On the
26th Combat Command A started north and, meeting only scattered opposition
en route, rolled through Brescia and Bergamo to reach by the 28th the town of Como
on the western arm of the lake of the same name 20 miles north of Milan. Combat
Command B followed across the Po on the 27th, drove to the Ghedi Airport south
of Brescia, and then swung west on an axis south of and parallel to that of Combat
Command A. On the 29th, the same day that Troop B, 91st Reconnaissance Squad
ron, found Milan in the hands of the partisans, the 1st Armored Division consolidated
positions north and east of that city; Combat Command A on the right, Combat
Command B on the left, Task Force Howze in the center, and the 81st Reconnais
sance Squadron patrolling on the left flank. By the 29th the 81st Reconnaissance
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The gist Division crosses the Adige River at Legnago, 2j April

The pursuit of the enemy continues—ferrying vehicles over the Brenta River

Action in the last days consisted chiefly of dealing with snipers

Everywhere were little knots of prisoners as our troops sped forward

Squadron had pushed to the Ticino River. The next day a IV Corps task force
formally occupied Milan. In 3 days the 1st Armored Division, roaring across coun
try day and night against only scattered opposition, had driven a wedge between
enemy forces in the mountains and those still in the plain. In order to strengthen
the long thin line the 1st Armored Division had drawn across the top of the valley
and to assist mopping up the large enemy forces west of Milan, the 34th Division and
the Legnano Group were moved to the vicinity of Brescia on the 28th and 30th.
The former unit had been relieved by the BEF at Piacenza early on the 28th, doubled
back to the east to cross the Po, and by the night of the 29th had closed in the Brescia
—Bergamo area to block the escape routes west of Lake Garda. During this shift
the 34th Division moved 150 miles in a little over 24 hours. It then proceeded west
and on 1 May relieved 1st Armored Division reconnaissance elements on the Ticino
River northwest of Milan and then took Novara west of the Ticino and 25 miles
west of Milan the next day against no opposition; elements were also sent northwest
30 miles to Biella at the edge of the mountains. Drawing the noose across the top
of the valley left surrender as the only alternative to the forces south of the mountains
and west of the Adige.
2. Action on the West. Fifth Army's long thrust straight north from the Apen
nines to Lake Garda and thence across the top of the valley to the east and west had
first split the German armies in Italy in two and then slammed in their faces the door
of retreat to the Alps. During that same period three other nearly separate drives
were in progress: on the east the British Eighth Army chased the Germans north
along the Adriatic coast; on the west the o,2d Division, under 15th Army Group,
pursued along the Ligurian coast to Genoa; and south of the Po the BEF and the
34th Division rounded up enemy forces caught in the Apennines. The latter project
was completed successfully by the 29th, and the next day the n t h Infantry (BEF)
moved via Highway 9 to Alessandria, 45 miles southwest of Milan in the Lombardy
plain, to establish contact with the 92d Division on the left; other BEF elements on
the right meanwhile crossed the Po and cleared Cremona. Alessandria was reached
on the 1st, but IV Corps and 92d Division contact had already been established by
the 1 ooth Battalion, 442d Infantry, and the 91st Reconnaissance Squadron at Pavia
near the confluence of the Po and the Ticino Rivers 20 miles south of Milan.
Along the Ligurian coast the 92d Division had, by the 22d, seized all but the
Aulla stronghold in the old Gothic Line; upon losing his defense positions the enemy
started to withdraw and the chase began. Orders of the 24th directed a swift drive
up the coast to Genoa, 35 miles away, by the 473d Infantry, while the 370th Infantry
pushed northeast down Highways 62 and 63. This latter thrust became a serious
factor in the squeeze applied to the 148th Grenadier and the Italia Bersaglieri Divi
sions when they were cut off from the Po by the BEF and 34th Division. Along the
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coast, meanwhile, the chase got in full cry after the 25th when Aulla fell to the 4420!
Infantry. This regiment was transferred to the coastal zone and was recommitted
on the right flank of the 473d Infantry, which was advancing up Highway 1 to Genoa.
Opposition was scattered, and at 0930, 27 April, Genoa was ours. The city garrison,
4,000 troops commanded by General Meinhold, had already surrendered to the
partisans the day before, but the port garrison and a detachment of marines on top
of a hill overlooking the harbor held out until the next day when a threat of annihila
tion brought them around. On the right the 442d Infantry moved swiftly around
Genoa 30 miles to the north into the Lpmbardy plain to capture Alessandria and its
garrison of 3,000 men on the 28th; there contact was established with the BEF —
g2d Division and IV Corps contact had already been established at Pavia. Turin
was reported clear on the 30th, and on the same day the 473d Infantry joined French
colonial troops on the French—Italian border at the coast. By that time the Germans
in northwest Italy were surrendering on every side. On 30 April the g2d Division
was attached to Fifth Army.
3.

Eighth Army Pursues along the Adriatic. On April 21st, when Fifth Army was

pouring out on to the Po plain, Eighth Army pulled up to Bologna. Early in the
morning 2 Polish Corps threw a cordon around Bologna from the east as it pinched
out 10 Corps and took over Eighth Army's left flank. The general direction of
Eighth Army's offensive had now been shifted from northwest to due north; north
of the Po it swung to the northeast. 5 Corps now committed the 6 British Armoured
Division on the right, and the tanks dashed northwest across the flat plain to Bondeno,
10 miles west of Ferrara on the 23d in an effort to effect a junction there with II
Corps and thus surround and destroy large German forces trying to get to the Po.
Enemy delay forces fought hard and with some success to hold open the escape
routes, and when the junction finally did occur on the 24th near Finale, 7 miles
southwest of Bondeno, it achieved only partial success. The 1st and 4th Parachute
Divisions, the 26th Panzer Division, and the 278th Grenadier Division managed to
get across the Po in relatively good condition but with little armor or artillery.
Nevertheless, as was also the case before Fifth Army, enemy losses in personnel and
equipment before Eighth Army south of the Po were very large. Incessant air
attacks took a heavy toll, and the 6 British Armoured Division cut off many troops
as it slashed through and around the enemy to reach the Po at several places between
Ferrara and Bondeno.
On 25 April the 2 New Zealand and the 6 British Armoured Divisions estab
lished bridgeheads over the Po against slight opposition, and the pursuit continued
to the Adige 15 miles to the north. The enemy counterattacked a 56 Division crossing
near Rovigo on the 27th and forced a brigade back to the south bank, but the New
Zealanders crossed the Adige farther west at Badia against only slight opposition.
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By 29 April the entire south bank had been cleared. To the north, however, the
enemy offered fierce resistance before relinquishing Padua to the New Zealanders
and Venice to the 56 Division, the latter at 1800, 29 April. On the coast Chioggia,
15 miles south of Venice, fell to Italian troops of the Cremona Group on the 30th;
on that date 5 Corps went into Army reserve. Eighth Army had now virtually
destroyed the German Tenth Army and was driving rapidly toward Austria and
Yugoslavia. The 6 British Armoured Division seized a bridge over the Piave south
west of Conegliano on the 30th, and the New Zealanders established a bridgehead
farther south. At 1500, 1 May, the 2 New Zealand Division established contact
with troops of the Yugoslavian Army at Monfalcone less than 20 miles northwest of
Trieste. By 2 May, when hostilities ceased, the armor had fanned out northwest
and east of Udine, and the New Zealanders had entered Trieste at 1600.

D.

SUMMARY OF THE APRIL

ATTACK

The spring offensive, begun on 14 April, was preceded by months of prepara
tion: improvement of positions; constant air attacks on enemy factories, communica
tions, and supply lines; accumulation of supplies and rivercrossingjequipment:
orate cover activities to mislead the Germans as to our intentions] and finally a series
of diversionary thrusts designed to draw in the enemy's reserves. The actual focus
of the impending assault was concealed by blacking out units, cautious concentration
of forces behind screening troops and a simulated shift of II Corps to Eighth Army.
On 2 April Eighth Army on the east conducted a successful Commando raid on
Comacchio Spit. Three days later the 92d Division (reinforced) launched a strong
offensive up the Ligurian coast toward La Spezia and Genoa. On 9 April, 5 days
ahead of Fifth Army, Eighth Army attacked in force north and northwest up the Po
Valley. Thus by the time the Fifth Army offensive began the Germans were already
tied down on a broad front and unable to shift their units to stem a fullscale offensive.
The Fifth Army attack was divided into three separate assaults. On the 14th, IV
Corps led off west of the Reno. The next day II Corps began a dual thrust east of
the river; the 6 South African Armoured Division and the 88th Division jumped off
at 2230, and 4 ^ hours later the 91st and 34th Divisions attacked. Each attack was
preceded by an elaborate air and artillery preparation; the II Corps attack alone
was heralded by 75,000 shells. Three days of fighting reminiscent of the Gothic
Line slugging were climaxed on the 16th by a breakthrough of the 10th Mountain
Division; the breach was widened rapidly by the commitment of the 85th Division
through the 1st Armored Division and the shift of the 1st Armored Division to the left
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of the ioth Mountain Division. By the 18th the enemy defenses were crumbling all
along the line, and II Corps overran the strongly defended Mount Sole, Monterumici,
and Monte Adone positions. II Corps then shifted its drive to the left in a four
division thrust astride the Reno River; the 88th Division was moved over between
the South Africans and the 85th Division. On the 20th IV Corps was pouring out
into the plain. The next day II Corps reached the plain and captured Bologna.
Fifth Army then raced for the Po, six divisions abreast. Crossings of the Po began
on the 23d, and the offensive continued north to Verona. By 26 April the German
armies were split in two, and the ioth Mountain Division was ready to drive on the
Brenner; the 1st Armored Division was on its way to block off exits between Lake
Garda and Lake Como, supported after the 28th by the 34th Division; and II Corps
was swinging northeast with three divisions to Vicenza and the northeastern exits.
South of the Po the BEF and the 34th Division had driven to Piacenza astride High
way 9 in order to head off LI Mountain Corps troops attempting to escape from the
mountains. Three days later the major exits were closed, and enemy mass sur
renders were in order.
Before the attack began on 14 April supply installations were set up in forward
areas in anticipation of supporting the army in all parts of the valley. After the
breakthrough Modena was established as a base supply area, but the quartermaster
units which served in direct support of the fighting units remained flexible. Class I
supplies, a large proportion of which due to the tactical situation were hard rations,
were sent forward from the rail transfer point established in Florence on 1 April.
From that point these shipments were made up for forward truckheads; they were
supplemented by stocks in reserve dumps, and toward the end of the month in the
Army base dump at Modena. In order to keep pace with the troops after the break
through the truckheads were displaced forward at approximately 2day intervals.
By the close of the drive the truckheads were serving 38,000 square miles. The tens
of thousands of prisoners also constituted a heavy drain; during 1 April2 May
237,173 prisoner rations were issued. At the close of the campaign the situation
was considerably alleviated, however, when MTOUSA announced a new prisoner
ration based on captured enemy food stocks. In a mobile situation such as devel
oped after the breakthrough the fuel supply problem could easily have become so
critical as to halt the offensive had it not been for adequate preparation for just such
a contingency. Prior to the attack dumps of Class III supplies had been built up
in forward areas, and gasoline units were alerted for fast and frequent moves. In
order to assure that adequate stocks be available at all times, one army gasoline
supply platoon was attached to the 1st Armored Division to maintain a dump of
40,000 gallons of gasoline, and a mobile reserve was created to keep up this dump.
As the demands for Class III supplies increased with the advances, 10 truckheads
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were opened in forward areas. On the other hand, the need of artillery ammunition
declined tremendously once the pursuit got under way and the enemy no longer had
to be blasted out of fixed positions.
Although the whirlwind Po Valley campaign with its constant shifting of units
and enormous extension of supply lines had taxed Army supply facilities to a degree
never before experienced in Italy, the advance never suffered a major delay because
of shortages. Indeed, according to captured enemy officers, German plans of retire
ment had been based on the assumption that even in the event of a major break
through, Fifth Army would have to stop at the Po to await supplies before resuming
the offensive. Such was not the case; the offensive continued without pause, and
the disorganized Germans consequently never had time to reorganize. Much of the
credit for the speed and the nonstop character of the drive belongs to the supply
services.
Air activity during the pursuit across the Po Valley was incessant, but it was
practically all Allied. Although the oncedreaded Luftwaffe was more active than
it had been for many months as the Germans made their last desperate efforts to slow
the chase, enemy plane attacks were scattered and almost pitifully weak, and they
had little real influence upon the outcome of the campaign. On 27 April only 100
enemy planes of all types were estimated to be left in Italy. Allied planes ranged
up and down the Po Valley, strafing columns, smashing roads and bridges, increasing
the disorganization of an already confused enemy, and acting as the eyes of the ground
forces. The Germans furnished targets such as seldom appear; in their hurry to get
to the Alps they threw caution and discipline to the winds and took to the roads in
daylight; their columns crowded the roads bumper to bumper as they converged
upon stream crossings and main highways. One day of partial overcast (21 April)
gave them some respite; only 31 missions of 105 sorties were flown before Fifth Army
on that day, but the next 5 days the Germans received no rest as our air forces flew
634 missions of 2,122 sorties against them—an average of 127 missions of 424 sorties
per day. Weather greatly curtailed activities on the 27th, and the beginnings of
mass surrenders thereafter made the use of the planes steadily less necessary; only
26 missions of 87 sorties were flown on 27 April, and during the last 5 days of the
campaign the daily average was 36 missions of 127 sorties per day.
On 2 May, as a culmination of negotiations begun on 29 April, hostilities in
Italy ceased when representatives of Lt. Gen. Heinrich von Vietinghoff, Commander
in Chief of Army Group Southwest, signed terms of unconditional surrender in
Caserta. The formal surrender in Italy was the beginning of the end for the Third
Reich; 1 week later the war in Europe was concluded with complete victory for the
United Nations. The grinding Italian campaign had been climaxed after 20 dreary
months with a final smashing offensive which in 19 days reduced two formidable

armies firmly entrenched in a mountain line into a fleeing rabble with neither de
fenses, organization, nor equipment. Once the mountain defense line south of the
Po was broken the Germans never again stabilized their front. An already sub
stantial number of prisoners taken in the mountains (some 7,000 by 21 April) was
increased tremendously as our forces raced to the Po; the 349th Infantry (88th Divi
sion) alone took 8,000 prisoners. The drive to the Po also brought the capture of the
commanding general of the 305th Grenadier Division, the first of a long series of
captured generals who had lost control of their forces and found themselves sur
rounded by the enemy.
The prisoner toll continued to mount as the advance to Verona split the enemy
forces and then locked them in Italy. The 1st and 4th Parachute, 26th Panzer, and
278th Grenadier Divisions after their escape across the Po offered sporadic although
at times violent resistance east from the Adige. Nevertheless, attempts to hold open
the escape routes to the mountains proved abortive as a result of the disorganization
and lack of communication between higher echelons, and harddriving II Corps
units east of the Adige picked up several thousand prisoners a day from a wide variety
of units. On the west the 1st Armored Division went even faster against weaker
opposition. On 2 May, when hostilities ended, scattered forces were still fleeing in
disorder to the foothills of the Alps. The extent of the enemy confusion is evident
from captured division and corps march plans mapping crossing routes of retreat.
Although by the 25th, IV Corps could reasonably estimate that four divisions,
the 65th Grenadier, 305th Grenadier, 94th Grenadier, and 8th Mountain, had
been virtually destroyed before Fifth Army, no mass surrenders of any major units
had yet occurred. Not until the 29th, as the routes out of Italy were blocked by our
forces driving along the top of the Po Valley, did the avalanche begin with the sur
render of the 148th Grenadier and the Italia Bersaglieri Divisions caught south of
the Po between the 370th Infantry and partisans to their rear and the BEF and 34th
Division to their front. That same day Lt. Gen. Max Pemsel, Chief of Staff of the
ItalianGerman Ligurian Army of northwest Italy, signed surrender terms in the
absence of the Army Commander, Marshal Graziani, who had been captured by par
tisans. Pemsel himself had been out of communication with his army for 48 hours.
Graziani, who was released to IV Corps that night, confirmed the action of his chief
of Staff and ordered his two corps commanders to lay down their arms. Maj. Gen.
Curt Jahn of Corps Lombardy complied on the 30th, but the commander of LXXV
Corps, Maj. Gen. Ernst Schlemmer, demurred because of a personal oath to Hitler.
By the 30th, when General Meinhold surrendered Genoa to the partisans, General
Schlemmer's corps, 40,000 strong, was the last of the German forces in northwest
Italy. Schlemmer gathered his troops in a small area northeast of Turin, not for any
offensive purposes, but to await the announcement of Hitler's death, which he might
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have been expecting; the announcement came on the ist and the general, also influ
enced by IV Corps preparations to smash him, took that as his cue to enter negotia
tions. That was the end of resistance in western Italy, and surrender throughout the
peninsula was complete the next day.
In addition to great losses in equipment and prisoners, the Germans had suffered
heavily in killed and wounded, first in their attempt to hold the mountain defenses,
and particularly in the final debacle when enemy casualties were disproportionately
high as a result of organizational collapse and the accompanying isolation of separate
units still attempting either to delay our forces or make good their escape. Fifth
Army had not, however, come off unscathed, especially in the grinding battle to dis
lodge the Germans from the mountains; in that period (1420 April) casualties of
all types totalled 4,198. In the pursuit phase (21 April2 May) total Fifth Army
casualties came to 2,219.
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CHAPTER VI* *
Conclusion

ANNOUNCEMENT of the German surrender on 2 May did not bring an auto
matic end to hostilities in Italy. The higher headquarters of the enemy were not
in touch with all of their subordinate units, notification of our own advance guards
was not everywhere accomplished by 1400, and some groups of diehard fanatics
were reluctant to surrender even after being informed of the formal capitulation at
Caserta. II Corps had sent out orders to its divisions late on 2 May to halt in place
wherever resistance was encountered; on the following day it reported that the 1st
Parachute Division west of Borgo was unwilling to give in. Some elements stated
they had no orders to surrender and would oppose our advance. During the 3d
medium bombers of MATAF dropped leaflets in areas where the terms of surrender
were likely to be unknown to the enemy, and a little opportunity for reflection con
vinced the most stubborn Nazi adherents that the battle was truly ended in Italy.
Despite a few skirmishes the great bulk of the enemy engaged in no further fighting
after 2 May and was willing, even eager to obey any orders issued by our com
manders.
On 3 May the 85th and 88th Divisions sent task forces north over ice and snow
3 feet deep to seal the Austrian frontier and to gain contact with the American
Seventh Army, driving southwards from Germany. The 339th Infantry reached
Austrian soil east of Dobbiaco at 0415, 4 May; the Reconnaissance Troop, 349th
Infantry, met troops from VI Corps of Seventh Army at 1051 at Vipiteno, 9 miles
south of Brenner. The 338th Infantry came up Highway 12 later in the day and
placed a frontier guard at Brenner on the AustroItalian frontier. To the west the
10th Mountain Division on the 5th reached Nauders beyond the Resia Pass and made
contact with German forces which were being pushed south by Seventh Army; here
a status quo was maintained until the enemy headquarters involved had completed
their surrender to Seventh Army. On the 6th the 10th Mountain Division met the
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44th Infantry Division of Seventh Army. Inasmuch as the British Eighth Army
had met Marshal Tito's forces on i May at Monfalcone and the 473d Infantry had
encountered French troops on 30 April near Savona on the Italian Riviera, our
forces in Italy had now made complete contact with friendly forces on the west,
north, and eastern frontiers of Italy and controlled all major routes of egress.

A. AFTER THE SURRENDER
As combat activities dwindled, new types of duties and problems arose to occupy
Fifth Army. A foretaste of these issues was given in Operations Instruction No. 12,
3 May 1945 {See Annex No. /J), which directed the Army to enforce the terms of sur
render, to place forces astride the enemy lines of communication so as to prevent
enemy withdrawal, and to initiate primary disarmament of enemy forces. The
Italian frontier as it existed in 1939 was to be closed and guarded; northern Italy
within the Army zone was to be occupied and Allied Military Government set up
to control the large cities and great industrial machinery of the richest section in Italy.
Those persons displaced from their homes by reason of the war, who numbered mil
lions in Europe as a whole, were to be controlled and administered so far as they lay
in the Army zone.
Fifth Army quickly swung into action on these new missions. The major routes
out of Italy had all been sealed by 5 May, and the enemy was being disarmed with
little trouble. The efficient, organized action of the partisans facilitated the estab
lishment of the Allied Military Government; the number of displaced persons within
northern Italy was fortunately not great. Nevertheless, the Army had sufficient tasks
to keep it busy during the remainder of its stay in Italy. For the next few months
the main activities of Fifth Army were concerned with three general issues: 1) the
efficient disposition and use of the German prisoners; 2) the problems arising from
the occupation of northern Italy; and 3) the redeployment of the Army to the United
States and to the war in the Pacific.
1. Surrendered Enemy Forces. Up to 2 May captured German soldiers had been
turned over to PBS as prisoners of war at stockades close to the Army truckheads;
PBS then evacuated them to the rear, although their shipment to the United States
had ceased on 4 April. All units and individuals, however, taken after the surrender,
except SS troops, became surrendered enemy forces and were kept separate from those
classed as prisoners of war; SS troops and recalcitrants were still considered as pris
oners. Efforts henceforth were made not to take individuals but to keep the Ger
mans together in units under their own commanders for ease of control and evacu
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ation. The policy in dealing with the enemy forces was laid down in detail in Ad
ministrative Directive No. 12, 3 May 1945.
The first steps were the initial concentration and primary disarmament of the
surrendered enemy forces. Enemy formations were collected in designated areas
within their existing formation areas; enemy personnel not in organized units were
grouped into selfsustaining units or attached to those units which still retained some
cohesion. Supply and line of communications personnel were in some cases left
at their posts during this period, for the enemy was expected to supply himself to the
utmost from his own dumps; it was also desired that German signal and railroad
personnel continue their work on the Brenner route. Movement, however, was
severely restricted; aircraft of XXII TAC and the Desert Air Force patrolled north
Italy and southwest Austria to check enemy movements but were under orders not
to attack without clearance from their appropriate headquarters.
As the concentration of enemy units took place, primary disarmament was
executed, and all weapons except individual small arms or personal weapons were
turned in to weapons collecting points. Without their automatic weapons and
crewserved pieces the German forces were incapable of effective resistance, but some
rifles and pistols had to be left with them at this stage for protection against the par
tisans and for maintenance of discipline, which remained a function of the German
command. In the II Corps zone German officers were permitted to keep their
pistols, each division was allowed 50 rifles, and the military police remained armed
to a prescribed extent. Small groups were not disarmed until they had been as
sembled.
These actions were initiated in the IV Corps zone on 3 May by a directive to the
commanding general of LXXV Corps. Evacuation of enemy material to Piacenza,
except for horses and wagons, began on 5 May and was generally completed in the
next few days. Similar activity began later in the II Corps zone inasmuch as the
problem was bigger and the combat troops were charged initially with the mission
of pushing up to the Austrian frontier. Orders for concentration and primary dis
armament were issued to enemy forces on 6 May. By the 8th, 44,000 had been as
sembled, but the process continued for almost another week to gather in the small
detachments of the enemy scattered through the mountains. Higher headquarters
and rear echelons had remained fairly intact in this area, but in combat units the
organization of the German forces had almost completely broken down. Cubs
equipped with loudspeakers were used with success toflushthe Germans out of hiding.
As the surrendered enemy forces concentrated, plans for their eventual disposi
tion were completed by higher Allied headquarters. During the German retreat
the majority of the enemy formations had withdrawn into the mountains in the
II Corps zone; the main German hospitals, with approximately 25,000 patients and
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attendants, were in the Bolzano—Merano area; and the line of communications per
sonnel were largely concentrated on the Brenner route. As a result Fifth Army had
approximately 250,000 Germans in its zone, the great bulk of the surrendered forces.
The final decision was to split the enemy forces evenly between the American and
British commands in Italy, with the immobilized hospital personnel and patients
to be counted in the American half. The American final concentration area was
located at Ghedi; the British share would proceed to Rimini.
On 18 May the movement of the surrendered enemy forces from initial to final
concentration areas began. IV Corps dispatched the German LXXV Corps, com
prising about 44,000 persons, to Ghedi; II Corps funneled the bulk of its movement
through a Corps Area Command Prisoner of War Staging Area at Bassano. The
portion of the enemy forces destined for the Americans, composed of the German
Fourteenth Army, went to Ghedi direct; the German Tenth Army with some addi
tions from the Fourteenth Army moved from Bassano to Modena where its elements
were turned over to the British for transfer to Rimini. The schedule laid down
called for the 85th and 88th Divisions each to move out of the mountains 10,000
20,000 per day beginning 17 May and ending on the 23d. The poor state of the
German transportation prevented the shifts from being as orderly as planned, but
they were completed essentially by 27 May. At the final concentration areas all
arms, military equipment, and obvious loot were removed; the German forces in
Italy had now become a mass of labor material still grouped in their original units
as far as possible.
Thereafter it was planned to utilize the surrendered enemy forces to the utmost
to relieve our troops of supply and maintenance tasks and so facilitate the redeploy
ment of our service units. On 15 June Fifth Army had 147,227 enemy troops, and
PBS 151,897, or a total of 299,124; by this date the Army had formed or reorgan
ized on American tables of organization 33 engineer units, 22 ordnance units, and
4 quartermaster units, in addition to transportation companies and battalions. This
process continued as American service units were redeployed. By 15 July the Army
had lost 19 of the 28 ordnance units which it had on 8 May, and 80 per cent of all
ordnance work in the Army was being done by German units under American super
vision. At this time only three American quartermaster units remained in the Army;
here also the bulk of supply for the Army was being carried out by German units.
In early August German service units in the Army included 14 engineer units, 34
ordnance units, 47 quartermaster units, 13 signal units, and 33 transportation units.
Throughout May the 85th and 88th Divisions guarded the surrendered enemy
forces and the dumps of captured enemy material in the mountains. At the last of
the month two Italian groups, the Folgore and Friuli, were attached to the Army
and took over this guard. Initially the 10th Mountain Division manned the Ghedi
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Vehicles of the 88th division climb toward the Brenner, 4 May 1945

After their surrender German troops repair the Bolzano railroad yards

The wreck of the German forces, in a II Corps initial concentration area

Tens of thousands of Germans at Ghedi—a vast labor pool for the Army

inclosures but on 18 May was relieved of this mission for movement to Eighth Army.
The 71st Antiaircraft Artillery Brigade then took over at Ghedi with the 443d Infan
try under command. On 7 June the 88th Division became the MTOUSA Prisoner
of War Command, with the duties of administering, organizing, and guarding the
enemy personnel, organizing projects for their use, and guarding the work details
involved. On this mission the division operated under MTOUSA but was admin
istered by Fifth Army. As drafts of lowscore combat replacements were taken from
the division for shipment to the Pacific, any available elements in the theater had to
be pressed into service to guard the prisoners. In July shipments of prisoners to
Germany began; by August 100,000 had been returned, and the bulk of the remain
ing German prisoners was removed from Italy before the end of the year. The
German patients and medical personnel in the Army area were gradually concen
trated in the Merano area and from there evacuated to Germany by hospital train.
2. Political Problems. The Fifth Army zone of occupation in northern Italy
included all of the large cities in continental Italy except Venice and Trieste. Poten
tial trouble could easily be foreseen. The partisans had been extremely active
throughout the area and had in many cases set up their own governments; the city
populations might tend to be restive in the difficult posthostilities period; and the
country was filled with exsoldiers of the Fascist army, which had dissolved. Fascist
and Nazi sympathizers still existed and were organized in part on the basis of the
former secret service units of the enemy.
Actually Fifth Army had very little trouble within its area. In the middle of
May victory parades were held in the major cities of the Po plain, at which time the
partisans turned in their arms; up to the deadline of 7 June 115,400 weapons had been
collected. Though some arms undoubtedly were retained, active mob violence dis
appeared except for sporadic incidents. The officers of the Allied Military Govern
ment and the partisan authorities cooperated well in the turnover of authority to the
former. The passage of the war had wreaked relatively little damage to the public
utilities in the Po Valley, and the greater agricultural wealth of the area mitigated
food problems. When a railroad bridge was completed over the Po at Ostiglia on
7 July, rail connections were open throughout the valley. Full restoration of the
Italian economic life remained a hope rather than a fact, but the major difficulties
here lay far outside the control of the Army. Occasional strikes occurred in Milan
and elsewhere but seemed to be genuine manifestations against economic conditions.
The 1st Armored Division and the 6 South African Armoured Division lay near
Milan at the beginning and carried out parades from time to time.
Our counterintelligence personnel in May and June carried out an extensive
program of picking up members of the German and Italian underground intelligence
agencies and felt that by midJune they had smashed most of the dangerous rings
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by securing the upper officials. Throughout the early summer refugees streamed
into Italy under careful regulation. Most of this movement came down the Brenner
from Germany to Verona, at first by truck, later by train; at Verona the refugees
were sorted out by locality and dispatched either east, west, or south as rapidly
as possible. For the most part Italian agencies carried out the work of handling the
displaced personnel, though Army transportation was called on for assistance. The
general situation was sufficiently favorable by 15 July for Fifth Army to be able to
turn over responsibility for western Italy, including the area west of the line Brescia—
Parma, to Number 2 District; on 4 August responsibility for Allied Military Govern
ment in the rest of the Fifth Army area was taken over by the Allied Commission.
Real political problems necessitating widescale use of army troops arose only
on the eastern and western frontiers of Italy. On the west the French at the German
surrender had moved down into the Aosta and Susa valleys, largely inhabited by
Frenchspeaking people. Our AMG personnel were not permitted to set up their
offices in this area, and indications appeared that the natives might be encouraged
in any aspirations to join their territory to France. To the east an even more serious
problem arose in our relations with Marshal Tito's Yugoslav forces in the area known
as Venezia Giulia. Eighth Army troops were occupying the district jointly with
Yugoslav troops, who made it manifest that they considered the territory theirs and
that they were willing to back their actions with force.
The discussion and the settlement of these issues lay with higher headquarters.
On the FrenchItalian frontier amicable relations were maintained between the
34th Division and the French garrison until agreement had been reached elsewhere
that the French would evacuate the area held in Italy, beginning 20 June. By
10 July the last French troops had been officially relieved by the 34th Division. In
Venezia Giulia a firm policy was laid down by Marshal Alexander. In accordance
with his orders operational control of the 91st Division passed to Eighth Army at
0800, 5 May; the division moved to the Trieste—Gorizia area beginning 4 May and
relieved some British elements in a show of force by both American and British ele
ments. One battalion of American troops was placed in Trieste; elsewhere patrolling,
guarding of bridges, and training was conducted.
As the situation grew more tense on the eastern frontier of Italy the 1 oth Moun
tain Division was ordered to the area and moved on 19 May. II Corps was placed
under Eighth Army effective 1200, 21 May, to control the American divisions, tank
battalions, and other units involved. During the week 1421 May, 5,300 tons of
ammunition were placed in the Udine area, enough to support 2 infantry divisions,
2 tank battalions, 2 tank destroyer battalions, 2 155mm howitzer battalions, and
1 155mm gun battalion for 5 days. When our general line was advanced to the
east on 2223 May, a flareup of Yugoslav protests and threats ensued which re
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suited in an alert for the 85th Division. By midJune the situation had quieted
down, and the 85th Division was relieved from its alert status on 14 June. An agree
ment had been reached by this time establishing a general line of demarcation along
the Isonzo River; joint American and British occupation continued in the area
west of the river. At the end of June, II Corps left to become an occupational head
quarters in Austria; in July the 10th Mountain Division moved to Florence for ship
ment to the United States; and in early August the 91st Division departed for a re
deployment training area on the Voltumo. The 34th Division replaced these troops
in the Udine area, moving from the Turin area on 1319 July and coming under
operational control of Eighth Army (later 13 Corps) at 1200, 16 July. The division
then settled down to garrison Venezia Giulia through the fall.
3. Redeployment. Inasmuch as Italy had been a cobelligerent nation, there
were no plans to maintain an. army of occupation anywhere in the country except in
Venezia Giulia. Accordingly practically all of the American installations, material,
and personnel which had been assembled in the course of the Italian campaign were
to be shipped out, either to the Pacific or to the United States. Policies on redeploy
ment were laid down by the War Department, and their general execution was
mainly a theater problem; Fifth Army supervised the actual reorganization and
preparation of units for shipment. This task was in itself a formidable one, compli
cated by the fact that the Army had to remain operative so as to carry out its post
surrender missions; also the general War Department policy of separating out high
score individuals for eventual discharge involved a great deal of reshuffling of per
sonnel. The service units of Fifth Army, in particular, had been overseas so long
that finding sufficient lowscore replacements with specialized training for engineer
and ordnance units was difficult.
Every effort, however, was made to deal justly with all personnel and at the
same time to meet the schedules of redeployment. Extensive training programs for
replacements were set up within the units, and redeployment training centers were
established where units underwent a month of preparation before shipment. Six
such centers were maintained by Fifth Army. Montecatini, which began operating
by the third week in May, handled primarily Class II service units (for direct or in
direct redeployment to the Pacific); Florence, Class II service and combat units;
Cecchignola near Rome, Class II combat units; the Volturno area near Caiazzo,
the 85th and 91st Divisions; Francolise, the Brazilians; and Viareggio, the g2d
Division.
Beginning at the first of June and continuing through July the bulk of the Army
service units left Italy; as already noted, German units were organized to take their
place. Dumps in the Army area were closed out to base as far as possible; methods
of supply were simplified to the utmost. Between the initial Redeployment Fore

cast, Atlantic Section, issued by the War Department on 20 February 1945, and the
generally definitive MTOUSA Redeployment Forecast of 25 May 1945, a reduction
occurred in the number of units to be shipped directly to the Pacific; and more units,
especially combat troops, were sent back through the United States. Considerable
changes took place in the plans as regarded the major units of the Army, and de
cisions were not firm until early June, when all divisions were informed of their
future. In particular it was necessary to determine if a two or threedivision force
would have to be supplied to garrison Austria; eventually this garrison came from
American forces in the European Theater.
Major units left Army control as follows:
June

23 British units to administrative control of Numbers 1 and 2 Districts.
28 1st Armored Division to Germany to become part of army of occu
pation.
29 II Corps to Austria.

July
August

15 6 South African Armoured Division, Legnano Group, and Cremona
Group to Number 2 District; IV Corps becomes nonoperational.
2 10th Mountain Division to the United States for movement to
Pacific.
16 85th Division to United States for inactivation.
31 All units and redeployment training areas remaining under control
of Fifth Army turned over to MTOUSA and PBS; territory to
District 2 and 13 Corps.

September 1 91st Division to United States for movement to Pacific.
9 Headquarters Fifth Army becomes nonoperational at 0001, 2 years
after landing at Salerno.
21 Fifth Army sails from Leghorn for the United States. Before the
war with Japan ended on 2 September, Fifth Army was a Class II
unit.
October

2 Fifth Army is inactivated.

Throughout the summer and fall the speed of redeployment had depended
primarily on the shipping available, and the Army had the problem of keeping its
troops occupied until such time as shipping space was secured. A University Train
ing Center was established at Florence in June; the first such center to be set up by
any army in Europe after the close of hostilities, it offered 1month courses in a num
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ber of subjects to 3,000 students. In addition schools were established by regiments
and other units, onthejob training was carried out in every type of activity from
laundries to automobile mechanic shops, and all Glass IV units (for inactivation)
carried on a program of education 4 hours per week. Two hours per week were given
to orientation in all units, in addition to compulsory showing of films giving in
graphic form the job which still lay ahead of the American soldier. A wide program
of special service activities was laid out, including numerous rest center facilities and
tours through Italy and other countries. Throughout this program the keynote was
given by the War Department directive that "instruction properly regarded as har
assing" would be eliminated.

B. THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN
Definitive pronouncements on the Italian campaign of Fifth Army must await
study by military men in the years to come; the purpose of this history is to set down
a detailed account of the operations as they actually took place. The lessons learned
from the Italian campaign, as far as they can now be seen, have been discussed else
where. For almost a year, indeed, Fifth Army in Italy was the field laboratory of the
American army in Europe, and much may be found in official records of reports on
its activities.
One point stands out above all else—the Italian campaign was a bitter one.
Lasting 601 days from 9 September 1943 to 2 May 1945, it cost the 27 divisions and
7 corps at one time or another in Fifth Army a total of 188,546 casualties.1 Amer
ican losses were 19,475 killed, 80,530 wounded, and 9,637 missing —109,642 in all.
{See Annex No. 2B.) Soldiers of the Army spent two cold winters in the line, fight
ing about Gassino and Anzio in the first and manning the positions of the Apennine
front in the second. {See Map No. 8.) Before us at all times was a crafty, ex
1

American units: II, IV, and VI Corps; the 1st Armored, 3d Infantry, 10th Mountain, 34th
Infantry, 36th Infantry, 45th Infantry, 82d Airborne, 85th Infantry, 88th Infantry, 91st Infantry, and
92d Infantry Divisions; 366th, 442d, and 517th Infantry Regiments; 1st, 3d, and 4th Ranger Bat
talions; 509th Parachute Infantry Battalion.
Brazilian units: 1st Infantry Division.
British units: 10, 13, and New Zealand Corps; 1 Infantry, 5 Infantry, 6 Armoured, 7 Ar
moured, 46 Infantry, 56 Infantry, 78 Infantry, 2 New Zealand, 4 Indian Infantry, 8 Indian Infantry,
6 South African Armoured Divisions; 23 Armoured Brigade; 2, 9, 10, and 43 Commandos; 40 and
41 Royal Marine Commandos.
French units: French Expeditionary Corps; 1st Motorized, 2d Moroccan Infantry, 3d
Algerian Infantry, and 4th Moroccan Mountain Divisions.
Italian units: 1st Motorized Group; Legnano Group.

perienced enemy who fell back reluctantly from one fortified line to another; rarely
did we outnumber him greatly, and our victory came time after time in concentrating
our efforts and smashing through his defenses at one critical spot. Almost always
we were on the offensive, for the Germans, except at Salerno and at Anzio, planned
only to hold us. After each defeat, however, the enemy refilled his ranks and faced
Fifth Army anew; from D Day at Salerno to 2 May 1945 we took 212,112 prisoners.
Throughout its 20 months in Italy Fifth Army waged a mountain campaign.
Except for relatively brief interludes our troops fought in the mountains and rugged
hills of the Italian peninsula, where one peak looks down on another in a seemingly
endless chain. In the fall of 1943 Fifth Army was the most mechanized army ever
to go to war, yet its soldiers fought more as individuals than in any war of recent
times. Instead of trench warfare or mass charges the battles of the Italian campaign
consisted of individuals crawling up hillsides, warily evading the mines, ducking the
German mortar shells, closing with the enemy to drive him from his bunkers. The
infantry were aided by all the modern developments of the machine, by tanks, artil
lery, aircraft, trucks, and jeeps, but the battle was still won by the individual soldier.
On his morale, training, and endurance depended the success of the local action and
of the campaign. Though our advance was necessarily often slow, the American
soldier had what it took. By 2 May we had driven 400 miles up the Italian pen
insula and had smashed the German foe to pieces.
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Operations

674703°—47

1

OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION
NUMBER

Headquarters 15th Army Group
A.P.O. No. 777, U.S. Army
Florence, Italy
12 February 1945

OPERATIONS IN NORTH ITALY AFTER CAPTURE OF BOLOGNA
1. It is estimated that the German preparations for a withdrawal to the line
of the ADIGE are now complete, and that the plan can be put into operation at
short notice, if not already started. There are, however, no factual indications that
the plan will be put into effect at any stated time. The enemy would prefer, other
things being equal, to remain on his present line and retain control of the whole
area of northern Italy at present in his hands for various reasons. He will withdraw,
therefore, only because of other and more important considerations and in particular
because of the need of detaching troops for other theaters. If and when the enemy
decides to withdraw, he will execute the withdrawal from his present front only under
pressure. The amount of resistance which he will offer will vary according to the
extent to which he has already thinned his front.
2. The enemy can shorten his present line by withdrawing his left to the line
VALLI DI COMACCHIO—MEDICINA—M. GRANDE, allowing him to re
lease up to three to four divisions. If the enemy releases more than this number it
will probably involve a withdrawal to the line of the TICINO and PO and subse
quently to his strongest prepared positions—the ADIGE or the ALPS lines.
3. The enemy can be credited with three capabilities:
a. To assume the offensive.
b. To remain in present positions and when forced, to withdraw to suc
cessive positions.
c. To withdraw voluntarily to a position behind the PO to enable him to
release divisions for other theaters.
4. There is no firm evidence of any large scale withdrawal, although prepara
tions to withdraw from western ITALY still continue. Based on past performance,
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it can be assumed the enemy will adopt the second of his capabilities, making us fight
for any ground we desire. See G—2 15th Army Group Appreciation No. 39 dated
5 February attached as Appendix A, for detailed analysis.
5.

15th Army Group is charged with the mission of:
a. Holding present positions in event of an enemy offensive.
b. Containing the maximum number of enemy divisions in ITALY.
c. Bringing the enemy to battle to destroy the German forces in ITALY.
d. Finally clearing ITALY of the enemy.

6. In line with the assigned missions 15th Army Group plan of operations will
be staged in three phases:
Phase I—Capture and establishment of a bridgehead around BOLOGNA.
Phase II—Developing the PO River positions.
Phase III—Crossing the PO with the object of capturing VERONA and
sealing the main outlet out of ITALY and developing the ADIGE River positions
It is operationally desirable that each phase follow the other without pause
For phase lines and boundaries between Armies see the map attached at Appendix B
7. After taking BOLOGNA and establishing the bridgehead, it is desired that
the attack be continued to cross the PO and capture VERONA as soon as prac
ticable. The main axis of 15th Army Group attack will be on a line BOLOGNA—
VERONA.
8. It is considered that a thrust by 15th Army Group directed north on VE
RONA from the BOLOGNA bridgehead would cause the enemy to withdraw from
NW ITALY, thereby making largescale operations in NW ITALY unnecessary.
9. After operations outlined in paragraph 6 have been accomplished and if
the situation at the time permits, it will be operationally desirable to seize bridge
heads over the ADIGE River and to capture PADUA and VENICE without pause.
If, however, the enemy elects to defend the ADIGE line in strength, it will probably
be necessary to halt and regroup and to prepare for a formal river crossing.
10. The enemy may decide to withdraw from NW ITALY for the reasons
enumerated in paragraph 1 and/or because of a collapse of German resistance, a
decision to surrender, or, most likely, because our attack toward VERONA is
threatening his major line of withdrawal. In the event he decides to withdraw
from NW ITALY, he may follow one of two procedures:
a. To withdraw all organized resistance from NW ITALY to a line of
the TICINO—PO or other prepared lines. Provided this withdrawal occurs prior
to our taking BOLOGNA, it will be highly desirable to open the port of GENOA
to send in administrative personnel, foodstuffs, AMG representatives, etc.
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b. To withdraw from NW ITALY in conjunction with his withdrawal
from his present position. In this event Fifth Army is charged with the protection
of 15th Army Group left flank. As our attack proceeds toward VERONA, and
when enemy resistance in NW ITALY has lessened to a degree permitting, IV US
Corps, operating under 15th Army Group control, will be detached from Fifth Army
for operations in NW ITALY in conformance with policies and procedures pre
scribed by this HQ, IV US Corps will consist of British, Brazilian, Italian and US
troops, commanded by Major General Willis D. Crittenberger.
11. Administrative instructions for the occupation of NW ITALY will be
issued separately. In general the occupation will be divided into two phases.
Phase I will be the military occupation and the elimination of any remaining Ger
man or Fascist Italian formations in NW ITALY, and the establishment of law and
order among the civilian population until the establishment of Allied Military
Government can be accomplished. 15th Army Group will be responsible for this
phase with No. 2 District under command. The operating agency for this phase
will be IV Corps Headquarters with the necessary attachments from No. 2
District.
In Phase II 15th Army Group will pass responsibility for the military adminis
tration of NW ITALY to No. 2 District and for Allied Military Government to the
Allied Commission, both under command of AFHQ, 15th Army Group, after co
ordinating with No. 2 District, will report to AFHQ, when Phase II can be imple
mented. If the situation is such that it would be more convenient to hand over
NW ITALY to No. 2 District in stages, 15th Army Group will recommend a program
for the transfer of responsibilities.
NW ITALY is defined as the area for which Headquarters No. 2 District will
be responsible, viz: the compartments of LIGURIA and PIEDMONTE, and the
Provinces of VARESE, COMO, MILANO, PAVIA, and PIACENZA.
12. a. It is desired that plans be prepared by Armies covering operations
outlined in Phases II and III of paragraph 6, viz: the development and crossing of
the Po river position with the object of capturing VERONA. Reference should be
made to letter, subject "Future Operations," dated 24 January 1945, issued by this
headquarters. Plans will provide for early training of personnel in river crossings,
utilizing all expedients at our command. Details of the River PO and ADIGE
crossing sites and terrain studies are being currently issued and will continue to be
issued by this headquarters.
b. IV Corps Headquarters will prepare plans to occupy the areas lib
erated in NW ITALY. For purposes of this planning, IV Corps Headquarters is
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authorized to contact directly No. 2. District, AMG, 15th Army Group, and other
necessary headquarters.
By Command of Lieutenant General CLARK:
A. M. GRUENTHER
Major General, G.S.C.
Chief of Staff
Official:

DONALD W. BRAN
Brigadier General, G.S.C
A.C. of S., G3
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OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION
NUMBER

Headquarters 15th Army Group
A.P.O. No. 777, U.S. Army
Florence, Italy
24 March 1945

Phase I operations contained herein confirm verbal instructions issued by Com
manding General, 15th Army Group, to Army commanders at conference 18 March
1945. Instructions previously issued that are not in accordance with these in
structions are cancelled.
1. The offensive directed by this operations instruction should result in a major
disaster to the enemy, and consequently have an important effect on the prompt
termination of hostilities. If fully successful, it should be of so crushing and thorough
a nature that it will be the last coordinated offensive against German forces which
the 15th Army Group will make. The attention of all ranks within the 15th Army
Group should be called to the unprecedented opportunities which are provided at
this time for dealing a mortal blow to the enemy and accelerating the day of victory.
It is of vital importance that each individual who contributes to the offensive shall
devote fully his energy and abilities to driving the attack home to the enemy wherever
he may be found, so that the maximum number of German troops will be destroyed
or captured. To this end it is directed that all commanders use every effective means
to acquaint thoroughly the troops under their command with the opportunities that
lie before them at this time, and that leadership be active throughout the operations
to exploit fully every phase of the situation as it develops.
2. a. 15th Army Group will launch an allout attack 10 April 1945 to destroy
maximum number enemy forces south of the PO, force crossings of the PO River and
capture VERONA. (Note: 15th Army Group D Day will be the day on which
Eighth Army launches its attack to cross the SENIO River.)
15th Army Group's operation will be divided into phases as follows:
1
Phase I—The breaching of the SANTERNO River by Eighth
Army and the debouchment of Fifth Army into the PO Valley; to
include the capture or isolation of the city of BOLOGNA.

2) Phase II —The breakthrough by either or both Armies to encircle
German forces south of the PO River.
3) Phase III—The crossing of the PO River and the capture of
VERONA.
3

Phase I.
Eighth Army will:
1) Breach the SENIO and SANTERNO Rivers.
2) Attack immediately after a bridgehead is established over the
SANTERNO
a) In the direction of BASTIA
b) In the direction of BUDRIO
3
If the situation is favorable, launch an amphibious operation, com
bined with a parachute drop, to assist the ground forces to break
through the ARGENTA Gap. (Note: Depending upon the suc
cess of operations to secure the ARGENTA Gap, the Commanding
General, 15th Army Group, in consultation with the General
Officer Commanding, Eighth Army, will make the decision that an
attack on FERRARA is to be the main effort of Eighth Army with
a secondary attack on BUDRIO.)
Fifth Army will:
1) Launch the main effort of 15th Army Group and attack with the
mission of debouching into the PO Valley with a secondary mission
of capturing or isolating the city of BOLOGNA. Fifth Army will
be prepared to launch the first phase of its main attack on 24 hours
notice after D + 2.
2
Launch a preliminary attack to capture MASSA (P 9101) on
D — 5. Be prepared on capture of MASSA to exploit toward
LA SPEZIA.
c. Priority for air support will be given initially to Eighth Army. When
Fifth Army's main attack is launched, priority for air will be given to that attack.
Air plans for support of these operations will be issued by MATAF.
d. Notification of postponement of Eighth Army's D Day attack, due to
unfavorable weather, will be given by this headquarters 24 hours in advance of
H Hour.
InterArmy boundary: No change.
4
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Phase II.
Eighth Army will:
1) Prevent enemy forces escaping northwards by seizing and holding

key road centers which dominate the main crossings over the river
RENO, and the PO crossing areas at FERRARA and BONDENO.
2) Make earliest possible contact with exploiting columns of Fifth
Army in the BONDENO—FERRARA area.
3) Send strong mobile columns of armor and infantry for this purpose
directed on FERRARA and BONDENO with intermediate ob
jectives PORTOMAGGIORE (M 2669) and S. NICOLO FER
RARESE (M 1871), by way of the ARGENTA Gap.
Fifth Army will:
1) Exploit with armor and infantry in the corridor between the REI^TO
and PANARO Rivers, with a view of joining Eighth Army at the
earliest possible time in the BONDENO or FERRARA area,
thereby completing the encirclement of enemy forces south of the
PO River.
2) Seize S. GIOVANNI (L 7765). Thence direct the main effort
on CENTO (L 85J74)—S. AGOSTINO (L 9381)—BONDENO,
denying to the enemy crossings of the RENO River.
3
Launch a secondary effort northwest from the S. GIOVANNI area
to seize crossings of the PANARO River near BOMPORTO and
CAMPOSANTO, thence to turn northward in the corridor be
tween the PANARO and SECGHIA River, moving on OS
TIGLIA.
c. InterArmy boundary: Present boundary thence CASTENASO (L
9949)—GASTEL MAGGIORE (L 9057)—ARGELATO (L 8964)—CASTELLO
D'ARGILE (L 8669)—CENTO (L 8574) all inclusive to Eighth Army, thence ex
clusive to Eighth Army FINALE (L 8685)—CENSELLI (F 9205).
5

Phase III.
a. It is vitally important that both Armies be prepared to seize any op
portunity to capture existing bridging and ferrying equipment useful in a crossing
of the PO River. It is probable that such opportunities may occur during Phase II
operations. In the event that any means of crossing are secured by forces of either
Army, every effort will be made to establish a bridgehead over the river and to ini
tiate the movement through this bridgehead of all available forces for the exploitation
on VERONA.
b. If, upon reaching the PO River, suitable means of crossing are not avail
able, reconnaissance of crossing sites will be begun and bridging equipment moved
up as rapidly as possible.
In the event that bridging equipment must be brought forward and
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crossings over the PO River made against enemy opposition, additional instructions
will be issued covering these operations.
d. Operations Instruction Number 3, this headquarters, dated 12 February
1945, states that as our attack progresses toward VERONA, and when enemy re
sistance in northwest Italy has lessened to a degree permitting, IV U.S. Corps
will be detached from Fifth Army for independent operations in northwest Italy.
The instructions in Operations Instruction Number 3 remain current but are in no
way intended to interfere with the employment of IV Corps in the main battle.
Separate instructions covering the occupation of northeast Italy will
be issued shortly.
/ . InterArmy boundary: Later.
6

Naval Support.
a. The following measures are being taken by Royal Navy to assist 15th
Army Group's offensive:
1) On East coast.
a) Prior to D Day, naval activity designed to simulate the prepara
tion of an amphibious operation in the area of PORTO
GARIBALDI.
b) At a date to be selected by Eighth Army after D Day, a demon
stration by landing craft and light supporting units off PORTO
GARIBALDI to support the cover plan. A small Commando
raid will also be landed North of PORTO GARIBALDI if
practicable.
2
On West coast.
Naval bombardment in support of Fifth Army's attack along West
coast. A demonstration by light naval craft off CHIAVARI to
simulate a landing at a time to be selected by 15th Army Group.
b. Plans for Royal Navy operations will be issued separately.
7 Present enemy strengths and probable reaction to this operation issue
separately.
By Command of Lieutenant General CLARK:
A. M. GRUENTHER
Major General, G.S.C.
Chief of Staff
Official:

DONALD W. BRANN
Brigadier General, G.S.C.
A.C. of S., G3

OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION
NUMBER

Headquarters 15th Army Group
A.P.O. No. 777, U.S. Army
12 April 1945

OCCUPATION OF NORTHEAST ITALY
1. In compliance with AFHQ, Directive, "Occupation of Northeast ITALY"
(AG 323/061 SAC SO), dated 18 March 1945, the following instructions are pub
lished. Instructions for the occupation of Northwest ITALY have been issued
separately.
2

General.
a. The occupation of Northeast ITALY may come about in one of two

ways:
1) The enemy may withdraw from Northeast ITALY to some general
Alpine line such as CAPORETTO—GEMONA—BELLUNO—
LAKE GARDA—SWISS frontier because of a collapse of Ger
man resistance or because our offensive is threatening his major
line of withdrawal. In this event the enemy may continue to hold
both VENICE and TRIESTE as fortresses.
2
The enemy may surrender in ITALY on or North of his present
line or at any time before a final withdrawal as indicated in a.i)
above.
b. This instruction deals with the occupation of Northeast ITALY under
normal operations. Separate instructions will be issued covering surrender conditions.
c. Extensive demolitions and the destruction of public utilities are to be
anticipated.
3

Definition.
Northeast ITALY will be defined as that portion of Northern ITALY East
of the sector designated as Northwest ITALY in Operations Instruction No. 3, this
Headquarters, dated 12 February, as amended by Amendment No. 1 to Adminis
trative Directive No. 1 to accompany Operations Instruction No. 3, dated 9 March,
and will include the following:

Compartimenti of VENEZIA TRILENTINA—VENEZIA PROPRIA
—VENEZIA GIULIA—EMILIA (except the Provincio of PIACENZA
and PARMA). In the Compartimento of LOMBARDIA the Province
of MANTOVA. In the Compartimento of TOSCANA the Provincio
o
APUANIO/MASSA—LUCCA—PISTOIA.
Se
the attached maps for defined area.
4

Political.
The Supreme Allied Commander has directed that the policy of the Allied
Command will be to support the authority of the established government in ROME.
5

Mission
15th Army Group will
Destroy enemy forces remaining in Northeast ITALY.
Obtain complete operational control and establish Allied Military Gov
ernment in that portion of Northeast ITALY within the 1939 frontier which has been:
1) Occupied by Allied forces as a result of our offensive.
2) Voluntarily evacuated by the enemy.
6

Plan.
The occupation of any or all of Northeast ITALY will be carried out in two

phases:
Phase I.
Under command of 15th Army Group to occupy and to establish Allied
Military Government in that portion of Northeast ITALY which will be occupied
as a result of normal operations in following up the enemy's withdrawal.
Phase II.
Under command of AFHQ, the assumption of responsibility for:
1) Military administration by No. 1 District and PBS in their respective
zones.
2) Allied Military Government by the Allied Commission in that
portion of occupied Northeast ITALY.
7

Troop List.
a. Eighth Army—Current. (Note when conditions "FREEBORN" be
come operative, three British divisions with necessary supporting troops will proceed
to AUSTRIA.)
b. Fifth Army—Current. (Note when conditions "FREEBORN" be
come operative, two or three U.S. divisions, depending on French participation in
AUSTRIA, with necessary supporting troops will proceed to AUSTRIA. IV Corps
will be released by Fifth Army when necessary to accomplish its mission for the occu
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pation of Northwest ITALY.) (See 15th Army Group O.I. No. 4, par. 5^ dated
24 March 1945.)
c. Boundary—InterArmy boundary in the advance into Northeast ITALY
against German resistance is given in Operations Instruction No. 4, this Headquar
ters, 24 March 1945. The continuation of the boundary as given on the attached
map may be used for planning purposes.
8

g

Missions for Subordinate Units.
Eighth Army will, during Phase I:
1) Occupy the Provinces or parts of Provinces in its operational zone
of action. (See attached map for details of boundaries.)
2) Destroy any remaining hostile German or Italian forces in Provinces
occupied.
3) a) Establish law and order.
b) Be responsible for Allied Military Government.
4) Safeguard military supplies, communications and stores.
5) Initiate civil relief measures.
Fifth Army will, during Phase I:
1) Occupy the Provinces or parts of Provinces in its operational zone
of action. (See attached map for details of boundaries.)
2) Destroy any remaining hostile German or Italian forces in Provinces
occupied.
3) a) Establish law and order.
b) Be responsible for Allied Military Government.
4) Safeguard military supplies, communications and stores.
5) Initiate civil relief measures.
Phase II.
1) Fifth and Eighth Armies will, on orders 15th Army Group, pass:
a) Responsibility for military administration of their occupied
zones to PBS and No. 1 District respectively.
b
Responsibility for Allied Military Government to the Allied
Commission.

Command and Responsibility.
Phase I.
15th Army Group is responsible for Phase I above, with Fifth and Eighth
Armies as its operating agencies, with necessary attachments from PBS and No. 1
District. The Regional Commissioners for the Compartimenti indicated will come
under command of Fifth and Eighth Armies as and when requested by Armies.
Phase II.

15th Army Group for Phase II will pass responsibility for the Military
Administration of occupied Northeast ITALY to PBS and No. 1 District and for
Allied Military Government to the Allied Commission both under command of
AFHQ. 15th Army Group, on recommendations from Fifth and Eighth Armies,
will report to AFHQ when Phase II can be implemented. If the situation is such
that it would be more convenient to hand over Northeast ITALY to PBS and No. 1
District in stages, 15th Army Group, after consultation with Armies, PBS and No. 1
District will recommend a program for the transfer of responsibilities to AFHQ,.
Note: In compliance with AFHQ Directive, "Occupation of Northeast
ITALY," dated 18 March 1945 No. 1 District will, on assuming mil
itary responsibility, take over command of all British, Dominion,
Allied and Italian troops as remain in its geographical area. All
U.S., British, Dominion, Allied and Italian troops in the PBS area
will remain under command of Fifth Army or come under command
of PBS or Commanding General, MTOUSA as directed by Com
manding General, MTOUSA.
10

Disarmament and Disbandment of Italian Patriot Forces
See Appendix 1, "Partisan Problems in Northern ITALY.

11

Refugees and Displaced Persons.
See Administrative Directive No. 2, Headquarters, 15th Army Group, with
reference to:
a. Refugees and displaced persons.
b. Treatment of Russian nationals.
12

Administration.
See Administrative Directive No. 2, Headquarters, 15th Army Group.
Being issued separately.
13. It is desired that plans be prepared by Armies covering operations outlined
in Phase I above to reach this Headquarters by 1200 hours 22 April 1945. For pur
poses of planning, Fifth and Eighth Armies are authorized to contact directly PBS
and No. 1 District and other necessary Headquarters.
By Command of General CLARK:
A. M. GRUENTHER
Major General, G.S.C.
Chief of Staff
Official:
DONALD W. BRAN
Brigadier General, G.S.C
A.C of S., G3

OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION
NUMBER
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Headquarters Fifth Army
A.P.O. No. 464, U. S. Army
2 3 March 1945

1. A special ammunition allocation, over basic rates, will be made by this
headquarters for the period 26 March14 April, inclusive. Detailed allotment in
rounds per gun prescribed in Inclosure No. 1, attached.
2.

The purpose of this special allowance is to permit:
a. An increase in the volume of fire for effect upon profitable targets.
b. A gradual increase in the number of targets attacked.
c. Use of artillery fires for deception as to D Day and H Hour.

3. The period 26 Marchi 4 April is divided into three phases, and the increased
expenditures will not exceed those given in attached chart. (See Incl. No. 2
[omitted].)
4. In the gradual buildup of artillery fires during this period, only those tar
gets which are active or known to be active will be attacked. This will include hos
tile artillery firing on our troops, gun positions, located by photo interpretation that
are known to be active by sound, flash or observation, active mortars, enemy installa
tions and defenses and profitable targets of opportunity. Unobserved counterbattery
missions will be fired only when our troops are being shelled. There will be no
appreciable increase in harassing fire, except when included in programs fired for
deception purposes referred to above.
5. Corps commanders will prepare plans for utilization artillery ammunition
allowance, per par. 2c above, and submit to this headquarters as soon as possible,
6

The firing of one piece per day of the following units is permitted:
527th FA Bn (8inch H)
536th FA Bn (8inch H)
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Registration only is permitted by the following units:
i Btry 530th FA Bn (155mm G) atchd II Corps
765th FA Bn (155mm H)
766th FA Bn (155mm H)
7. The 240mm H of 11 Btry, 54 SH Regt will fire upon orders of this head
quarters.
TRUSGOTT
Commanding
Official:
GONWA
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Headquarters Fifth Army
A.P.O. No. 464, U. S. Army
* April 1945

MAP: Special Operations Map.
1. Information.
a. For enemy information see G2 Annex and current Intelligence reports.
b. 15th Army Group attacks D Day to destroy maximum number enemy
forces South of the PO, force crossings South of the PO River, and capture VERONA.
(Note: 15th Army Group Dday will be the day on which Eighth Army launches its
attack to cross the SENIO River.)
c. 15th Army Group's operation will be divided into phases as follows:
Phase I—The breaching of the SANTERNO River by Eighth Army
and the debouchment of Fifth Army into the PO Valley; to include the capture or
the isolation of the City of BOLOGNA.
Phase II —The breakthrough by either or both Armies to encircle Ger
man forces South of the PO River.
Phase III —The crossing of the PO River and the capture of VERONA.
d. Eighth Army attacks D Day to breach the SENIO and SANTERNO
Rivers, establish a bridgehead over the SANTERNO River and continue the attack
in the direction of BASTIA and BUDRIO. If conditions are favorable and the
ARGENTA Gap is broken, Eighth Army attack will develop toward FERRARA.
2. Mission.
a. Fifth Army makes the main effort of the Army Group and attacks on
D plus 3. The attack will be made with Corps abreast, initially astride Highway 64,
to debouch into the PO Valley between the RENO and PANARO Rivers and cap
ture or isolate BOLOGNA.
b. For phase lines, zones of action and boundaries see Special Operations
Map.
(*) Operations Instruction No. 6, 25 March 1945, outlining a cover plan for the spring drive, has
been omitted for reasons of security.
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c. Instructions for the continuation of the attack (in phases II and III
above) will be issued at a later date.
3

Troops.
See Combat Troop List (Incl No. 2). Attachment orders will be issued
separately.
4

Detailed Instructions.
92d Infantry Division (Reinf), under Army control.
1) Attack D  4 to seize M. BELVEDERE (P 9401) and MASSA
(P 9101); clear coastal plain to FRIGIDO River.
2) Be prepared to release 371st Infantry as soon as practicable after
the attack is launched for movement to IV Corps.
3) Be prepared to continue advance on Army order to capture LA
SPEZIA.
4) Hold firmly on remainder of front, patrol aggressively and follow
up enemy withdrawal without delay.
5) Protect coastal flank from front line to Army Rear Boundary.
6) Maintain contact with IV Corps.
IV Corps.
1) Employing 1st Armored Division (on right) and 10th Mountain
Division, attack on D plus 3 in zone of action; to seize successively
lines:
a) M. PERO (L 6827)—M. MANTINO (L 6629)—M. PIGNA
(L 6328). (GREEN)
b) PIANO DI VENOLA (L 7530)—T. VENOLA—VEDE
GHETO (L 6932)—M. FERRA (L 6633)—MONTETORT
ORE (L 6329). (BROWN)
c) PRADURO (L 8037)—Hill 553 (L 7737)—M. BONSARA
(L 7736)—M. MOSCOSO (L 6935)—M. FERRA (L 6633)
(BLACK), and clear Highway 64 West of the RENO River.
2) On or after seizing BROWN, be prepared to pass 85th Infantry
Division through the 1st Armored Division, revert the latter to Army
reserve vicinity AFRICA (6825) and relinquish to II Corps con
trol of the area within the indicated boundaries. The passage of
control will be accomplished by mutual agreement of Corps on
Army approval.
3
Protect left flank of Army. Hold firmly positions in sector of the
front North of M. SPIGOLINO (L 4309), reconnoiter aggressively
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and be prepared to follow up aggressively enemy withdrawal on
either Highway 6423 or 6423G.
4) In the CUTIGLIANO (4006) sector, reconnoiter aggressively and
be prepared to follow up enemy withdrawal North along High
way 12.
5) Be prepared to receive the 371st infantry when released by o,2d
Infantry Division.
c. II Corps.
1) Be prepared to attack in zone of action on 24 hour notice after IV
Corps attack is launched, divisions abreast, to seize successively the
lines:
a) POGGIO DEI MORI (L 9133)—PIANORO (L 8834)—
M. DEI FRATI (L 8433)—VILLA D'IGNANO (L 8130)—
SOLE (L 6829) ridge. (BROWN)
b) PIANORO (L 8834)—M. DELLA CAPANNA (L 8537)—
PRADURO (L 8037) (BLACK), preparatory to continuing
the attack therefrom to capture or isolate BOLOGNA.
2) Be prepared to employ 85th Infantry Division when released by
Army either:
a) West of the RENO River to pass through elements of IV Corps
within indicated boundaries to seize the line PRADURO (L
8037)—Hill 553 (L 7737)M. BONSARA (L 7336)—Hill 445
(L 7236) (BLACK) or continue the attack therefrom, or
b) East of the RENO River to relieve or reinforce attacking divi
sions to seize the line PIANORO (L 8834)—M. DELLA
CAPANNA (L 8537)—PRADURO (L 8037) (BLACK) or
continue the attack therefrom.
3) Be prepared to continue attack from BLACK on Army order mak
ing main effort east or west of the RENO River as required by the
situation to capture or isolate BOLOGNA.
4) Maintain contact with 13 Corps on right, hold positions firmly and
protect right flank of the Army.
5) On reaching BLACK, be prepared to release 6 South African Ar
moured Division to Army reserve in the LAGARO area.
d. Army reserve.
1) 85th Infantry Division: Assemble initially South of LUCCA (L
1
979)5 prepared to move by motor for employment either:
a) West of the RENO River, to pass through elements of IV Corps
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and continue the attack to seize BLACK, or continue the
attack therefrom, under II Corps.
b) East of the RENO River, under II Corps, to relieve or reinforce
attacking divisions to seize BLACK or to continue the attack
therefrom.
a
ist Armored Division:
a) When assembled in the AFRICA (L 6925)—CEREGLIO
(L 6628)—M. DELLA CASTELLANA (L 6224)—CASTEL
NXJOVO (L 6522) area revert to Army reserve.
b) Be prepared to move into PO Valley by any available route
West of Highway 64, destroy enemy in zone and seize line of
the PANARO River West of CAMPOSANTO (L 7481).
c) Be prepared to reinforce either II or IV Corps.
3) 6 SA Armoured Division:
a) When assembled in LAGARO (L 7418) area revert to Army
reserve.
b) Be prepared to move into PO Valley on any available route
West of Highway 64, destroy enemy in zone and seize line of
the PANARO River East of CAMPOSANTO (L 7481).
c) Be prepared to reinforce II Corps and assist in the capture of
BOLOGNA.
Engineer Mission (excl of Divisional Engineers).
1
Corps Engineers will construct Class 40, oneway crossings on
MSR's chiefly using bypasses, steel treadway or Bailey bridges. II
Corps Engineers will construct Class 40, oneway crossings over the
F. RENO at VERGATO and PRADURO.
2) Army Engineers will further develop MSR's and necessary laterals
as directed by the Army Engineer.
Antiaircraft Artillery.
1) Antiaircraft Artillery will attack hostile aircraft to destroy or prevent
it from accomplishing its mission.
2) To the utmost, consistent with accomplishing its primary mission,
antiaircraft artillery will support ground troops with all its weap
ons by firing at ground targets and providing artificial moonlight
or direct illumination as requested.
3
Because of the limited number of antiaircraft units now available
to Fifth Army, the vital areas of highest priority only may be con
sidered for defense against air attack. Field artillery positions,
critical road defiles, bridges and supply concentrations on prin

cipal road nets constitute vital areas in division sectors. Only the
most congested traffic areas and troop and supply concentrations
of greatest importance in the rear of division areas will be provided
with antiaircraft protection. The defense of LEGHORN, PISA
and PONTEDERA Airfields are the responsibility of 15th Army
Group.
5.

General Instructions.
a. When the attack has been launched, speed of execution and aggressive
action are of major importance. Local successes will be exploited to their maximum.
b. No opportunity will be overlooked to seize bridges intact. Special
groups will be organized for this purpose and detailed plans laid to accomplish this
mission in all zones of attack.
c. Contact must be maintained continuously with the enemy and all units
will be prepared to follow up aggressively enemy withdrawals.
6.

Boundaries.
a. IV Corps—o,2d Infantry Division, effective 03020 iB April 1945: From
Corps rear boundary at Q, 120765 along Highway 12 to CR Q, 180789; road around
North side of LUCCA to CR 195795—Q 200800Q, 220830—to Q, 250860 thence
North along 25 Easting. (All points inclusive to 92d Division.) IV Corps will grant
to 92d Division running rights through LUCCA over Highway 12.
b. II—IV Corps, effective 000iB, D Day: Along 68 Easting to point on
present boundary at L 680215, thence along RENO River to L 774340, thence
L 777383
c. II—IV Corps, effective upon command of 85th Infantry Division passing
to II Corps: From point on above boundary b at L 700256 thence CR 693278—
674298—700350 thence R I O DI GAVIGNANO to L 705368 (all incl IV Corps).
TRUSCOTT
Commanding

Official:
CONWA

Acting G
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8

Headquarters Fifth Army
A.P.O. No. 464, U. S. Army
13 April 1945

STANDING OPERATION PROCEDURE—PHANTOM LIAISON OFFICERS
1. There are at present Liaison (Phantom) officers from 15th Army Group
with II Corps, IV Corps and Fifth Army. All of these officers have been considered
to have the status of personal liaison officers of the Army Group Commander.
2. At Headquarters Fifth Army the procedure has been to make available at
G—3 Section all operational information to the liaison officer. This information falls
in the following groups:
a. Reports: Daily G3 periodic reports, Sitreps (TWX) and telephone
reports.
b. Orders: Incoming and outgoing Field Orders and Operations In
structions.
c. Radios: Incoming and outgoing radios concerning attachments and
assignments, changes of command, and boundaries.
d. SIAM: Siam reports received from Siam Liaison officers or Intercept
platoons.
3. It is understood by G3 that no information will be passed to higher head
quarters unless confirmed by lower unit headquarters. In the event unconfirmed
information is passed for background purposes it will be so qualified.
4. Intentions are not passed to 15th Army Group if they already are available
from other sources. In no event are future intentions passed until they are approved
and published in an Army or lower unit order or Operations Instruction.
5. In the event of any question as to accuracy of any information proposed
to be sent by Liaison Officer to 15th Army Group, the text of the message is sub
mitted to G3 (Operations) for careful check. If any doubt exists that section of
message will be deleted.
TRUSCOTT
Commanding
Official:
CONWA

Acting G
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NUMBER

Headquarters Fifth Army
A.P.O. No. 464, U. S. Army
19 April 1945

MAP: Special Operations Map (GSGS 4164 ITALY 1/100,000).
1. Fifth Army continues the advance to the North to capture or isolate BO
LOGNA and to destroy the enemy South of the PO. For phase lines and boundaries
see Special Operations Map.
2. a. II Corps from present positions will continue the attack to the North,
clear Route 64, isolate or capture BOLOGNA, destroy the enemy in its zone, and
secure the line of the PANARO East of CAMPOSANTO.
b. Be prepared to continue to the PO to seize crossing sites between
OSTIGLIA (F 7412) (excl) and SERMIDE (F 8705) (incl).
c. Be prepared to establish contact with Eighth Army vicinity of BON
DENO (9691).
d. The 6 South African Armoured Division will remain attached to II
Corps.
e. Maintain one regiment in reserve, to be committed only on Army
authority.
3. a. IV Corps from present positions will continue the attack to the North,
destroy enemy in zone of advance and secure the line of the PANARO West of
CAMPOSANTO.
b. Be prepared to continue to the PO to seize crossing sites between
OSTIGLIA (F 7412) and BORGOFORTE (F 4411) (incl).
c. Maintain one regiment in reserve, to be committed only on Army
authority.
4. 92d Infantry Division in the coastal sector will consolidate present positions
and be prepared to continue the advance on LA SPEZIA. Follow up any enemy
withdrawal.
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5. Armored elements will be employed to the maximum to maintain the speed
of the advance and to facilitate the destruction of the enemy South of the PO.
TRUSCOTT
Commanding
Official:
CONWA

Acting G
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Headquarters Fifth Army
A.P.O. No. 464, U. S. Army
26 April 1945

1. Fifth Army continues the advance to cut off and destroy German forces
in northwest Italy and to assist Eighth Army in the capture of PADOVA.
2. II Corps will capture bridges intact or force assault crossings over the
ADIGE River in zone and advance to the East on the axis VERONA—VICENZA.
Assist Eighth Army in the capture of PADOVA. Assemble the 6 South African
Armoured Division in reserve generally South of the PO River, to be committed on
Army order only.
3. IV Corps will breach the ADIGE line between VERONA and LAKE
GARDA and continue the advance rapidly to the North with one Division on the axis
VERONA—TRENTO—BOLZANO. Send 1st Armored Division to the North
west, secure airdrome at GHEDI (F 0953), and continue on the axis VERONA—
BRESCIA—BERGAMO—COMO. Be prepared after breaching ADIGE line to
release 85th Infantry Division on short notice. Seize PIACENZA and destroy
enemy forces South of PO River.
4. Boundary between Corps, all points inclusive to II Corps: From point
F 608412 on present boundary, North along road to F 628475 t o F 619501—along
railroad to road at 612588—along road to 614589—thence road to RJ 614655—
thence trail and road to 660675 t o r i v e r VAJO SQUARANTO at F 699710—North
along river to F 747810—to point 1893 ( F 775832)—STARO (F 8485)—VALLI
DEL PASUBIO (F 8786).
TRUSCOTT
Commanding
Official:
HARRELL

G3
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II

Headquarters Fifth Army
A.P.O. No. 464, U. S. Army
1 May 1945

1.

II Corps will:
a. Continue advance to north through mountains in their zone of action
and seize Highway 49 in zone, prepared to continue advance on INNSBRUCK via
BRENNER PASS.
b. Arrange with unit on right flank for passage of British troops along
Highway 51 from PONTE NELL'ALPI (B 6733) to LONGARONE (B 6943).
c. Assemble 91st Division in area bounded by G 4988, G 3977, G 6376.
2.

Boundaries (effective 302400B).
10th Mountain Division—II Corps: From point on present boundary at
F 724794 to M. BALLELANI (F 805868)—M. PASUBIO (F 807930)—M. BOR
COLETTA (F 842975)—A 880005—COSTA ALTA (A 925102)—MANDERIOLO
(A 970137)—LA PORTELLA (A 968260)—M. CROCE (A 985342)—M. SCILIAR
(B 135710)—M. FANA (B 282918)—RJ (W 217007).
Fifth Army—Eighth Army: Highway 53 (incl 5 Army) from CITTA
DELLA (G 2775) to TREVISO (G 6376)—thence Highway 13 (incl 8 Army) to
RJ Highway 51 (B 705028), thence Highway 51 (incl 8 Army) to bridge (B 677328),
thence along PIAVE River to B 880746, thence North along 880 Easting to AUS
TRIAN Border.
TRUSCOTT
Commanding

Official:
HARRELL

G3
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MAPS:

12

Headquarters Fifth Army
A.P.O. No. 464, U. S. Army
3 May 1945

1/200,000 Italy Road Map, Sheets 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11.

1

General:
a. Enemy forces under command of Commander in Chief Southwest have
surrendered unconditionally.
b. Fifth Army will cease firing forthwith except in event of overt hostile
act on the part of the enemy.
c. This instruction deals with the occupation of Northern Italy as a re
sult of surrender.
2

Enemy:
Intelligence: See Annex A.
The status of surrendered personnel will be issued at a later date.

3

Missions:
Fifth Army will, in its zone of action:
1) Enforce the terms of surrender.
2) Place forces astride the enemy L of C to prevent enemy withdrawal.
3) Initiate primary disarmament of enemy armed forces.
4) Close and guard the Italian frontier.
5) Occupy Northern Italy in zone.
6) Control and administer enemy forces (to include guards for control
of air and naval personnel, dumps and installations to extent
necessary).
7) Set up Allied Military Government.
8) Control and administer displaced persons.

4

Troop List: Current.
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5

Detailed Instructions:
II Corps will, in its zone of action:
1) Enforce the terms of surrender.
2) Place forces astride the enemy L of C to prevent withdrawal of
enemy forces.
3) Initiate primary disarmament of enemy armed forces.
4) Close and guard the Italian frontier.
5) Occupy that portion of Northern Italy in zone.
6) Control and administer enemy forces (to include guards for con
trol of air and naval personnel, dumps and installations to extent
necessary).
7) Set up Allied Military Government.
8) Control and administer displaced persons.
IV Corps will, in its zone of action:
1) Enforce the terms of surrender.
2) Place forces astride the enemy L of C to prevent withdrawal of en
emy forces.
3) Initiate primary disarmament of enemy armed forces.
4) Close and guard the Italian frontier.
5) Occupy that portion of Northern Italy in zone.
6) Control and administer enemy forces (to include guards for control
of air and naval personnel, dumps and installations to extent neces
sary).
7) Set up Allied Military Government.
8) Control and administer displaced persons.
c. No large formations will be broken up and evacuated as PW instead of
being held as disarmed enemy troops without authority from this Headquarters.
6
Boundaries:
a. The present Fifth and Eighth Army boundary will remain. Adjust
ment to boundary indicated in Inclosure 2, Administrative Directive No. 12, Head
quarters Fifth Army dated 3 May 1945 will be effected on orders this Headquarters.
b. II—IV Corps Boundary: From a point on present 10th Mountain
Division—IV Corps boundary at F 420550, thence to F 378572, thence along fol
lowing points on Boundary between Compartimento of LOMBARDIA on the
West and Provincio of TRENTO on the East—F 545983—Highway at F 300978
—M. REDICASTELLO (Hill 2891) (A 279205)—M. FUMO (Hill 3418) (A 334335)
—WO DEL TRE SIGNORI (Hill 3359) (A 319561)—M. CEVEDALE (Hill
3764) (A 404677)—SWITZERLAND border at A 279775.
The international frontiers of Italy will be taken as in existence in 1939.
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7. Political:
The Supreme Allied Commander has directed that the policy of the Allied
Command will be to support the authority of the established government in ROME.
8. Surrender Terms:
See Appendix C to O.I. No. 6, Headquarters 15th Army Group "Instru
ment and Orders for Local Surrender" previously issued.
9. Miscellaneous:
For details reference Primary Disarmament, Administration, Concentra
tion and Administration of Surrendered Enemy Forces, see Administrative Directive
No. 12, Headquarters Fifth Army dated 3 May 1945 to be issued separately.
TRUSCOTT
Commanding
Official:

G
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ANNEX NUMBER T W O • • . . • • . .

CASUALTIES, U.S. FORCE
1 APRII^3O MAY 1945

Killed in Action

Wounded in Action

I

II

j April

Q

12

14

38
37
31

271

16

325

144

185

140

4
4

12

106

2

120

10

102

3

1

"5
87
83
48
84

2

722

6
5

664
635
714
604
490

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

IO

»

12

75

II

»

14

12

»

5

I3

»

19

14

>

141

63
34
64
579

138

520

17

»

18

»

12

5
5

»

»

Total

5
5

2

16

Missing in Action

6
9

133
136

487

J

552

26

98
88
57
75
68

5°3

3

402

175

I9

»

2O

»

21

»

22

»

23
24

»
»

50

25
26

»
»

50
19

no

160

141

160

27
28
29
30

»
»
»
»

29

96

19

90

48

187

37

88

674703°—47

27

13

3°7
258

33°
278
136

5
5
3

369
338

7

335

401
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1

126
109

235
1

126

171

I May

Killed in Action

Wounded in Action

Missing in Action

Total

4

25

2

26

37

4
5
4
9
3

9

2

»

11

3
4

»
•

1

5

»

6

»

5

4
4
4
4

7

»

2

1

8
n

»
»

15
18
19

»
»
»

22

»

2

2

26

B

1

1

29

»

Total

172

20
1

20

3

4

1

1

3

3
3

2

1

i_
1,4.22

6

I

» 94

1
J

i 9

7>735

TOTAL CASUALTIES AND STRENGT
i. BATTLE

CASUALTIES

9 SEPTEMBER 194331 MARCH 1945

American
British
Brazilian
Italian
French

Killed in Action

Wounded in Action

18,066

74,382

9.5*8

29.583
I,l8o

10,869

6,504

Missing in Action

Total
101,966

4 6 .95 6
1.567

55

185
508

20,847
126,647

1.583
22,663

27,671
179.578

1,409

6,148

"9

7,676

IOI

394

1

73

521

50

496
644

35

!I

202

6

255
5>24I
30,268

1,418

1 APRIL2 MAY 1945

American
British
Brazilian
Italian

1,618

5

2

*52

7,224

172

8,968

80,530

9.637

29.977
1,901
770
20,847
133.825

10,870

109,642
47.452

235

2,211

510

I

THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN: 9 SEPTEMBER 19432 MAY 1945

American
British
Brazilian
Italian
French

1

9.475
6,605
275
290
1

5.24
31,886

2. STRENGTH

1.583
22,835

188,546

OF COMMAND
Effective Strength
2 May
1 April

American
Italian
Brazilian
British

.57°

27,671

Total Replacements
9 September 1943
2 May 1945

177,218

179.312

3I.I57

3V34

14.157
44.35l

14,841
48,818

144,879
I.9°9
3.989
67.451

266,883

274,105

218,228
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PRISONERS OF WAR
i. TOTALS CAPTURED BY FIFTH ARMY .
9 September 1943
31 March 1945

American
British
French
Brazilian
Italian

47,784
7,851
8,367

133,646

9 September 1943
2 May 1945
181,430

957

8,808

59°

12,908
....

9
64,601

1 April
2 May 1945

....

I

47,5

8,367
13,498

9

11

212,112

2. DAILY TOTAL OF PRISONERS
i April

9

21 April

2

»

0

22

3
4

»
»

29

6
40

»

»
23
»
24
»
25
»
26
27
»
28 »
29 »
30
»
1 May

6

»

*7

J>

97
96

8

»

148

9

»

77

10

»

11

»

75
53

12

»

380

2

»

I3

»

14

»

3
4

»
»

15

»

16

' ))

491
455
697
495

5
6

»
»

17

»

18

•

1,460
1,266

I9

»

!>°53

20

»

2,325

174

1,886
1,915
5,610
^,653
3,79J
2,614
7,324
4,411
10,211

21,526
1

7,835
4 J ,735
6,847
4,036
320

2,343
161,109

3. PRISONER OF WAR BREAKDOWN
530 APRIL 1945

Total

1st Parachute Division
1st Parachute Regiment
. .
3d Parachute Regiment
. .
4th Parachute Regiment
. .
Neukum Regiment
1st Parachute Artillery Regiment
1st Parachute Engineer Battalion
1st Parachute Antitank Battalion

.
.
.

.
.
.

39
165

(857)

64
33

4th Parachute Division
10th Parachute Regiment
11 th Parachute Regiment
12 th Parachute Regiment
4th Parachute Artillery Regiment
4th Parachute Engineer Battalion
4th Parachute Antitank Battalion
8th M o u n t a i n Division
1057th Reconnaissance Battalion
296 th Mountain Regiment
297th Mountain Regiment
1057th Artillery Regiment
1057th Engineer Battalion
1057th Antitank Battalion

325
161
105

296
162

97
307
60

0,777)

42

.

26th Panzer Division
26th Panzer Reconnaissance Battalion
9th Panzer Grenadier Regiment .
67th Panzer Grenadier Regiment
. . . .
26th Panzer Regiment
. . . .
93d Artillery Regiment
93d Engineer Battalion
. . . .
93d Antitank Battalion
. . . .

292

^37
^250
326
166

45
23
185

53 2
(676)

69
7
1

1

Division totals include prisoners from the smaller divisional units and division headquarters.
Figures in parentheses represent prisoners passed through the Eighth Army PW Cage as of 2400,
26 April 1945, during the spring drive.
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65th Grenadier Division
65th Fusilier Battalion
145th Grenadier Regiment
146th Grenadier Regiment
147th Grenadier Regiment
165th Artillery Regiment
165th Engineer Battalion

.

.

.

.

699
874
771
604

4,27

129
118

165th Antitank Battalion
90th Panzer Grenadier Division
190th Panzer Reconnaissance Battalion
200th Panzer Grenadier Regiment
361st Panzer Grenadier Regiment
190th Panzer Battalion
. . . .
190th Artillery Regiment
190th Engineer Battalion

2

33
856
5*7
75
272

2,863

73

154,

190th Antitank Battalion
94th Grenadier Division
94th Fusilier Battalion
267th Grenadier Regiment
274th Grenadier Regiment
276th Grenadier Regiment
194th Artillery Regiment
194th Engineer Battalion

166

.

.

.

.

3°5~
1,038
724

747
691

4,793

246

194th Antitank Battalion
114th Light Division
114th Reconnaissance Battalion
721st Light Regiment
. .
741st Light Regiment
. .
661st Artillery Regiment
. .
114th Engineer Battalion

.
.
.

.
.
.

627

.

.

34
604

482
184

114th Antitank Battalion
148th Grenadier Division
148th Fusilier Battalion
281st Grenadier Regiment
285th Grenadier Regiment
286th Grenadier Regiment
1048th Artillery Regiment
1048th Engineer Battalion
1048th Antitank Battalion
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.

.

109

93
29
45

3>999

Grenadier Division
232a Fusilier Battalion
1044th Grenadier Regiment
1045th Grenadier Regiment
Artillery Regiment .
Engineer Battalion .
Antitank Battalion .
278th Grenadier Division
278th Fusilier Battalion .
992d Grenadier Regiment
993d Grenadier Regiment
994th Grenadier Regiment
278th Artillery Regiment
278th Engineer Battalion
278th Antitank Battalion
305th Grenadier Division
305th Fusilier Battalion
576th Grenadier Regiment
577th Grenadier Regiment
578th Grenadier Regiment
305th Artillery Regiment
305th Engineer Battalion
305th Antitank Battalion
334th Grenadier Division
334th Fusilier Battalion
754th Grenadier Regiment
755th Grenadier Regiment
756th Grenadier Regiment
334th Artillery Regiment
334th Engineer Battalion
334th Antitank Battalion
Grenadier Division
362d Fusilier Battalion
956th Grenadier Regiment
1059th Grenadier Regiment
1060th Grenadier Regiment
Artillery Regiment .
Engineer Battalion .
Antitank Battalion .

34
215
1,027
260

2,21

79
42;
57

89
130
162
170

995
(1,660)

39
47,
62

392
490
275
424
150
128

2,828
(324)

124
585
630
668
302

3>3 2 6

57
I33J
12

4

94
48

281
(2,235

56
8
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MAJOR ORDNANCE LOSSE
31 MARCHn MAY 1945

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST GROUP A

,
Cart, hand, M3A4
Gun, 37mm, T32, w/mount Mg
Gun, MG, cal .30, M1917A1
.
Gun, MG, cal .30, M1919A4
Gun, MG, cal .30, M1919A6
Gun, MG, cal .50, HB
Gun, sub MG, cal .45, Thompson, M1928A1, Mi & M1A1, M3
Launcher, rocket, 4.5inch, on 37mm carriage M4
Mortar, 60mm, M3
Mortar, 81mm, Mi, T27
Rifle, auto., cal .30, Browning, M1918A1 & A2

.

.

28
17
119
529
122
550
720
7
177
113
390

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST GROUP B

Bayonet, M i
Bayonet, M1905 & M1917
Carbine, cal .30, M i
Knife, trench
Launcher, grenade, M i
Launcher, grenade, M 7 (for M i rifle)
.
.
.
Launcher, grenade, M 8 (for carbine)
Launcher, rocket, 2.36inch, M 1 A 1 , M 9 & M9A1
Pistol, auto., cal .45, M1911 & M1911A1
. . . . . . .
Pistol, pyro, M 2 , A N  M 8
Pistol, Very, 10 Gauge, M 3 & M 5
Projector, pyro, hand, M 9 .
. . . .
Projector, signal, ground, M 4

I78

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

8,574
740
2,232
3>239
131
1,171
544
i.>349
822
6
5
83
.
2i

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST GROUP B

Revolver, cal .45, Mi917
Rifle, US, cal .30, Mi903, M1903A1 & M1903A3
Rifle, US, cal .30, M1903A4, snipers
Rifle, US, cal .30, Mi

.

3O

832
103
I2J53

6

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST GROUP C

Gun, 57mm, M i , w/carriage Mi A2 & Mi A3
Gun, 3inch, M5, w/carriage Mi
Howitzer, 75mm, M1A1, w/carriage M8, pack
Howitzer, 105mm, M2A1, w/carriage M2A2, M2 & M1A1
Howitzer, 105mm, M3, w/carriage M3 & M3A1
Howitzer, 155mm, M i , w/carriage M 1 & M 1 A 1
. „ .
Trailer, ammunition, M i o

79
2

.

.

.

.

.

.

10
7
12
5
39

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST GROUP D

Gun, 90mm (AA), Mi
Gun, 90mm (AA), M2
Gun, 155mm, M1A1, w/carriage Mi
Howitzer, 8inch, M i , w/carriage Mi

19
2
1
1

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST GROUP G

Ambulance, Kton, 4 X 4
Car, armored, light, M8
Car, armored, utility, M20
Car, halftrack, M2 & M2A1
Car, 5passenger, sedan
Carriage, motor, 75mm howitzer, M8
Carriage, motor, 76mm gun, M i 8 (T70)
Carriage, motor, 3inch gun, Mio
Carriage, motor, 105mm howitzer, M7
Carriage, motor, multiple gun, M i 5 , Mi6
Carrier, cargo, light, M29 (T24)
Carrier, personnel, halftrack, M3 & M3A1
Carrier, 81mm mortar, halftrack, M4

60
27
14
26
17
4
5
22
9
8
4
41
2

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST GROUP 0

Motorcycle, chaindriven, HarleyDavidson
Tank, light, M5 & M5A1
Tank, light, M24
Tank, medium, M4 & M4A1 (75mm gun)
Tank, medium, M4A3 (76mm gun)
Tank, medium, M4A3 (105mm howitzer)
Tractor, highspeed, 13ton, M5
Tractor, highspeed, 18ton, M4
Trailer, armored, M8
Trailer, yiXoxv payload, 2wheel cargo
Trailer, iton payload, 2wheel cargo
Trailer, iton, 2wheel water tank, 250gal
Trailer, 4ton, 2wheel ammunition, M21
Trailer, 8ton, 4wheel ammunition, M23
Trailer, 45ton, tank transporter, M9
Truck, >iton, 4 X 4 , amphibian
Truck, >£ton, 4 X 4
Truck, 2^ton, 4 X 4 , WC w/winch
Truck, 2^ton, 4 X 4 , WC wo/winch
Truck, 24ton, 4 X 4, G & R w/winch
Truck, 24ton, 4 X 4, G & R wo/winch
Truck, 24ton, 4 X 4 , carryall
Truck, 1 yi ton, 4 X 4 , cargo, wo/winch
Truck, ij^ton, 4 X 4 , dump
Truck, 1 yiton, 4 X 4 , tractor
Truck, i^ton, 6 x 6 , cargo, w/winch
Truck, i>^ton, 6 x 6 , cargo, wo/winch
Truck, 2>£ton, 6 x 6 , amphibian
Truck, 2>^ton, 6 x 6 , LWB, cargo, w/winch
Truck, 2^ton, 6 x 6 , LWB, cargo, wo/winch
Truck, 2>^ton, 6 x 6 , SWB, cargo, w/winch
Truck, 2"Kton, 6 x 6 , SWB, cargo, wo/winch
Truck, 2>^ton, 6 x 6 , dump
Truck, 2yiton, 6 x 6 , 700 gal. water tank
Truck, 2>£ton, 6 x 6 , 750 gal. gas tank
Truck, 2>^ton, 6 x 6 , welding, Mi2
Truck, 4ton, 6 x 6 , SWB, cargo
Truck, 4ton, 6 x 6 , wrecker
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1

46
59
7
98
39
12
18
10
4
150
107
7
7
5
27
3
1,060
161
286
30
119
3
7
6
3
35
25
253
141
171
28
11
54
5
5
1
33
9

STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST GROUP G

Truck,
Truck,
Truck,
Truck,
Truck,
Truck,

45ton, 4 X 4 , tractor
6ton, 6 x 6 , prime mover
73^ton, 6 x 6 , prime mover
10ton, 6 x 6 , wrecker, heavy
12ton, 6 X 4 , M20 (tank transporter)
tractor, M26 (tank transporter)

22
4
5
7
29
7
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CHART I. TONNAGE ISSUED
// & IV
2 ,906

Class I (0

April
May

1

Class

9^95597

17,033.44
36,989.41

CHART

II.

284

3,19°

RATION ISSUES

Class HI (a)

Total

44,106.54
45,407.74
89,514.28

66,968.5
62,725.2
129,693.7

{individual)
April

.

a
I #

*

»

«

.
»

•

<

•

. . . .
K.
U
American Total
Av. Am. Daily Issue
Brazilian
Italian
Grand Total

CHART III.

.

.

.

«

•

«

«

.

.

.

.

May

2

5> 45>435

845,472

33°JI89

12,378
57W3
353.954
7,028,492
234,283
682,783
1,003,604

576
106,546
118,105
6,082,694
196,216
518,466
654.477
7*255*637

OTHER CLASS I ISSUES

"
Soaps

April
May

Tobacco

Toilet Arts.

Candy

4.217.857
2,233,646

4.217.857
2,233,646

4.217.857
2,233,646

.

,

Bread
(pounds)

7I7.368
681,840

3.046,067
3,063,310

Meat Butter
(issues)
30

26

1

29

3

(x) Includes only rations. Class I tonnage is based on the gross weight of each ration.
(2) Tonnage factors used are: 300 gallons = 1 ton gasoline. 250 gallons = 1 ton Diesel, kerosene,
and oils.
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CHART

April
May

IV.

PETROLEUM ISSUE

(all in gallons except grease in pounds)

V80

Diesel

Kerosene

Lubricating
Oils

Greases

11,645,554
12,461,503

897,483
574.023

135.502
59,346

274,225
3!7>277

118,393
i33>634
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ALMANA
i APRIL2 MAY 1945 (1)

1 April

3
4
5
6

»
»
»
»

7 »

•

•

•

•

{last quarter)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

8
9

»
»

IO

»

II

»

.

{new moon)

.

.

12

»

13
14

»
,

16
17
18

»
,
»

19

»

20

»

21

>

•

22

»

•

•

•

1

23

»

•

•

9

1

24

»

•

•

•

1

25

>

•

•

•

<

26

»

27

»

(/z/// moo«) ,

28

»

•

•

•

1

29
30

»
»

•

•

•

1

•

•

•

<

•

•

•

<

1 May
2

»

•

«

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

.

1

•

.

{first quarter)

•

• •

•

•

Sunrise

Sunset

Moonrise

Moonset

0656
0654
0652
0650
0648
0647
0645
0643
0641
0639
0638
0636
0634
0632
0630
0629
0627
0625
0624

1941
1942

2327
....

0855
0924

J943
1945
1946

OO28

°957

0130

1038

0227

1127

J

947

0321

1948

0409
0450
0527

1225
!

J

95O
95i
"952
J954
J

1442
J

559

°559

1717
1837
J957

1957
1959

0629
0659
0729
0801
0838

2000

0921

2353
....

2001

1010

0102

2002

1105
1205
1307
1410

0203

*955
!956

2004

2118

2237

0254

0622

2005

0620

2006

0618
0617
0615
0614

2007

2011

0612

2012

1816
1916

0610

2014

2018

0609
0607
0606
0604
0603

2015

2120

2016

2222

2017
2019

2324
....

0611
0634
0658
0726
0758
0836

2020

0023

0922

2009

°335
0410

0440
1614

2010

O5°5
0528

lwich Standard Time, is used throughout.
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ANNEX NUMBER THREE * * * * * * *

Fifth Army Staff
2 MAY 194

Chief of Staff
Deputy Chief of Staff
Secretary, General Staff
Assistant Chief of Staff Gi
Assistant Chief of Staff G—2
Assistant Chief of Staff G3
Assistant Chief of Staff G4
Assistant Chief of Staff G—5
Adjutant General
Antiaircraft Officer
Artillery Officer
Chaplain
Chemical Officer
Engineer Officer
Finance Officer
Inspector General
Judge Advocate General
Medical Officer
Ordnance Officer
Quartermaster
Signal Officer

674703" —47

14.

.

.

.

.

Brig. Gen. Don E. Carleton
Col. John F. Cassidy
Lt. Col. David F. Brown
Col. Edward M. Daniels
.
Brig. Gen. Edwin B. Howard
Col. Ben Harrell
Col. Edward J. O'Neill
Brig. Gen. Edgar E. Hume
Col. Melville Grant
Brig. Gen. Aaron A. Bradshaw, Jr.
Brig. Gen. Guy O. Kurtz
Col. Patrick J. Ryan
Col. Walter A. Guild
Brig. Gen. Frank O. Bowman
Col. Harold F. Chrisman
Col. Peter J. Lloyd
Col. Albert W. Johnson
Brig. Gen. Joseph I. Martin
Brig. Gen. Urban Niblo
Brig. Gen. Joseph P. Sullivan
Col. Kenneth F. Zitzman
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ANNEX NUMBER FOUR * * * * * * * *

Troop List of Fifth
23 APRIL 194

FIFTH ARMY TROOPS

Headquarters, Fifth Army
British Increment, Fifth Army
Special Troops, Fifth Army
Headquarters Detachment, Special Troops
Headquarters Company, Fifth Army
7th Information and Historical Service
22d Quartermaster Car Company [2d Platoon]
33d Finance Disbursing Section
61st Military Police Company (Post, Camp, and Station); attached:
356th and 357th Military Police Guard Detachments
33d and 34th Infantry Scout Dog Platoon
232d and 245th Army Ground Forces Band
523d Quartermaster Car Company [1st and 3d Platoons
1628th Engineer Utilities Detachment (6,000 Men
6669th WAC Headquarters Platoon (Overhead
6736th Headquarters Company (Overhead);
225th and 234th Signal Radar Maintenance Units
Attached to Special Troops:

13th and 49th Finance Disbursing Sections
Italian Units Attached to Special Troops:

210th Italian Rations and Clothing Platoon
210th Italian Transport Company
1st Italian Training Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
1st, 2d, and 3d Italian Training Companies (Pack Mule)
2d Italian Training Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
4th Italian Training Company (General)
5th Italian Training Company (Convalescent)

FIFTH ARMY TROOPS

(continued)

6th Italian Training Company (Staging)
305th Italian Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters De
tachment
310th, 311th, and 313th Italian Quartermaster Service Companies
Adjutant General:
34th Postal Regulating Sectio
542d, 543d, and 549th Army Postal Unit
Adjutant General Units Attached to Fifth Army:

9th and 10th Machine Records Units (Mobile) [from MTOUSA]
Air Corps:
3d Depot Unit, Army
AAF/MTO

Unit Attached to Fifth Army:

121st Liaison Squadron [Detachment and Flights B, C, and D]
Antiaircraft Artillery:
71st AAA Brigade, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery; attached:
231st Army Ground Forces Band
630th AAA Automatic Weapons Battalion [2d Platoon, Battery D]
Armored Force:
755th Tank Battalion; attached:
Detachment, 525th Ordnance Heavy Maintenance Company (Tank)
Chemical:
2d Chemical Maintenance Company
24th Chemical Decontamination Company
Engineers:
2626th Engineer Group (Provisional), Headquarters and Headquarters De
tachment
1168th Engineer Combat Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Company;
attached:

210th Italian Engineer Combat Group, Headquarters and Headquarters
Company
1338th Engineer Combat Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Company
92d and 224th Engineer General Service Regiments
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and 226th Engineer General Service Regiments [3d Battalion]
169th, i82d, and 185th Engineer Combat Battalions
405th Engineer Water Supply Battalion
1554th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion
66th Engineer Topographic Company, Corps; attached:
210th Italian Engineer Topographic Platoo
217th, 423d, and 425th Engineer Dump Truck Companie
383d Engineer Depot Company;
301st, 3O2d, and 303d Italian Engineer Depot Companie
3O2d Italian Engineer Maintenance Compan
400th Engineer Maintenance Company;
301st Italian Engineer Maintenance Company
597th and 2750th Engineer Light Equipment Companies
2769th Engineer Depot Company
2916th Engineer Camouflage Company [3 Platoons]; attached:
92d Italian Camouflage (Masking) Platoo
420th Army Service Forces Ban
1206th Engineer Firefighting Platoo
1710th and 1712th Engineer Map Depot Detachment
1980th and 1981st Engineer Aviation Firefighting Platoon
Italian Units Attached to 2626th Engineer Group:

304th, 305th, and 306th Italian Engineer Depot Companies (Provisional)
General:
21st and 45th Special Service Companie
2633d Service Company (Overhead
2619th Aerial Supply Detachment (Overhead
2695th Technical Supervision Regiment (Overhead
General Units Attached to Fifth Army:

108th Replacement Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
[from MTOUSA]
509th, 510th, and 511th Replacement Companies
3d Platoon, 37th Special Service Company [from MTOUSA]
Italian Units Attached to 2695th Technical Supervision as Parent Unit and not further
Subattached:

Headquarters, 210th Italian Infantry Division (Administrative)
Special Troops, 210th Italian Infantry Division

FIFTH ARMY TROOPS

(continued)

Headquarters Company, 210th Italian Infantry Division
525th Italian Training Regiment, Headquarters and Headquarters Company
20th Italian Pack Mule Group, Headquarters and Detachment
548th Italian Quartermaster Group, Headquarters and Headquarters De
tachment
303d Italian Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachment
318th Italian Quartermaster Service Company [2 Platoons]
Infantry:
g2d Infantry Divisio
Headquarters, 92d Infantry Divisio
Headquarters, Special Troop
Headquarters Compan
792d Ordnance Light Maintenance Compan
92d Quartermaster Compan
g2d Signal Compan
Military Police Platoo
92d Infantry Division Band
92d Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, Mechanized
317th Engineer Combat Battalion
317th Medical Battalion
92d Division Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
597th, 598th, and 599th Field Artillery Battalions [105mm Howitzer]
600th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Howitzer
365th Infantry Regiment [attached to IV Corps
370th Infantry Regimen
371st Infantry Regiment [attached to IV Corps
Attached to g2d Division:

442d Infantry Regimen
232d Engineer Combat Compan
206th Army Ground Forces Ban
473d Infantry Regiment
428th Field Artillery Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
75th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Howitzer]
530th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Gun] [Battery A]
1 Platoon, 179th Chemical Smoke Generating Company
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758th Light Tank Battalio
760th Tank Battalion [Companies A and D
679th Tank Destroyer Battalion (Towed
Company A, 894th Tank Destroyer Battalion (Selfpropelled
British Units Attached to g2d Division:

17 Medium Regiment Royal Artillery [1 Battery] [5.5inch Gun/Howitzer]
56 Battery, 8 Survey Regiment
111 Field Regiment Royal Artillery [1 Battery] [25pounder]
1 Battery, 26 Light AntiAircraft Regiment
76 Heavy AntiAircraft Regiment
135th Regimental Combat Team [from 34th Infantry Division]
135th Infantry Regiment
125th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer]
Company B, 109th Engineer Combat Battalion
Company B, 109th Medical Battalion
Legnano Combat Group [Italian]
Headquarters, Legnano Combat Group
Legnano Ordnance Field Park
Legnano Mechanical Workshop
34th and 51st Carabinieri Sections
51st Supply and Transport Company
51st Medical Section
51st Italian Engineer Battalion
52d British Liaison Unit
244th and 332d Field Hospitals
n t h Artillery Regiment
68th Infantry Regiment
1st, 2d, and 3d Infantry Battalion
405th Mortar Company [3inch
56th Antitank Company [6pounder
69th Speciale Infantry Regimen
1st Bersaglieri Battalio
2d and 3d Alpini Battalion
15th Mortar Company [3inch
16th Antitank Company [6pounder
r
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FIFTH ARMY TROOPS

(continued)

Medical:
161st Medical Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
401st, 4O2d, and 403d Medical Collecting Companies
601st Clearing Company
Attached to 161st Medical Battalion:

551st Motor Ambulance Company
i62d Medical Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
404th, 405th, and 406th Medical Collecting Companies
6o2d Clearing Company
Attached to i62d Medical Battalion:

550th Motor Ambulance Company
110th, 130th, 211th, and 212th Italian Veterinary Evacuation Hospitals
I52d Italian Medical Collecting Section
525th and 865th Italian Field Hospitals
2d Medical Laboratory
3d Convalescent Hospital
8th, 16th, 38th, and 56th Evacuation Hospitals (750 Bed)
12th Medical Depot Company
15th, 94th, 170th, and 171st Evacuation Hospitals, Semimobile (400 Bed)
15th Field Hospital
28th Malaria Control Detachment
67th Veterinary Food Inspection Detachment
77th Medical Service Detachment (Veterinary FI)
206th Malaria Survey Detachment
549th and 688th Motor Ambulance Companies
307th and 308th Medical Prophylactic Platoons
36th Veterinary Company (Separate)
Medical Unit Attached to Fifth Army:

2d Auxiliary Surgical Group [Detachment of Headquarters and 28 Teams]
[from MTOUSA]
Italian Units Attached to Medical Section, Fifth Army:

3O2d, 303d, and 317th Italian Quartermaster Service Companies
Military Police:
101st Military Police Battalion [Company C
138th Military Police Compan
379th Military Police Escort Guard Compan
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Ordnance:
2660th Ordnance Group (Provisional), Headquarters and Headquarters De
tachment
53d Ordnance Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
42d Ordnance Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
8th, 29th, 94th, and 112th Ordnance Medium Maintenance Companies
262d Ordnance Maintenance Company (AA)
525th Ordnance Heavy Maintenance Company (Tank) [Detachment]
67th Ordnance Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
5th, 28th, 101st, and 109th Ordnance Medium Maintenance Companies
1 ooth Ordnance Medium Automotive Maintenance Company
188th Ordnance Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
70th, 3459th, 3486th, and 3488th Ordnance Medium Automotive Main
tenance Companies
56th Ordnance Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
5th Ordnance Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
79th, 189th, and 330th Ordnance Depot Companies
411th Ordnance Medium Maintenance Company
73d Ordnance Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
31st and 82d Ordnance Heavy Maintenance Companies, Field Army
86th, 529th, 881st, and 972d Ordnance Heavy Automotive Maintenance
Companies
476th and 477th Ordnance Evacuation Companies
991st Ordnance Heavy Maintenance Company (Tank)
87th Ordnance Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
53d, 58th, 236th, 605th, and 684th Ordnance Ammunition Companies
55th, 56th, 136th, 137th, 149th, 150th, i52d, 153d, and 154th Ordnance
Bomb Disposal Squads
PBS Unit Attached to 2660th Ordnance Group:

i6bth Ordnance Tire Repair Company
Quartermaster:
62d Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
408th, 585th, and 632d Quartermaster Laundry Companies
4th Platoon, 498th Quartermaster Laundry Company
817th and 818th Quartermaster Sterilizing Companies
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FIFTH ARMY TROOPS {continued)

•

*

82 2d Quartermaster Fumigation and Bath Company
94th Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
102d and 11 oth Quartermaster Bakery Companies
3005th and 3006th Quartermaster Bakery Companies (Mobile) (Special)
204th Quartermaster Battalion (Mobile), Headquarters and Headquarters De
tachment
3837th, 3838th, 3839th, 3840th, and 3853d Quartermaster Gas Supply
Companies
Attached to 204th Quartermaster Battalion:

3341st Quartermaster Truck Company (Tank)
242d Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachmen
3254th, 3255th, 3256th, and 3257th Quartermaster Service Companie
249th Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachmen
3278th, 3280th, and 3281st Quartermaster Service Companies
Attached to 2^gth Quartermaster Battalion:

1st Platoon, 3298th Quartermaster Service Company
21 oth Italian Infantry Division Band
67th Italian Quartermaster Group; Headquarters and Detachment
301st Italian Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachment
301st Italian Quartermaster Service Company
3O2d Italian Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachment
304th, 308th, and 322d Italian Quartermaster Service Companies
263d Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
4o62d, 4063d, 4064th, and 4065th Quartermaster Service Companies
47th Quartermaster Graves Registration Company; attached:
1st and 4th Platoons, 6o2d Quartermaster Graves Registration Company
[from PBS]
85th Quartermaster Depot Company
86th, 90th, 98th, and 4522d Quartermaster Railhead Companies
230th Quartermaster Salvage Collecting Company
280th Quartermaster Refrigeration Company [2d Platoon (1 Section)]
299th Quartermaster Salvage Repair Company
3298th Quartermaster Service Company [—1st Platoon]
Italian Units Attached to Quartermaster Section:

309th, 312th, 319th, and 320th Italian Quartermaster Service Companies

304th Italian Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachmen
T tn
SHthj 3 5 > 3 > and 321st Italian Quartermaster Service Companies
Signal:
3143d Signal Service Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Company
51st and 63d Signal Operating Battalions
iO2d and 103d Signal Light Construction Battalions
128th Signal Radio Intelligence Company
180th Signal Repair Company
196th Signal Photo Company
209th Signal Pigeon Company [Breeding Section]
212th Signal Depot Company
229th Signal Operating Company
3326th Signal Intelligence and Monitoring Company
32d Signal Center Detachment
52d and 57th Signal Radar Maintenance Units (Type F)
177th Signal Surface Warning Platoon
2688th Signal Detachment (Overhead)
3203d Signal Inspection and Maintenance Detachment
Attached to 31^2(1 Signal Service Group:

Detachments B3, C16, C17, and MT2, 2603d Film and Equipment
Exchange (Overhead) [from MTOUSA]
3918th Signal Inspection and Maintenance Detachment, 3141st Signal
Service Group [from MTOUSA]
3200th Signal Intelligence Service Detachment (Type A), 849th Signal
Intelligence Service [from MTOUSA]
54th Signal Radar Maintenance Unit (Type C) [from PBS]
55th Signal Radar Maintenance Unit (Type A) [from PBS]
3225th Signal Photo Production Detachment [from Signal Corps Photo
Center
1st and 2d Italian Wire Recovery Companie
Transportation:
21st Traffic Regulation Group, Transportation Corps; attached:
26th Quartermaster Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
52d Quartermaster Battalion (Mobile), Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachment

FIFTH ARMY TROOPS

(continued)

3333d> 3334th, 3335th, 3336th, and 3606th Quartermaster Truck
Companies
56th Quartermaster Battalion (Mobile), Headquarters and Headquar
ters Detachment
3373d, 3374th, 3375th, and 3376th Quartermaster Truck Companies
70th Quartermaster Battalion (Mobile), Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachment
3505th, 3506th, 3507th, 3508th, and 3591st Quartermaster Truck Com
panies
115th Quartermaster Battalion (Mobile), Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachment
3332d, 3404th, 3562d, 3567th, and 3592d Quartermaster Truck Com
panies
235th Quartermaster Battalion (Mobile), Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachment
3605th, 3637th, 3638th, 3639th, and 3640th Quartermaster Truck Com
panies
468th Quartermaster Battalion (Mobile), Headquarters and Headquarters
Detachment
3641st, 3642d, 3643d, and 3644th Quartermaster Truck Companies
Italian Units Attached to 26th Quartermaster Group:

iO22d and 1023d Italian Quartermaster Truck Companies
Italian Units Attached to 21st Traffic Regulation Group:

306th Italian Quartermaster Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters De
tachment
305th, 306th, 323d, and 324th Italian Quartermaster Service Companies
307th Italian Quartermaster Service Company
AFHQ

Units Attached to Fifth Army:

Company G, 2675th Regiment, Allied Commission (USC) (Overhead) [De
tachments]
Combat Propaganda Team, 2679th Headquarters Company, Psychological
Warfare Branch (Overhead)
MTOUSA

Units Attached to Fifth Army:

305th Counter Intelligence Corps Detachment
British Units under Command of Fifth

Army:

Headquarters, 62 Antiaircraft Brigade
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II CORPS

Headquarters and Headquarters Company
Air Corps:
Flight B, 121st Liaison Squadron [Detachment] [from AAF/MTO]
Antiaircraft Artillery:
209th AAA Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery: attached:
71st AAA Operations Detachment
105th and 432d AAA Automatic Weapons Battalions (Selfpropelled)
403d AAA Gun Battalion (Type C)
Battery B, 360th AAA Searchlight Battalion; attached:
1438th Engineer Searchlight Maintenance Detachment
Armored Force:
752d and 757th Tank Battalions
6 South African Armoured Divisio
Headquarters, 6 South African Armoured Divisio
1/6 and 15 South African Field Regiments [25pounder
1/11 South African AntiTank Regimen
1/12 South African Light AntiAircraft Regimen
4/22 South African Field Regiment [105mm Howitzer SP
7/23 Medium Regiment [5.5inch Gun/Howitzer
I Troop, 535 Searchlight Batter
I1 South African Armoured Brigad
Prince Alfred's Guar
Pretoria Regiment (Princess Alice's Own
Special Service Battalio
12 South African Motorised Brigad
Royal Natal Carbineer
First City/Capetown Highlander
Witwatersrand Rifles/De la Rey Regimen
13 South African Motorised Brigad
Natal Mounted Rifle
Royal Durban Light Infantr
Imperial Light Horse/Kimberley Regimen
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II CORPS (continued)

°

Attached to 6 South African Armoured Division:

4/13 Frontier Force Rifle
38th Infantry Scout Dog Platoo
Chemical:
I ooth Chemical Mortar Battalio
172a! Chemical Smoke Generating Compan
Engineers:
19th and 39th Engineer Combat Groups, Headquarters and Headquarters Com
panie
4O2d, 404th, and 643d Engineer Combat Battalion
1755th Engineer Treadway Bridge Compan
Field Artillery:
II Corps Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
15th Field Artillery Observation Battalion
77th, 178th, and 423d Field Artillery Groups, Headquarters and Headquarters
Batteries
173d and 985th Field Artillery Battalions [155mm Gun]
178th, 248th, 631 st,. 765th, and 936th Field Artillery Battalions [155mm
Howitzer
527th and 536th Field Artillery Battalions [8inch Howitzer
Battery A, 530th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Gun
British Units Attached to II Corps:

11 and 12 Batteries, 54 Super Heavy Regiment [8inch Gun]
Infantry:
88th Infantry Divisio
Headquarters, 88th Infantry Divisio
Headquarters, Special Troop
Headquarters Compan
788th Ordnance Light Maintenance Compan
88th Quartermaster Compan
88th Signal Compan
Military Police Platoo
88th Infantry Division Band

2O2

88th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, Mechanize
313th Engineer Combat Battalion [Companies A, B, and C
313th Medical Battalion [Companies A, B, and C
88th Division Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Batter
339th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Howitzer]
349th Regimental Combat Tea
349th Infantry Regimen
337th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company A, 313th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company A, 313th Medical Battalio
350th Regimental Combat Tea
350th Infantry Regimen
338th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company B, 313th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company B, 313th Medical Battalio
351st Regimental Combat Tea
351st Infantry Regimen
913th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company C, 313th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company C, 313th Medical Battalio
Attached to 88th Division:

88th Counter Intelligence Corps Detachment [from MTOUSA]
91st Infantry Division
Headquarters, 91st Infantry Division
Headquarters, Special Troops
Headquarters Compan
791st Ordnance Light Maintenance Compan
91st Quartermaster Compan
91st Signal Compan
Military Police Platoo
91st Infantry Division Ban
91st Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, Mechanize
316th Engineer Combat Battalion [Companies A, B, and C
316th Medical Battalion [Companies A, B, and C
91st Division Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Batter
348th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Howitzer
361st Regimental Combat Tea

674703°—47
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II CORPS (continued)
361st Infantry Regiment
916th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer]
Company A, 316th Engineer Combat Battalion
Company A, 316th Medical Battalion
Regimental Combat Team
Infantry Regiment
346th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer]
Company B, 316th Engineer Combat Battalion
Company B, 316th Medical Battalion
363d Regimental Combat Tea
363d Infantry Regimen
347th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company C, 316th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company C, 316th Medical Battalio
Attached to gist

Division:

91st Counter Intelligence Corps Detachment [from MTOUSA]
Medical:
54th Medical Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
379th, 380th, and 381st Medical Collecting Companies
683d Clearing Company
33d Field Hospital
Military Police:
Military Police Platoon, II Corps
2O2d Military Police Company
Ordnance:
151st Ordnance Bomb Disposal Squad
Quartermaster:
1st and 3d Platoons, 523d Quartermaster Car Company
Italian Unit Attached to II Corps:

1st Platoon, 318th Italian Quartermaster Service Company
Signal:
53d Signal Battalion
3133d Signal Service Company
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MTOUSA

Unit Attached to II Corps:

3915th Signal Service ComDany (Radio Intelligence)
Tank Destroyer:
804th and 805th Tank Destroyer Battalions (Selfpropelled)
Transportation:
342 2d Quartermaster Truck Company
Italian Units Attached to II Corps:

2d Italian Pack Mule Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
2d, 13th, and 21st Italian Pack Mule Companies
3d Italian Pack Mule Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
1st, 9th, and 16th Italian Pack Mule Companies
5th Italian Pack Mule Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detach
ment
11 th, 15th, and 19th Italian Pack Mule Companies
MTOUSA

Units Attached to II Corps:

30th Finance Disbursing Sectio
2O2d Counter Intelligence Corps Detachmen

IV CORPS
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
Air Corps:
Detachment, Flight 13, 121st Liaison Squadron [from AAF/MTO]
Antiaircraft Artillery:
401st AAA Gun Battalion (Type C)
Battery C, 360th AAA Searchlight Battalion; attached:
1439th Engineer Searchlight Maintenance Detachment
Armored Force:
751st Tank Battalio
Companies A and D, 760th Tank Battalio
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IV CORPS (continued)
ist Armored Division
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
Reserve Command
ist Armored Division Trains, Headquarters and Headquarters Company
123d Ordnance Maintenance Battalio
47th Armored Medical Battalio
Military Police Platoo
ist Armored Division Band
8ist Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, Mechanized
16th Armored Engineer Battalion
ist Armored Division Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
27th, 68th, and 91st Armored Field Artillery Battalions [105mm How
itzer SP]
6th Armored Infantry Battalion
11 th Armored Infantry Battalion
14th Armored Infantry Battalion
141st Armored Signal Company
ist Tank Battalion
4th Tank Battalion
13th Tank Battalion
Combat Command A, Headquarters and Headquarters Company
Combat Command B, Headquarters and Headquarters Company
ist Engineer Assault Company (Provisional)
Attached to ist Armored Division:

501st Counter Intelligence Corps Detachment [from MTOUSA]
Brazilian Expeditionary Force:
Graves Registration Platoo
ist, 2d, and 3d Medical Group
ist Brazilian Infantry Divisio
Headquarters and Headquarters Compan
Ordnance Light Maintenance Compan
ist Quartermaster Compan
ist Signal Compan
Military Police Platoo
ist Brazilian Infantry Division Ban
ist Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, Mechanize
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gth. Engineer Combat Battalion [3 Companies
1st Artillery Regiment, Headquarter
4th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Howitzer
1st Medical Battalion [3 Companies
1st Regimental Combat Tea
1st Infantry Regimen
1st Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
1 Company, 9th Engineer Combat Battalio
1 Company, 1st Medical Battalio
6th Regimental Combat Tea
6th Infantry Regimen
2d Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
1 Company, 9th Engineer Combat Battalio
I Company, 1st Medical Battalio
11 th Regimental Combat Tea
I1 th Infantry Regimen
3d Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
1 Company, gth Engineer Combat Battalio
1 Company, 1st Medical Battalio
Attached to BEF:

107th AAA Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
Cavalry:
gist Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron
Chemical:
84th Chemical Mortar Battalio
179th Chemical Smoke Generating Company [1 Platoon
Engineers:
1108th Engineer Combat Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Company;
attached:

23d Italian Engineer Combat Battalio
235th, 255th, 337th, and 401st Engineer Combat Battalion
1029th Engineer Treadway Bridge Compan
3d and 4th Platoons, 2916th Engineer Camouflage Compan
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IV CORPS (continued)
Field Artillery:
IV Corps Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
617th Field Artillery Observation Battalion
424th Field Artillery Group, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
633d Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Gun]
766th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Howitzer]
1125th Armored Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer SP]
British Units Attached to IV Corps:

7 Army Group Royal Artillery, Headquarters
2 Medium Regiment [4.5inch Gun]
232 Battery, 17 Medium Regiment [5.5inch Gun/Howitzer]
8 Survey Regiment [56 Battery]
212 Battery, 111 Field Regiment [25pounder]
178 Medium Regiment [5.5inch Gun/Howitzer]
26 Light AntiAircraft Regiment [1 Battery]; attached:
53 AntiAircraft Operations Room
Finance:
48th Finance Disbursing Section
Infantry:
35th and 37th Infantry Scout Dog Platoons
365th and 371st Infantry Regiments [from o,2d Infantry Division]
10th Mountain Division
Headquarters, 10th Mountain Division
Headquarters, Special Troops
Headquarters Company
710th Mountain Ordnance Maintenance Company
110th Mountain Signal Company
Military Police Platoon
10th Mountain Quartermaster Battalion
10th Mountain Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop
10th Mountain Infantry Antitank Battalion
126th Mountain Engineer Battalion
10th Mountain Medical Battalion
10th Mountain Division Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
604th, 605th, and 616th Field Artillery Battalions [75mm Pack Howitzer]
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85th Mountain Infantry Regimen
86th Mountain Infantry Regimen
87th Mountain Infantry Regimen
Attached to 10th Mountain Division:

10th Counter Intelligence Corps Detachment [from MTOUSA]
34th Infantry Division
Headquarters, 34th Infantry Division
Headquarters, Special Troop
Headquarters Compan
734th Ordnance Light Maintenance Compan
34th Quartermaster Compan
34th Signal Compan
Military Police Platoo
34th Infantry Division Ban
34th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, Mechanize
109th Engineer Combat Battalion [Companies A, B, and C
109th Medical Battalion [Companies A, B, and C
34th Division Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Batter
185th Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Howitzer]
133d Regimental Combat Tea
133d Infantry Regimen
151st Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company A, 109th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company A, 109th Medical Battalio
135th Regimental Combat Team [under Army control]
168th Regimental Combat Tea
168th Infantry Regimen
175th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company C, 109th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company C, 109th Medical Battalio
Attached to 34th Infantry Division:

34th Counter Intelligence Corps Detachment [from MTOUSA]
85th Infantry Division
Headquarters, 85th Infantry Divisio
Headquarters, Special Troop
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IV CORPS (continued)
Headquarters Compan
785th Ordnance Light Maintenance Compan
85th Quartermaster Compan
85th Signal Compan
Military Police Platoo
85th Infantry Division Band
85th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, Mechanized
310th Engineer Combat Battalion [Companies A, B, and C]
310th Medical Battalion [Companies A, B, and C]
85th Division Artillery, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery
403d Field Artillery Battalion [155mm Howitzer]
337th Regimental Combat Tea
337th Infantry Regimen
328th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company A, 310th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company A, 310th Medical Battalio
338th Regimental Combat Tea
338th Infantry Regimen
329th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company B, 310th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company B, 310th Medical Battalio
339th Regimental Combat Tea
339th Infantry Regimen
910th Field Artillery Battalion [105mm Howitzer
Company C, 310th Engineer Combat Battalio
Company C, 310th Medical Battalio
Attached to 85th Infantry Division:

85th Counter Intelligence Corps Detachment [from MTOUSA]
Medical:
163d Medical Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
671st, 672d, and 673d Medical Collecting Companies
615th Clearing Company
32d Field Hospital
Military Police:
Military Police Platoon, IV Corps
Company C, 101st Military Police Battalion
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Ordnance:
148th Ordnance Bomb Disposal Squad
Quartermaster:
2d Platoon, 22d Quartermaster Car Company
Italian Unit Attached to IV Corps:

2d Platoon, 318th Italian Quartermaster Service Company
Signal:
62d Signal Battalion
MTOUSA

Unit Attached to IV Corps:

3916th Signal Service Company (Radio Intelligence)
Tank Destroyer:
701st Tank Destroyer Battalion (Selfpropelled)
894th Tank Destroyer Battalion (Selfpropelled) [Company A]
Transportation:
1st Italian Pack Mule Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
5th, 10th, and 17th Italian Pack Mule Companies
4th Italian Pack Mule Battalion, Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
12th, 18th, and 20th Italian Pack Mule Companies
MTOUSA

Unit Attached to IV Corps:

204th Counter Intelligence Corps Detachment
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Preparation of the Fifth Army
The Fifth Army History was produced by the Historical Section, Headquarters
Fifth Army, located at the rear echelon of that headquarters. Though personnel of
the section came ashore at Salerno, work on the written history in its present form
was essentially begun in December 1943, and was completed in August 1945. The
period or phase covered in each part of the Fifth Army History was delimited by the
Army Historian, within 1 or 2 months after the conclusion of the action involved,
and was then assigned to one officer for study. Other personnel were allotted
specialized topics to prepare for the officer in charge. With such assistance, each part
required approximately 4 to 5 months to complete.
Ground reconnaissance was carried out thoroughly at all times. The personnel
of the section usually had some opportunity to study the action as it progressed,
though the timelag limited firsthand observation. In the Anzio, Second Winter,
and Po Valley periods members of the section remained with forward elements for
considerable periods of time. Extensive interviewing below the level of the Army
staff was handicapped by the limited personnel available, by the other commitments
of the Historical Section, and by the scale of the action, covering a wide front in diffi
cult terrain. Officers of lower echelons were interviewed at Army Headquarters
whenever available, and on points where the written records were completely inade
quate further information was sought in the field. Apart from discussions of the op
erations with members of the Army staff, all parts of the Fifth Army History were read
and criticized by the G—2 and G—3 sections and by the Chief of Staff before being
approved by the Army Commander. The policy throughout was to allow complete
freedom to the Historical Section in the preparation of the history, with occasional
suggestions as to emphasis or interpretation of the motives dictating certain decisions.
Since this history was prepared at the Army level, it does not often go below
battalions in description of the action. The narrative relies primarily on written
journals, journal files, and narratives submitted monthly by the Army general staff
sections, the corps, the divisions and their subordinate units, and independent Army
units. Emphasis was placed primarily on the journals and journal files of the infan
try regiments and divisional field artillery battalions as being closest to the event, but
the records of all units were collated carefully in accordance with sound historical
principles. Though footnotes have not been furnished, the reader who desires to
check the action of any unit may do so easily in the monthly narrative and journal
of that unit for the period in question together with the records of adjacent and higher
units for the same period. The Army G3 journal file of messages was especially
useful on the Army level. Discussions of Army logistics were based partly on inter
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views with the relevant staff sections, partly on bimonthly (later weekly) reports by
the special staff sections, and partly on the written history of the G4, medical,
quartermaster, and engineer sections. Accounts of the actions of independent com
mands, such as the naval and air forces involved and the adjacent ground units,
were derived from the Army G3 journal file and from official reports prepared by
the commands in question.
Certain material was not used in the preparation of this history. Newspaper
accounts, including those in the Mediterranean edition of The Stars and Stripes, may
furnish additional color, but the detail almost always was found to be of questionable
accuracy; they were accordingly not employed. Personal narratives by participants
in the Italian campaign were rarely obtainable and could be used only with the great
est of caution. The personal files of the Army Commander and Chief of Staff, to
gether with the records of their telephone conversations, were not available. Though
information on planning was occasionally obtained from higher commands (15th
Army Group and Allied Force Headquarters), this history does not purport to cover
the activities of such commands in detail. Unit morning reports were not studied.
The following persons, at one time or another members of* the Historical Section,
Fifth Army, contributed to the preparation and publication of the Fifth Army History:
Col. John D. Forsythe, Inf; Lt. Col. Chester G. Starr, Jr., Inf; Maj. Roy Lamson, Jr.,
AUS; Maj. Harris G. Warren, AUS; Capt. William D. McCain, CAC; Capt. John
Bowditch III, CE; Capt. Bruce K. Myers, Inf; Capt. Edward A. Reep, CE; 1st Lt.
David Bacon, AUS; 1st Lt. John R. Vosburgh, Jr., Inf; 1st Lt. Louis G. Geiger, CAC;
1st Lt. Robert W. Komer, AUS; 2d Lt. Walter A. Hamilton, AUS; 2d Lt. Sidney T.
Matthews, AUS; M/Sgt. Mitchell Siporin; T/Sgt. Bernard C. Matheny; T/Sgt.
Savo Radulovic; T/Sgt. Martin J. Romero; T/3 Ludwig Mactarian; T/3 Wilson R.
Waring; T/3 Alvin J. Weinberger; T/4 Sidney I. Buckman; T/4 Harry A. Davis;
T/4 Frank D. Duncan, Jr.; T/4 Vincent B. Kathe; T/4 Charles W. Petersen; T/4
Francis P. Sullivan; T/5 Arthur S. Freshman; T/5 William G. Newall; Pfc. Alden
Pilbin; Pfc. Azel R. Overton.
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This part of the Army History was prepared under the direction of Lt. Col. Chester G.
Starr, Jr., Army Historian, by Lt. Louis G. Geiger with the assistance of Capt. Bruce K.
Myers, Lt. John R. Vosburgh, Jr., and Lt. Walter A. Hamilton. The maps were drawn
by S/Sgt. Alvin J. Weinberger, Sgt. Charles W. Petersen, and Sgt. Andrew H. DeFrancesco.
The volume was printed and bound by the Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
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